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Abstract

The objective of this study is the description of a small scale artisanal fishing
community in Maluku Province in Indonesia which engages in fishing for subsistence
and exchange. Maluku and Indonesia are archipelagic regions, and this thesis treats
Garogos Island as an example of 'small island communities'. The thesis begins with
an overview of the environment, local history and social organization. It then
discusses in detail local sea tenure, fishing technology and methods, and economic
organization including methods of production and trade.
By focusing on the activities for subsistence and for the market, the study
attempts to describe the encapsulation of a small 'isolated' island community into the
wider world economy and state through the process of change in the technological,
socio-cultural and ecological spheres. This process in turn leads to changes in their
management of marine resources exploitation. Beside internal changes, fishing
communities also face to the presence of large scale commercial fisheries in their
waters as a recent phenomenon. Problems emerge because outside large scale
fisheries are not always compatible with local small scale fisheries. In fact, the
increasing exploitation of sea resources by both locals and outsiders seems to lead to
the potential of overfishing. The issue of overfishing is also related to the concept and
practice of customary sea tenure by local people.
The thesis concludes by suggesting that 'traditional' fishing communities in
Maluku are characterized by encapsulation into the modern capitalist economy and
the institutions of the state which lead them to dependence on the outside market.
The conclusion also brings attention to customary sea tenure which is still important
as a basis for development of local communities. However, it needs modification in
order to adapt to modern fishing circumstances.
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Maluku is one of the provinces in Indonesia once famed through out the world for
spices. This area attracted sailors and traders in search of wealth based on trade in cloves,
nutmeg and mace. In the early centuries the spices could be found even in Roman.
Mediterranean and Chinese markets (Brissenden 1976:66; Baker 1988:4). Before the
Portuguese came, spices from Maluku were an exceptionally important product in the
greatest demand, as well as gold, tin, and valuable kinds of wood (van Leur 1955;
Meilink-Roelofsz 1962; Andaya 1993).
Maluku was not only an important part in local and regional networks, but also in
international networks through outside traders (van Leur 1955; Meilink-Roelofsz 1962;
Schrieke 1966; Brissenden 1976; Andaya 1993), such as Javanese, Malay, Chinese, Arab,
Persian and Indian traders. They brought the spices to the intermediary port, Grisek, in
north eastern Java, and from there to the dominant port town of Malacca, and to East and

West in long distance networks. In that time, Maluku was one of the important
international trading centres which was controlled by the local Sultanates, especially those
of Temate and Tidor&.
Now the dominance of trade in spices is over, and this province has become
"something of a backwater" (Meyer and Hardjodimedjo 1989:549). In place of spices,
other resources have become more important, especially marine resources. The
importance of marine resources becomes clear if we consider that 765,272 km2 or 90% of
the total area of the province of Maluku is sea with rich marine resources, and most of the
population is concentrated in coastal villages. Of 1,832 villages, 1,538 or about 84% are
coastal villages (Maluku Dalam Angka 1992:16), distributed in almost 1.000 islands.

'In that time, the Sultanates of Ternate and Tidore in north Maluku --where the name of Maluku
came from-- had authority over areas reaching far beyond their immediate surroundings. Ternate's
area of authority included eastern parts of Sulawesi in the west to northern and southern parts of
Halmahera in the east, from southern islands of the Philippines in the north to Sula Islands and
Seram in the south (Baker 1988:26). Moreover, under Sultan Bab Ullah who forced the Portuguese
from Ternate, their area of authority reached southern Mindanao in the Philippines in the north to
Seram, Ambon, Banda and even Timor in the south (McKay 1976:106).
The area of the Sultanate of Tidore reached from the central part of Halmahera, Gebe, and the Raja
Ampat Islands to some coastal areas on the Kepala Burung (Birdshead) to as far east as Biak in Irian
(Baker 1988:26). Moreover, Sultan Nuku (1780-1805), who never surrendered to the Dutch,
expanded the area to the whole of eastern Seram --which before had been handed over to the Dutch
by Nuku's father-- including group of islands in its southeast, such as Keffing, Geser, Seram Laut,
Gorom, Watubela and Teor, and as far as Kei and Aru Islands (Katoppo 1984).

Map 1. Province of Maluku
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These figures indicate that Maluku is an archipelagic province, and its people mostly
depend upon the sea for their living.
The geographical composition of the province and the potential of the natural
resources of the sea, mean the principal source of income for development is from the sea.
Both the national and provincial governments are encouraging commercial fisheries
development. As a consequence, in modern times marine products are a major economic
resource in this province, providing a basis for local subsistence combined with small scale
artisanal production and large scale commercial exploitation. These two types of
production are not always compatible with each other because of the difference in
characteristics. Local people --with their own distinctive social, cultural and technological
characteristics-- usually have a marine tenure system by which their sea resources are
managed through customary practices.
The penetration of the world market economy in the push for development into a
traditional fishing community has brought some changes in local social, economic and
ecological systems. For instance, there have been changes of the mode of production with
its increased connection to the market, the introduction of new fishing technology, the shift
in some functions of traditional institutions, and diminished availability of certain sea
resources because of overexploitation. Besides, fisheries development programs, which
were aimed at improving local standards of living, are not very often successful. Some
new programs cannot be adopted because they are not compatible with the characteristics
of local fishing communities (Pollnac 1985), while other programs which are related to
rural economic development do not reach the target group: the poorest fishermen in the
village. This is because such l)1a115 very often are based only on statistical reports which
are collected without accompanying qualitative data which might provide a description of
micro concepts of the community that is studied (Mubyarto et al. 1984).
This thesis is a part of a larger co-operative project involving Northern Territory
University (Darwin) and Universitas Pattimura (Ambon), studying the impact of change,
development pressures and technology transfer on the social and cultural fabric of the
Maluku province. It includes consideration of government-sponsored change and
commercial development, local-level economic development, and the impact and adoption
of new technologies. The project focuses on both urban and rural contexts in order to
develop a framework for analysing regional 'modemisation' processes through a
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comparative approach. Research in rural contexts concentrates on analysis of the
traditional resource base by which local communities meet their basic subsistence
requirements and sustain transactions with local economic centres, and the impact that
development pressures have upon local economic activities and ecological processes.
Recognising that Maluku province is composed mostly of sea and many small islands, this
thesis examines an example of a subsistence oriented, small-scale fishing community on a
small, isolated island, which is driven to participate in a larger market economy.
This thesis focuses on the study of a small scale fishing community with particular
attention to: (a) the economics of subsistence and production for the market; (b) the
ecology of production and the relationship between economy and environment; and (c) the
concepts of customary marine tenure. I also stress the impact of commercial exploitation
on sea resources, over which the local people have little control.

Theoretical Framework
Much less attention has been given to the study of fishing systems of traditional
communities than has been paid to agriculture systems. In anthropological discussions,
fishing adaptations in comparative studies have largely been ignored. Palsson has pointed
out,
There is a tendency to see fishing activities either as a last resort, as a
compensation for the deficiency of the terrestrial environment or as mere fun....
when it comes to theory and model-building the role of fishing seems to disappear
(Palsson 1988: 189).
Emmerson (1980) claims that fishing communities have been neglected for a long
time by both academics and administrators, and are forgotten in rural development
discussions, even in insular Southeast Asia were most of the surface is sea. Few studies
have been done on small-scale fishing communities in Southeast Asia. Among others are
the works of Firth (1946) on Perupok on the east coast of Malaya. Frazer (1960; 1966) in
southern Thailand, Szanton (1971) in the Philippines, Mubyarto et al. (1984) on two
Javanese villages in Indonesia, and Wee (1988) on native fishermen in the Riau
Archipelago. All works have been related to analyzing socio-economic aspects of fishing
communities. Generally, the production of traditional fishing communities is used for
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subsistence as well as for the market'. Some catch is consumed immediately by the
household, but some is traded for subsistence and other goods.
The impact of capitalism in fishing communities has been stressed by, among
others, Alexander (1982) in his study of Sri Lankan fishermen, Wan Hashim (1988) in his
study of Malay peasant fishermen of Pangkor Island, and by Healey (1994) in her study of
women's roles in east coast Malaysia.
Study of small island communities, particularly those which are involved in interisland trade and even play a role in wider economic networks has been done, for example,
by Harding (1967) on Siassi Islands in the Vitiaz Straits and Carrier and Carrier (1989) on
Ponam Island in Papua New Guinea.
Trade --even export-- is not actually something new in the history of the province
of Maluku as mentioned earlier. Meyer and Hardjodimedjo (1989:558) stated, "in the
colonial and early independence period, spices and copra were the backbone of the export
economy" of Maluku province. Previously, local people were involved through a series of
local trade networks which involved traders within and outside Maluku (Ellen 1987;
1993b; Andaya 1991, 1993). It has been reported that in the 15th century onwards, not
only spices, but also various other commodities, such as massol bark, cloth, iron, wood,
bird-of-paradise feathers, slaves, and marine resources, such as sea cucumber, agar-agar
(seaweed), tortoise shelL pearls, and salted fish were in a good demand (Ellen 1987;
Andaya 1991: 1993, Riedel 1886; Wallace 1962; Katoppo 1984). Moreover, Ellen
(1987:45) wrote, the 18th century growth in trade in seaweed, pearls, sea cucumber and
other marine products was mostly in reply to the demands of Chinese market.
It seems that accounts of trade in marine resources in these writings focused on
the glorious past of Maluku province. There are hardly any detailed published
anthropological studies of fishing communities in Maluku'.

2

Referring to this attribute, Shoembucher has stated,
it distinguished peasant fishermen from primitive fishermen, who fish mainly for their
subsistence with a rather simple technology and, on the other hand, from industrialized
fishermen, who fish with mechanized, capital-intensive equipment (Shoembucher
1988:2 13).
In recent years there has been a number of studies based in fishing communities in Maluku, but
these have focussed mainly on issues other than production for subsistence and the market. See, for
example. Barraud (1979: 1985) on Kei. Laksono (1990) on Kei, Pannell (1991) on Damar, and Spyer
(1992) on Aru.

There are at least two urgent problems that are Laced by contemporary maritime
communities in Maluku. First, the outsiders' concept of the sea as "common property",
because of its "mobile resources", has put traditional fishing communities into a corner.
Trespassing on the rights of traditional fishing communities by outsiders is common.
Unfortunately, there is little opportunity to bring cases of breach of sea tenure before the
court. Although traditional land tenure and the position of tanah adat ('traditional land')
is acknowledged in UUPA (Undang-Undang Pokok Agraria, Agrarian regulations) by the
Indonesia government, traditional sea tenure until now is not recognised in government
law at regional or national level.
In anthropology, there has been less interest in marine tenure than land tenure.
Cordell (1993:160) states that there was very little written about indigenous sea rights
until about thirty years ago. The sea and its resources were thought of as common
property, whereas for many local communities, sea and land are indivisible in a more
complex system of resource management.
In Maluku, a report of customary sea rights has been done for some islands in
three 'cultural' areas of Maluku: north, central and southeast (Yayasan Hualopu et al.
1991), but little other published information is available. A few anthropological writings
about sea tenure are available for other areas, such as on the Australian Aborigines, Tones
Strait Islanders and Papua New Guinea villagers (see, for example. Davis 1988; Carrier
and Carrier 1989; Johannes and MacFarlane 1991; Cordell 1993).
All researchers have found that the sea may appear fairly uniform --and may
appear as 'common property'-- to outsiders, but actually it is not so to locals. The locals
have their own regulations: obligations and rights in a system of customary marine tenure.
The lack of awareness or knowledge of local customary marine tenure can lead to
incompatibility between outsiders or even government policies and the locals. An
understanding of customary sea tenure is important not only for Indonesia generally as the
largest archipelagic state in the world (Emmerson 1980: 141) and perhaps one of the
largest small-scale fisheries in the world (Panayotou 1985:14), but particularly for Maluku
as an archipelagic province where its people mostly depend upon the sea for a living.
The second problem faced by maritime communities in Maluku is that some
people have the opinion that the supply of sea resources will not be exhausted because
local people's exploitation is limited by technology and the weather. But in fact,
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overexploitation is occurring (besides pollution, for example, in Ambon bay) among
traditional fishermen in many places. Ecologically and economically the situation is getting
worse for them when outside, large-scale commercial fishing enterprises also exploitate the
sea without adequate concern for sustainable yields. Commercial fishing is promoted by
the national and provincial government. While it may yield economic benefits for some, it
has not done so in the local community itself In fact, the increasing commercial
exploitation of sea resources by both locals and outsiders leads to increasing poverty in the
village, as has been recorded elsewhere. An example of overfishing and impoverishment
because of the demand of the market and the need to earn cash which has happened in a
small scale community dependent on marine resources was recorded by Nietschniann
(1987) among the Miskito of Nicaragua. Another example of the impact of motorization
and overfishing leading to impoverishment of the lowest (the poorest) group of fishermen
is provided by Mubyarto et al. (1984) in their study of two Javanese fishing villages in
Indonesia. Ooi Jin Bee (1990) and Jomo (1991) stressed their focus on overfishing in
Peninsular Malaysia mainly of the impact of technologies and the competition between
large-scale fisheries and small-scale fisheries, also including the policy of government in
fishery. Conceniing the problems of small scale fisheries, a volume of papers on socioeconomic analysis and policy of small scale fisheries from five countries in south and
southeast Asia was edited by Panayotou (1985). Ironically, some of these examples show
that one of the characteristics of 'development' is the danger of over- exploitation of
natural resources.
On the other hand, this issue of overexploitation is also related to customary law
as practiced by local people, such as the way fishing is regulated in a customary system. In
managing their resources on the land and in the sea, Maluku traditional communities
practice the sasi system. The idea of the sasi is the protection from exploitation of certain
plants or animals for certain times. Sasi as a traditional institution has been discussed by
some academics as a form of social security over natural resources, so it is an aspect of
environmental law (see for example Lokollo 1988; Kriekhoff 1989; von Benda-Beckmann
et al. 1992; Brouwer 1994). Sasi regulations of some villages in Central Maluku can be
found in the adatrechtbuncle/s recorded in Dutch times (for example Adatrechtbundels,
1925). The sasi system also has been recognised by Department of Environmental Affairs
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of the Indonesia government recently4. Although scsi is still practiced, we need to
question whether the system is still consistently practiced among local communities. Is the
idea behind existence of the scisi
actually concerned with conservation? One of the problems I address in this thesis is the
effectiveness of scsi for sea resources as a system of conservation in the context of the
pressure to produce commodities in the market economy.
Use of sea resources for both subsistence and the market emphasizes adaptation.
Adaptation as Rappaport (1984:241) has stated consists of 'processes by which the
structure of system change in response to environmental pressure", while Ellen (1982:241)
has referred to a means of maintaining conditions of existence in the face of change".
Related to human needs in economy. Sahlins stated that adaptation
implies maximizing the social life chances. But maximization is almost always a
compromise, a vector in the internal structure of culture and the external pressure
of environment (in Bennett 1976:246).
From these definitions, we see that people always make adaptations as reaction of
change or for change toward their socio-cultural as well as natural environment through
some strategic choices or efforts in order to meet their need to survive. Bennet has
defined adaptive strategies, by which the efforts become standard, as
.the patterns formed by the many separate adjustments5 that people devise in
order to obtain and use resources and to solve the immediate problems
confronting them (Bennett 1969:14).
Since an adaptation in a community not only involves the natural environment, but
also social, cultural and economic environment, and is done by both individuals and
groups, as a consequence an adaptation might meet with one objective, but at the expense
of another one (see Bennett 1969: 1993: Ellen 1982). So, one purpose might be reached
by an individuaL but causes failure for groups; one adaptation might satisfy human

economy need, but lead to depletion of resources. The latter possibility shows that an
adaptation can solve a present problem (short-term secure economy), but lead to a longterm problem. Furthermore, it also shows that people manipulate their environment for

4The system received attention when in 1985 a national environmental award (Kalpataru) was
given to Ke'a'ang institution (an adal institution which has the task to protect village environment
including control of sasi) of Haruku village in Central Maluku for their .s'asi system by the President
of Indonesia through the Department of Environmental Affairs.
51
prefer to use the word efforf than 'adjustment' to refer to action.
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their own purposes (Bennett 1969; Ellen 1982) as well as they do other aspects within the
community, such as social and culture.
In reference to maritime communities in Maluku, the concept of adaptation could
be used in the sense of people making changes in technology, methods, and strategies in
order to take advantage of new opportunities, but that these adaptations do not necessarily
lead to stable ecological relations. For example, in their adaptations to technological
change and economy, a local community does not necessarily achieve a balance with the
environment, but may actually over-exploit it. Adaptation therefore has two possible
consequences. Firstly, a stable ecological system with possibility of sustained yield of
resources.

Secondly. 'open-ended' ecological system with possibility of unstable,

changing ecological relations because local people have very limited control over their
place in the larger economy, which depends on their exploitation of natural resources.
This second consequence is not necessarily because the people are traditionally "bad
managers" of resources, but because economic and political relations mean they are unable
to be "better managers".
This thesis focuses on the village of Garogos in Garogos Island in Central Maluku
(see Map 2). This community is not typical of most coastal fishing villages in Maluku
which live both from agriculture and fishing activities. Garogos people depend only on sea
resources for their livelihood, both for subsistence and the market. They are a traditional
small scale community of specialist artisanal fishers6 living in an isolated small island which
does not support agricultural. However, although they are isolated, they are not cut off
from contacts outside their island'. Because of the need for carbohydrates and other daily
necessities, Garogos people have always had relations with other surrounding islands
through barter or trade, beside contacts with outside traders either directly or through
local middlemen. These exchange activities are undeniably necessary for survival, and
mean this community is not self sufficient. They produce a surplus beyond subsistence to
In reference to the term "artisanal", Ooi Jin Bee (1990:2.11) characterises artisanal fishing as
oriented to subsistence and market economy, and is distinguished from the modern sector based on
organization of technologies and iiiethods.
On the other hand, other terms used to distinguish artisanal from industrial fishermen are "small
scale" fishermen versus "large scale" fishermen. These terms are based on the options of fishing
grounds, where small-scale fishermen are dependent on their local resources (Panayotou
1985:11, 12).
As Ellen (1984:173) has argued, the connection to outside islands more frequently happened for
small island groups, even with very simple transportation, than larger islands with interior
mountains.
-
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exchange for other things. Production is thus not simply for the limited ends of immediate
consumption, as theorized by Sahlins (1972) in his model of Domestic Mode of
Production, but also for the future, for use in exchange. The exchange is not simply for
food, but also for fishing equipment, materials for house-building and other expenses, such
as the cost of ceremonies. health or education of children. Besides fishing for subsistence,
they produce a surplus for the market; some sea resources are even international export
commodities, such as sea cucumber, sharklln, trochus shell, and abalone.
Politically, Garogos people are tied to a leader (raja) based in the village of
Kataloka in Gorom Island. Traditionally, the raja has administrative and economic rights
over Garogos land and sea. The political role of the raja involves the system of
exploitation of sea resources, such as giving permission to outside fishermen to exploit
Garogos sea or his control of the sasi system.
Although relatively isolated from the provincial centre, Ambon. Garogos has not
escaped from development pressure and the penetration of the commercial market which
has had an impact on its mode of production, causing socio-cultural adaptation. This has
involved changing patterns of exploitation in response to market demands for sea
products. Unfortunately, the change has not always been to the advantage of Garogos
people. The adaptations to change which occurred in Garogos toward their natural
resources is also supported by outside people.
This study of Garogos small scale artisanal fishing, has two main objectives. First,
to examine the impact of development in Maluku generally through the perspective of
Garogos as a small scale isolated fishing community with limited opportunity to obtain
new technology compared to other communities nearer the centre. Second, to see
particularly how Garogos people are connected to the outside world in a larger system of
economic relationships. With these objectives, it shows how Garogos people have tried to
adapt to new circumstances through manipulation of the environment for purposes of
change and survival. Through a description of a small community in its connection to the
outside larger market, it can give a description of a larger national society.

Organization of Thesis
As mentioned earlier, my study of Garogos fishing system focuses on three issues:
(a) the economics of subsistence and production for the market: (b) the ecology of
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production and the relationship between economy and environment and (c) the concepts
of customaly marine tenure.
Prior to coming to the focus, in chapter 1 and 2 I give a brief overview of the
ethnography of Garogos Island and of Gorom Island where the political leader who holds
power over Garogos is located. It is important to provide the necessary background and
information for analysis and arguments latter, considering that hardly any written
information is available about the area, particularly Garogos'. One important point is that
the ties between Garogos and Gorom (especially the village of Kataloka) must be
explained in terms of traditional customary law, even though they are also linked in the
modem Indonesian government administration.
Chapter 3 begins by describing marine tenure, including the classification of sea
areas, access to fishing rights and also the sasi S stem as it relates to the sea domain. The
sasi system for trochus shell is actually based on market demand. The leader (raja) has an
important role in deciding whether trochus are conserved or exploited under sasi. This
chapter is a basis for a description of sea resources and fishing methods which are dealt
with in chapter 4. Sea resources and fishing methods are two things linked together.
Changes in kinds of resources exploited, and methods of extraction have happened over
time in response to market demand, which in turn relates to ecological problems of
exploitation.
The organization of labour is the focus of chapter 5.

Here I describe how

households try to improve their income through various strategies of individual or group
activity. There is division of labour in a household by age and sex. In the Garogos fishing
community, small children and old people are both consumers and producers. Fishermen's
income is used for various purposes based on their priority in the household economy.
Chapter 6 is concerned with the economy of the small scale fishing community. It
describes systems of exchange, where barter activity is still practiced, although generally
now done by estimating the monetary value of the goods. In trade, Garogos middlemen
have an important role in connecting fishermen and outside traders, in providing credit for
subsistence needs or other goods to fishermen. These create some marketing strategies
among these three interdependent elements: traders-middlemen-fishermen. The raja also

At least I have found only one published anthropological writing covering Garogos Island that
mentioned Garogos seven times (see Ellen 1984: 182,190,192,196,198).
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is involved indirectly in Garogos marketing through middlemen dealing in trochus shell.
Garogos fishermen exchange mostly to satisfy subsistence needs. As a consequence of the
penetration of the market economy, fishermen need to earn cash to meet the subsistence
needs of households.
A concluding chapter brings together the major issues raised in the body of the
thesis.

Fieldwork in Garogos
I first visited the subdistrict of East Seram, where Garogos Island is located, in
April 1992. From Ambon, the capital city of Maluku province, to Geser, the capital town
of the subdistrict of East Seram, I was looking for a "place of fish". This is a flmiliar
saying among Ambon people9 when they are talking about the region °. When I reached
Geser -a coral islet- and got involved in conversation with some Geser fishermen, I
received information on an island named Garogos which they described as a "real place of
fish". I visited a series of small islands between Geser and Gorom Island in the company
of three Geser men and a Manawoka young man. I decided to choose Garogos as my
field site because I was interested to observe a small., isolated island fishing community
which depends upon only the sea for its living because of limited access to agricultural
land.

Garogos is located far from Geser and Gorom" where its leader is based in

Kataloka village, but actually is not too isolated from the touch of development, change
and the introduction of new technology. I was concerned to find an example of the
management of resources in a small island in Maluku, an archipelagic province far from
regional or national centres. Besides, I was looking for a village that was small enough for
me to be able to become involved in the lives of the whole population for my observations
and analysis.

A man said jokingly, "fish in this place do not attend school yet so, they are 'stupid' and come
easily to eat the bait".
10
With a composition of many small islands, subdistrict of East Seram comprises 33% of
fishermen in Central Maluku (the second largest aer subdistrict of Saparua), and contributes 14% of
fish production (the largest) among 18 subdistricts in Central Maluku (Rekapitula.si Data Sub Sektor
Per,kanan Kabupaten itIa/uku Tengah 1993 the data was available from Fishery Offices in Masohi).
11 From Garogos to Geser as well as to Gorom (Kataloka) is about two and a half hours by a 5.2 hp
outboard canoe. The transportation from Ambon to Geser which continues to Gorom is by public
ships via Banda, or by boats owned by private entrepreneurs with uncertain time schedules (by boat
from Ambon is about 20 hours to Geser, and another three hours to Kataloka).
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I came back to Garogos in 1993. This study is largely based upon data obtained
from February to August 1993. During this time, I also went out with fishermen in their
canoes to nearby islands, such as Geser, Gorom, Kidang, Nukus and Koon for various
purposes. On these occasions I had opportunities to add information related to my work
in the island. These visits provided opportunities for conversation with the Raja of
Kataloka in Gororn. some old Goromese people. Kataloka-Chinese and Geser-Chinese
traders, and relatives of Garogos people on the other islands. I returned to Kataloka in
February 1994 for almost two weeks, but I could not cross to Garogos because of rough
seas and because transport was not available. While in Kataloka I met some Garogos
people staying with their kin in Goroin. From Ambon, around this time, I also went to
Masohi, the capital city of the district of Central Maluku to visit district government
offices in order to obtain other secondary data related to my work, such as data of fishery.
One advantage that I had when working in the island was that I could
communicate with all fishermen in Ambonese-Malay --my first language-- which is used
commonly in Maluku. However, because Garogos people mostly speak a local language
(Gorom language) which is used in eastern Seram12. I had some difficulties in catching
some information on some occasions because of my limited knowledge of the language13.
Like other fishing villages, fishermen's activities depend on the seasons.
Sometimes I was allowed to participate in fishing during the day-time in shallow sea where
there was low risk, such as in the ta/i kor method or abalone collecting. Nevertheless,
detailed interviews could not be done during peak periods of fishing, because people were
too busy. When fishing was poor, interviews could be done. I also had general
conversations with adult men while they were doing other activities, such as visiting other
islands, or relaxing in a group. On the contrary. I also lost opportunities to find some adult
men, because they were in other islands when there is not busy time for fishing. As a
female researcher it was easier for me to find adult women for companionship and

conversation. They spent much of their non-fishing time in the kitchen, looking after
children or plaiting mats.
12

Basically, all languages that are used in the eastern part of Seram Island and archipelagic
southeast Scram (for example, Wan,. Geser. Gorom) are the same, only with different dialects, so
they can understand each other.
13
Because other terms have been adopted in local language, in this thesis I attach the sources of
the words in the bracket. I use some abbreviation for them, they are: Grm for Gorom Am = Ambon
E. Srni = East SeranL Cent.Mal = Central Maluku-, Mal = Maluku. md = Indonesia Ar = Arab.

13

Common anthropological methods that I used were participant observation,
interviews, and focused conversation. As a first step, I visited each household and did a
census, especially for genealogical data, and a census of fishing equipment.
Based on my residence among Garogos fishing households. I describe fishing
activities, and then, analysed the system of fishing of Garogos people. I base my analysis
on the proposition that through adaptive strategies people attempt to overcome the
problems with which they faced. In other words, adaptive strategies are employed by the
Garogos fishing commun ty to achieve a desired purpose.
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Chapter 1
GOROM : THE REGION AND THE HISTORY

1. Gorom Islands
The Gorom Islands are located southeast of Seram. The group consists of the
islands of Manawoka (or Manuwoko), Pulau Panjang, (larogos, Nukus and Koon which
are uninhabitant, and Gorom as the biggest island. In the administrative government
system of the Republic of Indonesia, these islands are part of Kecaniatan Seram Tinzur
(the subdistrict of East Seram) with Geser as its capital Geser is located on Geser Island,
and is about 180 nautical miles to the east of Ambon, the capital of the Maluku Province.
Gorom Island is located about 30 miles east of Geser Island in group of Seram Laut
Islands. The group is located between Gorom Islands and southeast tip of Seram Island.
Seram Laut Islands consists of Keffing (it is also called Seram-rei), Geser, Kilwaru, Seram
Laut (or Maar) which is the biggest island, Kifar, Kidang, and some small uninhabitant
islands, such as Marlau, Masangarat, Kanoli, Makoka, Sisifi, Matauli, and Nedin. They
are surrounded by reef and shallow sea with deep sea in some places.
Gorom Islands and also Seram Laut Islands were mentioned in some ethnographic
writings, such as by Riedel (1886), Bosscher (1855), Ellen (1984; 1987; 1993b) and
Andaya (1991).
Like other parts in Maluku, Gorom Islands recognises two seasons in a year. East
season with much rain is in April to September. When the eastwind blows, sea water is
not clear and there is much rurut tonu [Grm](current when high tide) which point to north
and west. West season with westwind is in October to March. In this season, sea water is
clear and there is much

rurut

motE [Grm](current at low tide). The current points toward

east. Between these two seasons, there is transitional period that happens in February and
October.
On shoreline of three big islands, Gorom, Manawoka, and Pulau Panjang, the sea
is shallow, under 100 metres. These three islands are hilly and stony. Big wide reef is
found around three small islands: Koon, Garogos, and Nukus. Deep sea is found
between Koon and Gorom, about 600 metres depth. But the deepest part is around west
and south part where borders on Banda sea, that is over 1000 metres.
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Map 2. Seram Laut and Gorom Islands
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Gorom Islands sea contains many kinds of marine resources, such as various fish
both in reef and deep sea, sea cucumber, octopus and cuttlefish, many kinds of shellfish,
for example, trochus shell, abalone and giant clam, also can be found green turtle,
hawksbill turtle and seaweed. Some of the marine resources have economic value in the
market both inside country and in export to foreign country. Most marine products come
from small islands.
Agricultural products are in larger islands, including nutmeg, clove and coconut
plantations. Beside nutmegs, cloves and coconut palm, there is sago which is staple food.
People also plant cassava, taro, sweet potato, and some vegetables.
In Gorom Islands, there are some traditional leaders each with their authority
areas, over a village or some villages. Some of them have the title raja [Ind](=King)', and
others the orang k'a. The orang kava is a title which was created by the Dutch in an
attempt to attract local support. The title has status under the raja; actually, an orang
kava led a village or some villages under authority of a raja.

Beside the orang kaya, there

were other titles: the mayor and the kapitan which both were created by the Portuguese.
These two titles are not used anymore for a leader.
There were three "big" raja.s in Gorom Islands in the past2. Riedel (1886: 147)
reported, they were the Raja of Kataloka with eight villages, the Raja of Ondor with
eleven villages in Gorom Island, and the Raja of Amar who had 29 villages in Gorom
Island, ten villages in Manawoka Island, and Pulau Panjang Island which consist of four
villages. Moreover, in that time, the authority of the Raja of Amar was not only for
Manawoka, Pulau Panjang, and some villages in Gorom Island, but also was over
Watubela Islands (Bosscher 1885:39), and from the report of Jansen's official travel in
1928, before the government of the Dutch occupied islands of Kei, Tanimbar, Aru and
Babar, the Raja of Amar had authority reaching to Kei Islands (Jansen 1928:491).

2. The Domain of Kataloka
The Original Goromese. The original Goromese in Gorom Island were said to
have appeared from earth as caterpillars and jumped out to become ancestors of the

'In the past, the title of raja was latu.
2
Information from an old Goromese man said that there were three sticks as symbol of the three
ra/as at Bansina, a place on the hill located in the centre of Gorom Island where it was said the three
of them came from.
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present inhabitants (Riedel 1886:148). Later the population (in eastern Seram including
Gorom) was increased and assimilated by people who came from Jawa, Kalimantan,
Timor, Kuur, Teor, Kei, Papua (Irian), Banda, Ambon, Lease, Buano, Seram, Makassar,
Bugis, Bali, Tobelo, and Arabia (Riedel 1886:148; Bosscher 1855:39), also Buton and
China.
Another source of information from the young Raja of Kataloka has said that the
first person who came into Gorom Island was called Basora 3. He came from Jawa by
whirlwind, butu-angin. In that time, the island did not exist. Furthermore, a woman
appeared from sea water. Her name was Lominina. Basora and Lominina were married.
After the marriage, the top of Gorom Island emerged from the sea and was called Bansina
which is located in the centre of the island. The couple lived there some people came and
joined with them in Bansina. They appointed the first leader as their Matleen
[Grm](niat/rnata

=

human, person; leen/lean

=

big, means respected person) who had

authority over the land, so that they called him the Raja Tanah [md]: raja = king; tanah =
land). The first matleen was the oldest son of Basora and Lominina, named Ratu Ula.
The niatleen afterwards were appointed from Basora's descendants; people call them with
a title, Jou Ratu or it is known as Raja for outsiders.
After about nine generations, the people moved down to Guriun which was still a
hill area. In this place, Kahorin was appointed as the matleen. The place was also called
Rumah Derun which refers to the first house built by the matleen. In that time, the
population increased, so that the niatleen named the island "Gorom", which derives from
Guriun, which means "there were many people". Later, they moved down to another
place, Watdamu. At Watdamu, the Mafleen with his people erected some sacred stones,
called watu kaman [Grm](waru = stone /wman = sacred) which described or represented
clans, etar [Grm] with their obligations in customaly law.

Etar is a patrilineal clan

(genealogical unit), led by a kepala soa. Further, because each etar lived in their separated
area in the village, the meaning of etar has been associated also with a territorial unit, led
by a kepala soa.

His information is mostly based on an undated typed of history of the descent of the rq/a since old
times in Kataloka which he gave to me it is entitled Hikajat RiwaJat) oe.coel asal focroenan
Alatleen atau Rod/a taiia/i darE moerbakala hingga kini di A taloka (Kataloka)
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Until now, at Watdamu can be found four watu kanian which represented four
etar: etar of nzatleen and the three of his chief aides (his deputy). The clans were as
follows:

Rurnahrev, led by the Matleen or Raja Tanah (King of the land);
Runiata Iboo Kobaresi, its leader had an obligation to protect the rnatleeii, as Kapitan
(war commander).
Rurnodar Jboo Hula/ak, its leader had the duty to serve their nzatleen (hula/ak means to
"make cold house"; he pours water on places where pillars of a house are built in order to
have a sweet cool home); Rurnodar also was called ha'arihi, which means "to bring peace
or intercede in a conflict";
Runibawa Jboo hang Tura Rug/its leader had the duty to organize all of necessities of
the niatleen, as treasurer.
Other etar beside these four etar had obligation to pay tribute, seba [Grin], to the
Matlee,i. After the adat stipulations of these etar, each spread down to the coast area to
look for their settlements. The nzatleen (or the raja) with his three deputies together with
some other etars moved down to a place named Ataloka (Kataloka) which means the raja
had already been in above (in the mountain). Kataloka is the village where the Raja of
Kataloka lives.

Area of the Raja of Kataloka Authority. The domain of Kataloka at the
present time includes the village of Kataloka as the raja's capital, eleven villages in Gorom
Island (named Sambom, Rumeon, Dadaa, Aroa, Sikaru, Namalean, Kinali, Kulugowa,
Usun, Buan Runianama, and Adar-Kataloka), and three islands to the west of Gorom
Island (Garogos, Koon, and Nukus) of which only Garogos is inhabited.
Kataloka borders on the village of Oridor in the south; the border between these
villages is a pile of stones called pentang. Elsewhere, Kataloka borders on p/tar, a stone
formed into a pillar, in the hamlet of Kilsodi which part of the village of Rarat. East and
west of Kataloka is sea. Boundaries between villages in Kataloka domain are well
established and not subject to conflict.

The Coming of Islam.

Islam came into Gorom before western people arrived,

while the people were still living in the hills. There are places where the first mosque is
said to have been built, and a grave of a Muslim missionary dated about 1400s. Actually,
Islam came into this area from the 12th centuly onwards, through the influence of the
sultanates of Ternate and Tidore in North Maluku (Ellen 1993a:193). The first Moslem
Raja of Kataloka was Bakar Wattimena. He was also one of the missionaries of Islam.
When he came to Kataloka from Banda, Raja Mata Merah held the power in
Kataloka. He was a cruel raja who like to punish his people by killing (slaughter). Bakar
Wattimena was acquainted with the raja's sister, and the raja agreed to allow them to
many. However, Bakar Wattimena imposed a condition that he would many her,
provided his descendants became the Raja of Kataloka. The raja agreed as well as his
people who wanted their 'cruel' raja to be replaced. The Raja Mata Merah also swore in
front of his people that if the people would not obey the next raja (Wattimena's
descendants), gods and ancestors would curse them. The people agreed. Hence,
Kataloka people until now obey their raja. The descendants of Wattimena have became
raja for ten generations; now, is the tenth. They use the name Rumahrey Wattimena that
also shows the name of their etar.

3. Social Status
Kataloka is a stratified social system. The highest status is held by the raja and
members of his clan, etar, who are addressed all referred to asjou. It seems that this term
was introduced from Tidore, joou means noble (Leirissa 1984), or jou meaning lord
(Andaya 1993:69). The raja is called Jou Ratu (ratu [Jawa]

=

King). Members of the

raja 's etar (Rumahrey Wattimena) cannot many members of other etar in Kataloka,
because they are of lower status. Member of etar Rumahrey Wattimena can only marry
within the clan or with members of other raja clans in other islands, for instance Seram or
Manawoka. Some members married outsiders to avoid "incest".
According to Riedel (1886: 154), there were three strata in Gorom society : (a)
gahiin[Grm] or nzansia gahiin[Grm] (nobles); (b) rnahun[Grm] or nians'ia mahun[Grm]
(middle strata); and (c) nzoi[Grm] or nioira[Grm] (slaves). An old man in Kataloka said to
me, in the past, the three strata in adat society were: (a) nzatleen (the raja and his kin); (b)
bala (people); and (c) rnoi (slaves). The third group came from outside, for example, they

4]

were bought as slaves from Irian for enzas-tail[Ind], a kind of gold. Members of a stratum
could not move up to a higher stratum. Strata were endogamous.
The Raja of Kataloka is very influential. The raja upholds customary rules,
adat[Ind]. Many kinds of problems or conflicts are brought to the raja to settle. Even
nowadays people almost never bring their conflict to the police. Their raja can settle most
cases, except criminal cases, such as murder. Usually the conflicts in this society are
related to land boundaries and ownership, inheritance of plants (in plantation or gardens,
such as nutmeg trees and coconut palms), and conflict over women, for instance
elopement.
The raja with his staff settle disputes brought to them in raja 's house, or in his
office for serious cases. In the past, the adat court was attended by the raja, Muslim
leaders, older members of adat and people. But today, it is only attended by the raja and
some of his deputies in village administration.
There are three kind of punishments
Corporal punishment. The violator has to work in the raja's house. Men clean the
yard, paint, and draw water from well. Women help to cook in the raja 's kitchen, wash
clothes and dishes and clean the house. The duration of punishment depended on the
infraction, but ranged from a month to a year. The longest punishment ever given was
imposed on a man who raped his stepdaughter, that was two years.
Punishment by fine. Usually this involved a payment of money to the victmi The
amount depended on the violation. In the past, beside money, they also paid in cloth, gold,
silver, and copper jewelry.
Punishment by curse. (1) The curse of the iniarn, Muslim leader. The consequence of
irnani's curse is the violator will not get rewards in his life even if he works very hard, and
he will be unhappy. (2) The curse of the raja. This is what people most feared. The
raja 's curse, kinor, causes sickness or even death to befall the guilty person.
With modernization, the role and status of the raja has been reduced. Moreover,
the late father of the present raja was a charismatic figure, greatly respected and feared by
the people4. People often came to the raja's house to contribute labour, such as to repair
the house fence or roof and fill the open tank for splash baths by water from well.

For example, it was said that prayer service on Friday at the mosque would not start until the
arrived. If the service started before his arrival, it might start from beginning.

raja
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Although under the leadership of the new raja, obedience is not as strong as
before, people still bring "tribute" to the raja's flimily, such as money on Idu.l Fitri Day, or
for important necessities of the raja's family, for instance to help at marriages, in time of
sickness, or schooling. Village councils still have rights to give advice to the young Raja
and his brothers, even about their choice of wives.

4. Land Tenure
There are several terms related to land in Gorom language:
-

-

-

wanu = village;
baal= land;
esi = forest, it is located far from the village, usually used to plant permanent plants, such

as nutmeg, clove, coconut, and sago98 as nutmeg, clove, coconut, and sago trees;
-

-

esi nba = primary forest;
wuunz or urn = garden, it is located near the village, usually planted with cassava, sweet

potato, taro, and corn;
-

re 'at

=

'to cut trees'; indicates former gardens or follow land, which will be used for

gardens again once trees start to grow.
The K.ataloka domain lands are divided into:
village land (baal wanu). This is oied by the village and is controlled by the raja,
which means the raja makes decisions over use the land and settles disputes over it. The
land consists of agricultural land, forest, rivers, etc. Outsiders who lived in the village
could be given a tract of land by the raja if they professed and practiced the
village ac/at like indigenous people in the village'.
clan land (baa! etar). This was divided between each etar (clan) in the past; use of it
was controlled by the etar 's leader (the kepala

soa).

Baal etar cannot be planted in

permanent plants. It can only be used for urn (gardens) which are planted with corn,

In the past, the owner of land was called latubaal, that was people who lived first in the island
while the leader of the village was called latu (Riedel 1886: 154). But presumably after that, the ra/a
as leader also replaces the function of the latubaal. Unlike other traditional villages in Central
Maluku which beside the raja as administration leader, there is tuan-tanah (lord of the land) who
has 'power' over the land because they first occupied the village. The tuan-tanah organizes rights of
the domain land and settles disputes over it in the domain or with the neighbouring village. This
position can be seen in, for example, a ritual. In Kataloka, the rala also has traditional power over
the land as the tuan-tanah so that his order in, for instance, the ritual of ngaam --protection time
over plants and animals on the land and sea-- are obeyed by community.
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cassava, taro, sweet potato, or peanut. The urn is worked by members of the etar as a
group. For this reason, the urn is divided into parts. tawa [Grm] measured in re/ia
[Grm](l re/ia = 1.5 metres) for each household or adult person who works on it together.
c. private land (baa/si 'i-si 'i). This land was obtained in the past through the use of land
which had never be used. It was obtained through work on the land as far as the
community knows. Maybe it was an assumption by Riedel (1886: 153) as usa/i toran baa!
[Grm] (usa/i = open; baa! = land; toran [oran?]

=

ask) which was family or private land.

In turn, the land is bequeathed to descendants within the family of the worker, all of whom
have rights to its use. Sons and daughters have equal rights to private land. A woman
retains her rights when she marries. A villager can lose his rights to land if he ignores the
village adat and his village and his family do not acknowledge him anymore.
The village domain not only comprises the land area, but also the sea area, even
including other far islands.
The sea area is owned by the village and is under the raja's control. So, the raja
has power to arrange the exploitation of the sea. The community can exploit the sea
which belongs to the village.
Usually, land boundaries were marked by natural features, such as a hill, cape,
river, stream, big stone or tree. The borders of the village territory follow natural features
on land, which are extended out to sea. Generally the sea territory extends from the beach
to the edge of the deep sea zone.

5. Political System
Traditionally, the raja was the most important political figure, by virtue of his
superior status. The traditional community of Kataloka was rigidly stratified. In adat
administration, the raja was the higliest leader. He was helped by kapitan, kepala soa and
warnernen.
In the administration, it also had nzarinyu (spokesman who conveys the
instructions and decisions to the people). Another position was a juru-tuhs who
fimctioned as a secretary. In addition, there was the saneri (people's' council) which
consisted of the raja as leader, kapitan, kepala soa, warnernen, rnarinyu, older experts in
ada,', and Islamic leaders: irnarn, ;nodin, and Ithatib.
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In the past, the kapitan was a war commander. The kepala soa was a leader of an
etar (clan) which occupied a neighbourhood, a part of village, while the warnenzen was the

deputy of the kepala soa. In subsequent developments, the functions of the kapitan,
kepala soa and warnenien have become the same, that is, they lead a village (hamlet). For
this reason, a village in Kataloka's authority can be led by a kapitan, a kepala soa, a
warnernen, or by more than one kepala soa or warnernen, also by both kepala soa and

kapitan or both kepala soa and warnenien. The kapitan, kepala soa, and warnenzen as
leaders of villages have a responsibility to the rala directly. Sometimes, villages with more
than one leader have potential for conflict between the leaders. Table 1 shows a list of
leaders in the domain of Kataloka is recorded in 1993.

Table I Traditional Leaders in the Kntalokci Dnmin

Village/Hamlet
Kataloka
Samboru

•

Rumeon

4

Title
kepala soa
kepala soa
wamemi
kepala soa

•
•

Dadaa
Aroa

1
2

warnernen
wamemai

•

Sikaru
Namalean

1
1
2

kepala soa

1
1

kapitan
kapitan

•
•

Number of leaders
I

I
1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kmali
Kulugowa
Usun
Buan Rumanama
Adar Kataloka
Garogos

I

2

kapitan
kepala soa

kepala soa
kepala soa
kepala soa
kepala soa

Etar
Rumalesin
Rumata
Tuhuteru
-Rumata
-Tuhuteru
-Tuhuteru
-Suwakul
Kelilaw
-Rumalean
-Rumalean
Rumasukun
Tianotak
-Tianlean
-Rumonin
Rumata
Guriun
Rumbaru
Aineka
Rumalean
-Rumakat
-Rumakat

On the other hand, introduction of new government legislation on village
administration (Undang-Undang No.5, Tahun 1979) into Kataloka's system has caused
changes in some functions of the traditional systeni New terms for village officials in
Indonesian language that change local terms cause a shill by association toward some adat
functions that adhere to these terms. The term for raja (Iou Ratu) has changed to Kepala
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Desa,

"village leader", which is thought does not have power in adat. There are new

positions too, such as kepala urusan penierintahan, head of administration afihirs, and
kepala urusan pembangunan, head of development afihirs. The term for a leader of a
village under Kataloka authority (it is named dusun[Ind], meaning a small village or hamlet
that is part of a larger village) has changed to kepala dusun, and there can be only one
kepala dusun who leads a dusun according to new government legislation. Besides terms,
new regulations will cause further changes. For example, anybody can become a kepala
desa throuab election, even an outsider, provided he has already lived in the village for
more than two years.
In flict, Kataloka still practices its adat administration within its area as well as
government administration. Both systems are combined: the leader of the village is both a
raja (lou Ratu) and a kepala desa. The kepala dusun is still chosen from descendants of
the former kepala soa, and the dusun is still led by more than one kepala dusun. Members
of the raja's family, such as his uncle and brothers, have been assigned new positions, such
as kepala urusan.
The structuxe of the traditional (adat) political administration of Kataloka and
Indollesian government village administration can be described as follows in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.

Figure 1. Traditional Administration of Kataloka:

Raja

Saneri

Kapitan

JuruTulis
(Secretary)

Kepala Soa

Warnemen

Mannyu

Masyarakat
(People)
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Figure 2. Government Village Administration of Indonesia
Camat

Kepala Desa
KU. Pemerintahan
KU. Pembangunan

LMD

KU. Administrasi'

Sekretaris Desa

KU. Keuangan
KU. Kesra

Kepala Dusun

Kepala Dusun

Kepala Dusun

Ketua RW

Ketua RW

Ketua RT

Kepala Dusun

Ketua RT

Ketua RT

Ketua

RT

Kepala Keluarga
Masyarakat
Note:
Carnat = Head of Subdistrict
Kepala Desa = Head of Village
LMD (Lembaga Musyawarah Desa) = Village Council
Sekietaris Desa = Village Secretary
Kepala Urusan Pernerintahan = Head of Government Affairs
Kepala Urusan Pembangunan = Head of Development Affairs
Kepala Urusan Administrasi = Head of Administration Affairs
Kepala Urusan Keuangan = Head of Monetary Affairs
Kepala Urusan Kesra (Kesejahteraan Rakyat) = Head of Public Welfare Affairs
Kepala Dusun = Head of Hamlet
Ketua RT (Ru/cuiz Warga) = Head of administration unit
Ketua RT (Rukun Tetangga) = Head of neighbourhood
Kepala Keluarga = head of family/household
Masyarakat = society (people)
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Livelihood
People in the domain of Kataloka generally cultivate their land by traditional
swidden agriculture and engage in fishing. They cultivate sago, coconut, nutmeg, cassava,
taro, sweet potato, banana and some leaf,' vegetables. In the past nutmegs were one of
the most important products from this area as well as cloves as in other parts of Maluku.
Nowadays, kebun pa/a (nutmeg gardens) on the hill which are usually owned communall
by clan or families are neglected; there is no replanting. Sea products, such as sea
cucumber, trochus shell and fish continue to have an important role. With falling demand
for nutmeg and copra, sea commodities (which mainly are not produced by Kataloka's
fishermen in Gorom) are rising in value, especially at present, with the price of mace and
nutmeg very low at only Rp 1000/kg for mace and Rp 400/kg for nutmeg seed (in 1993 )6
For this reason, the farmers have lower income than fishermen.
Actually, people of the villages in Gorom mostly depended upon agricultural
activity rather than fishing. Nevertheless, fish are favourite food for households.
Therefore, they also do fishing in good weather. Some of them fish for sale, especially for
buyers in Kataloka who consist of traders (Chinese) and government officials. There are
some shops in Kataloka run by Chinese traders. They offer foodstuff (rice, sugar, salt, etc)
and other necessities. Besides some of them are middlemen who buy agricultural and sea
products from local people.

Trading in the Past
Trading activities have persisted for a long time in Gorom Islands. Bosscher
(1855:39) that wrote Gorom people were active in trading and they were good traders

compared with other people is this area. Wallace (1962:284) that recorded they were "a
race of traders". In the past, Gorom people had contact with people from Seram, Banda,
Ambon, Am, Kei, Tanimbar, New Guinea, Ternate, Tidore, Bali, Sumbawa, Makassar,
Buton, Sula, Salayar, Jawa, with Bugis, Malays, Chinese, Arabs and Turks (Bosscher
1855; Wallace 1962; Riedel 1886, Jansen 1928; Andaya 1991,1993; Ellen 1987). They
visited these people or were visited. They traded various things with those people (Riedel
1886; Wallace 1962; Ellen 1987; Andaya 1991). Imports included rice, clothes, things of

'

In 1993, one dollar Australia = approximate Rp 1390.
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iron and copper, ceramics, opium and slaves. Most of the slaves came from Onin in Papua
(h-ian). Exports included nutmegs, sago, wood, nzassoi bark, sea cucumber, seaweed and
tortoise shelL
Furthermore, Bosscher (1855: 40-41) wrote about their direction of trading and its
products. With people of East Seram and some surrounding islands, they bartered
coconut, various kinds of tubers, Gorom cloth and chopping knives for sago, dried fish,
sago-leaf atap (for roofing), areca nut and sugar cane. To Kei and Aru Islands, they
traded gong (a kind of copper gong which was used for brideprice in Kei and Aru),
tobacco, ceramics, chopping knives, Gorom cloth, sago, areca nut, guns, lila (small
copper canon which in Kei was used for brideprice), and plants for medicines. These
things were bartered for pearl, sea cucumber, rubber (meaning tortoise shell), bird of
paradise, bird's nests presumably of swifilets. They resold these goods to Bugis and
Makassarese traders who traded in this area by bartering for among others, Spanish silver,
coins, Bugis sarong, rice, red cotton thread, firearms, opiuni To New Guinea, they
brought things of iron, cloth, ceramics and wire; they bartered for wild nutmeg, rnassoi
bark, sea cucumber, rubber (tortoise shell?), bird of paradise and slaves. To Bali and
Sumbawa, they traded silver coins, tatunzbu (a kind of container, plaited of pandanus
leaves), nutmeg and rnassoi bark for canoes, tobacco, rice, cotton cloth, iron, guns, and
sometimes slaves from Sumbawa and Buton.
Bosscher (1855:40) reported that Gorom traders had several hundred big canoes
which supported their trade to go to New Guinea, Aru, Kei, Banda, Bali and Sumbawa for
trading. They did not make all of their canoes; they bartered their commodities for canoes
or boats from Kei and Bali.
From their trading activities, it shows that Gorom people were also middlemen.
Their merchandise consisted of daily necessities, guns, luxury exports, such as sea
cucumber, pearls, nutmeg, rnassoi bark, and ritual objects, such as gongs and li/a. They
dealt with not only Bugis and Makasarese traders, but also Chinese, especially in sea
products.
In fact, as a trading area, Gorom (Kataloka) had already had contact with
mainland Asia in about the third century (Ellen 1993a:193). A dongson drum was
discovered in a river at the village of Namalean in the domain of Kataloka. It was said that
the drum had a function in exchange. Above all, the discovery of similar dongson drums
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in other places, showed a trade route from South China via Nusa Tenggara going to
Maluku and New Guinea (Ellen 1993a: 193).
Generally, Gorom and its surrounding islands in southeast Seram were one of the
important trading centres in the past. In the early 16th century, even before 1500, this area
was an important centre for economy, in controlling trade access to New Guinea, and
became more after Banda was destroyed by the Dutch in 1621 (Ellen 1987; 1993b).
From the early 16th century to the early 19th century, this area played an important role in
trading, mainly the trade of sea cucumber, niassoi bark

agar-agar

seaweed, and bird of

paradise feathers (Ellen 1987).
In the colonial period, Gorom did not have good relationships with the Dutch.
This was caused by the Dutch policy of hongi-tochten (hongi expedition) to maintain their
monopoly of spices in Maluku. This involved the destruction of Banda in 1621 and later
attacks on Gorom and sunoundings. More than 4,000 nutmeg trees were destroyed on
Gorom in 1648. 1670 and 1748 (Ellen 1987: 42; Riedel 1886:150). Indirectly, this incident
meant that other commodities, especially sea products, became more important for local
traders. Demand for these commodities was also rising from the Chinese market. Gorom
and its surroundings monopolized the export trading of sea products, especially sea
cucumber (nine kinds), tortoise shell,

agar-agar

seaweed. They either sold their products

to Bugis, Makassarese and Javanese traders who came to their region or carried them to
other markets. Although this region was under formal Dutch authority centered in Banda,
in fact its people were still opposed to the Dutch and commercially they had autonomy
(Ellen 1987). According to Leirissa, Ellen wrote,
East Seram was an extremely important trading area between the 17th and 19th
centuries, and during this period rivalled the Dutch in its volume of trade (Ellen
1987:46).
There is no information in the literature about the trading of the sea products that
involved Garogos Island in the past. However, as an island that only has sea resources as
its commodity, people in the island had sold their marine commodities to outsiders for a
long time. Since a community provides something for exchange with outsiders, it is
The Dutch, like the Portuguese before, tried to centralize their activities in Maluku from Ambon.
Ambon then developed as both an economic (trading) and administrative centre, eclipsing Banda.
Before the 16th century Ambon was not an important centre of Asian trade and politics (MeilinkRoelofsz 1962: Fraassen 1983: Ellen 1987). Thus, Goromese and surrounding peoples spread their
trading sphere (Banda-East Seram-New Guinea) into the Ambon sphere.
-
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involved in a trading network which in turn is a part of a wider network. Ellen (1984) has
mentioned Garogos in his description of local trading systems in Maluku which entwine
into other wider networks of long distance trade. Garogos had been described as a small
island which existed because of its role in wider systems. He has argued, Garogos has
developed in the last 20 years for supplying sea products to wider systems (Ellen
1984:198).
The kinds of sea products traded has changed in response to demands of the
market as I will show in succeeding chapters. This chapter has provided an overview of
the Gorom Islands, in order to provide a general context for the ethnography of Garogos,
to which I turn in succeeding chapters.

Chapter 2
THE ISLANI) OF GAROGOS

The Setting
Garogos is a small sandy island located west of Gorom Island, between
131010I20I to 131011I20 east longitude, and

30551

to 3°55'19" south latitude. It is

surrounded by a wide shallow sea. The depth of sea outside the shallow part is about 50
to 450 metres. The sea floor around Garogos consists of coral and sand.
There are two nearby uninhabited islands on the shallow area. Koon Island is in
the east, and Nukus is in the west, farther than Koon from Garogos. All three of them are
under the authority of the Raja of Kataloka.
The island is linked to the outside world by dugout canoes or planked boats,

whether motorized or sail-powered. Despite their isolated location, Garogos islanders still
have relationships with other islands surrounding them. The distance from Garogos to
Kataloka is about 25 kilometres through a deep rough sea which passes by Koon Island.
Geser, the capital town of the subdistrict of East Seram, is about 30 kilometres away. The
voyage passes by a line of inhabited and uninhabited small islands, and through reef, searu
[Grm/Am], which are interspersed with deep sea (see Map 2).
Garogos Island is almost two kilometres long east to west. The width varies; the

widest part is only about 65 metres (north to south) where the village is located. On the
island are some coconut palms that do not grow very tall, some pandanus palms, a few
casuarina trees, Plurneria obtu.sa, flowering shrubs such as bougainvillea and hibiscus, and
scrub.

This island experiences two seasons in a year: the eastwind (niusirn timur [hid]) in
March to August, and westwind (ntusirn barat [hid]) in September to February. Actually,

between these two seasons, there is nzu.sinz pancaroba [hid] or transitional period. In the
eastwind season there is much rain, and the westwind season is dry.

The Village
There is a village on this island called Garogos. The village is about 400 metres
long, and is spread out along a straight sandy road. It includes 43 houses, a mosque, a
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simple primary school and cemeteries. The mosque is located in the eastern part of the
village. There are two date palms beside the mosque. In the village there are three
cemeteries, and one more outside the village. Two of them only have about two graves
each, it was said owned by the first people in Garogos. Another cemetery is located in the
middle of the village but there is no space here anymore, so a new cemetery was opened
beyond the village to the east. There are twelve wells in the village, but two of them are
thy. Five wells have coral and stone walls without a stumbling block around them; the
rest are made from cement with a stumbling block around the mouth. All the wells are
salty. Nevertheless, there is no other source of fresh water. For drinking, people use two
of the wells: one is next to the mosque and the other is in the old kepala soa's yard. These
wells are clearer than the others and less salty. Generally, water in the wells is not clear.
People collect rain water to drink.
Although it is a sandy island, however some people have a simple garden where
they plant taro, papaya, pumpkin, squash, watermelon and other plants. The garden is
usually in front of the house, beside or behind it. Other gardens are beyond the houses,
outside the village, even on another island, Koon. Actually, with their limited area of land
for cultivation, the people do not depend on their small gardens. People say it is a matter
of choice to make a garden, if there is enough free time to tend it. it is usually women
who make gardens.
Coconut palms on the island are owned by the person who plants them or by his
descendants.
There is no electricity in the village. Although there are two generators in the
village, owned by the community for several years, they are no longer used. The main
reason is that money must be set aside for fuel, and not all of the villagers can do that.
Another reason is that there is some conflict between members and the person who
operates the machine, so that it is hard to manage to collect money for fuel from members.

The Houses. The houses of villagers spread either side of the road, and are built
next to each other in a regular pattern. Most houses are made of cement, and for roofing
corrugated iron sheets or woven sago leaves are used. Other houses use stems of sago
leaves for the walls, but some houses use only woven leaves for the walls, roofs, and even
the doors and windows.
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Figure 3. The Village of Garogos
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Most of the cement houses in Garogos were built around 1985 when locally
harvested trochus shell had a good price in the market. Most of the cement houses are not
finished yet, for example, with the walls still rough without plaster, the floor still sand or
without doors and windows.
Materials for house-building are got from other islands through purchase, credit,
barter, or gift. They get sago leaves for roofing from Seram or Gorom woven sections
(bangkalan [Grm]) they buy with money, and they barter for the leaflets (unwoven roof)
in bundles (bareni [Grm]) with salted or dried fish. Iron roof sheeting and cement are
bought or obtained on credit. They will pay in money or sea resources, such as trochus
shell, sea cucumber or fin and tail of shark, to Chinese traders in Geser or Kataloka or
usually via Garogos middlemen. The materials are usually ordered from Ambon. Some
people make lime kilns from coral blocks to get lime for cement. Usually they buy wood
from Seram by ordering it via middlemen in Garogos it costs around Rp 150,000/cubic
metre.
Sometimes, they find wood drifting in the sea and use it to cover the sandy floor of
houses, so that they can sit on it to eat or he on for sleeping. Some build a kind of
platform made of wooden planks in the kitchen (if they have big kitchen) or inside the
house. A few households have table and chairs that they made themselves. Usually, living
room floor has priority to be covered by cement than the other rooms.
Stems of sago leaves (a/aba [Grm]) for walls they get from Seram, Gorom, or
Manawoka. They buy the stems or are given them by kin or acquaintances. Some people
prefer to make walls of sago leaves rather than stems of sago leaves, because it is easier
and quicker. Others said that it is the work of a lazy man. Using a/aba takes more time,
but it is neater.
A house is built through 'co-operative labour' among adult men. The owner of
the house prepares food for people who work. Their kin or neighbours contribute food
too. Usually the owner hires a skilled house-builder called has rurna [Am], from Garogos
or from outside. There is only one has in Garogos. The payment is varied, but for them is
expensive, such as Rp 200,000 or Rp 300,000. It is cheaper if the has is their kin. In this
case, he does not mention the amount he expects; the house owner just gives him some
money, the amount depending on the owner. The has acts as leader, erecting the main
house posts while the others help hini In co-operative labour there is a schedule whereby
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participants take turns. For example, five men work one day while others are fishing for
themselves, then the next day those five men will be free, and the others work.
A few people in Garogos still build their houses following certain prescriptions. In
order that "a house will not be sick", meaning the people inside it will not be sick or
unlucky, always happy and safe, the prescriptions should be followed when starting to
build the house. After building the foundations, on its four corners are put a concoction
that consists of pressed wani leaves, scraped gold, and coconut oil. This is put on a
fragment of wok. The concoction is made by women, but is placed by men. It is repeated
when the first post is erected. The post is held turned toward the sunrise (east), and the
owner of house shakes the bas's hand while giving him money, for instance Rp 5000. The
bas will also receive a shirt and trousers, a sarong, a songkok (fez, usually made of velvet),
bread, some cakes, sugar (1 kg), tea and sago; all of these are put into a salola, a container
plaited ofpandanus leaves. In Garogos, only the family of the irnanz continue this practice.
In the past, Gorom people practised other regulations in building a house (see Riedel
1886: 160-161).
Almost all of the kitchens in Garogos are built separated from main house, at the
back. Usually the kitchen walls are made of stems or woven leaves of sago, and woven
leaves for the roof There is no lavatory in the houses. Three or four of the houses have a
simple woven sago leaf square for a "bathroom". Generally, Garogos people bathe at
wells or bring water from the well to beside or behind the house for that. Only two
families (the old kepala soa and the young kepala soa) have a simple restroom. One is
behind the house of the old kepala soa, built over the water. The other is beside the house
of the young kepala soa, and was built through a program of university students from
Ambon two years ago, but it is now in bad condition; its septic tank is dysfunctional
because it is only made from a drum. Generally, Garogos people use the beach as their
toilet.
Household Possessions. An exploration inside houses reveals simple furniture
and tools. Chairs made of rattan that they order from Ambon and rough wooden beds that
they made themselves may be found in a few houses. Every household has mats made of
pandanus leaves. They plaited these themselves or buy them; they sleep or sit on these.
They own household utensils, such as plates, glasses, some spoons, knives, woks and
pans. They cook using firewood on a fireplace, but a few of them have kerosene stoves to
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bake bread or cake. Only two households do not have a dugout canoe, but all households
own fishing gear, such as spears, own a kerosene pressure lamp that is mainly used at sea.
In the house, they use a simple oil lamp that they make themselves of a bottle, a cloth rag
as wick, and they fill the bottle with sand and kerosene. Four households have radios,
three have radio-cassettes, and two have tape-recorders. The young kepala soa has a
"walkie-talkie" without 'call-sign' that was given to him by a Chinese trader several years
ago.

3. Population

There are 43 houses in Garogos, but five of them are not occupied; the occupants
of four houses are in Gorom for uncertain times. The fifth empty house is built for the
principal of Garogos Primaiy School, but because of his infrequent presence in Garogos,
he choses to stay with a Garogos household.
According to my census of 1993, the population in Garogos is 217; of which 113
are males and 104 are females. The population appears to be growing rapidly at present
with 3 7.8% of the population under nine years old (see Table 2). Nonetheless, while many
children are not just consumers, they are also producers in fishing activities.

Table2 Ponulation of Ciarnos June 1993
Age
Male
Female
0
4
25
18
5
9
19
20
10-14
12
8
15-19
12
5
20-24
7
10
25-29
6
10
30-34
5
13
35-39
8
5
40-44
3
5
45-49
3
3
50-54
2
55-59
3
2
60-64
4
2
65-69
3
2
70+
1
1

Total
43
39
20
17
17
16
18
13

-

-

8

6
2
5
6
5
2

-

Total

1

113

1

104

1

217

*age is estimated, based on some incidents in this island,
such as election day, and average interval botween births.
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In 1882 according to Riedel (1886:148) 126 people lived in Garogos and nearby
Kifar Island; there was no mention of how many lived in Garogos'. So, in 111 years, the
population growth in Garogos was not high. It is not significantly affected by migration,
although in 1977 there was a serious conflict in the island in which the kepala soa was
murdered. The Raja of Kataloka arranged for some of the inhabitants to go back to
Gorom, but some Garogos families who had been living in other nearby islands came back
to Garogos to replace theni After the incident, there has not been much migration. Only
one family left, to go to hian to look for work, two families moved to Gorom because of
health problems and divorce, and one adult man at present has not come back after getting
a job in Irian. Others have returned. Some students leave temporarily to study.
There are 39 households in Garogos. The composition of Garogos households
(Table 3) shows that some households have foster children or grandchildren. Usually they
are relative's children. Several households have one old woman who is the mother of the
husband or wife. The kind of household composition can be seen at Table 3.
As a small isolated island almost without land for agriculture, Garogos people are
generally fishermen. There is no opportunity to follow any other occupation except
fishing. However, there is a teacher from Namalean, one of the villages in the Kataloka
area, who was sent to teach at the Primary School in Garogos. There are a few fishermen
with other skills, such as middlemen, bas rurna (the person who has skills in
housebuilding), bas bot (a skill boat-builder), and biang (midwife). Only the bas bot
works in other islands; the iest are specialists only in Garogos.

4. Education
There is a simple Primary School in Garogos. It was built by this community in
1982 in six months, but was not used until 1984. In that time, every household
contributed seventeen kilograms of trochus shells that they dived for in the time of buka
sasi (lifting of taboo on trochus). The school was built on the initiative of the irnani in
Garogos. He wanted his sons and children in Garogos to get an education, so that they
can continue to higher education, because he is sure a good education will give them a
better chance in life than their parents. Before the school was in the hamlet, Garogos
children went to elementary school in Gorom (Kataloka) or chose not to go school. Now

Presumably, at that time, more people lived in Garogos than in Kifar, as is the situation now. In
Kifar there are only 8 houses.
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Table 3. Household Composition in (larogos, June 1993.
Composition
1. Nuclear Family
married couple and
own children
own children + one/two foster child
children of husband & wife by other/ex spouses
one/two foster child
no children
2. Extended Family:
married couple and
own children + wife's mother
own adult child + daughter's son
own unmarried children + wife's married son and his wife
own unmarried children + children of husband and wife by
other spouses + one adult male relative
own unmarried child + one foster child + married daughters with
husbands and child + adult female relative
own unmarried children + one foster child + husband's mother +
husband's adult and teenager sisters
husband and wife adult brothers
3. Denuded Family:
husband + children, wife dead
husband + adult sons, wife dead + one foster daughter
wife + children, husband polygous
husband, wife dead + adult female relatives (unmarried woman &
her mother) + foster children
wife, husband dead + two adult foster granddaughters + foster
granddaughter's daughter + one relative's son
f adult unmarried women + own children + sister's daughter
Total

No

%

26

67%

7

1 8%

6

150/6

39

100%

15
5
I
2
3

I
1
I
1
I
I

I
I
I
1
I
1
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children from the nearby Kidang Island also come to the Primary School in Garogos.
They stay at their relative's houses in Garogos.
The status of the Primary School is SD Negeri, meaning it is looked after by the
government. The teacher receives his salary from Government. Because it is in an
isolated area, the students are exempted from school fees. They only pay uang senin [md:
uang = money; senin = Monday] every Monday, the amount is Rp 100. This payment is
used, for example, for a student and his family if he suffers misfortune, such as the death of
his parent, or to buy school necessities, such as a flag.
The school has cement walls and floor, and a corrugated iron roof The students
sit on a bench at a long table. The building is no longer in good condition. The roof is
damaged because of the strong north wind. So if it rains, the water comes into the classes.
The Garogos Primary School consists of three rooms, each room accommodates
two grades. The first room is for the first and second grade, the second room
accommodates the third and fourth class. The third room is partitioned off in the middle
into two parts. one for the flflh and sixth grade, and the other is an office. In 1993 forty
students were enrolled, but a few of them sometimes are absent. Generally students are
absent from class for several months when they follow their parents to other islands. Two
students from Kidang did not come back to continue their schooling since they returned to
Kidang.
The school has a principal and a teacher. The principal rarely appears at the island,
mostly living in his house in Geser with his first wife, or stang with his second wife in
Gorom.
The teacher and his wife stay at the house of the old kepala soa. Actually, he
manages the school alone. He gives lessons for six grades in three classes in a day every
school day. So he moves from one classroom to another. Therefore, if the teacher must
go outside, the classes are given a vacation as long as he is not there. He has been in
Garogos for two years. He comes from village of Namalean and his wife is from the
village of Samboru. Both villages are in Kataloka domain in Gorom.
Afler they finish their primary school, not many Garogos children continue their
education outside, especially girls. Most parents want their sons to help them in fishing
activity rather than sending them to school. For them, girls do not need much education,
because they will become wives with domestic work in the house and helping their
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husbands in the sea. Some parents do not share these opinions. For example, the irnarn
wants his son to continue his studies at university, so he can find a better job than a
fisherman, and receive a good salary, a better standard of living, and help his parents with
money or send goods to his family in Garogos, just as his nephew (the young kepala soa 's
elder brother) do for his mother. After his nephew finished his high school in Geser, he
obtained a job as a government official in Fak-flik. He sends his mother rice, buys fishing
nets for her, and brought his younger brothers to continue their study in Fak-fàk and
finances their schooling. He also wants his youngest sister to continue her studies in Fakflik after finishing her primary schooling. Another woman in Garogos wants children to
continue school if they are smart. She and her husband have no children, so they finance a
son of her husband's brother who is going to junior high school in Geser. They bought a
tract of land by the sea and built a simple house there for him. This boy had previously
been to Ambon for a year to look for job, but he could not find it with only his primary
school diploma. So he came back to continue his study. The inzanz's son is in high school
in Geser, and the inzanz also finances his step sister's son at high school in Geser. On the
other hand, a Garogos boy, Kori, finished his Primary School in Garogos and wanted to
continue his education in Junior High School in Kataloka. He was late to do enrollment,
so he had to wait for the next one. He has gone fishing and has collected money for
himself to go to school. He wants to become a nurse, while his youngest brother's ideal is
to join the army. He told me, parents who do not like their children to continue their
education are "stupid" parents. Unfortunately, his mother does not allow him to go to
Kataloka when the time for enrolment is coming. He is very angry and disappointed. His
mother wants him to help his father in fishing, because his father is getting old while his
two young brothers are too young. Besides, Kori is a clever young fisherman in Garogos.
In this case, this mother is a decision maker, while her husband and her children must
submit, even the father actually wants Kori to continue his education. His father's brother
is a Primary School teacher in Kataloka, and he finances Kori's oldest brother in Junior
High School in Kataloka. At the same time, John, another Garogos young man, finished
his Junior High School in Kataloka and came back to Garogos and then became a
fisherman. He said that he stopped school, even though he wanted to join the navy,
because his parents have not enough money and he still has some younger sisters and
brothers. Table 4 shows the level of education of Garogos people. The table shows that
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only three boys are going outside Garogos to high school, two are in Geser and one in
Fak-fak. Six boys are doing their junior high school, three are in Geser, two are in
Kataloka, and one in Fak-fak. They live with relatives or acquaintances.

Table 4. Educational Achievemit in Garogos, June 1993.
(5+ year old)
Level of Education
University
HlghSchool
Junior High School
Primary School
Not school yet
(5-7 year old)
attid
Total (=174)

Graduated

Incomplote
1

2
5
20

Enrolled
3
6
35

2
39

Never

1

27

1

42

Others

1

44

23
38
61
1

5. History of the Settlement and Political Organization
Although Garogos, Koon and Nukus are located nearer to Pulau Panjang and
Manawoka than to Kataloka in Gorom Island, these three islands are under Kataloka
authority. Foklore that was told to me by an old Kataloka man explains how this
happened. In the past, in Kataloka domain lived Bati people. They broke the village aa!at,
therefore the Raja of Kataloka expelled them. There was a member of the raja's family
who pitied them and wanted to know where they had gone and what was their fate. His
name was Tata Beti. He went out to look for the Bati people. He walked on the sea
water. Firstly, he went to Manawoka Island, but when he arrived there, they had already
gone to Pulau Panjang. The same thing happened when he arrived there. He only found
evidence of their occupation in the form of a well which was said to be created by one of
them who only grabbed a handful of soil. This well was named Goran Riung, meaning
"many people from Gorom". Tata Beti continued his trip to the first uninhabitant island,
Koon. But the Bati people had already moved to another uninhabitant island, Garogos.
He could not find them there either, because they had moved to the next empty island,
Nukus, and so continued on to Kidang. Between Nukus and Kidang, he dropped his
bracelet, named harekat, into a deep strait. Thus, the strait was called Harekat; it is
choppy. He kept on pursuing them., until he found them in the village of Kian on Scram
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Island, living in the mountain. Tata Beti asked the Raja of Kian to look after them as his
people. So, Bati people2 came under the Raja of Kian's authority. Garogos, Nukus and
Koon as uninhabited islands in that time, were claimed as property of Kataloka, because a
person of Kataloka (Tata Beti) visited those islands for the first time.
According to Bosscher (1855:38) Garogos was uninhabitant in the 1850s. but
Riedel (1886:148) recorded people in Garogos and Kifar in 1882. My informant said that
in the past Garogos was a temporary place to stay for fishing. People from Teor and north
Maluku (Tobelo and Galela) came to Garogos to fish and they were often in conflict about
the fishing area. There were also other people from islands surrounding. Finally Teor
people dominated the island, Tobelo and Galela people left Garogos.
Ownership of Garogos once was disputed by Kataloka and Amarsekaru which is
under the Raja of Amar in Manawoka Island. It also happened with the Raja of Kilwaru in
Kilwaru Island who claimed Garogos as part of his authority's area together with some
other small surrounding islands (including Nukus and Koon). The Raja of Kataloka then
appointed a man, named Aroby Rumakat, to guard this island, who was assigned as the
first kepala soa in Garogos to lead people in the island who were mostly Teor people3 and
some Rumakat. Aroby Rumakat was not originally from Kataloka, but from Keffing, an
island located west of Geser. His first wife was from Namalas, a village in Seram Laut
Island. She died, and Aroby went to Kataloka to study recitation of Koranic verses, and
married a Kataloka woman, Tita. Their descendants form most of the Garogos people
now, of the clan Rumakat, and continue to supply the kepala soa, appointed by the raja4.
Although Aroby Rumakat was originally from Keffing, Garogos people do not
practice adat of Keffing, and have no adat relationship with Keffing. They follow
Kataloka adat completely. Their language is the same as in Kataloka, although with some
2

Bati people in Central Maluku are known as a distinctive group that it has been said can
'disappear' and even 'fly'. A Goromese informant said, Bati people who in the past left Gorom, were
from two soa, clans, of Namalean village and three soa of Dadaa village. He said, although they had
moved to Kian, they often come to visit their original villages in Gorom, especially when the villages
have community works they come to help it. Because they are not 'visible', their presence can be felt
by the noise sound in the village. My informant said that people believe Bati people help villagers of
Dadaa to carry sand from the beach to the village which is located high from the beach this is
indicated by the coming of wind which blows the sand up to the village.
It seems that then Teor people were not longer Garogos inhabitants they came back to their own
island.
"
The history shows, from a temporary place for fishing, Garogos had grown to a permanent
settlement for at least two reasons. First is political reason, in which the Raja of Kataloka wanted to
state his areas' authority, the second -but the most important one- is for economic reasons (for both
the rq/a and the people) in order to control and exploit sea products to make a living.

EPA

differences in dialect because of influence from Seram Laut or Seram Island where some
of their relatives came from.
Aroby Rumakat had four children, one of them a girl. After their father died, the
children took turns as kepala soa. In that time, people of etar (clan) Rumodar came and
stayed in Garogos, and they increased in number. Then, they wanted to have a leader of
their own clan as kepala soa. They asked the raja, and the raja assigned a warnenien
(deputy of kepala soa) from clan Rumodar to lead the Rumodar group that lived at part of
'atas'[Ind = above], above or east of the village. The group of Rumakat was at part of
below or west, 'bawah'[Ind

=

below]. Atas and bawah indicate the direction to east and

west in their concept.
In that time, the potential of conflict was starting between these two big groups in
Garogos, between "orang atas" (people in the above part) and "orang bawah" (people in
the below part). In 1960's Garogos had two kepala soa: Melodin Rumbawa who led the
bawah group of Rumakat (his mother was a Rumakat), and Parang Rumodar who led the
atas group of Rumodar. The raja assigned Parang Rumodar as kepala soa, because
Rumodar people were increasing and they wanted their own kepala soa, not just a
warnenien. In 1977, a fight happened between these groups and Melodin Rumbawa was
killed by the Rumodar group when he tried to break up the fight. Because of this accident,
the raja was angry and ordered members of Rumodar and their kepala soa to come back
to Kataloka and would not allow them to go back to Garogos. Most of them were settled
between Kataloka and Sambom, at a place called 'Kampung Rumodar'. In fact, not all of
Rumodar had to come back to Gorom; one of them, the brother of the kepala soa is still
allowed to live in Garogos. He has been a modin, one of Moslem leaders. He was
evaluated as not belonging to any faction.
After ordering the Rumodar group to came back to Kataloka, the raja ordered
members of Rumakat who had already moved out to the nearby islands of Kidang and
Nukus, to return to Garogos quickly. People from Garogos usually go to Nukus (an
uninhabited island) and live there for a while to fish. Some Garogos children are born on
the island.
One week after the kepala soa Rumbawa was killed, the raja assigned Talibali
Rumakat as the new kepala soa. His grandfather had been the fourth kepala soa in
Garogos. The incident above caused a change in the clan. The community consists of
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mostly etar Rumakat, a few etar Derlen (most of them moved in from Nukus, they
originally came from Kotasiri in Gorom Island), a few Rumodar and one or two other
etars. They live in Garogos because of collateral or affinal relationships with Garogos
people.
Under the leadership of Talibali Rumakat, one opposition group emerged, led by
Udin Rumakat. Udin's grandfather was the sixth kepala soa in Garogos. Udin Runiakat
opposed Talibali Rumakat, his father's cousin, because Talibali and his father disagreed
with each other. Furthermore, Udin attracted people to his side. As a young middleman
in Garogos, he helped some people to build better houses, especially for those that had just
moved from Kidang and Nukus. His family also came back from Kidang. He cooperated
with a Chinese-Gorom trader in Kataloka to give credit in house-building supplies, such as
iron sheets, wood, and cement. They will repay later in money or sea resources via Udin.
He also organized people to build the houses cooperatively. Those houses were located at
the west (bawah), the end of the village. Udin also has contact with other Chinese traders
in Gorom and Geser. His prestige was beginning to rise, and he stood out in trading
activities, while the prestige of Talibali was beginning to decline because of negative
rumors about his policy and also after he married his second wife, he often spent his time
outside Garogos.
Around 1988 the Raja of Kataloka assigned Udin Rumakat as a second kepala
soa, to stand beside Talibali Rumakat. Some Garogos people did not agree with the Raja
assigning one more kepala soa. They said they are kin so do not need two kepala soa.
Certainly, with two kepala soa who disagreed with each other, the situation of conflict is
aggravated in the village.
Again, the village is divided into two factions: "orang alas" and "orang bawah",
but this time both are dominated by etar Rumakat. "Orang alas" is centered at east side
('above', alas) of the village with Talibali as its kepala soa; and "orang bawah" who
mostly stay on the west side ('below', bawah) of the village are in Udin's faction.
Nonetheless, the factions are not based on the location of the group in the village.
Somebody who lives in bawah can "dengar", obey Talibali, and on the contrary. It can be
found that in a household or a nuclear family, there are members of both factions. For
example, Udin's step brother is in his faction, but his wife's father is in Talibali's supporter.
Udin's mother's brother is in Udin's faction; he married Talibali's sister who is Talibali's
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member. A man was angry with his son because the son was pro Udin. Because of that,
his son moved out to Kidang with his second and third wife. His third wife is Talibali's
daughter. He and one other Garogos man who also moved out to Kidang are still
registered as Garogos people, even though they and their families are staying in Kidang.
They still attend Garogos village meetings and do their obligation to the Raja of Kataloka.
In practice, the Raja of Kataloka still considers them as his people. He can request them
to appear before him immediately if they are involved in a case.
Members of one group can move to another group without sanction as long as
they agree with the relevant kepala soa. Each kepala soa knows his members and the
members know each other. When somebody moves to another group, people will know
in the village meeting. He will attend his new group meeting at the kepala soa's house,
and will be absent from his previous group meeting. His name will be noted down in the
list of contributions to the raja or village on his new group, and the raja will know about
the transfer. For certain projects, people give a contribution (in money or labour) to their
raja or to the raja's village, such as to build a market, and they arrange it in the village
meeting. Usually the raja recognizes Udin's or Talibali's members. He knows why
somebody moved to another group, because usually it was for a certain reason, such as a
clash between members, and they brought the case to the raja to settle it. For example,
recently a family of Talibali's side moved to Udin's side because of an elopement. The
couple and their families are both Talibali's members. In this case, the girl's foster father
did not agree to the maniage. He reported the elopement to the raja. When they were
arrested and went to the ac/at court that was led by the raja in Kataloka, the foster father
asked for two million rupiah compensation. The male's side objected this was too much,
and finally the court ruled that Rp 350,000 be paid. This incident caused these families to
clash and the male's father changed his faction because he felt that some families had not
supported him.
In the local political system the two kepala soa convey the raja's orders over their
factions to fulfill obligations as villagers. The kepala soa settle problems among members;
if it cannot be settled at local level, they bring it to the raja. Usually, the kepala soa give
reports to the raja about what happened in the island. Because they have to be
responsible to the raja and have no full autonomy over the island, it indirectly makes the
two kepala soa try to avoid conflict, although there is still potential for conflict between
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theni As the raja's representative in the island, both kepala soa make contact with
outsiders who come to the island for, for example, sea resources exploitation (see the next
chapter)
Based on age and generation, Talibali who leads the atas faction is called "kepala
soa tua", old kepala soa, while Udin who leads the bawah faction is "kepala soa muda",
young kepala soa. In kiter chapters, I mention them sometimes by their names or
sometimes by their designation.
Figure 4 shows the descent of Garogos kepala soa.

Figure 4. The Descent Line of Garogos' Kepala Soa
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Land and Sea Property. In Garogos, land belongs to the people. The Garogos
area (including Koon and Nukus) is owned by the

raja.

People only have "use rights".

They must preserve or maintain their area -land as well as sea- for their raja since their
forefather (Aroby Rumakat) was appointed by the Raja of Kataloka to guard the islands in
the past. Also, with limited access to agricultural land, there emerged a concept of rights
to the sea and neglect of problems of land rights.
Although they do not recognise property in land, they do recognise plant property,
for instance coconut palms. If someone wants to plant vegetables in kebun kelapa,
'coconut garden' owned by someone else, he must get permission from the owner.
Similarly, if someone wants to build his house in a place where there are some coconut
palms, it must be with the permission of the owner. Sometimes, he must pay money to the
owner for each palm. For example, when Abdul built his house, there were in the parcel
of land three coconut palms, owned by Kadir. He got permission from Kadir to cut the
palms, but he had to pay Rp 10,000 for each palm. Usually, the coconut palms in the
island were planted by their fathers. If there are no planted trees or palms in a parcel of
land, or if somebody stops working the land, this means nobody retains use rights and
anybody can use it. Nevertheless, they also ask permission from the person who
previously worked the land in case he wants to use it again.
The sea is also controlled by the raja, and villagers have the obligation to maintain
the sea for their raja. The villagers were given "use rights" over the sea. All villagers
have the same rights and obligation to use the sea. I heard one of the kepala soa in
Garogos say to a leader of a foreign ship that entered Garogos to collect niarnin and
karapu (group ers) fish:
"The Garogos sea (including the area of Koon and Nukus sea) is owned by the
raja (Kataloka). So, you must get permission from the raja to collect sea
resources in this area, although you have already got permission from the Carnat
(head of subdistrict), even Governor. The raja will give you a letter of permission,
and how many days you can operate in the Garogos area. By the letter that you
bring to me, I will control you till the last day and after that you have to leave this
area".

The same thing happened to a tourist ship that entered the Koon area to dive
without first obtaining the permission of the Raja in Kataloka. Garogos people drove
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them out, because they had no permission from the raja, even though they had it from the
Government of the Province.
The authority of the raja over land and sea shows that unlike some other places in
Central Maluku, the Raja of Kataloka has authority of administration as a raja as well as
as landlord. For this reason, it means people obey their raja in land maintenance because
of the ties between people and land. So, if they disobey, some bad luck will come, such as
a poor harvest.

6. External Networks
Although isolated, Garogos people still have relationships with other islands
surrounding them. These ties help overcome their problems in food supply and other
necessities because of their limited access to land. The relationships are based on kinship
and aflinal ties, adat, friendship, or trade.
With Kidang, the nearest inhabited island with 18 households, they have kinship
and aflinal ties. Some Garogos people live or lived in Kidang. Garogos and Kidang are
under the authority of a different raja (Kataloka and Kiltai), however their relations are
very close. Some of them are married to each other. They visit each other, and Kidang
people can even fish in Garogos sea without permission, and vice versa. Both the Raja of
Kataloka and the Raja of Kiltai (on Kilwaru Island) know the kind of relationship between
the two islands. There are Garogos people who live in Kidang but remain under the
power of the Raja of Kataloka. Because Kidang has more land for agriculture than
Garogos, people of Garogos can bring home some agricultural products, such as banana,
cassava, mango and chili.
Garogos people have relationships with Seram Laut Island, such as the villages of
Namalas and Maar. Their relationship with Namalas is based on kinship; some Rumakat
come from the village. They also go to Maar to visit their kin through marriage. Maar
people sometimes come to Garogos, especially in the open season for trochus shell fishing
to sell glass-lensed wooden goggles for diving that they make themselves.
With Pulau Panjang Island the relationship is based on barter activity, marriage and
friendship. A few Garogos people have married people from Pulau Panjang. They barter
taro, cassava and coconut for sea resources. People from Garogos go to the island to get
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firewood with prior permission from the kepala soa or they arrange to buy it from Pulau
Panjang people who cut it. They also can ask for wood to make canoes. People from
Pulau Panjang also sell coconut oil and taros to Garogos people sometimes.
Garogos has relationships with Manawoka because of marriage and friendship.
Sometimes they barter sea resources for cassava, kanari and durian.
Some people in Garogos have married people from eastern Seram., and some have
kin-ties with them. They visit each other by dugout canoe or kalulis to do barter or trade.
They have bartered like this for a long time. Garogos people barter sea products for sago,
sago leaves, baked sago mold ovens (watu suat [Grm]), mats, bamboo, bananas, durian,
betel leaves and areca nuts. Some of them also buy canoes and sago from east Scram. A
few of them go to Seram to make a canoe; usually their acquaintances give them a tree to
make it. Scram is the main place that they get their sago which is a staple food. They buy
or barter sago flour (bai[Grm]).
With Geser, a capital town of the subdistrict, they have a different relationship
compared with other places. It is based mainly on trading ties with Geser traders (the
Indonesian-Chinese traders). They sell their sea resources to the traders and buy daily
necessities, such as food, clothes and cigarettes, fishing equipment, tools, fuel, etc. They
say that going to Geser is a perjalanan dagang [md], 'trading voyage'. Some also go to
Geser to attend school
In contrast to Geser, some Garogos people say they go to Kataloka on urusan
keluarga [ind], 'kinship business (voyage)'. Usually they come to Kataloka to appear
before the raja, such as when they are requested because of a court case. They also come
to visit their relatives, and sometimes barter or sell their sea products for villagers. The
Garogos middlemen come to Kataloka usually to do business with Kataloka traders who
have trading contracts with them. Two boys from two Garogos families go to junior high
school in Kataloka. One lives with his father's brother in Sambom, and the other stays
with his mother's relative.
Some Garogos people originally came from Kotasiri on Gorom Island or have
married women from there. So they go to Gorom (Kotasiri) to visit their relatives or to
stay for a while with their wife's parents.

ME

Concept of atas and bawah. Garogos people have a certain concept of compass
points. It is written above that they divide their village into 'above' (atas) and 'below'

(bawah). Atas indicates the east where the sun rises, and bawah the west where the sun
sets. For north and south they use these two division too. North correspond to bawah. If
somebody goes to Fak-fak (in Irian), he says: "I will go to wawa" [E.SrmlGrm], bawah.

Presumably, the idea that Irian is 'below' is related to the flict that Irian, especially Onin

--

which is located in Fak-fàk peninsula-- was a place where slaves came from to Gorom in
the past. Slaves had the lowest status in society. By contrast, atas is used to refer to
'south'. Ellen (1987:37) has shown that in the past trading sphere, the main areas traded
in East Seram were New Guinea (Irian) and Banda. By looking at the past, we found
Banda as an important trading place in the south. Related to slaving activities, Andaya
(1991:83) pointed out that in the 17th century the demand for slaves was increasing, and

many were sold to the Dutch for their plantations in Banda. Thus, this might be one of the
reasons to refer to 'south' as atas. If somebody is going to Pulau Panjang which is located
south of Garogos, he says that he is going to ata [E.Srm/Grm], atas. Furthermore, atas in
reference to east and south in turn can be associated with the location of Kataloka, which

is southeast of Garogos. Kataloka is the place where their raja lives. Just as the status of
the raja is high ('above'), so going to appear before him is referred to as going to 'above'.
The Garogos concept of atas and bawah nowadays seems only to indicate a
direction or place. I still have questions, has one superior to another or were there other
bases of the creation of the concept.
In fact, terms for directions are not only vertical (atas and bawah), but also

horizontal: 'seaward', lau and 'landward', dara[Am]/rei[E.Srm/Grm]. Besides, they also
have 'front', boa [E.Srm/Grm] and 'back', nzuri[E.Srm!Grm]. Similar to Was and bawah,
these are used (as preposition) for telling the direction of the place where one goes. For
instance, 'he goes to lau' (to Kataloka) refers to crossing deep the sea; and 'he goes to

ra'(to Geser), is the direction of the 'interior' (close to mainland Seram?) just through
the reefs and shallow sea. Garogos people use niuri for saying go to from Garogos to, for
example, Koon Island, and use boa to say go to Garogos from Koon. In a Garogos and
Koon context, presumably boa, 'front', refers to Garogos because Garogos is inhabited,

while muri, 'back', refers to Koon because the island is empty and is used by Garogos
people to plant some food for or collecting firewood.
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7. Marriage and Kinship
Marriage rules in Kataloka domain, including Garogos, are a mixture of traditional
local practice and Islamic principles. Marriage may occur within the community as well as
with people of other islands.
There is a preference for marriage with matrilateral and patrilateral parallel and
cross cousins (wini, male speaking), and marriage within the clan is permitted and quite
common. Marriage with cousins is preferred because rara sing alitar bob [Grm], 'The
blood does not go outside", that is, blood remains within descent lines. Also, the brideprice and ongkos ([hid] = expenses), marriage party expenses, asked for such marriages is
not high because the husband and wife are already kin. Moreover, sometimes they go in
together to finance the party. If a marriage occurs between non-kin the bride-price and
ongkos demanded by the wife's family is usually high, which makes difficulties for the
husband's family. Marriage with preferred kin is sometimes arranged by parents two or
three years before. In such cases, a man has looked afler his prospective wife, 'hi-wini' by
giving some of his earnings (in goods) to the girl as acknowledgment of the ties between
them. Nowadays, the marriage preference is not too important; people chose spouses
whom they love.
From 45 marriages in Garogos in 1993 (including 3 widowers and 5 widows), it
was found only 8 marriages followed the preferential rule (4 FBD, 2 MBD, 1 FSD, 1
MSD). In addition, 7 men married the granddaughters of their grandparents' cousins, 2
men married granddaughters of their grandmothers' sister and I man married a
granddaughter of his grandfather's sister. From the 45 marriages, 15 marriages occurred
within the same etar.
Garogos household composition (see Table 3) shows a few of unmarried women.
Two of them have children. Estimated age of first marriage for women ranges from 15 to
28 years old, and for men from 17 to 30 years old. A very few women remain unmarried,
but may have children. This can happen because of the stratified social system of
Kataloka, for example, the raja's clan only can many within their clan or outside people
with the same status (see chapter 1).

Incest. It is considered incest to many a sibling or roh susu (roh [Grm]= 'close
relative' susu [hid] = breast). Roh susu are those who are breast-fed by the same woman
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when they were babies. Alihough the woman is not necessarily the biological mother, by
giving her breast to a baby (to wet-nurse), a strong tie is created between children, as
strong as biological ties. Usually, a woman gives her baby to another woman (usually her
relative) because she is unable to breast-feed, or has died. On the other hand, some
Garogos people said a man can marry his adopted sister or foster sister, but most people
told me that it is incest too, because the girl is already considered his own sister.
There is another form of incest prohibiting intergenerational marriage, which
Garogos people believe is based on Islamic law. They believe if this happens, it will cause
something bad to occur to the person as well as to the community. For example, a
Garogos man has a child by his relative in the next descending generation (-1), his pang/wi
anak.

They could not get married because of that. Actually, the incest had to be reported

to the raja for a punishment. The irnani and mod/n also imposed punishment of 44 lashes.
In fact, the violation was ignored by Garogos people, although it became a topic of gossip
and criticism in the community. One woman said, the incident caused bad luck in the
village because God is angry. The beach near the woman's house washed away; also
certain sea resources are gone, such as trochus shell and urchin gagan (Diadema
setosum). Although they say that intergenerational incest is based on Islam, actually some
people say, the incest as well as sibling incest were based on ac/at.

Marriage Payments.

When a man wants to marry, his parents come to the

woman's parents, datang sosan, and informally talk about what their son wants. if the
woman's parents agree, there follows the doraii wawina[Grm], "proposal of marriage".
In a ritual of marriage, there are some payments in ac/at which the wife's group

asks from husband's group. Adat ke/ar masingat (kelar [Grm] = hip masingat [Grm]

=

pain) is asked "to pay for the mother's breast milk". The mother's hip was in pain from
pregnancy until giving birth to her daughter. Usually it is paid in cash.

Ac/at etar hat (hat [Grni]

=

four) or as it is commonly called ac/at sebut

(sebut[Ind] = say) is an addresses given during the marriage ritual which mentions the
amount of money (for example Rp 100,000 or Rp 1 million) that will be paid by the
husband to the wife's family claim if divorce occurs. This ac/at is referred to as naniaton

tuwina-turana [Grm] "to sit between the man and woman". The money is like a guarantee
that husband will not cause trouble for his wife, such as neglect her or take another wife.
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If divorce occurs because of the husband's behaviour, he must make a payment to the four
etar of Kataloka (the raja's etar and his three deputies). If divorce occurs because of the
wife's behaviour, there is no payment. In the past, ac/at sebut was practiced by all villages
in Kataloka domain; but now only in Kataloka and its neighbour, Samboru. In other
villages, the adat is not for payment to the four etar, but goes to the wife's family, both to
paternal and maternal lines. As far as Garogos people can remember, the payment in adat
sebut never happens. Now, the adat is very seldom said in marriage ritual in Garogos.
Rarely people also practice payment called adat we/a-we/a (wela-wela[Grm] = to
block). The payment is asked by the wife's family when the husband's family brings the
husband to the wife's house. Some members of the wife's family block the doors, and the
husband's side must make a payment --nowadays usually money-- to go through the
doors. In the past in the Gorom area, the husband gave a present to wife's family (adata
magnan), such as a li/a (small copper cannon), copper gong, plates, cloth and patola
cloths (Riedel 1886:171-172).
Afler adat kelar nzasingat and etar hat, is an Islamic marriage. Thus, the ritual of
the marriage is done in both the adat and Islamic way, led by a Moslem leader (the irnarn
or the nzodin). The Moslem leader asks what rnahar[Ar.], bride-price is to be given. In
the past, bride-price (wawina wa/ira) was three tail of gold, that was a kind of high value
gold (Riedel 1886: 171). Mahar is rightfiully the wife's; it can be in the form of money, for
example Rp. 200,000, sajadah [Ar.](prayer rug), or even written verses of the Koran. If it
is money or goods, it is given by the husband from his ovn labor without help from his
family. Mahar should be paid in full without outstanding debt. If it is not paid, it will be
asked for in the hereafter when the husband has died. However, some Garogos people
said that mahar can be owed and paid later. They also said that if the wife allows, nzahar
can be bargained.
Besides marriage by agreement of the parents, there is elopement, nahalarunan 'at[Grm].

Usually the couple run away to another island. It is a stain on the honour

of the family for a girl to elope. The woman's parents will report the incident to the raja
who will request them to appear before him in an adat court. The woman's family
demand a payment, called bavar adat ([Ind]:bayar = pay), to compensate for the damage
to their prestige. It should be paid before the couple can come back to their village and
live together with their kin.
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Post-Marital Residence. A woman becomes a member of her husband's etar on
marriage. She uses her husband's etar in her name. The wedding party is held in the
wife's house or village. It is arranged by the wife's family with ongkos[Ind], the cost of
marriage party, provided by the husband's family. Usually when a member of the etar has
a marriage party, all kin in the village will make contributions, such as accommodation and
food for invited guests. Afler the wedding, a husband stays for three days5 or more in his
wife's house. After the brief period, residence is patrilocal; the couple come back to the
husband's house or village. If the husband already has his own house, they will move
there.

Foster Children. As shown in Table 3, some Garogos households take foster
children. Usually they take their relative's child. They say, it will be fine, if someday the
parents take the child back. They will not regret this, because the child is their relative.
There are some reasons to take a foster child, that are (a) her mother died when she was
born; (b) her mother was sick or had no milk to fed her; (c) the child grew slowly or was
sickly; (d) the foster parents have no child yet; (e) two families want to make closer the
kinship between them.
A foster child can use his foster father's etar or still use his real father's etar.
Because usually they are kin, sometimes both foster and real father have the same etar.
Usually these families have a close relationship and help each other. The foster child still
has contact with his real parents. He can come back to his real parents. The child has
rights in his real parents as well as in his foster parents, for example in inheritance. A
foster child can not marry his foster-sibling; people said that their relationship is similar to
siblings.

Kinship Terms. In Garogos, there are several etar. Etar is a patrilineal descent
group. Actually, all villagers have kinship ties with each other by both consanguinity and
intermarriage. The biggest etar in Garogos is Rumakat. Table 5 shows the etar in
Garogos.
In the Riedel's report (Riedel 1886:172), during the three first days, the newlyweds could not
appear outside the house. In the fourth day, the husband accompanied by the wife's family went to
his parents' house to make report to his parents about their daughter-in-law's virginity.
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Table 5

The Etar in Garogos, 1993

Name of Etar
Rumakat
Rumodar
Der1i
Rumasukun
Rumbawa
Rumasona
Rumbou
Rumatumia
Tianotat

Number of Households
22
5
5
2
I
1
1

Total

1
39

Generally, terms of address and terms of reference are the same. But usually

senior generations address kin in the younger generations by using their personal names
only. So, speaking from senior to junior generations, people use names, but from junior to
senior they use the appropriate term of address. For instance, a young man calls his
mother's older brother, baba-lean, meaning 'big-father' and calls his mother's younger
brother, baba-ota, meaning 'small-father'. To refer to an uncle or a nephew or a cousin,
usually they use pang/cat (generational) terms for indicating kin and generational status of
the addressee. For example, if a man refers to his uncle as pang/cat bapa, this means the

relative is in his father's generation. Sometimes, a father is called by his oldest child's
name as a sign of respect. For instance, people call the father of Hassan, Hassan baba,

meaning Hassan's father. Also they use an honorific, kena, for old men whom they
respect. For example, the iniarn is called by his granddaughter: tata kena. Besides, they
use titles, as an honorary term to indicate the status and role in the community, such as
they call the person who is imani in the village, bapa Iniani (bapa[Ind]= father, form of
address to older men), Mac/in for a person who as a niodin, Kepala soa for person who as
a kepala soa, and tanase for a person who as a tanase.
Garogos kin terms can be seen in Table 6 and Figure 5. It shows that there are
reciprocals of the -2 to -7 generation terms at +2 to +7.
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Table 6. Kin Terms of Garogos: terms of address and reference
(both male and female speaking)
Generation
difference
-7

Term
wa/a

-6

ku/a

-5

wan

-4

to/can (urana) [GGGF]
to/can (wawina) [(11(11GM]

-3

nusi (urana) [great-grandfather]
nusi (wawina) [great-grandmother]

-2

tata (urana) [Grandfather]
tata (wawina) [Grandmother]

-

I

baba (Father)
izina (Mother)
baba-lean (father's-older-brother or mother's-older-brother)
nm-lean (father's-older-sister or mother's-older-sister)
baba-ota (father's-younger-brother or mother's-younger-brother)
nin-ota (father's-younger-sister or mother's-younger-sister).
nienia (parents' male relative; not sibling)
wowa (parents' female relative; not sibling)

0

urana (meaning male; term of reference for husband)
wawina (meaning female; term of reference for wife)
a'a; lw/ca (older brother or sister)
bal (younger brother or sister, term of address)
a/i (younger brother or sister; term of reference)
[bai and a/i is also use for younger cousin]
wini (MBD or MZD or FBD or FZD in different sex;
it refers to marriage preference)
dauk (brother-in-law or sister-in-law)
dear (usually husband's wife, but sometimes also wife's husband)

00

+1

ana (son or daughter)
baba (term of address for son)
nina (term of address for daughter)
[but usually children are called by their personal names]

+2

tata (grandson or granddaughter)

+3

nusi (great-grandchild)

+4

to/can (great-great-grandchild)

+5

wan

+6

ku/a

+7

wa/a
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Figure 5. Scheme of Kin Terms.
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8. Food and Health Care
The main food in Garogos is sago and fish. Sago is obtained from Seram, Gorom,
Geser, or Amarsekaru through barter for fish or bought for cash. Garogos people go to
these places, and people from Seram come to the island to sell sago flour. Sometimes,
they buy from middlemen in Garogos. Usually sago is bought in bai, a parcel of uncooked
sago flour in a container of plaited sago leaves. It is baked in Garogos by women. Men
go to Seram to obtain bai in barter.
The price of sago is Rp 1400 1500 for a large bai, and Rp 1000 for a small bai.
-

A family of four can consume I bai in a week, one couple in a month. But how long the
sago lasts depends on whether they have guests or not. Kin or acquaintances can come to
stay overnight at any time.
Beside sago as main food, they also have taro and cassava that they get from
Gorom, Pulau Panjang and sometimes people from Banda come to sell it. Usually they
barter fish for these foods. From outside, they also get bananas.
Because of their poor soil, there are almost no vegetables in the diet. Sometimes,
if they go to Gorom, they can get egg plant that will keep for a few days. A few Garogos
people consume several wild plants that grow in sandy land on this island, but others do
not. There are four kinds of plant which can be eaten for vegetables: nienis-lean
(Sesuviuni portulucastrurn), menis-ota (Portulaca quadr/Ida), lilia-su 'ar (unidentified),
and nunu' (unidentfled).
The diet is fiirthei restricted by avoiding certain foods. Several fish are not eaten,
for example waurun (whale) because it is too big; udeung because has poison; maramas
mata rnerah mu/ut panjang, tatara, nzailau

and gotana-lean are not eaten by people with

a fever because it will make the condition worse. All salted fish should be avoided by
someone with a cough or influenza.
Several fish are highly valued in their subsistence menu. Some said that gotanalean, maE/au and tatara busu are highly nutritious, but should not be eaten if people have a
fever. If small numbers of these fish are caught they prefer to eat them instead of using
them for salted fish. The most delicious fish are deep sea fish which they seldom catch,
such as donzu, donni kacang, ekor kuning, ulurnaar, and lasi. Anjang that live in both
deep and shallow sea are also delicious fish. In the fasting month, people like to go to
deep sea to get these fish for their families. Donzii is the most expensive fish. If someone
comes back to the village with many domu, people will collect money from a group or
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neighbourhood to buy the fish, which is then shared among them. It costs Rp 3000 each
fresh, and Rp 3500-Rp 4000 each salted.
Rice is an expensive food. Usually it is only eaten at parties.
Health and fliness. Health is something important in life. They said, "if I am
sick, I can not go to the sea, and I will not get money. Besides, to fall sick, especially with
serious illness, in Garogos is a bad thing because we are isolated and have limited
medicines". There is no health center or medical official on the island.
Every day people take a shower. They brush their teeth with toothpaste, sand,
ashes (from firewood) and areca nut peel. Every morning, women sweep clean their
house and street.
Garogos people use traditional as well as modem medicines. There are believed to
be two causes of illness: mundane and supernatural agents. Mundane illness is caused by
food, seasons and weather, things such as abrasions from coral in the sea, or eating
poisonous fish, and disease germs. For these causes, they use both traditional and modem
medicines.
The traditional medicines are leaves from herbs that grow on the island. For
example, Sahabu's foot was injured by coral when he went fishing at night. He picked
seven leaves --he said the amount should be uneven, not even, so that it has restorative
power-- with which he wrapped his foot. They do same thing for a stab wound by rayfish's tail. For a knife wound, they apply lubricating oil. A five-year-old boy could not
walk, only crawl. Tanase Ismael, the boy's grandfather's cousin, asked him as his foster
son so that he can treat the boy. Every Friday night he wrapped the boy's leg with herbs,
and after some treatment, the boy could walk. Beside traditional cures, they also have
knowledge of modem medicines which are used when they have influenza, cold, fever,
cough, headache and stomachache. The medicines are sold at kiosks in Garogos or are
kept in the house in case of illness.
Some illness is caused by supernatural power, such as a spirit in a certain place, or
through breach of taboo in the community. Illness caused by supernatural powers include
diarrhea, madness, convulsions, and other diseases, even death. There are no sacred
places in Garogos, but there are on the nearby islands of Koon and Kidang. Koon has a
big sacred grave. Sometimes, it will cause someone who is visiting the island for the first
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time to fall sick. Once when this happened, the ill person was cured by the

irnani

in

Garogos who went to the grave and swept it. Kidang also has some sacred places. A
Garogos woman went to Kidang to visit her aunt. When she came back, she could not
walk. They brought her back to Kidang and Kidang people cured her. If somebody goes
to that place in Kidang and makes noise or wears red cloth, he will takana[Am] 'be
afflicted' by those illness listed above. He will be cured from his illness only by Kidang
people who will offer some food and water to the spirit that guards the place. Then, the
water is drunk by the person.
Breaking a taboo in the community may also cause someone to suffer illness or
accident, such as injuring his hand with a chopping knife. For example, it is a breach of
taboo to abuse parents-in-law.
Most common illnesses in Garogos are stomachache, coughs, fever, headache, and
diarrhea. A few have died of tuberculosis.
People say that many people in Garogos fall sick with diarrhea, fever and influenza
when fruits such as durian are ripe in Seram. In the fruiting season Garogos people go to
Seram to barter fish for durian, which they like very much. They dry durian peel for
firewood. The seeds are boiled, dry in the sun, then eaten as a snack.

Child Mortality.

Many families have lost children because of death. Garogos

children have never been immunizated. Most infant deaths were because of fever,
diarrhea, convulsions and coughs. Some have died because of their mother's milk. They
called it air susu kasingan ("yellow milk"). if the baby drinks it, she will die. During a
two month period when I was in Garogos, of six births three were stillbirths. The death of
one girl baby was said to be because her father still reffised a daughter. He has three sons.
His oldest daughter also died when she was a baby, and people believe that it was because
of the fhther. On the other hand, another couple wished for a daughter. They have five
sons (one was given to their relative as a foster son), and they used to have two daughters
but they died when they were babies.
Garogos people do not value sons and daughters differently. Generally, they
accept daughters as well as sons. Both are important to help their parents in fishing
activity and in the house.

Biang and Ipa.

There are two midwives, biang in Garogos. Also there is one

woman from Manawoka who sometimes comes and stays with her daughter and her sonin-law to fish in Garogos. Kidang Island has a midwife who is the sister of the Garogos
young kepala soa's father. She married the kepala soa of Kidang. Some Garogos women
go to Kidang to have their babies delivered by this woman. Usually a midwife is a woman,
but in Garogos there is a man who can do the midwife's job. He did it for his wife and his
wife's aunt.
A pregnant woman arranges with a biang to help her prior to the biith. A few

biang, for instance the biang in Kidang, will dream about a future baby's name: one boy's
name, and one girl's, and will give the baby that name. It is said that if she can not see the
name clearly in her dream, something bad will happen to the baby, such as her life will not
be long.

After the

biang

assists at the birth and cuts the baby's navel line with a knife or

sago leaf stem, the mother or her family shake her hand and give her money as payment.
The amount of payment varies, depending on the givers. Usually it is around Rp 5000. If
they are relatives, there isno payment.

After having a baby, the mother must drink herb tea, made of medicine leaves that
grow on the island, for 40 days. Some older mothers said young mothers do not like to
drink the herbs for so long. Most of them stop drinking at around the 25th day or a
month. They drink only if they feel cold. "That is not a healthy way", said the older
mothers. The drink is boiled by the biang, and should be drunk four times a day. It is the
time when a woman starts to like chewing sirih-pinang, consisting of betel leaf; areca nut

and lime, to avoid the taste of the liquid. It is for this reason, that more women chew sirih
pinang than girls and men.
Beside the biang, there is a woman who treats the baby and mother, called ipa.
The ipa takes in hand problems which relate to mother and baby. For example, people

will consult the ipa if a mother has problems with her milk which may cause her baby's
death, or if a couple wish their baby to be a particular sex.
There is only one ipa for Garogos people. She is an old woman who lives in

Geser. She does treatments on Friday when Moslem people are going to mosque to pray
together. In her house, she prepares the prerequisites for treatment, which are a white
cloth, konianian arab (incense from Arabia), a white rooster, a dozen needles, and a white
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plate. She looks for the cause of problems in her patient. A woman to be treated stands
on the white cloth, and is given a shower by the ipa. The woman's clothes are thrown into
the sea, in order that her illness or bad-luck will be removed from her. A Garogos family
went to the ipa because they wanted another son. The ipa searched for the cause and
found it on the husband's foot. She asked the husband and his son to stand on the white
cloth, then she 'washed' them. For the treatment, the family paid the ipa Rp 10,000. The
payment is varied, depending on how much the givers can afford.

9. Belief and Religious Activity
Islam has been an influence in this area for a long time. However, pre-Islamic
beliefs are still important.

Misfortune.

Paniali[Am] means "forbidden". I have already discussed some

aspects of religious belief concerning the ill-effects of angering spirits in 'sacred' places,
parnali places. I also noted that incest is believed to bring bad luck on the individuals
involved and on the whole community through the disappearance of valuable sea
resources. Same thing is mentioned about the effects of insulting in-laws of the older
generation when a couple has a quarreL The reason is a person is not only married to a
spouse, but also to the spouse's family, who must be respected. If in-law's are insulted,
the irnani or niodin (Moslem leader) will give a warning and advice to them. Furthermore,
there is a not evident punishment. They will get illness or accident, such as accident on the
sea, be injured by chopping-knife when cutting wood, because of doing something paniali.
A pregnant woman should wear a pin on her clothes, in order to avoid evil spirits which
can bring misfortune on the woman and her embryo. A pregnant woman is in crisis.
Usually a pregnant woman's mother also ties ganzutu[Am], a kind of black cord, from a
plant, on top of the front door of the house. This is also to protect the woman and her
baby for the duration of her pregnancy from interference of evil spirits.
There are certain inauspicious days. Tuesday and Saturday are bad days to go on
a long voyage, such as to Gorom, Seram, or Fak-fak. They believe that business done on
these days will fail. Middlemen in Garogos never go to Gorom or Geser on Tuesday or
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Saturday to bring sea resources to traders. A voyage on these days is believed to risk
accident at sea, such as the canoe capsizing.
In a voyage in deep sea, they must keep quiet and say nothing to avoid an
accident.
There are some taboos related to fishing, for example, in using tall kor method,
such as the prohibition on a pregnant woman joining the tall kor canoe or stepping on the
catch. The rope of tall kor also has a magical power to attract a good catch, which is
implanted into it by a tanase. (See chapter 4 for detail).
In the opening ritual of the trochus shell harvest period, a renia is involved.
People believe that the rerna (a person) with his renia (an object) have 'power' which can
determine a successful harvest or not. (See chapter 3 for detail).
Sometimes there are no fish in a net spread on the sea. To overcome this
situation, a certain person will stab his doan ([Grm] a long bamboo stick, used to pole the
canoe) into the place where the net is spread while reciting a magic formula. Suddenly
many fish will appear. It is said these fish do not have a good taste. This magic is done in
an emergency only, such as when they have no fish for a party. Only certain people, such
as the tanase and

iniarn

can do the magic. However, it is no longer done, because of its

bad side effects. It can cause a loss to the person using the magic such as the death of his
wife as a replacement for the fish caught.

Mosque and Moslem Leaders. There is a mosque in Garogos, at kanipung
atas. The mosque was first built in the 1960s by community self-help. It was restored in
1986 also by shared work. Each household contributed 10 kg of trochus shell at that time.
They dug a new well beside the mosque. From this well, people get water to drink,
although it is still salty.
In Garogos, there are three Moslem leaders who are officials in the mosque, they
are the Iniarn, Modin, and Khatib [Ar].
The irnarn is a person who leads prayers in the mosque. The modin has the task of
reciting aan [Ar], the call to prayer, and sounding the large drum (bedug,Ind.) at the
mosque to summon people to prayer. The khatib is a preacher, the person who gives the
sermon at the mosque.
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If the imani is not in Garogos, the modin replaces him, but if both iman and

modin are not in the island, there is no prayer service (senthahyang jurnat[Ind]) at the
mosque. Each person prays by himself if the modin is not present, somebody will take
over his job, recite a_-an and sound the drum if the khatib is absent, there is only a

senthahvang dohor, that is prayer service without sermon. It is difficult to find somebody
to replace the khatib, because most Garogos people are illiterate or cannot read flist.
Beside the tasks mentioned above, the imani and modin have also other
competences. if there is conflict about a woman, the imani and modin can seule it,
together with the kepala soa, within the village, rather than taking the case to the raja.
imani, modin and khatib are selected by agreement of people. It shows that at a
local level there is a close connection between religious life and political authority. In
particular the iniani should come from the 'dominant' clan that founded Garogos. Thus,
the role of imani is generally held by a member of etar Rumakat. The raja ultimately

appoints the Moslem leaders after they are chosen by the community.
To get knowledge in Islam, children learn how to read Aiquran at night in old and
young kepala soas' houses. Sometimes, somebody invites a guru mengaji [md], teacher
of Koranic reading, from outside to come and stay for a while in Garogos to teach the

children.

Religious Practice. Like Islam eveiywhere, people can go to the mosque to do
the five obligatory prayers every day. Usually there are not many people who pray at
mosque daily, other than religious leaders.
Every Friday, at 12.00, there is a prayer service for the whole village, except

women. Unlike other places in Gorom Islands, it seems that not many people go to the
mosque, especially when low tide occurs at that time of the day. Most of them are still

fishing at the time for prayers. A few of them choose to stay at home on Friday until the
praying time is finished, and then go fishing. The others come back home from fishing
before the prayer time.
According to the imam, the poor auendance at the mosque indicates a decline in
the religious life of the community. He complains (and also told the raja) that even on
Friday when there is senzbahvang jumat, prayers in the mosque, people still go to fishing.
It seems that economic reasons dominate.
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For those who observe Friday as a praying day, God's day, they will make a
voyage to another island after turun senthahyang, the prayer service is finished. Or they
will stop in one island on a voyage waiting for turun sernbahvang, and then continue their
trip. A few of them will postpone a voyage to the following day. Usually on Friday night,
some households burn incense and pray for their dead family members, such as father or
adult children. They also prepare some food or snacks for those they call to baca doa, say
prayers. Incense is also burnt if somebody is to go on a far voyage, such as to Fak-fak,
Anibon, or Sorong. A few men are invited and they pray together in the living room.
They sit with legs crossed on the mat which is spread on the floor, surrounded by incense
and snacks which are put on the plates. After prayers, they eat the snacks and drink tea
served by women, while chatting away. Women sit together on a mat in another room,
usually a room behind the living room or in the kitchen where they chat.
During the fasting month of Ramadhan, some people reduce their fishing activities,
especially Moslem leaders, but some do not. Generally in this month, people go to the sea
to look for fish only to eat, not for sale. For this reason, people go beyond the shallow sea
to use the jarutu6 method to catch deep sea fish which according to them are delicious.
They seldom catch the fish in everyday fishing. People fish in shallow sea in the day time,
but they avoid diving because they might drink sea water by chance and so break the fast.
Therefore, tall lwr fishing is not done, because this involves diving. Some people do no
fishing in the day time, only at night after senibahyang taraweh. Senthahvang taraweh is a
nonobligatory evening prayer during the fasting month which is at around 20.00 22.00 at
-

the mosque; it is attended by everyone who wants to come: men, women, and children.
After taraweh, people go to balobe, fishing at night with a kerosene pressure lantern to

look for sea cucumber, fish or turtle.
For first three days of the fasting month, Garogos people do not like to do
business or voyage far away, such as to Seram or Fak-fak, or do fishing by motorized
canoe far in the deep sea.

For the fasting month, usually they prepare better food than in other months.
Before Ramadan, Garogos people go to Seram to barter fish to sago, and Seram people
come to Garogos to obtain good supplies of fish. Garogos people also go to Gorom to
buy or barter fish for sago.
6

Jarutu is a technique of fishing which is used in deep sea (see chapter 4 for detail).
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On Lebaran day, the day of celebration at end of fasting, no-one goes fishing at
least until the third day. They visit each other, the youngsters come to the older people to
apologize for their mistakes before. On Lebaran day, they prepare special foods, including

kue rontang, a kind of pie, which usually are served on special occasions.

Life-Crisis Ceremonies. People generally recognize three important events as a
Moslem: circumcision, marriage, and death.
Both boys and girls are circumcized (sunat[Jnd]). A girl usually is circumcized
before she goes to the Primary School, around six or seven year old. A woman does this
work; usually the girl is brought to a woman in another island. In Kidang, it is done by
the wife of the kepala soa. For a boy, it is done before he finishes his Primary School,
around eleven to thirteen year old. He is circumcized by men in Gorom or Geser. They

also go to Geser to look for a doctor to circumcize the boy. Garogos people said, in
hospital it will be done faster and without pain because of anaesthetic injection.
Sometimes, they bring men from outside to Garogos to do circumcision.
Usually a boy's circumcision is celebrated with a small party in his house. They
prepare some snacks and invite a few relatives. Some people do not arrange the party.
Based on Islam, marriage is done by a penghulu who is a Moslem leader or an

employee of KUA (Kantor Urusan Agania), the government institution for Moslem
marriage, for subdistrict level, it is located in subdistrict tov. Beside payment of niahar,
brideprice, the couple should pay Rp 30,000 as an administration fee for the institution.
Afler the ritual of marriage is done, a party is arranged in the wife's house. The
relatives are invited from inside and outside island. Usually all relatives inside island give a
contribution to help serve the guests from outside, such as being responsible for preparing
accommodation and food. For the party, they must prepare enough money.
Death is an important phase in the life-cycle in this Moslem community. They
must organize a tahlil EArl for a death. They said, in this stage they must spend much
money. There is no choice it cannot be postponed; death is different from other stages.
Hence, when a death happens, relatives collect money together to buy things, such as
cloth1 food, sugar, tea. Beside buying things for the corpse, they buy necessities, for
example food, snacks and drink, to serve people who make visit of condolence. For this
reason, the family and relatives can be given goods on credit by middlemen who have

RIA

kiosks in the island. In this case they must pay it back in money, they cannot repay these
debts in sea resources unlike other debts. They must pay their debt as soon as possible; it
cannot stand a long time, because it will "make it difficult" for the dead person in his way
to the hereafter. Beside the day of the funeraL there are also other days when prayers are
said for the dead person in which they still need money, especially to prepare meals.
Consequently, they must collect much money together in order to settle their debt.
There are two different conventions in this community concerning death. These
are called "Kauni Tua" and "Kauni Muda". The difference between them is the number of
days on which the tahlil [Ar], repeated recitation of the confession of faith, is done after a
death.
Kauni tua [md] (literally, old group) is a group in which tahlil is done for many
days or many times for a death. It is the old way. This group does tahlil by inviting adult
men on the first day of the death, then the third day, the fifth, seventh, ninth, twentieth,
fortieth, one hundredth, the first year, the second year, and the third year after the death
day. In the morning and in the afternoon on prayer days, incense is burnt. From the first
day to the seventh day, men who sit together in the house read verses of Koran
continuously until 30jus (one Koran consists of 30 jus) each day. Women prepare food
in the kitchen to serve the men who come to read prayers. Usually they prepare big meals
(including rice and chicken) on these days. For this reason, the family must spend much
money. After the seventh day, there will be only small prayers in which only a few men,
such as Moslem leaders, come to read prayers and only snacks are prepared to serve them.
On the other hand, kaurn niuda [md] (literally, young group) is a group which
does tahlil on the day of the death, and then only three more times on the first, second
Friday night, and third Friday nights. Women prepare food including cake or bread for
these nights. On other Friday nights after the third one, prayers will still be read, but
among the family only, not invited people.
Almost all Garogos people are followers of kauni tua. The wife of the late Raja of
Kataloka told me that when her husband was alive, all of his people in Kataloka's domain
followed the sect of Muhanzniadiyah which followed kaunz niuda practice. But after her
husband died, some people reverted to kauni tua. Usually they follow their Moslem
teacher who teaches them about Islam.
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One Garogos woman said that generally people in Kataloka and Samboru (in
Gorom Island) go to the mosque eveiy Friday, unlike in Garogos. Nevertheless, they do
not do "long tahlir' in death, because they are kauni niuda. Her husband, who comes
from Samboru, is kaurn muda, while she is kauni tua. She said:
"Without regular tahlil, it is like throwing a cat or a chicken in the sea. This
means, after a funeral, everything is finished. We. Garogos people, are not like
them It is about the human body, not about an animal. We will not go to bury a
chicken or a cat. if my husband dies, I do not know whether his flimily in
Samboru will do tahlil for him or not. But if our children die, I will still do tahlil
for them like generally Garogos people".
Some families do the regulation of kaunz tua for the death of a person twelve year
old or over at death. Some families do it even for a two year old. People do not do this
for a still-born child.

Dabus. Within Kataloka domain, Garogos is famous for dabus, because only
Garogos people perform it. Dabur is an Islamic "dance" which is only done by adult men
on certain occasions, such as Halal Bihalal [Ar], that is a party which is arranged to ask
for forgiveness at the end of the fasting period. Sometimes, the group of dancers is invited
to Kataloka by the raja to give a performance to guests of the village.
The dabus is a performance by a group in which several men 'sing' an Islamic
song, while some beat a small drum. They stand in a row, with a man in the middle who
holds the Koran and recites maulud [Ar], that is, stories of Muhammad's birth. The man
is called kalfah [Ar]. He is the power of the dabus. Not everyone can become a kalifhh;
he must come from an irnam's descendants.
While drums are beaten and the ka1fah recites the Koran, some men come to the
/califah, asking blessing from him by bending down in front of him. He touches them, and
then they enter the place that has been prepared already for dancing. They dance while
each person holds a sharp metal spike in each hand. They go into trance and begin to stab
themselves by jerking the metal spikes toward their chest strongly. They do that
repeatedly. They do not feel pain, although their clothes are covered with blood. The
performance stops when the kalfah gives a sign to finish.

The ka4fah wears a long flowing yellow robe with a large white kerchief that is
hung on his shoulder and a white turban. Other men wear long white garments. Now,
sometimes they wear white shirts instead or other colours.

10. Conclusion
It is relevant to the subject of later chapters to emphasise certain aspects of social
life in Garogos. Firstly, Garogos is a close-knit community based on kinship. However,
this community is divided into two political factions which are sometimes in conflict. On
the other hand, Garogos is part of a larger community owing allegiance to the Raja of
Kataloka in another island as a political leader. The influence of belief and religious
practices is strong. Religious officials, especially the

iniani,

are largely hereditary. They

are also important in the political and economic organization of the village.
Varied ties to other places and communities exist through intermarriage, barter
and trade.
Finally, although a small, close-knit, kin based community, Garogos is not isolated
socially or politically, nor it is economically selfcontaiiied. Strong social ties beyond the
community and economic need for regular dealings outside Garogos have persisted to
ensure subsistence, trade, ceremony, health, education, etc. Very few Garogos people
who have left the island have the skill or education to get well-paid jobs. Therefore, there
are very few remittances to the island in cash or for fishing equipment and other goods,
unlike the situation in Ponam Island in Papua New Guinea (Carrier and Carrier 1989).
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Chapter 3
SEA RIGHTS

1. The Social Structure of the Sea

1.1. Naming of Marine Features
Because they live on a small narrow island which is surrounded by the sea
Garogos people cannot be separated from the sea. As sea-people, they recognize much
detail of the in-shore waters and the sea-bed. The land is relatively featureless, but while
the sea may appear fairly uniform to an outsider, it is not so to Garogos people.
They classifj their sea by dividing it into several zones, from the shoreline to
offshore'. Starting from landward, lawena [Grm] 'beach' is followed by tansoa[Grm],
which is the place where sand on the beach meets sea water. Moti [Grm] is shallow sea
(also meaning 'low tide') where the water is green or light blue. In other words, it is the
area affected by the rise and fall of the tides. The area between shallow sea and deep sea is
called ge/ar [Grm]. They also call it nania arat ([Grm]: nania = 'sea'; arat = 'edge'). For
deep sea, they use the term narna rnetaiz [Grm](metan

=

'black'). Terms for other

features of the sea include bas [Grm](also meaning sand) which refers to a pile or heap of
sand (sandbar) which comes up inside ge/ar area when the tide is going out. Searu is used
for 'reef in which coral comes up in the sea.
Familiarity with the sea can be seen through naming some places in the moti,
ge/ar, and nanza rnetaiz area in Garogos, Koon and Nukus sea by Garogos people. The
naming is based on such features as the kind of sea resources which are numerous in this
place, other objects found there, the form of the place, an incident which had once
happened in the place, or certain signs such as trees which grow on land and can be seen
from the place. For instance, in the motE area, we find bk tigurun [Grm] (/ok

=

'pond';

The classification of the sea area is found in other islands or coastal communities in Maluku.
Usually these are also related to the authority (ownership) of the community as a whole, certain
groups or clans over the use of some areas in the sea. See for example, Huliselan and Norimarna
(1982) Yayasan Hualopu et al. (1991). Examples from other places, include Carrier and Carrier
(1989) Johannes and MacFarlane(1991).
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Figure 6. Naming of Maine Features

Lawena

tlgurun = a kind of goldband goatfi.sh), indicating that many tigurun fish are found in this
place. In the gelar area an example of a place name is ar-kal-tual [Grm] (ar = water, kin
=

wood; tual = stick) that refers to a place where at low tide there is a stream. A tree used

to grow there. Here there are many kon (Siganus puellus) fish. They said that these fish
do not like to eat bait; so usually people spread a net to catch them. In nama metan (deep
sea) area, there is watu gel [Grm] (watu

=

stone; gel

=

fall down) where there is a big

stone on the bottom of the sea, and there are many wakorn (Caesio sp) and anjang
(Lutjanus gibbus). See Table 7 for some other examples of the place names in the sea
around Garogos, Koon and Nukus (see also Appendix 3 for a sketch map of the island).
The system of classiFying sea into different zones, from shore-line to deep sea,
combined with names for particular places as described above, means there is a complex
system for describing sea areas. This enables Garogos people to accurately locate
particular areas of the sea or sea-floor by reference to the broad zones and particular
features. Some particular places within the zones are also associated with certain
resources, such as certain kinds of fish, octopus, or sun'vaki urchin, so that they can say
that they will go to a particular place because they want to catch a particular type of fish.
The scheme of zones and places allows for a complex system of orientation --a
sort of "mental map" of the sea-terrain-- that helps people navigate and fish. This map is a
combination of marine zones around the island, particular places on the sea-bed, and
particular areas on the sea-surface from where one can see particular features on land.
Figure 7 gives a sketch map of an example.
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lame 1. Examples otMarme Place Names
Areas
Names
Meanings
Mod
watu ngackz
watu [Grm]= stone; ngada [Grm]=local name of fish
Lutjanus gibbus: the stone in the place is 'house' of ngada.

--

ilu harE

i/u [Grm]= head; han [Grm]= rayflsh: there is a gully
between two corals where the 'way' of ray-fish.

urit runia

urit [Grm]= octopus; runia [Am]= house: there are corals
with many holes where many octopus live.

arang riri

arang [Grm]= coral; riri [Grm]=high: there are corals,
many kuli pasir [Am], Naso sp fish.

karawatu tual

karawatu [Grm]= bamboo; tual [Grm]= stick, stem: there
was bamboo washed away and stuck here.

tuha lean

tuha [Grm]= name of tree; lean [Grm]= big: there is a
tuha's log washed and sticks here.

wawa-usi-wo

watu rotE

wawa [Grm]= below; usi[Grm]= chopping knife without its
handle; wolo [Grm] particle used to mark a place or topic
there is a has (sandbar) which is form like a chopping knife
without its handle.
watu [Grm]= stone; roti [Grm]= two: there are two big
stones exposed at low tide. There are many lilia [Grm] fish,
Balistoides viridescens and gohu [Grm] fish, Lethrinus sp.

lEan [Grm]= rock; kapal [Am,Ind]= boat, lean [Grm]= big:
there is a reef formed like a boat. There are many
ban kapal lean surwaki[Grm,Am], Trzpneustes gratilla.
lutur [Grm]= fish trap made by pile of stone; dak = name of
person who piled up the stones in the place in the past.
lutur dak

niu lalabor

goha lean

niu [Grm] = coconut tree; lalabor [Grm] = distance
between: from here can be seen straight to the island some
coconut tree planted in the distance among each other.
goha [Grm]= local name of a tree; lean = big: from this
place to the island can be seen a goha tree which is growing
in small grass field.
tingara [Grm]= local name of fish; ar [Grm]= water: there
are many tingara fish.

tingara-ar
Ge/ar

bas [Grm] = sand,sandbar; tewi [Grm]= a piece: there is a
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bas tewi

piece of sandbar where many duan [Grm],
when the tide is coming up.

Scarus sp.

fish

several years ago a Taiwanese boat went aground here.
taiwan
ker-ker

Icer-ker [Grm] = coconut leaves: in the past, people put a
fish trap which was made of coconut leaves around this
area. Many tehar [Grm], Lethrinus ornatus and kokolar
[Grm], Parupeneus barberinus fish in the place.
watu = stone; nzancia [Grm]
formed like a person.

=

human: there is a stone

watu mancia

hang/cong
Nama
Metan

hang/cong [Grm] = a form like curve or bend: is named for
this place on the edge of shallow and deep sea that is
formed in a curve.
sian, [Grm] = reef; henu [Grm]= green turtle: there is a reef
stone formed a turtle.

siaru henu

watu otan

watu = stone; otan [Grm] = local name of fish: there is a big
stone, and surrounding the place there are many big otan,
Epinephe/us spp. fish.
,

kulang-kulang [Grm] = a kind of sea grass: there is much
kulang kulang here.
kulang-kulang

Figure 7. An Example of a Sketch Map of Marine Features.

Narna Metan
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1.2. Division of Sea Area by Sex and Age
Men, women and children generally restrict their activities to one or other of the
major marine zones. As a consequence they tend to harvest different kinds of sea

resources.
Men, women and children all use moti, and catch a variety of resources, using a
variety of different methods or techniques. For example, men catch fish and sea cucumber,
women and children catch and collect fish, sea cucumber, octopus, abalone, and shellfish.
They use different methods, such as nets, fishing lines, spears, canoes, wading, and diving.
These variety of methods will be described in the next chapter.
The ge/ar is the men's area. They catch fish, shark, rayfish, and turtle. They use
fishing lines, nets and spears.
Narna metan is entirely the men's area. They hunt shark, rayfish, deep sea fish and
sea cucumber which live in deep sea.
The division of the sea into areas exploited by sex and age outlined above is similar
to the way the land is divided by other cultures for purposes of agricukure or hunting and
collecting. On land, women and children work near the settlement, doing subsistence
tasks, such as gathering plant-foods or tending gardens for household food; men go
hunting in the forest far from the settlement2. The forest is a mysterious, dangerous and
challenging place for men, where they hunt things of high value to the community. In the
same way for Garogos, it can be said that the shallow sea (motE) is "like a cultivation area"
in the sea, and deep sea (ge/ar and nama metan) are "like the forest". Women and
children work near the settlement (in motE area)3. Most of their catch is for local
subsistence use, although they also look for sea resources which can be sold. On the other
hand, men go fluiher out to the nama metan area which is mysterious, dangerous and a
challenge for theni They hunt marine resources which have high value in the commercial
market, such as shark.

While on the one hand, activities of women in the sea are completely dependent on
motE (low tide), on the other hand, men's activity at the sea is dependent on the sea
remaining calni
2

See for example Murdock 1949:7: Watanabe 1968:75: Yengoyan 1968:187: Brown 1970; Parker
and Parker 1979; lDahlberg 1981.
Similarly in some fishing communities, women mainly work in the land or near settlement, while
men go far to the sea See for example Moss (1993), Volkman (1994), Thompson (1985), Feinberg
(1986).
.

,
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In certain things, the motE area can be controlled by people. With their
technologies and gathering methods women and children can exploit this area. At low
tide, the area is an extension of their land; they can walk as fast as on the land. Mothers let
their babies play on the beach without fear they will drill in the sea. (larogos has a wide
motE area. At the lowest tide, people can walk to the nearby island of Koon.
The different values placed on different kinds of sea resources is reflected in the
way people talk about their activities. For example, they never say that 'men go to look
for urit watu (the octopus)', because that is a job for women or old men. Sometimes men
stab octopus if they find it, but it is not their aim. They also never say that 'men go to
collect shellfish'4. This is really women's and children's work at low tide. These kinds of
sea resources have little value in the market economy, but instead are used for household
food.
A few men collect abalone (sikadahi)'. In fact, it is mostly women and children
who go to turn over stones and coral to collect abalone. A (larogos young man, Thalib,
told me that if a man goes to collect sikadahi, he is keberat [Grm] (doing something which
has no quality). According to some men, collecting abalone is not a good job or high
quality work. The reason for this is perhaps because abalone are collected from the low
tide area which is the women's and children's area. In the opinion of Achmad sikadahi
'belongs to women', so to collect them is women's work. He also added that the form of
an abalone is like the female genitals. Similarly, Gidjingali people in Arhnem Land
associated the shape of cowry shells with female genitals (Meehan 1982:8). Also for
another comparative case, see Haida myth which said about the creation of women from
attaching chiton to the genitals of men's creature (Moss 1993:644). Saul (1974:62-72)
has shown another list of mythologies and traditional concepts associating shells with
womanhood, fertility or birth (such as creation of first human) from some places in the
world.
Similarly in some other communities, shell collecting is primarily women's work. See, for
example, Tlingit Indian women (Moss 1993) or Arhnem Land Aboriginal women (Meehan 1982).
Moss had discussed among the Tlingit Indian shellfish is associated with poverty and laziness. For
this reason, men avoid shelifishing to build 'male achievementS (1993:641). Sheilfishing does not
need a certain skilL shellfish are available to collect so that it is not a challenge for men.
Although shellfishing is mainly women's work, however men can also do it, for example in their
hunting journeys (Moss 1993), or "under certain circumstances it was acceptable for men to gather
shellfish" (Moss 1993:64 1). In Garogos case, 'under certain circumstances' can be for example, the
rise of price (such as trochus shell and abalone). It seems that outside market demand might change
the "status" of certain resources in a community.
,
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Men do not like to collect small abalone. More than one hundred medium sized
abalone are needed to make up one kilogram. Men find this flitiguing and not exciting.
Some men said they prefer to dive to collect abalone in the calm season when there is no
wind. Diving into deeper sea, they have the chance to get bigger abalone. It means they
need less shellfish to make up a kilogram.
Today, only one or two men sometimes go to catch rayfish, or catch it when they
go to trap turtle with a net. One day, when I was there, a Garogos man bonowed a big
net from Kidang people to catch rayfish. The meat of rayfish has a low price. it is usually
only for barter, or given to relatives outside the island. It is also sometimes sold cheap.
A fisherman, Nasar, said he does not like to collect sea cucumber in shallow sea,
because it does not bring such a good price compared with deep sea cucumber.
Men like to catch sea resources that babunyl mahal (babunyl [Am]
mahal

[hid]

=

=

sound;

expensive), 'sound expensive', such as shark. Abalone now has a good

price, and it seems that there are more men who now go to collect this sea resource.
Nevertheless, it is still dominated by women and children. They go in groups that consist
of an adult woman and some children, or parties of only children, around 8 14 year old.
-

They go in groups, so that they can help each other to turn over big stones or coral that
they find.
It is interesting to children to count their catch and compare their day's results
with each other. Some children feel proud, because with the price of abalone which is
good, they can be bought clothes or shoes with the results of their collecting and selling
abalone. Usually their parents sell their abalone for them. Bida, a 13 year old girl, told me
that in the previous sikadahi season, she got a kilogram (around 200 abalones), and it was
sold for Rp 25,000. Her mother bought her a pair of shoes from her Moslem teacher (a
man who comes to Garogos to teach children how to recite Koranic verses) to wear to a
party in the village.
It is mentioned above, men go fishing as long as the sea is calm. When the calm
season comes, men do not care about other fishing activities, such as collecting abalone,
catching fish by using the tall kor method, or going to catch other sea resources. They are
only interested in hunting shark which in this time has the highest price. In this season, fish
for household daily consumption is difficult to find, because men spend the whole day
hunting shark. Catching fish using tall kor is quiet, because there are not young men
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available to arrange it. To overcome daily necessities for fish, women who stay at home to
prepare meals for children must buy fish from men who go to catch fish with nets; there
are a few men who do not go to hunt shark but go to net fish instead. There are some
reasons for not going to hunt shark, for instance, there is not enough equipment (bait or
big canoes) or they are too lazy to go fishing far away.

2. Access to Fishing Rights
The border between Garogos's claims to the deep sea area and the deep sea of
nearby islands, such as Pulau Panjang, is in the mid point between the islands6. People are
able to tell if they are within their own area or have already come in to the sea area of the
neighbour. They say they can feel a special kind of current (kedas[Grm]) found only in
certain places such as the boundaries between domains. This current is different from
rurut

[Grm], which are common currents that occur in many places in the sea.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Garogos people have the duty of guarding

Garogos and the two uninhabited islands of Koon and Nukus for the Raja of Kataloka,
since the area and its sea belong to hini Islanders have rights over the sea around these
three islands, to look after and use land and sea for their resources. Outsiders who come
to the sea round these three islands must have permission from the Raja of Kataloka. In
actual practice, some ask permission only of the kepala soa in Garogos who makes a
report to the raja, and others come in without permission.
There are certain criteria to classify outsiders that come to Garogos sea for fishing.
These are based on the places outsiders come from and the nature of their relationship
with Garogos people. Permission to fish in Garogos waters also depends on the sea
resources which will be caught.
Rights to use the sea for fishing are categorized in several levels. Garogos people
as the guardians have primary use rights from the land out to the deep sea, over all kinds
of resources, including trochus shell in harvest time (buka sasi). Trochus shell is a sea
resource which is protected by imposing a taboo, sasi.
6

In traditional coastal communities' perspective the sea is not separate from the land. A village
domain comprises the land and the sea as extension of the land up to certain distance based on
certain concepts or folklore, and in turn it is related to fishing boundaries. See for example, Huliselan
and Norimarna (1982) Yayasan Hualopu et al. (1991) Davis (1988) Carrier and Carrier (1989)
Cordell (1993).
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The secondary use rights are held by people of nearby islands who are easily
recognized by Garogos people who know where they come from. Kidang Island which is
located near Nukus has the closest relationship with Garogos through marriage and
kinship (see chapter 2, section 'External Networks'). Kidang people are allowed to fish
for all resources from the beach out to the deep sea without permission from the raja and
the kepala soa. But for trochus shell in harvest time, they need permission from the raja
or the kepala soa. In return, Garogos people can do the same in Kidang. The leaders of
these two islands as well as the Raja of Kataloka and the Raja of Kiltai, who has authority
over Kidang, are understanding about the relationship between these islands.
Similarly, secondary use rights are extended to people from other surrounding
islands that can come in without permission from the raja, but only for certain sea
resources. For people from other villages which are in the domain of the Raja of Kataloka
(all villages are in Gorom Island) it is just enough to state their purpose to the kepala soa
(or the raja), for his information, and to show their 'politeness'. This applies just to
catching fish, which according to fishermen are 'mobile sea resources', from shoreline to
offshore, but not to collecting trochus shell in both the protection time and harvest time.
Some people said that they can collect sea cucumbers and abalones in the moti zone of the
three islands by just telling their purpose to the kepala soa.
People from other nearby islands, such as Manawoka, Pulau Panjang and villages
in Gorom that are not in the domain of Kataloka should ask permission from the raja or
the kepala soa in Garogos to catch fish inshore, unless they are fishing in deep sea when
the permission is not needed. But it seems the convention of asking is not too strictly
followed. This may be related to the conception of the fish as mobile sea resources, while
the outsiders and Garogos people know each other. But if they collect abalone and sea
cucumber in Garogos moti they must ask permission from the raja or the kepala soa.
It seems that now many people from surrounding islands come to fish in the
Garogos area. For example, on Koon, there are some people from Pulau Panjang, and
sometimes from Romeon --one of the villages in Kataloka domain-- especially in the west
wind season. They stay on the island and build huts. In Nukus, some Garogos people stay
together with people from Kotasiri (a village in Gorom that is not in Kataloka domain) to
fish for a while. Usually, people from Kotasiri are from Derlen clan which has kinship
links with Derlen in Garogos.
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In Garogos itse1f there are a few people from Manawoka who stay and fish
because a kinswoman is manied to a Garogos man. They stay in their Garogos affine's
house for a temporary time. They are the parents, brothers and sisters of the woman. One
Garogos woman said they come to Garogos for fishing and collecting sea cucumber and
abalone without permission, because they are considered as kin. Because their daughter or
sister is manied to a Garogos person they are considered as Garogos people too. The
mother is a bang (midwife) who also provides her services in Garogos. Usually, they stay
for such a long time in Garogos. In Manawoka, they are mostly engaged in agriculture, as
well as some fishing. In Garogos, they catch fish with nets and prepare salted fish. The
salted fish is sold in Garogos. They also sell fresh fish to Garogos people for household
daily consumption when the Garogos people have no time for catching fish because they
are collecting other sea resources.
The inst level of use-rights applies to outsiders who pay for using the sea; usually
they are engaged in commercial fishing. There are two kinds of them. Firstly, outsiders
from other islands in eastern Seram that are located flir from Garogos. For example,
people from Keffing Island --located close to Geser, the subdistrict town-- come to
Garogos in the east season to catch neba (Henzirharnphus far) in deep sea'.
Although the ancestor of most of Garogos people originally came from Keffing,
there is no active kinship link between the two islands. Thus, if Keffing people enter
Garogos water to fish for neba, they must ask permission from the raja or the kepala soa
who will make a report to the raja. To get permission., they must pay a fee for using the
location. For example, for an operation of ten or twenty days they pay around Rp 25,000
-

Rp 30,000. The fee is paid to the raja or is given to the kepala soa. Usually the money

is shared between the raja (for the village of Kataloka) and the kepala soa (for the village
of Garogos).
To catch neba fish, they use big nets with large plank canoes. Usually, if the catch is good, the
Garogos people are invited to help their process the fish in the island. If it is not baked quickly, the
fish will rot, because thousands are caught Garogos women receive the invitation, even old women.
They are paid in fish. The villager gets about one-third of the amount of fish that she bakes. For
instance, if she takes from the net-owner's canoe 1000 fish, she will get for herself 300 fish. But
sometimes half the total is shared. For example, if a woman is given fish for four bundles, she will
get for herself two bundles. The fish are held by clamping in bamboo or sago or coconut stem frames
which they call wava [GrmfE.Srm]. One wava holds 20 fish, and ten wava make up a bundle.
Garogos women sell this baked fish to middlemen, people from other islands who come to buy, or
they bring baked fish to Geser and Gorom. It costs Rp.3000 Rp.4000 for each bundle in Garogos,
but more in Geser or Gorom. Beside selling, sometimes they also eat it or as present for relatives in
other island.
-
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Secondly, are outsiders who come from outside the east Seram area, such as
Ambon, Madura, and Buton. They must ask permission from the raja directly (not
through the kepala soa) and pay a fee for using the Garogos sea. This also prevails for
firms outside Maluku, such as Ujung Pandang, or foreign companies, such as Hong Kong
which have offices in Ternate or Ujung Pandang. The large ships come with speedboats,
divers and with modern equipment. Usually they come to catch certain fish: inarnin and
karapu or garopa (Epinephelus spp). Both are commercial fish valuable as an export
commodity. These fish are caught in around 20 metres in depth.
Before they come to Garogos sea, they must have permission from the raja who
will give a letter of permission which mentions how many days they can operate in the
Garogos sea. The letter will be shown to the kepala soa in Garogos where they use the
sea. The fee for using the sea is paid directly to the raja or to the kepala soa who passes it
on to the raja. The raja gives part of the fee to the kepala soa (for the village) who brings
the money to him; the amount depends on the raja. The raja has full authority to set the
final decision about the length of operation and also the amount of the fee, although the
ship has already obtained formal approval from provincial, district, and subdistrict level,
and these higher levels gave the length of the time.
In a number of recent cases, the raja of Kataloka gave approval for only one to
three days of fishing, and set a payment for each day. After the time specified, they must
leave the area. if not, Garogos people will drive them out. In one recent case islanders
tried to order a ship to leave their area because it had done fishing before showing the
raja's letter to the kepala soa. They came to the ship by their canoes and threatened
people in the ship with a long knife (parang [md]). In an earlier case, a ship was found
fishing in Garogos area without permission from the raja. The kepala soa asked the
leaders of the ship to go with him to Garogos or the closest island (in that time, they went
to Kidang island) and tried the case. He ordered them to pay a fine in money and to throw
the catch away into the sea. They paid Rp 50,000.
However, it seems that with traditional equipment islanders have difficulties
catching intruders and are powerless against large scale fishing firms, especially if they
operate in the deep sea area. It is one reason why islanders sometimes only stress that they
have control over the shallow sea (motE). Their limited technology makes it impossible to
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reach the deep sea quickly and to exploit it easily. In other words, although they have
rights to the deep sea, it is diflicult to exploit and control it compared with the shallow sea.
Sometimes, an outside commercial ship that comes to catch rnanziiz and garopa
fish offers the opportunity to Garogos villagers to catch those kinds of fish for sale to the
ship. The ship operators give a list of prices based on the size (in centimetres) of the fish.
The catch must be still alive and not injured. It is difficult for the villagers to satisfy these
requirement using traditional methods and gear. So, most of the villagers are not
interested in this kind of work.
The raja also can give permission to outsiders to collect certain other marine
resources under a contract agreement in Garogos waters. For instance, the raja once
made a contract with a person in Ambon for collecting a kind of sea cucumber
(Holothuria rigida) that lives in deep sea. The man sent seven employees to Garogos.
They stayed in two huts which they built outside the village. They came with their diving
equipment. The contract agreement said that 25% from their results would be given to
Kataloka (to the raja, usually in form of money after selling). They worked for about one
month, and then ran away when both kepala soa were absent from Garogos. They left
without giving the raja the share. From the time of this contract until I left the village, the
raja had not made other contracts like that.
One Garogos man, commenting on this incident, argued that the presence of
outsiders who stay in the islands to collect resources --especially sea cucumber that is
collected by all Garogos fishermen: men, women and children-- disadvantaged local
fishermen because they could not compete with outsiders' more modern equipment. He
added, they could not say anything against the outsiders because it was the raja who gave
them permission to stay in Garogos.

3. SasiLola
The raja has the rights to impose a taboo or a ban on harvesting resources, such as
trochus shell. This taboo is called ngaanz [Grm], but the Ambonese term sasi is more
commonly used. Private and communal rights of exploitation to the land and sea can be
protected or can be managed by imposing a sasi.
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Sasi is a form of adat (traditional custom) in Maluku to protect particular plants oi
animals in a particular area and time. During sasi times people are prohibited from
harvesting agricultural or marine resources until the sasi is lifted. In fact, sasi is not only
related to natural environment, but also in the same time to social environment. For
example, in Kei sasi within the domain is not only to protect natural resources, such as
coconut plantation and sea resources (VII nangan), but also vEt ohoi, which includes family,
clan and community as a whole (see Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:80).

Similarly in

Haruku., there is sasi dalani negeri (sasi within the village) with the rules to act in positive
behaviors among villagers to avoid conflict or trouble (see Kissya 1993). Sasi rules of
village of Paperu (1913) had statements, among others, to protect some plant before
harvest time, replant certain plants, prevent theft, prevent conflict in the community, and
also protect women from accident (see Adatrechbzindels 1925:314-323).
As a traditional institution which has persisted for a long time, sasi has culturalreligious, political and administrative, economic, and ecological aspects (Benda.-Beckmann
and Brouwer 1992) which influence its functions in social life. All these aspects are

"closely interwoven" (Benda-Beckmann and Brouwer 1992:6).
In Kataloka domain, sasi for communal property is imposed and lifted through
ritual led by the raja. The raja decides the length of the time of sasi, for instance, five or

two years. Based on this, the time to harvest (buka sasi[Am], literally: open or lift the
ban) and to impose taboo (tutup sasE[Am], literally: close the ban) is set by the raja. He
also decides the kinds of agiicultural or marine resources to be protected in sasi.
The raja can put sasi for only one, or for several resources. For example, he may
impose a taboo on harvesting coconut from the land, and trochus shell and gapi-gapi
(Pinctada niargatitera) from the sea at the same time. People can enter the sasi area, but
they can not take the sasi resources. The time for lifting the sasi on the sea for Kataloka
domain usually is different for each village, depend on the raja's decision.
Related to the concept of sea rights, Garogos practice sasi on the sea to maintain
or cultivate the sea resources. The imposition of sasi indicates that Garogos people have
authority over certain areas in their waters. Usually, ngaarn nai motE [Grm](taboo on the
sea) is done for lola (trochus shell). In addition to trochus shell, the raja now puts a taboo
on harvesting gapE-gapE which has risen in value, although it is not common in Garogos
waters.
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In the past, ebi (sea cucumber) was also subject to sasi. Nowadays, people hope
the raja does not put a taboo on collecting sea cucumber, because it is an important
marine resource which is a main source of income for them. Also, anybody can search for
sea cucumber any day in all seasons, although they will find the most sea cucumber at
night in the east wind season when the tide is low. Also in the past sasi was imposed on
harvesting agar (seaweed) when demand was high, especially from the Chinese market.
This shows that beside imposing sasi to maintain a certain resource, the other reason is to
cultivate the resource to get a good harvest which give good 'money'.
Sasi on collecting trochus shell is imposed for both lola wawina [Grm] (Trochus

niloticus) and lola urana [Grm]( Tectus pvrarimis), although only lola wawina, which is
larger, has a good price.
When sasi is imposed in Garogos, it also applies to Nukus and Koon Islands.
Thus, during the sasi times, if somebody is found diving in the shallow sea of Nukus or in
the sea in front of Koon for trochus, the Garogos people will bring him to the kepala soa
who sends him to the raja.
The length of sasi time varies. In the past it ranged from between two to five
years, during which the tabooed resource was not allowed to be harvested. More recently,
the period has been one to two years. The reduction in the length of sasi is for economic
reasons which are stronger than before. The necessity for money means that people want
to harvest trochus shell, for which there is a good demand and high price, as fast as
possible. But actually, determining the length of sasi time is still the raja's right.
A Garogos man said that the reduction in time of sasi has caused declining
harvests which are not as good as before. He gave the example that in 1989, a family
could get 50-60 kgs of trochus, but in 1991 a flimily only harvested five kilograms. He
blamed the raja for reducing the length of sasi time which meant the trochus shells did not
have enough time to grow.
During the sasi it is forbidden to collect the products. Control is exercised by all
villagers. If a violation happens, the violator will be brought to the kepala soa who will
bring him to the raja in Kataloka. He will be subjected to sanctions8 by the raja, usually a

8

Sanctions for breaking sasi rules have varied in Maluku. It includes fine in money, high value
goods, and also physical and mental punishments (see some examples in Adatrechtbundels 1925
Riedel 1886 Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991). In Gorom, the sanction for breaking sasi for sea
cucumber and seaweed was a fine of three copper lila (Riedel 1886:167)
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fine of Rp. 100,000. If he cannot pay, he must undertake another punishment which is to
collect one cubic metre of coral or stones from the sea. Sometimes, the amount required
is as much as 10 cubic metres. This labour is done in Kataloka. The coral and the stones
are used on village projects, such as building a village meeting hal], mosque or school.
There is no difference in the sanction for somebody who collects one trochus shell
and for somebody else who collects 20 trochus shells. If the violator is not from Kataloka
domain but from a domain which has another raja, he will be brought to his raja by the
Garogos kepala soa and be reported for his mistake, and then will be brought to the raja
of Kataloka. He will be subjected to the same sanction by the raja of Kataloka. The
punishment is also applied to the person who is unaware of the sasi or to people from
outside far away in Maluku or foreign fishermen. When I asked Garogos people, how can
people from elsewhere know there is sasi here, they answered that outsiders must ask or
at least they must not do anything, such as catch sea resources or diving, when they enter
the waters. They must ask permission from local people, so that they will know that there
is tutup sasi for certain resources. Usually, young coconut leaves are used as sasi sign9.
The decision to lift the sasi is taken by the raja after talking to the kepala soa as
representative of the people, and depending on what he reports about the condition of the
sea, such as tides and clarity of the sea water. Usually, the kepala soa talks about the
raja's plans to lift the sasi with villagers before he meets with the raja. If people see that
the low tide in the day time is wide (far) and the sea water is clear, the sasi can be lifted.
This is because on a big low tide people can dive far from land; they have a wide area in
which to collect trochus shells. The clear water enables people to see the sea floor clearly
to look for shells.
The best time to lift the sasi on trochus shell is in the west wind season, usually in
October. Besides the good tides at this time, the water is also clear because of the absence
of rain.

Ritual of Buka Sasi. About three or four days before diving for trochus shell is
permitted, people assemble at the mosque. The people are all villagers who can dive to

In the past and until now generally in Maluku, young coconut leaves (yellow) are set on a stick
(belo) as sign indicating sasi and its area (see Volker 1925:309 Adatrechtbunde/s 1925:315, Riedel
1886:166-I67 Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:100,114 Kissya 1993:20). In the village of Haruku,
keker leaves are also used as a sasi sign on the sea (Kissya 1993:20).
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collect trochus shells on the day the sasi is to be lifted. The raja reads the regulation he
determined for the sasi, and then announces the day for starting diving. In the past, there
was a ritual for buka sasi which was led by the raja. But now it is done by ritual experts
in Garogos. Nonetheless the raja always comes to Garogos to buka sasi for trochus shell
and stay for several days, usually until the first three days of public diving.
The following day, a special ritual is performed. The ritual is called renia, which is
also the title of the expert who leads the ritual. Renia is also the name of the main object
used in the ritual. This is a f)iece of paper (or a stone) on which is written passages from
the Koran. A few people said that maybe in the past sentences in Goromese were read
and some magic formula was recited. The writing is a secret which is known only by a
renia.
The role of renia is obtained by inheritance. In Garogos, the renza is Ismael
Rumakat, who is also a tanase (a leader of a fishing group). His ancestors held the
position of the kepala soa and the iniani. In the last two buka sasi rituals, the renia was
held by the Garogos iniarn, Muhamad All Rumakat. He replaced the original renza,
because Ismael Rumakat asked him to do that for him. Thus, now Garogos has two renza.
The community did not reject Muhamad All as renza. It shows that by his status as irnani,
Muhamad All can be acknowledged also as a renia. It seems this can happen, because the
role of renia in the ritual is related to religious tasks. In the ritual, the renia put the Koran
sentences in the renia (the main object in the ritual).
In the renia ritual, the renia expert goes by canoe to the intertidal (moti) area in
the day time. With him in the canoe are three or four young men. A young man dives to
look for a trochus shell. When he finds one, he shows it to the renia. Then the renza
enters the sea to dive to place his renia object. (Nowadays, because both renia experts in
Garogos are old men, they usually ask a young man to put the renza.) The renia is put on
the bottom of the sea under a stone placed in the area where the first trochus shell was
found. After the renza is put under the stone, the four young men dive to collect other
trochus shells. They stop when the renza in the canoe asks them to. These shells belong
to the renia.
Usually they only collect a few shells, because it is only as a condition of the buka
sasi ritual. However, if they are able to collect many trochus shells in this short time, it
indicates the harvest will be good. A Garogos woman said if the rema (Ismael) is not
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happy because of the situation of the village, such as conflict among the members, the first
collecting of trochus shell in the ritual of buka sasi is also not good, and in turn the harvest
will be not good.
It is estimated that the renia object placed on the sea floor will disintegrate in three
days. After that time, the diving time for the public --all fishermen on the village-- begins.
So, three days after the ritual of rerna, all fishermen dive to harvest trochus shells. If the
paper is not destroyed yet, and people find it in diving, the paper is not taken. If people
take it, the harvest will not be good.
On the night before the first public diving the inzanz recites prayers and burns
incense in the mosque or sometimes in the kepala soa's or the irnam's house. On the day
of the diving people go down to the inoti early in the morning to dive for trochus, niolo
lola.

The Participants in Buka Sasi Lola. All Garogos people have rights to collect
lola, trochus shell, in buka sasi. The Garogos people who moved out and live on other
islands still have these rights. They can come back to Garogos for diving in buka sasi
without permission. Other people outside Garogos must have permission from the raja,
even people from other villages in Kataloka domain. Thus, outsiders are all people who
are not Garogos people, including people who have kinship links with Garogos people
through intermarriage. The only exception to these restrictions is the right of Kidang
people to dive for trochus when the sasi is lifted, with the permission of the raja or the
kepala soa. They get the same rights and also obligation to give a share of the yield to the
raja as Garogos people. It is different with other outsiders in obligation in giving the
raja's share. The exception for Kidang people is based on the special relationship in the
history of these two islands which is mentioned in the previous chapter. In return, Kidang
will do the same thing for Garogos people when there is buka sasi lola in Kidang.
Trochus shell is more common in Ciarogos sea than in Kidang sea.
In collecting trochus shell, Garogos people have the obligation to give a part of
their yield to the raja as his share10. The share varies, depending on the raja's regulation

°

Information from Yayasan Hual opu et al (1991) of buka sasi time in Kei said that, the ni/a (or
other village leader, such as orang kava or kepala soa) has privilege not in share from the villagers'
harvest, but in tukang mob ([Am] diver) he has rights to have two divers who dive and collect
trochus for him. Now, in several villages the privilege is also given to the religious leader, such as
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that is drawn up for lifting a sasi. Sometimes, the regulation in one buka sasi is different
to the last or the next one.
An outsider who wants to participate in molo lola (diving for trochus shell) and
gets permission from the raja will be required to give a bigger share to the raja. For
example, a Garogos family may have to give 10% of their catch to the raja; an outsider
must give 20% of his catch. Alternatively, a Garogos family may have to give 10
kilograms of their result while an outsider may be required to give 25 kilograms. The
outsider must obey the obligation which he has already agreed to. Nonetheless, Win diving
he only gets about 25 kgs, the raja and kepala soa will decide that his catch is divided into
two: one part is his and another part is the raja's share.
In fact, the amount of the raja's share depends on the harvest. The last buka sasi
time that started in November 1993 and stopped at the beginning of February 1994, did
not give a good yield. After five days diving, the raja's share was collected by the
Garogos middlemen (the imani and kepala soa). In this time, the raja's share was the
same for Garogos people and outsiders and was set at a half for fishermen, and a half for
the raja.
If the yield is good, usually the raja's share is collected from all adult fishermen,
male and female. But W the yield is not good, the share is only collected from the adult
males; or Wit is worse, the share is collected only two kgs per household such as happened
in the buka sasi in 1992.

flivin2 for Lola. All Garogos people --men, women, children-- who can dive
have rights to collect lola". They go in household or flimily groups. Children who cannot
dive yet are looked after by old women who cannot dive any more. Mothers are not afraid
too much to leave their small children in the village, because the tide is low and their
children will be safe from drowning.
The groups go with their own canoe into which they put trochus shells that they
collect. They put a sign on the canoe, such as a piece of cloth, so that they can recognise
priest or imam. Villagers who have no skill to dive are also allowed to use one tukang molo from
another village to dive for him.
'
In other places in Maluku, it is not common for women to dive for trochus. For example, in the
village of Kilwat in Kei Besar, in buka sasi lola, the sea area is divided into three parts for three
days. On the third day, men dive in bagian untuk perempuan (women's share area) and harvest for
women's share, because women have no skill for trochus diving, while they have the same rights as
men in the harvest (see Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991).
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the canoe and put trochus shells in the right canoe, not in somebody else's. They go to
dive in the early morning and come back when the tide is up.
An adult can collect two to three trochus shells eveiy dive. The results vary
between each group and each day. if the harvest is good a flimily can have 300 trochus
shells a day, even an adult person can collect 100 to 300 trochus shells during the diving
days. Janiba, a Garogos nineteen year old girl, said that in the last buka sari (1992), she
only got just over one kilogram within ten days (about three to five trochus shells in one
kg). An old Garogos man told me that in 1989, a family could harvest 50 to 60 kilograms
of lola, but in the latest buka sari in 1992, only five kilograms. This decline in yield was
caused by the length of time between buka sari seasons being too short, so that the shells
had not enough time to proliferate. As a result, the harvest got smaller and smaller, both
in number and in size of trochus shells.
There is a government regulation that people should not collect trochus shell
which is less than "three fingers" wide of an adult man's index and middle fingers (about 5
cm). It is measured on the flat part of the shell. If somebody takes undersized shells, he
must put them back in the sea. The purpose of this regulation is to maintain the growth of
this important sea resource. To follow the regulation, the traders also do not buy the small
shells.
The time allowed for diving can go on for one to two months, even more,
depending on if there is still lola to be found. It is different with buka sari in the Kei
Islands, for example, where the time of diving in buka sari is only three days or two days,
for example in the village of Watlaar in Kei (Yayasan Hualopu et aL 1991). In the village
of Haruku in Central Maluku buka sari for lonipa (Trisina baelarna) fish is one to two
days (Kissya 1993:2 1).
When there are not many lola collected, the sasi will be 'closed' again through
agreement between the kepala soa and some adult male advisors. After he tells the raja
and gets his mandate, the kepala soa will announce the decision (sometimes in the
mosque). Children will shout the announcement through the village. The announcement
means the tutup sari starts, and it is forbidden to collect trochus shell until the next buka
sari time.
The decisions about opening and closing the sari are actually done by the kepala
soa and the men he takes advice from It shows that the management (because of the
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knowledge) of sea resources in Garogos is done by local people, not by the raja, although
ultimately under his authority. This is important as potentially local people are responsible
for the availability and health of the trochus shell. However, the decision is only limited to
determine the buka sasi day, not the length of sasi time which is completely the raja's
authority.
Sasi for trochus is actually based on the demand for the shells, especially over the
last several years when its price increased. The prices gave special income to fishermen,
enabling them to build better houses. Furthermore, trochus as an important commodity is
associated with a set of relationships that goes beyond simple trading. It is implicated in
the development of a credit system, the relationship between villagers and the raja,
traders, middlemen and fishermen, even between the village as a whole and the traders
through middlemen. I will deal with these issues in more detail in chapter 6 on 'production
for the market', while trochus itself will be dealt with in the next chapter on 'sea
resources'.
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Chapter 4
SEA RESOURCES AND FISHING METHODS

The marine resources harvested by Garogos fishermen are varied. The particular
resources selected depend upon availability on the basis of the season, tides and lunar
cycles, the habitat and habits of the target species, and the particular tecimiques required to
capture different kinds of resources. In this chapter I first identify the different kinds of
resources that are harvested by Garogos fishermen, and then go on to describe different
techniques and methods for their capture.

1. Sea Resources
There are ways to classil' sea resources which are based on habitat and type.
Garogos fishermen recognise deep sea fish and shallow sea fish as well as ikang kawang
([Am] fish in large school). Big fish usually refers to deep sea fish. For shallow sea fish,
there is common name for reef-fish: ikang batu-batu. Fish which are caught in very
shallow surroundings of the island, such as kanas'a, are referred to as ikang darat ('land
fish') because of their habitat near land. They also classify fish by form and colour.
Several fish which have similar form are identified by one general name. For example,
i/can ku/it pasir for several kinds of Naso sp. Some fish are called i/can putih ([md], white
fish) because of the colour. Some are classified as a group that come up at night; so the
best time for catching them is at night.
Like fish, other marine resources are classified based on the place they are
collected, such as sea cucumber from deep sea and shallow sea, and the form. For
example, some shellfish are in one class. The influence of market economy adds to the
classification of sea resources. Fishermen distinguish sea resources that have market
value, such as trochus shell, abalone or shark, from those that have no value.
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1.1.

Fish
Fish are collectively called i'an in Goromese [or Am. ikang]. Fish which are

caught are varied: big and small fish, in-shore as well as deep-sea fish. There are fish
found on the coral reef others in sandy areas; some fish come up to surface at night, some
others at daytime. There are varied coral fish, such as emperor, parrotfish, goatfish,
spinefoot and snapper each of which is separately named in Goromese (see Appendix 1,
Table I for Gorom and scientific identifications). During my staying there, I only could
collect around one hundred local names of fish.
Fish are caught by men, women and children. Men go to the deep sea. The meat
of fish is consumed fresh, or salted, dried and baked. Fish is salted, dried or baked to
preserve it for long periods.
Most kinds of fish can be salted, such as tefar (Lethrinus ornatus), kusikat
(Lethrinus elongatus), duan (Scarus sp), and kokolar (Parupeneus barberinus). Small
fish cannot be salted because of their size. Some other fish is not salted because their meat
is too delicate so that it will be bruised, or their skin is too thick, so that people feel it is a
waste of time to peel it before salting it. Other fish are dried without salt, such as ol
(shark) and harE (rayfish), or are baked, such as neba (barred garfish). Sometimes, they
get uas (k.o. dolphin), the meat of which is dried.
Neba fish travel in large schools in the east season and are caught in the deep sea
by outside fishermen who come from Keffing Island. They use bigger canoes called
perahu giup and wider and deeper nets. Garogos fishermen do not have the equipment to
catch the fish. Besides, they said that they have no interest. The fish is mentioned here
because Garogos people are usually involved in processing the catch by baking the fish.

Shark
The main reason for hunting oi [Grm] (= shark) is for its fin and tail, not for its
meat. This activity is called "carl ekor" [hid], meaning "looking for tail". There is high
demand for shark fin and tail, which brings a good price. A Garogos fisherman said that
the good price started in about 1988. Fin and tail of shark are an expensive dish served as
soup in restaurants in big cities in Indonesia. They are also an important export
commodity.
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Shark is found in deep sea, so that fishermen use different methods to catch it. In
the off-shore area of Garogos can be found several kinds of shark. Two groups of shark
are recognised by fishermen based on colour of the fin and the price: black and white
shark. The black kind are often caught, such as 01 dornu, oi wosa (hammerhead shark), oi

,narkasi, and oi sarasa. They also catch oi garogan (leopard shark) and oi watu which
bring lower prices. From one black shark is got four pieces: the two pectoral fins, the
dorsal fin, and the tail fin.
The other group of sharks is ekor putih, the white sharks, such as 01 lontar and oi
aragaji. White shark is very rarely found by Garogos fishermen. One white shark has
only three pieces: two pectoral fins and one tail fin. The prices are higher than black shark.
Previously, a few fishermen also hunted oi gui (gui[Grm] = oil), a kind of shark for
its oil which they collect from its liver. Because of the fall in the price obtained for this oil,

while it needs extra bait to catch the shark, it is no longer hunted.
Sharks are caught only by men, using toba and net (see section about these
methods below). In the east season, on dark nights, small sharks come in to the ge/ar area
between deep and shallow sea to catch their prey, domu and komu fish, that in turn follow
their prey, the small purl fish. In this time, fishermen use shark nets to catch them. At the

end of the east season, in deep sea many sharks hunt their other prey, mena fish
(Sardine/ia sp). But in the west season when the sea is calm, fishermen go off-shore to
deep sea to hunt bigger sharks using toba. To kill the catch, they stab with acu (see
information about this gear below). Usually the shark which is hunted in deep sea is
bigger than that which is trapped by net in the ge/ar area.

Rayfish
Rayfish (harE [Grm]) is hunted in deep sea by men for its meat. Garogos

fishermen recognise nine kinds of rayfish: hari manuk, harE tirutun, harE pandera, harE
masin, harE rahit, harE kawal, harE bainan, harE keu, and harE boti-boti which is the
biggest. The best season to hunt rayfish is in east season, at night. Today, it is not very
often people go to catch rayfish. Garogos fishermen are disinclined to hunt the fish
because it lacks economic value. Rayfish is caught with acu, ladung, and net.

1.2. Sea Cucumber

Many kinds of sea cucumber (ebi [Grm]) can be found in the both the shallow and
deep sea surrounding the island. At least fourteen kinds are collected by Garogos
fishermen, (see Appendix 1, Table 2). Sea cucumber creeps on the bottom of the sea, and
can be found more at night in the east season when at low tide. All Garogos people

--

men., women and children-- collect sea cucumber.
Deep sea cucumber, such as ebi harai niahuti, is more valuable than shallow sea
cucumber. Only men collect from deep sea. Sea cucumber which is found in deep sea is
bigger than that in shallow sea

--

three or four will weigh one kilograni In deep sea,

fishermen hunt the sea cucumber using ladung, while in shallow sea it is stabbed by
solong-solong (see section about these fishing gears below).

1.3. Shellfish
Trochus Shell. There are two kinds of trochus shell (lola [Mal]) which are
collected by Garogos fishermen. First, Trochus niloticus which they call lola wawina
(wawina [Grm] = female), which is reddish in colour. Second, Tectus pyrarinzis or lola
urana (urana [Grin] = male) which is smaller than lola wawina and is white in colour.
People --men, women and children-- dive to collect them at the bottom of the sea. Some
Garogos people believe that trochus shell only live in shallow sea, not in deep sea. "There
is no lola in the deep sea", the iinarn told me. This kiiowledge emerges because with only
traditional goggles, they almost never dive in deep sea to search for lola. They usually
dive to collect those from the nioti to the gelar area. On the other hand, one Goromese
woman in Kataloka said that people do the rema ritual in buka sasi lola to ask God to
make the trochus shell come from the deep sea to the shallow sea'.
The best season to collect trochus shells is in the west season when it is calm and
the water is clear, so that divers can see the bottom of the sea clearly. Shells of lola
wawina fetch good prices, 'while to/a urana is cheap.

The habitat of trochus is in the shallow area of 10 30 metres depth with the juveniles more in
the shallow water, but large trochus are in deeper water (Shokita et al. 1991). So, it might be the
reason for overfishing of the trochus considering with traditional diving equipment, the diving area
of fishermen is mostly in shallow water.
-
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Abalone.

Abalone (sikadahi [Grm]), Haliotes asinina) hide under coral or

stones in the daytime, and creep out on the coral at night. People collect them usually at
low tide in daytime by turning over the stones. It is mostly women and children who
collect abalone.

Giant Clam. There are three kinds of giant clam (halanguru [Grm]) that can be
found in Garogos sea (see Appendix 1, Table 2). Clams live at the bottom of the sea, and
can be seen through the water, especially in the west season. They are collected mostly by
women; they stab them with solong-so/ong.

Other Shellfish.

Some other shellfish collected by women and children in

Garogos sea are listed in Appendix 1, Table 2. All of the shellfish live and creep on the
bottom of the sea. They are usually collected alive in-shore, and on the sandy beach,
usually in the daytime. The meat is mostly eaten2. Garagos people also mention some
other inedible shellfish, such as i/ut ratu, koin, tarata and tarernin (see Appendix 1, Table
2).

One other shellfish that is rarely found in Garogos sea is gapi-gapi (Pinctada
margatitera). It is usually in the coral area of the moti and also in deep sea. it is collected
particularly for sale of the shell.

1.4. Octopus and Cuttlefish
Octopus. Garogos fishermen recognise two kinds of octopus. The first is named
urit walu [Grm: urit = octopus; watu = stone]. It is big with long tentacles (hauk [Grm]).
Fishermen catch it at daytime when the tide is low, among rocks. It is said by some to be
found more in the west season, although other people said it is more common in the

2

Presumably at one time in the past with limited fishing gears, shellfish had a role in daily
consumption. Moss has shown some ethnographic notes of shellfish to show "a somewhat different
perspective on shellfish use" (Moss 1993:639). Garogos women know how to take out the meat of
shellfish and told me how to cook them. Shellfish are also used as medicine by drinking its boiled
water. With advances in fishing methods, shellfish appear as alternative food when other subsistence
sea resources (example, fresh fish) are not available. A woman said, if the worst east season comes,
people consume shellfish, such as madE 1 and lelesut. However, shellfish as household consumption
seems to be a "low prestige food". A Garogos young woman said proudly that her family never eat
math z and lelesut. In comparison, see Moss (1993:644) who cited Seguin who discussed the
categorisation of shellfish as 'ordinary' food and other food, such as hunted animals, fresh fish and
berries as 'real' food among Tsimshian people.

transition period from east to west season. Usually it is caught by women, children, and
old men.
The second kind of octopus is called un! susulu [Grm] or un! lobe [Grm: tirE! =
octopus, lobe = fishing at night]. It is small and usually comes out at night. People say it
can be found more at low tide in the east season; other people said it is found in the
transition period from west to east. It swims on the surface and can be seen by the colour
from its body at night. Men as well as women and children catch it.

Cuttlefish.

There are also two kinds of cuttlefish which are recognised by

Garogos fishermen. First is uraga [Grm] (Sepia spp). It is caught in shallow sea. Second
is her-her [Grm] (Sepio teuthis) which is smaller than uraga. Men, women and children
catch it at daytime in shallow sea by stabbing with solong-solong. Men also catch it using
a special net.

1.5. Turtle
Green Turtle.

Green turtle (Chelonia nzydas) is called by Garogos fishermen

henu [Grm]. It is an edible turtle, although Garogos people do not consume it. Men catch
it with a harpoon (ladung) and net for sale of the meat to other places. It is sold alive.
The turtles like to come up to the surface at moonlight in deep sea, gelar area or shallow
sea at high tide.

Hawksbill Turtle.

Hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) is called in

Garogos eran [Grm]. It is not eaten. People catch it for its shell (carapace). Each turtle
has thirteen plates (scutes) on its back. Usually men catch this turtle in the gelar or
shallow sea. Sometimes eran comes up to the motE area on the tide; in that time, it can be
stabbed by solong-solong. Rarely, women catch it in the motE area.

1.6. Other Marine Resources
a. Lobster
Guran.

Guran is used to refer to all kinds of lobster (in general) which live in the

coral and rocks (to distinguish them from loki with is caught in the sand area). One kind
of guran is Panulirus sp. Men catch them alive or dead usually at daytime in deep and
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shallow sea. Fishermen catch it alive only if there is an order from outside traders. They
dive to catch it in coral outcrops wearing gloves. But with solong-solong they will stab to
get a dead one.
Lola..

Loki (Oratosquilla sp.) is caught at its 'house' in the sand at low tide by

attii

Sea Urchin
Surwaki [Grm] (Tripneustes gratE/la) and gaan [Grm] (Diaderna setosurn) are
two kinds of sea urchins collected at low tide by women and children. Gagan is black and
has thorns longer and sharper than surwaki. Mostly they are caught for local consumption
(see chapter 6).

Seaweed
Ajjiar [Grm] (Eucheurna edule) can be found only in the west season. It is
collected usually by women and children in shallow sea at daytime, and is collected only if
there is demand from traders.
Sangu-sangu [Grm] (Hypnea cervicornis) is collected in shallow sea in the west
season.

Sponge
Kulat-kulat is a kind of sponge which fishermen collect by hand in motE area at
daytime. They collect it occasionally, only if there is an order from an outside trader.

2. Periodicity in Fishing
Fishing activity varies according to both seasons and time of day. As in other parts
of Maluku, Garogos people recognise two seasons in a year: the east season in March to
August, and west season in September to Febmary. Between these two seasons there is
transitional period. In the east or eastwind season there is much rain, the sea is rough and
the wind is strong, while the westwind season is dry and the sea is calmer. People said, the
calmest sea is in October. In fact, many people said that it seems now that the seasons are
no longer predictable. For example, it was formerly hard to travel to Gorom in the rough
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east season, but now sometimes people can go easily because there are many unexpected
calm days; beside also they now have motorized canoes, which makes the journey easier.
Fishing activities, especially off-shore, are reduced when the sea is rough. Fishing
then occurs in-shore. In the west season when the sea is calm, people go fishing far away
from the island. Much fishing is done then in shallow as well as in deep sea.
The season, stages of the tide and lunar cycle and therefore the availability of
different marine resources are all taken into account by fishermen, and affect choices of
fishing times. There is a basic choice between two times to do fishing: daytime and at
night.
Garogos people use the Ambonese term barneti to refer to fishing in general. The
term is also used to refer to fishing in daytime in shallow sea. It comes from word metE
meaning low tide. The best season to do bameti is in the west season when there are the
lowest tides in the daytime, and the sea is calm and clear. A very low tide is known as
metE ke13. In this time, fishermen especially look for shark, abalone, octopus (urit watu),
and trochus shell when the sasi is lifted.
Balobe [Am] is a term referring to fishing at night. It comes from lobe, meaning
the torch that fishermen use at night at sea. Some Garogos people use the term manyulu
for this activity. Manvulu comes from suluh [Grm,Ind.], also meaning a torch. In the
past, fishermen used torches made of burning coconut leaves. Now, fishermen use
kerosene pressure lanterns in balobe. For this reason, the lantern has become an important
item of equipment in night fishing.
Most Garogos households have only one kerosene pressure lantern which they use
in balobe (mostly in the east season). Usually two persons go with one lantern, especially
if they are fishing while wading instead of using a canoe. Consequently, other household
members who might also be able to go fishing cannot go balobe because the household
only has one lantern. For example, in Abu's family, there are four persons who can go
balobe: Abu, his wife, son, and daughter. Because the family only has one lantern, they go
by turns. But if the wind is too strong, none of them can go, because their lantern shade
was lost when somebody borrowed it. Without its shade, a strong wind will put the
lantern out.

It is common in the central and southeast Maluku to use term meti kei to refer to the biggest low
tide, presumably because Kei Island is well known to have the biggest low tide in the west season.
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Kerosene pressure lanterns are bought at shops in Geser or (lorom. They cost
now around Rp 30,000 to Rp 50,000 depending on the quality. Abu bought his lantern
from a Garogos middleman who brought it from Gorom. He paid for it in three kilograms
oftrochus shell
The good season to do balobe is in east season when there are very low tides at
night. They fish for such resources as some fish, sea cucumber, and urit lobe. For
example, ubi (Csilurus poecilopterus) fish is best caught in this time. So they spread
their nets at night and pull them out in the early morning.
Beside taking the season and tidal stages into account when deciding on the target
of fishing activities, fishermen also consider the moon to anticipate marine animals'
behavior. Generally, according to fishermen some fish are not active at night; they say the
fish

are

"sleeping", especially on dark nights, so that they are easier targets. Usually they fish with
spear or be. When the moon sets, fishermen go fishing.
Garogos fishermen said that the best time to catch ngada fish (Lutjanus gibbus) is
at night in the west season, around October. Barred garfish or neba (Hemirhamphus far)
can be found in large groups in the east season in deep sea. Fishermen said that in the
other season the fish can be found only in small groups; besides, they are not big enough
for catching.
On nights with strong moonlight (around full moon) sharks are said to be able to
see a net and avoid it, but green turtles will come up to the surface, so that they are easily
caught in turtle nets.
The movement of certain marine animals is related to movements of others. For
example, in shark hunting, Garogos fishermen wait for puri fish (k.o. small fish) to move
to shallow sea. These are followed by kornu fish (Auxis tha-ard) that prey on the small
fish. In turn, shark follow the konni on which they feed. This happens in the beginning of
the east season when the wind blows strongly.
Garogos fishermen also wait for similar movements of fish at the end of the east
season when a south wind blows smoothly. They call the wind tarangan alus (tarangan
[Grm]

=

south; alus [Am]

=

smooth). In this time mena fish (Sardinella sp) in large

schools move in the deep sea, and attract sharks which come to prey on them.
Figure 8 shows seasonal changes and best fishing times (see also Appendix 2).
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Figure 8. Seasonal Changes in Weather, Wind, Tide and Best Fishing Times.
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3. Fishing Technology and Methods
As "sea-people" Garogos fishermen recognise many kinds of marine resources.
When one day I was talking with a Garogos woman about fish, she could remember the
names of almost 100 species of fish with their habitat. The familiarity with local marine
animals and plants is revealed in many different kinds of technologies and methods in
fishing which is suited to different kinds of anatomy, behavior, and habitat of sea
resources.

3.1. Spear and Harpoon

a. Solon g-Solong
Solong-solong [Grm] is a spear made from straight bamboo about two to three
metres long, at the end of which is set a metal head called sange-sange of two prongs
formed in the shape of a 'V' with hooks. This holds a catch so that it does not slip away.
(See Appendix 4).

111111

Solong-solong is used by Garogos fishermen to stab fish, sea cucumber, octopus,
hawksbill turtle, cuttlefish, crayfish, lobster, and clam. There is no particular part on the
body which should be aimed for with the solong-solong, except for hawksbill turtle. Some
fishermen stab its flippers because they do not like to damage its valuable shell. With the
solong-solong, the catch is moved to the canoe or other container of the fisherman.
Solong-solong is used in shallow sea, by men, women, and children individually at day and
night-time. They stab prey while standing in a canoe, wading, swimming or diving.
To make a solong-solong, Garogos people get bamboo from other islands, such as
Gorom, Pulau Panjang, or Manawoka. The metal for the sange-sange to set in the
bamboo is called the

isi

[hid] of the solong-solong, meaning its 'contents'. It can be

bought from Tunas people from Gorom Island or at shops in (ieser and Gorom. Tunas
people who make the spear heads usually come to Garogos to sell them. The price
depends on the size, ranging from about Rp 500 to Rp 1000.
In the past, Garogos people used big spear heads, about 20 centimetres long, to
stab big fish. Now, people like to use the smaller one, about 7 to 10 centimetres long.
Fitting the metal into the bamboo to make a solong-solong is usually done by men,
although women also can do it. if the bamboo is bent, they heat it on the fire to make it
straight. Almost everyone in Garogos who goes fishing has his or her oii solong-solong,
even children. At least one solong-solong can be found in every Garogos house.

b. Acu
Acu [Am; Grm] is a harpoon made from a long cylindrical straight piece of wood
about three to four metres long, at the end of which is set a short piece of wood with a
metal point. This harpoon is usually called ter in Garogos. The shaft is called terkai
[Grm]. The tip of the metal is sharp with a hook (sange-sange), in the form of an
asymetrical anow. The short section of wood is called tersisi [Grm]. A short rope is
attached to the tersisi and tied to a long rope about 50 to 90 depa long (depa [hid] = 1.5
metre). The rope passes through a hole on the other end of the long shaft of the acu. The
tersisi detaches from the terkai when a fishermen stabs a catch, because the catch makes
movement to escape. (See Appendix 4).
The acu is used only by men individually to stab big prey, such as shark, rayfish,
and dolphin, also green and hawksbill turtle. They use acu in the deep sea at daytime as
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well as nighttime. There is no particular target to aim for in the prey's body. The puipose
is to make the catch weak or to deactivate it, or even to kill it. The harpoon is thrown
from a canoe toward the catch.
There is a difference between acu used for fish and for turtle. For turtle, the metal
and the hook (sange-sange) are shorter than for fish. According to fishermen who hunt
turtles, fish must be stabbed hard so that the hook penetrates deeply into the flesh and is
hard to release. But to stab turtles it is only necessary to push about one centimetre of the
metal into the turtle flesh. A fisherman said, "we must stab by 'feeling". If the metal goes
too deep, it will not be held. In other words, if it only goes into the catch's body a little it
will be held strongly. They said that in this way the 'blood' of the turtle absorbs the metal
strongly.
Usually the acu is placed in the front end of a canoe with the metal point resting on
a 'Y' shaped peg of wood. The end of the long rope of the acu is tied onto the canoe. If
a catch is stabbed, it can be pulled to the canoe easily with the rope. Besides, fishermen do
not lose their acu because it is tied by the rope. Fishermen use acu from their canoe,
usually in deep sea.
Making acu is men's work. The long wood is got from other islands, such as
Gorom., Pulau Panjang and Manawoka. The sharp metal which is used for stabbing is
handiwork by Tunas in Gorom Island or Teor Island people. Garogos fishermen order
harpoon heads to be made by Tunas or Teor people, or buy ready-made ones. The price is
around Rp 1000 to Rp 2000. Sometimes, Garogos people make their own harpoon heads
from scrap metal that they find in wrecks of ships. The size of the metal harpoon heads
varies.
Garogos fishermen have been familiar with acu for a long time. According to a
Garogos man, it was introduced by Teor people who lived in Garogos in the past. Now,
when shark have high demand and price, acu has become more popular as fishing gear for
hunting shark, while before it was used for rayfish, turtle or dolphin. Not all men in
Garogos have acu for shark hunting. A few fishermen have acu for hunt turtle. Some of
them get the acu from their fathers as inheritance.
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c. Ladung
Ladung [Am; Grm] is formed as a combination of solong-solong and acu (see
Appendix 4). Ladung is shorter than solong-solong and acu, about 1.2 metres long. The
structure of ladung is wood and lead. The lead is melted and formed into a long cylinder
which is attached around the wooden shaft. The weight of the lead is variable: there are
weights of 2.5, 5, 7.5 or 10 kilograms. The function of the lead is to make the harpoon
heavy, so that it will shoot toward the catch faster.
Ladung is used to stab turtle, sea cucumber, and also fish. The ladung used for
turtle and fish and for sea cucumber differ. Ladung to hunt turtle and fish has a similar
system to acu. The metal point is attached to the shaft by a rope as in the acu, and the
harpoon is connected by a long rope tied to the canoe. The harpoon head is released from
the shaft when the prey is stabbed. Ladung used to stab sea cucumber has a point similar
to a solong-solong spear. So, unlike the harpoon head of an acu or ladung for turtle,
which will be detached from its shaft, the ladung for sea cucumber remains fixed, as with a
solong-solong. But there is still a rope that connects the ladung to the canoe.
Ladung is used only by men in deep sea and ge/ar areas at daytime in order to see
the catch. A fisherman uses the ladung while swimming and searching under the water
with the aid of goggles. He rests the ladung on a float which is put on the right side of the
swimmer. The float (= toba [Gi-m]) is made of wood, formed in the shape of an 'A', and
the ladung is placed parallel on one of the lines of the W. The fisherman must swim away
from canoe, so that the prey do not flee because they see the canoe's shadow. On the
float is put a coil of cord as long as the depth of the sea --by estimate-- in that place, while
the rest of the cord is in canoe. The length of the cord varies from about 50 to 90 depa (1
depa = 1.5 metre). When a possible catch is seen, the ladung is propelled by the right
hand toward the catch. If it is a ladung for turtle, the harpoon head will become detached
when the prey is stabbed, and then another fisherman in the canoe will pull the catch to the
canoe. However, ladung can be used by one person.
Now fishermen do not like to use the float to put their ladung on. They go
without its float, swimming while holding the ladung.
In thct, only a few Garogos fishermen have ladung.

Usually they got it as

inheritance from their fathers.
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Some fishermen no longer use ladung. The main reason for abandoning this gear
is the reduction in demand for turtle, while the demand for shark has increased and the
price is high. It has caused fishermen (adult men) to change their interest to shark.
Besides, to make a ladung extra money is needed to buy the lead which is expensive (it
costs Rp 3000/kg). Some fishermen still use ladung to catch sea cucumber, but only in the
west season when the sea is calm and clear.
Ladung is made by men. They order or buy its metal point from Tunas people or

make it themselves. The lead is bought in bars at shops in Geser, Gorom, or Ambon, and
then they melt and form it. To stab turtle, they make the heavier one by using more lead,
whereas the lighter ones are for sea cucumber.
In the past when ladung was a more important piece of equipment, there was a
certain magical aspect to its use. A Garogos man said that if a man went to the sea to fish
by ladung, his wife at home should not be doing some useless activities, such as sitting to
delouse somebody's hair, resting on the doorstep, or going to a neighbour's house for a
chat. The wife should behave in a way that would not disturb the results of her husband's
work, otherwise he would only get a little catch. According to this informant, the reason
for associating a wife with her husband's fishing was the wife as centre of the household's
livelihood who collects and arranges income (J)roductionn, catch) of the husband or
children. So, the husband's job was related to work outside the house, while the wife was
running the domestic work inside the house, particularly arranging household consumption
from the husband's income.
The value of the ladung in the past is also shown by the practice that if somebody
borrowed somebody else's ladung, he had to give 'ladung share' from the result; that is a
share of the catch.

d. Panah-Panah I/ian

Panah-panah i/ian [md. Ambonese dialect: panah-panah = arrow; i/ian = fish], is
called by Garogos people hanah i'an [Grin: hanah = arrow, shoot; i 'an

=

fish). It is a

kind of spear-gun made of wood about 1.5 metres long.
Hanah i'an is not familiar to most Garogos fishermen. Only three fishermen use
home-made spearguns, though outsiders use them more commonly. Ali has already had
his for about seven years, but it is seldom used. For instance, All brings his hanah i'an if
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he goes to the deep sea to catch sharks. With the gear, he hunts big fish for shark bait, or
uses it to catch fish for household consumption if there is no other fish to eat.
Hanah i'an is used only by men individually to kill fish in the deep sea at daytime
when the fish can be seen. Usually, a fisherman searches for fish while swimming and
pushing his canoe by hand. Jibe sees fish, he takes the gear from the canoe, dives wearing
goggles, and shoots the catch. He will get the arrow back because it is tied by a cord to
the body of the speargun. Usually the speargun is also attached to a float.

3.2. Fishhooks
Garogos fishermen use aul [Grm, 'hook'] in varied sizes. They choose small
hooks to catch small fish; larger hooks for medium and large fish. The biggest hooks are
used to hunt shark in the deep sea.
Fishermen get aul by buying them from shops in Geser or Gorom. A kiosk on
Garogos Island also sells them, but not the complete range of sizes which are numbered.
Fishing line to tie the hook is also bought at those places. Like hooks, the lines have
different sizes.
Garogos fishermen use hooks in several ways as described in the following
sections.

a. Subelat
Subelat [Grin] is a fishing method using marine animals as bait, such as fish,
octopus, urnan [Grm] (a kind of shellfish) which usually is pounded, and iban [Grm]
(k.o.sea worm). The hook is inserted into the bait (hati [Grin] = bait). The hook is tied to
a line (Garogos people call it urat) and a small lead weight (tiniura [Grm] = lead) is set
about 20 centimetre from the hook to make the hook sink.
Fishermen use subelat usually in shallow sea at daytime as well as nighttime.
Generally it is done by men, but women also can do this activity. Children, especially boys
also use this method. When using subelat the fisherman sits immobile in a canoe in the
shallow sea and pays out the line with its hook and bait into water, and then waits for a
bite.
Saraf a Garogos fisherman uses subelat usually at night in the east season. He
uses octopus as bait. The octopus is caught by his wife at daytime or he asks for it from
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his neighbour or his kin who have it. Another fisherman, Yusul likes to use subelat.
Usually he goes at night because at daytime it is hot. He goes in all seasons, except if the
wind is strong. He can get about 20 to 40 fish every time. He likes to use as bait a kind of
octopus that is called urit hauk marurut ([Grm]: urit = octopus; hauk = tentacles (fingers);
marurut = broken

off easily) which he catches at daytime. People do not eat this octopus.

It also is called urit dudua ([Grm]: urit = octopus; dudua = sway) because of the way it is
caught. It is caught by using a bamboo on the end of which is tied a coconut leaf rib, and
on the tip of the leaf rib is tied a small karaka (k.o. small crab) that is caught on the beach.
The crab is put in such a way that it looks alive, and the gear is swung near areas where
the octopus hides. The octopus will be attracted by the crab so that it will be caught
easily.
Some other fishermen or boys usually use subelat near the beach or just stand on
the beach or coral and throw their he into water during the daytime to catch small fish as
bait for using subelat for longer periods at night. Some women and children collect urit
and urnan at low tide for bait.
Each household in Garogos has hooks and line to use subelat. Even a young boy,
such as eleven year old Aswat, can use his owu subelat to look for his food in the daytime.

b. Jarutu
Jarutu [Grm] is a method of fishing by using stone or coral which is tied by a
leaflet of coconut to a hook. Usually number 8 or 9 size hooks are used. To apply jarutu,
the fisherman sits in a stationary canoe and pays out his line. The line is jerked repeatedly
until the coral as ballast is released with the coconut leaf from the hook, but it has already
brought the hook in the depth. In this way, a fish is attracted to come closer and take the
hook.
Jarutu is done in the deep sea by men, usually in the daytime. They bring coconut
leaves and coral in their canoes. Garogos people like to gojarutu to catch deep-sea fish
which according to them are delicious. Usually, however, they eat shallow-sea fish daily
which they can catch easily, while deep-sea fish are seldom caught. Generally, the catch
are big fish.
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Some fishermen do jarutu to catch big fish to use as shark bait. All adult
fishermen know how to dojarutu. Generally, boys do not do it because the catch area is
deep sea.

Tonda
Tonda [Grm, Am] is a trawling method; a method of fishing from a canoe,
motorized canoe or boat while it is moving. As bait some fishermen use an artificial fish
which is made of plastic. They buy these at shops in Geser or Gorom. But most of them
just use colorful rajIa [hid] rope lures which are cheaper than the artificial fish. Rajia is
kind of twine made of thin strips of plastic similar to raffia fibre. A few fishermen also use
smaller fish as bait to attract bigger fish.
For example, Mahmud has a trick to attract fish to his hook when doing tonda
with a motorized canoe. He sets a dead fish about 17 cm long by sticking a coconut leaf
rib into the fish so that it stays straight, and then takes out the fish's eyes. The reason
behind this trick is explained to be that other fish would think that the fish lure is alive,
because it looks as though it is swimming, but is not smart, because it cannot see (there are
no eyes), and so it is not dangerous. Then, the prey come to take the bait.
Tonda is done by men. Usually Garogos fishermen do tonda when they are on a
voyage to other far islands, such as Gorom, Geser or Seram. If they pass through shallow
sea areas, they will pull up the hook to avoid corals or sea grasses which can catch on the
hook and maybe break the he. For this activity, they use strong line and also a big sized
hook. The fish caught by the method are fish which like to play near the surface.

Hooks for Shark
There are at least two methods which are practiced by Garogos fishermen to catch
shark using hook and bait (the other method is to use a net). These methods are called
toba [Grm] and tali dasar [hid].

Toba. A large size hook is set on strong line which is tied on a toba (float/cork).
Until recently, Garogos fishermen used a jenycan (volume: 20, 30, or 40 litre) as a float
for the fishing line. The jerrycan should not leak and its cap must fit tightly in order that
sea water cannot come into it. About four to five years ago most people substituted
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'cork' (gabus [md]) which was introduced from outside fishermen (Garogos people said
that they were people from East Jawa) who did shark fishing as fir as the East Scram sea.
Fishennen like to use this new toba; they said that it is better than jenycans because it is
lighter, is easily seen, and cannot leak.
These new toba are shaped in a half sphere. They are washed away (anyor [Grm])
and are found by people. According to Garogos people, the toba come from foreign
fishing ships (such as from Taiwan., Korea, and Japan) which operate in Indonesia.
Therefore, the toba are not sold at shops. Garogos fishermen find them themselves, or
buy them from other people who find them, usually from those who do not do fishing for
shark. The anvor toba are bought from Gorom, Manawoka or Pulau Panjang people.
The price varies, from around Rp 1500 to Rp 5000 each (a 20 litre new jenycan costs Rp
4000 to Rp 5000 at shops).
Before, people in Gorom Island did not like to hunt shark, but some of them now
do, such as people from Sikaru, Aroa and Kiltu.far.
Hunting shark is mcii's job in the deep sea. They go a whole day, leaving the
island in the morning and coming back in late afternoon. They bring food as supplies to
eat while waiting for shark. They also prepare fresh fish as bait which they catch the night
before or in the preceding morning, such as komu and duan. They bring a parang
(chopping knife) to cut bait, and also bring a sail if they go with a pok-pok (motorized
canoe) in case they run out of ffiel or for economizing on fuel by going home with sail.
Shark-hunters go to an area which they already know from experience has many
sharks. Garogos fishermen usually go to the south of their island or "belakang Pulau
Panjang" (back of Pulau Panjang Island), because according to them, these are good areas
to hunt shark. The best time to hunt shark with toba is in the west season when the sea is
calm so that they can go farther.
Some fishermen said that it is very exciting to hunt shark in the beginning of east
season when shark follow komu fish inshore. Fishermen wait for the moment to stab shark
with acu. But other fishermen said that actually the 'shark season' is when tarangan a/us
blows in the end of east season. In this time, many mena fish in groups appear at deep sea.
When shark prey on the me/ia, fishermen attack shark with acu. This way is very
dangerous, because the shark can attack fishermen.
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They also go shark fishing on rainy days, as long as fishermen can bear the cold,
but they do not like to go if the wind is strong. Beside not being able to go far, in strong
wind, it is diicult to watch the toba, and also fishermen will not be sure whether the
movement of the toba is because of wind or a shark.
In using the toba method, the fisherman stops his canoe in the deep sea and then
scatters several toba which already have bait on each hook. The bait is a fragment of big
fresh fish (they divide one fish in several pieces). The toba are scattered far from the
canoe. The number of toba must be uneven, such as five or seven. They said an even
number 'will not work'; shark will not come to the hook. The length of the he from toba
to hook is about 50 to 60 metres (sometimes it can be as much as 90 depa or 135 metres
long). After that, the fisherman waits for the prey. Usually, while waiting he fishes with
he, using subelat orjarutu methods, to get fish for more bait.
When the fisherman sees a toba make a different movement (not because of wave
or wind, but because the bait is eaten), he is ready. He lets the shark run. In panic it tries
to dive deeper. But the toba will prevent its effort; the float will keep the shark close to
the surface. Then, the fisherman chases it in his canoe, and if close enough, he throws his
acu to stab the shark 4. After that, the catch is lifted into the canoe, and is killed by hitting

its head.
According to fishermen, usually the sharks are between one to three metres long.
Sometimes if the catch is too big to fit into the canoe to cany back home, the fisherman
will cut off its fins and tail at sea and throw away its body.
Shark which are caught in deep sea are usually bigger than those trapped in nets in
the ge/ar area. The fins and tail of a deep sea shark weigh over three kilograms, while
those from a ge/ar area shark are only about one to one and a half kilograms. Actually,
the weight of fin and tail does not absolutely depend on the size of shark. Sometimes a
smaller shark has heavier fin and tail than a bigger one. According to Abdul, the fins and
tail of a shark one and a half metres long can reach about three to four kilograms; while a
shark one metre long gives less than one kilograni
Going to hunt shark is done individually or by two sometimes three persons. If
they go with a pok-pok (motorized canoe), usually there are two. One has to handle

Before he had an acu, a Garogos fisherman, Yusuf, used a long piece of hooked
shark and another long piece of wood to put into the shark's mouth.

wood to stab
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steering and the motor and the other is ready with an acu harpoon. A thirteen-year-old
boy can do the task of steering and handling the machine.
A group of two persons can be a man and his son or brother, or two men from
different households. Discussion of membership and the system of distribution of resuhs
of a shark-toba hunting will be dealt with in the next chapter.

Tali Dasar. Ta/i dasar ([hid], ta/i = rope; dasar from dasar /aut = bottom of the
sea) was introduced to Garogos after toba. Only a few Garogos fishermen, such as Kadir
and Mahmud, practice this method and only rarely. Kadir learned the method by seeing a
Japanese ship's crew.
Ta/i dasar needs big toba floats (bigger than toba used in the preceding method),
rope (not fishing line), hooks, and heavy metal anchors. Very big hooks are attached
along the rope at regular intervals, depending on the amount of hooks and the length of
the rope. Usually there are around 39 to 50 hooks and the rope is around 200 to 500 depa
long. The rope is stretched out parallel with the bottom of the sea. At each end., anchors
are set, and to each anchor is tied a long rope which stretches up to the surfhce where it is
tied to a large float. The length of these ropes depends on the depth of the sea, but is
around 60 to 360 depa. Kadir puts a third toba (bigger than the two others) in the middle
which is tied to a third rope, shorter than the two end ropes, that is attached at the other
end to the middle of the long rope at bottom of the sea. With this arrangement the hooks
will hang in the water, not on the sea bottom. The hooks are baited with pieces of fresh
big fish.
Ta/i dasar is operated by four to five persons from a canoe in the deep sea. They
put the shark gear into the sea while the canoe is drifting on the sea current. One person
prepares the rope, the others prepare hooks and set the baits and steer the canoe. Firstly,
an anchor is paid out until it reaches the bottom of the sea and then its float is attached and
the rope pulled tight. Secondly, the rope with hooks and baits is paid out, then finally, the
second anchor with its float.
Kadir said that he used rope tiga kepala long for two ropes with anchors and satu
kepala for the third toba (tiga kepala and satu kepala [hid]: tiga = three; kepala = heads;
satu = one). Garogos fishermen use the term kepala to refer to a measure of rope: one
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ball of rope means one kepala. One kepala of rope can be = 120 depa or = 90 depa (one
depa = 1.5 metres). Kadir used rope of 120 depa.
After putting out the gear, the fishermen will come back to lift it up. If they set the
gear in the late afternoon, they will lift it the following day; if they put it in the morning,
they will come back late in the afternoon. Sometimes, they find more than one shark, for
example four, trapped at the hooks, but sometimes they find nothing.
The best season to use the method is in the end of the east season when the south
wind blows, or at the end of the west season when the north wind blows. In those
seasons, the sea is calni
Fishennen said that it is diflicult to operate the method. They must buy many
hooks and ropes. Mahmud said that, to use tall dasar, at least 300 depa of rope is needed
(at a cost of Rp 20,000/kepala), three big toba, a minimum of thirteen hooks (Rp 1500
each), jarum keras (literally 'strong pin') where hooks are put (Rp 1500 each), and two
metres of wire (Rp.750/metre). Besides, it needs more participants and especially needs
more bait. They need many fish for the many hooks. Usually Kadir bonows his brother's
net to catch fish for bait. The method is rarely used because of the cost and effort.
Rope and hooks to do tall dasar can be bought in Geser or Ambon. They also use
a kind of big hook called aul jepang or aul taiwan (aul = hook). For instance, Sadit has
hooks (he called them aul taiwan) which were given to him by Pulau Panjang people who
found them anyor (drifted away)5.
The method seems similar to that which is used to catch oi gui ([Grm]: 01 = shark;
gui = oil), that is a kind of shark caught for its oil. It is hunted in deep sea about 400 to
500 metres in depth. Garogos people do not like to hunt oi gui because it is a big job (for
baits and energy/labour), has poor results, but above all the price is not good now.

3.3. Fishtraps
Garogos fishermen recognise three traditional kinds offlshtraps. There are wu (u),
lutur, and wean. Wean is not used any more in Garogos, while there is only one lutur in
the island which is repaired annually and is used seasonally. Wu is made and used only by
5me falling price of cloves and other agricultural produce causes farmers in eastern Seram Island
who live along the coast to change their livelihood towards the sea. When I was in Geser (1993), 1
saw them come to buy things to make ta/i dasar for shark, such as wire one of them even bought
black rafia (a kind of rope) with which to wrap the wire to fool the shark, so it cannot see the wire
and its hook.
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one man in Garogos. It seems that there is little interest now in using fish traps in
Garogos.

a. Wu

Wu (or u) [Grm] is the name for a fishing trap which is made of plaited bamboo. It
is rectangular in shape with an entrance for fish at one end. To form the entrance (uurnat
[Grm] = way to come in), a cone-shaped plaited funnel is tied to the main body of the trap.
The tie is called woas (tie). The pattern of plaiting the trap creates six-sided spaces
between the bamboo mesh. These holes are called tutu/a [Grm], meaning 'eyes'. The size
of wit traps varies, depending on the person who makes it and the size of fish which he
expects to catch. One of the wu in Garogos that I saw was about 100 centimetres long, 70
centimetres wide, and 30 centimetres high.
Bamboo is taken from Gorom or Seram Laut Island (a man said that Butonese
who live in Seram Laut sometimes sell bamboo plants for Rp 750 each). Wu are plaited in
Garogos.
A wu can be operated in all seasons. it is put in shallow sea, about two to three
metres deep. All of the surface of the trap is covered by rocks or coral blocks. Three
pieces of coral are placed around the uurnat (entrance funnel): one on each side and the
third on top of the other two. The coral forms a door (rebat [Grm]). The purpose is to
cover the whole surface of the wit so that prey cannot suspect that it is a trap. Fish will
come into the wu through the rebat and will have no idea how to come out from there
because of the structure of the uuniat.
The trap is put in the sea for one or two days, or just a night. If the fisherman
finds the fish in his trap, he lifts the wu, turns it over, and puts it in his canoe. He then
ejects the fish into the canoe. Sometimes a fisherman stabs the fish before removing them,
but sometimes not. Usually, the wu is lifted at low tide.
In Garogos now there is only one man, Usman, who makes and uses wu. He gets
bamboos from Samboru (one of the hamlets under Kataloka in Gorom Island) where he
came from. He stays in Garogos with his second wife who is a Garogos woman. His
father made and put wu in Garogos and Nukus sea in the past, although their house was in
Samboru. He said that not as many fish are trapped in wu at Samboru as at Garogos.
Nevertheless, according to Usman, the catch is now reduced in Garogos also. There are
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not as many ilciing ka'frvang ([Am],

=

'fish in large school') as in the past because many

fishermen use fish nets. People in Garogos are not interested in wu. They consider it is a
waste of time and energy to go to cut bamboo on other islands, cany them to Garogos,
and then plait it. Most people prefer to spend their time collecting sea cucumber instead.
Unlike most other people in Garogos Usman does not collect sea cucumber. He has
eleven wu, but usually he operates nine of them In all seasons he does the activity, even in
the rough season. He only stops if he is going away from Garogos, such as to Samboru to
his first wife. His catch is varied evely time, sometimes good, such as twenty fish in an
wu, but sometimes only a few of fish.
The kinds of fish which come into the trap are ku/i pasir [Am] (such as rnailau,
tatara, maum, tatalelet, mesan-mesan), parrotfish (duan), goatfish (kokolar), kebisusut,
and oan. Usman said that tehar never like to come into wu. This fish is in high demand as

salted fish. The size of the catch can be 40 cm long. Mostly, his catch are for sale as
salted fish.

b. Lutur
Lutur ([Grm] = a pile of stones/coral) is a flshtrap which is made of a pile of rocks
or coraL The form of lutur is the shape of a 'V, with a circle at the narrow end of the V.
The arms of the V are called hauk ([Grm] = wing). There is a narrow opening from the V
into the circle which is called rebat ([Grm] = door). This circular part is named i/u [Grm]
=

'head'. Fish are trapped in this part and do not know how to go out because of the

structure of the rebat.
The trap is oriented with the i/u (circle) in deeper sea, and the hauk (wings)

extending into shallower sea. The i/u is about 1.5 metres high and about 2.5 to 3 metres in
diameter. The hauk are about 0.5 to 1.5 metres high and ten to fifty metres long.
The lutur is made in shallow sea; its i/u is about two depa deep at high tide or one

depa at low tide. At low tide, the wings of the trap are exposed.
Lutur are set permanently. They can be kept for seven to eight years, with repairs
made every year in the west season when the sea is calm and the tides during the day
particularly low. Every rough season (east season), the lutur will be damaged by waves.
There were eight lutur in Garogos sea several years ago. Now only two of them

are in working order. One belongs to a woman, Muna Rumakat; the other is owned by
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Hasyim Tuhutent Hasyim has gone to live in Gorom after his wife died, so that his lutur
has not been maintained anymore. Piling up coral to make an lutur takes about one month
for a man, and about three months for a woman, but the time taken also depends on the
size.
Garogos fishermen now are not interested in lutur. Muna wished to make a lutur
between Garogos and Koon Island because she found that at low tide in the west season,
there are many fish in this area.
Although a lutur belongs to a person individually, in practice, if somebody else
finds many fish in the lutur, he can catch them without sanction from the owner. Usually,
the owner comes and looks into the lutur in the west season when the low tide is wide at
daytime, he or she stops her activity in the rough season. If she finds that there are fish in
the trap, she will climb corals in the i/u area and stab the fish by so/ong-solong.

c. Wean
Wean [Grm] is similar to lutur. It is made by bamboos which are tied together
vertically to form a wall. The wall is about two metres high at the shallower end, and over
three metres at the deeper end. This wall is supported by many be/as ([Grm]

=

stick).

Parts of the wean are named as parts of human body, such as ilu [Grm] (head), toto/an
[Grm] (neck), watan [Grm] (body), ea [Grm] (tongue) and ima [Grm] (arm).
A wean is built in shallow sea. The iiu is located at the deepest part, about two to
three metres deep. Like lutur, this part has an entrance for fish which will be trapped
inside. The i/u (head) connects to the toto/an (neck), from which spread two wings to
right and left that are called watan (body). Each part of the watan is connected to an irna
(arm) which spread to right and left. The arms are longer if the wean is built further out to
sea. But if it is set close to the shore, it is not given the arms. From the middle of the
watan, is stuck out to shallower sea a long ea (tongue). The trap thus looks like an arrow
pointing out to sea.
Usually the owner comes every day with a canoe to look into the i/u where the
catch is trapped. The fisherman climbs a ladder which is attached at the i/u area. He
stands on planks set on top of the i/u, then bails fish out by using a hand net, darE [Grm].
Fish which come into the wean are varied in size, small as well as big, and the
amount varies, too. An informant said that sometimes people tied rope to the entrance; if
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they saw that many fish were trapped, they would pull the rope so that the entrance would
be more narrow, and would bail the fish out easily.
There is no

wean

at Garogos anymore. In the past, there were two men who

made it. Now, Garogos fishermen have no interest at all in wean. It is now very rare to
find wean anywhere in Kataloka domain. At Samboru there is a man who still builds wean
in the east wind season when this area is calmer. Rough seas and strong winds will
destroy the wean.
The reason Garogos fishermen do not make wean is because of the time and
energy involved in making the structure. The many bamboos and sticks needed must be
taken from other islands, such as Gorom and Pulau Panjang.
Some informants said that there is a special way to make a wean. For instance, a
be/as called be/as ratu ([Grm]: be/as = stick; ratu = King) which would be on the end of
the i/u had to be made first. The be/as was cut while saying some magic formula. Then, it
should be treated well; it was kept in the attic (top floor) in order that is was not stepped
over by people or animals. One informant said that some people also put a 'magic
formula' into the be/as ratu before it was stuck in the sea bed. The belas was stuck first,
and then the other be/as and the walls. Bamboos were tied together, by stalks of ara wean
([Grm]: ara

=

rope; wean

=

the fishtrap's name). Ara wean is the name of a creeper

which grows in Gorom forest, and its stalk can be used as rope. The fisherman at
Samboru who makes wean told me that the first rope of ara wean which is cut should be

grown toward sunset. A magic formula is also used when it is cut. To build a wean takes
about one week.

3.4. Nets
Garogos fishermen were introduced to nets during the Japanese occupation of
Indonesia (1942 1945). An old man in Garogos said that in the Dutch era (right up until
-

the Japanese time), fishermen in Gorom and Seram Laut Islands still used plaited bamboos
(like the walls of wean traps) that had the same function as a net in the ta/i kor method to
catch fish. He said that in that time only Kefling fishermen had already adopted nets.

Garogos fishermen use different kinds of nets (hu'at [Grm]) which vary in the size
of the mesh (in inch). The size of mesh (mata [md]) of a net depends on the kind and size
of sea resources that are caught. For example,

2.5

to 3 inch mesh is used for tehar
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(Lethrinus ornatus); 3 inch for duan (Scarus sp); about 4 inch for inararnas (Caranx sp);
about 8 to 12 inch for rayfish and green turtle; and about 8 to 16 inch (20 to 40 cm) for
shark.
Nets are made of three kinds of materiaL

faring urat or hu'at urat (jaring {Ind, hu'at [Grm] = net). The net is made of string.
It can be bought in Geser, Gorom or Ambon; it costs about Rp 27,000/piece. Its mesh is
between one and three inches. faring urat is more often chosen because it is cheaper than
nylon net, although easily torn. The other reason is fish do not easily see the string in the
sea, so they will not realize they have come to the net. Beside small sized mesh for fish,
fishermen use big size mesh and string (its mesh is about 8 to 12 inches) to catch rayfish
and edible turtle.
Net for edible turtle is spread on moonlit nights in the shallow sea as far out as the
ge/ar area. This is the best time when turtle come up to the surface. Garogos fishermen
now are not interested in catching turtles by using nets since the price has fallen. But on
the nearby island of Kidang, fishermen have a contract with Butonese who come to buy
their edible turtles alive. The turtles are carried by boat to Bali to sell there. In Kidang,
they make a pen to keep the turtles while waiting for the Butonese. Sometimes, Kidang
people and also Garogos fishermen who have moved to stay in Kidang come to Garogos
to spread their turtle nets.

faring ni/on which is made of nylon thread. Fishermen can buy it at Geser, Gorom or
Ambon. It is stronger than faring urat. To catch duan (Scarus sp), they use three inch
nylon net; if they use the string one, it will be torn. Because it is stronger, it is more
expensive than faring urat: e.g., Rp 50,000/piece (2 inch); Rp 55,000/piece (2.5 inch); and
Rp 175,000 (3 inch). Nasar said that it is cheaper if bought in Ambon. Some fishermen
buy it on credit from traders in Geser or Gorom, or order from Garogos middlemen. They
will pay in installments or in sea resources. After using the net, fishermen pour fresh water
over it to keep the net longer.

faring ta/i kor and faring oi. These nets are made of rope. faring ta/i kor is used in
the tali kor method to catch fish in the shallow sea (see following section). It has a mesh
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of about two inches. It is not sold at shops, but found washed away, they say from foreign

fishing ships. Fishermen find it by themselves, or buy from people who have found it.
Jaring oi is used to trap shark. The size of the mesh is about 8 to 16 inches long.
Shark nets are not sold but are sewn by men. The length of time to make a net depends on
the size of the net. For example, a man working nonstop made a net 200 metres long in

two days. The net is sewn from rope that they buy at shops in Geser. But generally most
of them sew it from remains of washed away net that they found or they bought from
people who found it. Usually these pieces of net are in small size mesh, so that they must
unfasten it as rope, and then sew it in big size mesh for shark. If they want to spread a
long net, they connect several nets together. For instance, Mahmud has an 80 depa (120
metres) net which consists of four pieces, each twenty depa long each. He sewed it from
rope that he bought in Geser. Kur has eight pieces, in all more than 100 depa long. He
sewed it by himself from a drift-net that was found by Pulau Panjang people.
A net uses small floats (toba) along its top edge in order to hold it vertical in the
water. Floats are sold at shops in Geser and Gorom. A packet of floats weighing 1 kg
costs Rp 2500 at Geser. Some fishermen use floats that they make by themselves from

materials washed ashore, such as a mbber thong sandal, or they use a toy ball.
On the bottom edge of a net are set ballast (called faring kaki [hid]: faring = net;

kaki = foot) so that the net can go to the bottom of the sea. Fishermen use lead that can
be bought at shops in Gorom and Geser, or weights made by themselves from shellfish,

such as ururuk (Cypraea tigris or Ovula ovum).
They also use a net with floats but without its ballast. It is called faring anyor or

hu'at subiar (anvor/subiar = afloat; 'not fixed'). For this kind of net they usually use net
which is made of nylon thread, which is heavy enough to sink, unlike net made from string.
In Garogos, only Hasyim has a faring anyor. Umar also uses a net which is borrowed
from his friend in Gorom.

Jaring anyor is used to catch flyingfish, ubi [Grm] (C.ipsilurus poeciloptalis) in
the east season. Some fishermen said deeper sea is a good place to spread the net. But
Umar said that in the deep sea the net can be broken if the ubi that are trapped in the net

are attacked by bigger fish. He always spreads his net in shallow sea at high tide.
A faring anyor net can yield 100 to 120 fish. lithe net is spread at sunset (magrib
time: 6 pm), it will be pulled at isya time (8.00 at night).
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Garogos fishermen prefer to use faring kaki because they do not want to catch
only flyingflsh, and also, according to them, faring kaki is suited for fishing in shallow
coral sea.
Jaring kaki nets for fish are used in shallow sea about three to four metres deep,
while nets for shark are spread in the ge/ar area. Generally, two to three men operate a
net. It is also men's work to sew a torn net. Nevertheless, women andlor children also
can spread small mesh nets (used by two to four persons) in the shallow sea.
Fishermen set a net and then pull it in quickly many times over several hours; if a
net is left spread big fish will damage the net. After spreading the net, they hit the suthce
of the sea with poles to drive fish toward net, and then pull out the net. Some people
spread a net and come back several hours after. The net will be still there because of the
ballast and the float. Usually fish nets are spread across a current in order to drive fish by
the current towards the nets.
Shark nets were introduced around the 1980s. A Garogos man said that people
started to use shark nets after they saw Butonese use them in East Seram sea. The
adoption of these nets was aided by finding the remains of rope nets that had drifted away.
People were more interested in shark fishing when the price of shark increased. It is said
that the first Garogos man that used the net was Husin who in that time worked with Bajo
people from south Sulawesi. He worked on a boat that hunted edible turtles as fr as
Buton Island in southeast Suiawesi
Now, many Garogos fishermen have shark nets. Although there are many nets,

there is no conflict among fishermen about the places to spread nets in the sea. There are
no individual rights over certain place for spreading a shark net. Everybody has the right
to put his net in a place as long as there is no other net there.
Shark nets are operated only by men. Spreading shark nets needs two or three
persons. Nets are spread along the ge/ar area parallel to the shore (there is no dependence
on the current).
Unlike turtle which come to the suthce in moonlight, the best time to set shark
nets is in the east season on dark moonless nights. They do that for about fifteen days in

bulan gelap [Ind] (bulan = moon; gelap

=

dark), and they lift the nets when the light of

the moon lasts until dawn. Under moonlight, shark can see the net, so that they avoid the
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net. A fisherman said that shark nets are spread on the third day of bulan gelap (the third
day after the flill moon) and are lifted on the third day of the new moon.
Usually fishermen check their nets to see if they have caught any shark. If a shark
has been trapped for a long time, sometimes it is already dead and its fin and tail are
damaged. The results vary, sometimes in one night a net can get four to six shark, but
sometimes nothing. The catch is smaller than the catch by toba in the deep sea.
If the wind is not strong, they go to check the net with a sail canoe by paddling. If
the wind is strong, they go by motoiized canoe if they have one, returning under sail to
save fueL If they have no motoiised canoe, or the wind is very strong they delay until the
following day. The disadvantage is that sometimes the shark is trapped on the day before
and is already damaged.
Nets are still operated despite strong winds, as this is the best time. A fisherman
said that the best time is in the beginning of the east season when wind is stronger, because
in this time shark come up to shallow sea because they are "afraid of the wind". In fact, in
the east season shark come up to the shallow sea to follow their prey, domu and kornu fish
which follow purE fish.
As mentioned above, two or three persons spread the net. There is a system of
distribution of the catch among members of a group. These issues will be discussed in
chapter 5.

3.5. Tali Kor
Tall Kor (ta/i [ind] = rope k.or came from Dutch, koord = rope) is a method to
catch fish in shallow sea by using long ropes and a net. The method is also called ara
([Grm] = rope). The ta/i kor gear consists of ropes of ara and a net to catch fish. This
method is used to get fish in large numbers. The rope is made from a plant called bulair or
bulai, which can be got in Gorom, Manawoka, Pulau Panjang or Seram Island. The plant
is a vine in the forest and is only stem (ropes), without leaves. Garogos fishermen go to
the other islands to cut it with permission from people there.
Ara (rope) can be kept for a long time depending on how it is maintained. To
maintain it, they keep it from sunlight when it is not used. By doing this, the ropes can be
kept for more than three, and up to seven to eight months. According to fishermen., ara
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from Pulau Panjang Island is more durable than that from other islands. Ara is kept in the
tall kor leader's house.
The net which they use in tall kor is different to other fish nets (see section above
about net). It is made of heavier and thicker rope. Usually fishermen use net that has
drifted away, or is bought from somebody else who found it. Fishermen said fragments of
net that they find come from foreign fishing ships, such as Japanese, which operate in
Indonesia. In Dutch times the net was made of plaited bamboo.
Tanase Ismael has a net which is about 150 depa (225 metres) long, with a two
inch mesh. If it is set in the sea, it is three depa in height in the part that is in deeper sea
and is one and a half depa in height in the shallower part. He bought the net gradually in
three stages. The first time he bought 50 depa of net from an old Pulau Panjang man
around twenty years ago. He paid for it not in money, but with three sheets of white cloth
for a shroud, perfume, and cotton as requested by the old man who sold it. Those things
were needed for a corpse; the old man wanted to prepare for his burial. The second time,
Ismael forgot when, he bought 20 depa of net from a man who lived in Namalean village
in Gorom Island. He forgot what he paid for it. The rest he bought from a man in Mida

village in Gorom Island.
Beside finding net that has been washed away, they also can buy the net in Ambon,
but it is generally considered too expensive: a man said that it costs Rp 300,000/ piece,
which is 50 metres long.
Tall kor is done by a group that consists of men, women and children, with a man
that is called tanase [Am, Cent.Mal] as the leader. The title of tanase is given to a man
who has skill in fishing and leading a fishing group. The skill includes the knowledge of
fish, such as the best place to fish, and having a 'keen eye' to see fish movement. The only
tanase tall kor in Garogos is Ismael Rumakat who inherited the position from his father.
Beside leading a tall kor group, the tanase also lead renia ritual in lifling sasi (see previous
chapter).
The tanase will lead when the tall kor gear is spread as well as when it is pulled in.
He gives commands and supervises the members of the tall kor team.
Firstly, the tanase decides the place in the sea where they will put the gear. Then,
two long ara ropes are spread by one or two persons in a V shape. They do that from
canoes in shallow sea; it can be done by men as well as women. Ropes are paid out while
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on them are tied stones or coral that are tied on short cords. The cords usually are made
from ernu ({Grm] (calyx of flower of coconut) which is cut longitudinally to make cords).
The stones/coral act as weights to make the ara rope heavy so that it will drift in the
water, not on the surface. The length of the each ara is about 200 to 500 depa (300 to
750 metres). These ropes converge in deeper water where other members of the fishing
team wait with the tall kor net. This net has walls curved into a U shape and a floor and is
made of rope. Two or more people tie each end of the net to the end of both ropes (aralu). The bottom edge of the net wall is weighted with stones, although the net also has its
ballast.
On the floor inside the net area, near the deeper end of the net (hu'at losu [Grm])
is placed a pile of stones (tataun [Grm]). Fish entering the net will be confused and have
no idea how to go out because the formation of tataun looks like an entrance.
Tall kor gear is spread at high tide, and left until low tide when it is pulled in. For
example, they set it at 12.00 o'clock and pull it at 16.00, or put it at nighttime and lift it up
in the following morning. Now, they only spread it in the daytime.
It takes about a halfhour to spread it, and takes about one to one and a half hours
to pull ropes, surround and stab fish, but it also depends on the amount of fish that are
trapped.
The lifting of tali kor is started by one person

--

man or woman

--

on the end of

each of the ara ropes. They hold the end of each rope, called ara mata [Grm], and pull
them towards the centre. Sometimes they do that from their canoe, but usually they get
off into the sea because it is easier without a canoe. At the same time, other persons on
each side --men or women-- go along the ropes by canoe to untie the coral weights that
are tied by ernu on the ropes. They put the coral back into their canoes to use again next
time. A woman gave another reason for this by saying the next catch will not be good if
they throw out the coral.
Other people who did not come when the gear was spread join as participants
when the tall kor will be lifted. The participants are men, women, and children and the
amount varies eveiy time. They come with canoes; each canoe has varied passengers:
there are one, two, or three persons. They move toward the ropes, and from canoes by
using their poles, they lift the ropes that have already been untied from the coral weights,
and then release them down on the surface of the sea. This makes sounds when the ropes
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dash against surface of the water. They do it repeatedly while moving towards the center,
trying to narrow the distance between the right and left side ropes. This movement drives
fish inside the rope's area. Fish that are already trapped in this area cannot go out. Even if
they can escape, fishermen believe that they cannot survive; they will die within a short
time: on the same day or the following day.
Finally, the movement from both sides brings the two people who hold the end of
each rope together. Then they release the ropes, and the people who wait at the net start
to do their task. At the same time, the ropes are wound up by people from the two canoes
that are prepared to carry the ropes.
People who work at the net consist of two people each on right and left side.
They untie the tie between net and both ara-lu (the head of the ara [Lu or i/u ,Grm,

=

head], that are the end of the ropes attached to the net), and enclose the fish in the net's
area. The open ends of the net are brought together to enclose the fish inside the net. The
net enclosure is then made smaller by releasing the tie (tarna-tarna [Grin]) between
sections of the nets, so that part of the net is set aside. The net becomes smaller and the
movements of fish are limited. They are imprisoned inside the net where the tataun is.
All of these stages are under the command of the tanase who supervises from his
canoe. He gives the command when the ropes are released, when the net is closed, etc.
After fish are imprisoned in the main net, participants start to stab fish by using solongsolong spears. Men, women and children do this from canoes and also standing in the
water. Some of them wear goggles and some of them stab while they dive. The situation
is noisy; they enjoy it, while some adults shout to warn children to be careful with the
spears.
While the others stab, a person on the canoe is busy pounding a bunch tua [Grin]
root (Ananzirta cocculus). Some people also called it siniurut. By pounding, the roots
will produce white liquid and if it is shaken in the water, it stupefles fish. The person who
pounds it, throws it to participants and they shake it in the water and then throw it back to
the person who will pound it again, ready to throw it again if the participants ask for more.
Tua6 . is used to make the work of stabbing fish easier. The roots are obtained on
request from kin or friends from Gorom., Pulau Panjang, Kidang or Namalas. They can go
6

Tua is a low plant that grows in secondary forest. Rumphius called it tuba baccijera. It comes
from family A'Ienispermaceae, genus Tinospora (Heyne 1950:620). There is also another fish-poison
plant. Gororn people called it sinurut (Derris eliptica). The part of the plant that is used for fish is
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there to collect it from the forest or their kin or friends do that for them. It can be bought
also from Seram Laut, Keffing, Gorom or Manawoka people who have no relation of
kinship or friendship with them. It costs Rp 400 each bunch. Abdul said that they also can
get it through barter in exchange for fish, for instance, five small fish for one bunch of tua.
Sometimes, Gorom or Keffing people bring it to Garogos
The participants of tall kor not only stab fish inside the main net, but also outside
the net's area, although the catch is not as big as inside the net. All fish that are stabbed
inside the main net are put into a certain canoe and become the group catch. It will be
shared among them on the beach. The fish that are stabbed outside the net are an
individual's catch and are put into his own canoe.
Afler they have finished stabbing fish, they go home with three canoes carrying the
gear: two for the tail kor and one for the net. With the catch, they go to the beach behind
the tanase's house where the sharing will be done. Some of them go straight to the beach
behind their houses to park their canoes. The sharing is done by the tanase (or the leader
of ta/i kor for a group which has no tanase as leader, because there is only one tanase in
Garogos). This sharing system is discussed on chapter 5.
The membership of participants of tall kor is not constant. It can change in
personnel every time. Each person has the right to join tall kor if he wishes and as long as
the leader agrees. Usually the participants have a good relationship with the leader. The
number of participants also varies. Sometimes there are 20 people, but sometimes ten, or
seven adults7.

its fruit. It is fried without oil, then pounded. It is mixed with other favorite fish food and is spread
on the sea. The plant usually bears fruit in the west season in Gorom forest. It is not familiar to
Garogos fishermen they usually use the first one (tua), not s/rn urut. Moreover, there are a few people
in Gorom who plant it. Also, a Garogos man, Hasyim, plants it on Koon Island.
A Garogos man who now lives in Gorom told me that in the past, his father could do tall kor only
with his brother and himself They spread just ropes without net. His father and he moved from the
right side, and his brother from the left side. Then his father sat in his canoe and waited with his
fishing line. If fish ate his bait, this indicated that the fish had already come into their ropes. They
pulled the ropes to encircle fish. They put up the plaited bamboo as net (similar to the wall of the
wean fishtrap) and drove the fish into it. After fish were trapped they stabbed or bailed out the fish
from the net. He said, in this time, they got a lot of catch (thousands). They made salted fish, because
in the Japanese times his father received orders from traders for salted fish by the ton. He had
labourers to help him make salted fish and they were paid in a share of the fish. Actually, it is very
hard to do tall kor only with three people. It would never be done by so few people now.
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People of both sexes and all ages participate. I have recorded participants as old
as 60 and as young as 48 Such young children are 'passive participants', meaning they
participate by only sitting in the canoe, not working at stabbing fish. Even by doing that,
they are also participants, and will get a share like other participants; however their share is
less than the others. Usually they get only one fish each. It seems that the concession to
involve small children as 'passive participants' is in place of adult members who usually go
along, but who are absent for some reason. They are replaced by their children, even if
they are too small to do the job. For example, when Achniad was in Seram Island, and his
wife, who was seven months pregnant could not go fishing for daily consumption, their
five-year-old son, Kamarudin, went along with the tall kor group in which his father was
usually involved. This happened also to Bakri's four-year-old son, Arsyad.
Although the participants of tall k.or are not bound in sex and age, there is still a
prohibition related to women. A pregnant woman is not allowed to join the group because
the condition brings bad luck9. Moreover, the husband of the pregnant woman is not
allowed in canoes which cany tall kor and net for the same reason. Fish will not come
within the ropes or net and the catch is poor. The prohibition on the husband of a
pregnant woman can be compensated for by the tanase granting permission for his
participation, but this must be given without the husband asking for it. The tanase gives
his permission for a man to join the group by asking the husband to put in his pocket or
clothing something, for instance a stone, sand or a piece of wood. If the tanase's wife is
pregnant, he will stop leading tall kor for a while, and is replaced by another person that he
appoints10.
The results of tall kor are uncertain every time. There may be more than a
thousand fish caught, but sometimes 80 fish or less. People said that the result also
depends on the power and skill of the tanase or the leader. According to fishermen, if the

8

There is a man over 60 year old (nioreover there is a tanase of over 70) and a woman over 50,
and there is a four-year-old boy or seven-year-old girl.
People said, a pregnant woman is dingin (cold). It means, if she goes along with a tall kor group,
she will bring bad luck. But a house is called dingin, meaning the house is comfortable for people
who come into the house and its dweller welcome guests willingly.
'°
Sharp (198 1:225-227) in writing about the Chipevyan in Canada has pointed out, althougb men
have power magically, while women is categorized nonmagical or vulnerable to magic, however
women can pollute the magical power of the men or break the 'luck' of a man. He said, "Men may
have power but women are power just by being women" (Sharp 1981:277).
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tanase, Ismael Rumakat, chooses the place to spread tall kor, usually they get a good
catch".

One day in May 1993, the tanase led his group to the sea close to Nukus Island.
They came back at sunset with a big catch: small and big fish. In that time, they also got
many ebi tuun (giant bumphead parrotfish: Bolbonzetopon nzuricatunz which is about 90
centimetres long). Because of the size, fishermen got down into the water to catch the fish
after they had speared them with solong-solong'. On that day, the tanase had a big share;
they worked to make salted fish until dawn by using up two sacks of salt (25 kilogram
each).
There are several conditions or regulations that must be observed to run the tall
kor.

The tanase has specific skill or power in tall kor. When the first time tall kor is used

at sea, he reads a magic formula over it. Moreover, in the past, when rope was taken from
forest vines, the tanase cut one depa of rope first while reciting a magic formula. The rest
were cut by other people who went along. Coins (such as Rp 100) were put on the tree
before cutting the ropes. Now, people can go to cut the ropes without the tanase. When
the ropes arrive in the island, the tana.se makes the 'head' (ara-lu) for both right and left
sides. The head is formed as a small circle and on it is tied a plaited rope (also made of
ara) to connect it to the net. After the tanase makes the heads, other members join pieces
of rope until they get long ropes.
The tanase also has the power and skill to sigat (insert; fill) the ara-lu with a
magical package. The package consists of cotton, gold, and coconut oil. Only a little gold
is scraped off a ring or necklace, for example, and coconut oil is added. The mixture is
wrapped in a small cotton cloth. it is inserted in the body of ara-lu which is split a little.
Da sigat tara ara lu (inserting the ara lu) is done to only the right ara-lu side. The tanase
said that both sides are filled by 'power', but the right side is 'heavier' than the left side.
For this reason the right-hand rope caimot be put on the left side. If this happens, they
believe that it will not attract fish, so that fish do not come between the ropes. The
11 Muhamad Arnin told me that if tanase Ismael upsets somebody or someone does not like him, it
can cause the man to have a poor catch in the tali kor group in which he is involved or which he
leads. It can happen because status and role (also skill) as tanase tall kor with its 'power' is
inherited from the old people that lived in Garogos first. Besides, Ismael is one of the old original
men still alive.
12
When I went with a ta/i kor group, I saw a small hur Acanihurus mata) about ten centimetres
long drifting on the water after lua was scattered. Fishermen ignored it, they did not take it, because
they said that it was too small.
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position of its head of the rope indicates which rope is the right hand and which the left
hand (as on a human being).
Only Ismael Rumakat has the right to sigat on ara-lu as the only tanase tall kor in
Garogos. He inherited the right from his grandfhther and his father who both were tanase
tall kor (and also kepala soa). However, tanase Ismael has also granted rights to perform
sigat magic to more persons, the iniarn (Muhamad All Rumakat) and the young kepala
soa (Udin Rumakat). Ismael Rumakat said that the position of tanase tall kor in Garogos
from generation to generation is only within Rumakat clan. The tanase (Ismael) also
taught them how to sigat ara. Thus, Muhamad Ali and Udin can lead a group of tall kor.
They have their own groups in Garogos. Nevertheless, only Ismael Rumakat is addressed
or referred to as tanase in the island.
In actual practice, a leader or tanase can appoint another person to lead a tall kor
group in his place. For example, Ismael appoints his cousin's son, Talibali Rumakat (the
old kepala soa), while Muhamad All is replaced by his son, and Udin is replaced by his
brother-in-law, Abdul Rumakat.
Muna, Ismael's niece, told me that if a new tall kor gets a good catch the first time
it is used with some big fish (about 40 centimetres long or more), such as kusikat or go/rn
(both Lethrinus spp), they will make a small party to celebrate it. They bake five or six of
the fish whole. They also prepare baked sago which are put into fresh coconut milk to
which is added a pinch of salt. All members of the tall kor team are invited to the tanase's
house to eat the food toward magrib (sunset prayer time). The irnarn or mothrz reads a
prayer. If the first catch of tail kor are only small fish, they will share it among members as
usual and delay the celebration until they get big fish.
A woman said that fish caught in tall kor should not be stepped on, as it causes
bad luck later on. She also told me, when tall kor is working, if there are outsiders passing
through the area by canoe who give way or wait for the fishing to be completed, the group
must give them a 'share' (for example, one fish). This is advice from the ancestors.
There are three groups of tall kor in Garogos: two are made up of people from
kampung Was ('above' part of the village), that are the tanase's group and the irnanz's
group; one belongs to kampung bawah ('below' part of the village) with the young kepala
soa (Udin) as the leader. Consequently, the community in the island is spread across the
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three groups, as membership is based on relationships between a member and the leader or
among members. This issue is dealt again in chapter 5.
Sometimes, the three groups are not operating at the same time. Sometimes, one
group stops for a long time. The reason is there is not enough labour; fishermen go to
hunt other sea resources individually (such as to hunt shark) or going outside the island.
Mother reason is the rope is broken and they have not yet obtained a new one.
There are other kinds of reason to give tall kor a rest related to the characteristic
of the sea. In July, Garogos people do not do tall kor, because in this time fish do not like
to come up to the surface at daytime, so that it is difficult to get the catch. The season is
known as air dingln [hid] (air = water; dingln = cold). Tall kor also stops because low
tide comes late, for instance, at late afternoon. Because they must wait for low tide to pull
up ta/i kor, the group would finish too late and go back to the island after sunset. It is
then too late to split and to salt fish so that they must light a kerosene pressure lantern.
Mother reason for not using tall kor is that low tide at nighttime is coming, and fishermen
are ready to go to the sea to collect sea cucumber instead.
Tall kor can be operated in all seasons as long as there is no wind and heavy rain.
Usually fishermen do tall kor in the east season. In this season, other daytime fishing
activities, especially done individually, are reduced. Men can not go fhr away to hunt
shark because it is the rough season. Women and children --and also men-- cannot go to
collect sea resources such as abalone and sea cucumber because the low tide during the
day is not low enough.
Tall kor groups avoid strong wind and rain, especially if they bring children as
members. One day in the east season, Abdul Rumakat led a group to the sea with tall kor.
The group consisted of four adult men and several boys around eight to eleven years old.
They wanted to catch fish for household consumption that day, because there were no
fresh fish to eat. Before they arrived at the place where they wanted to spread the ropes,
they cancelled the plan because suddenly a strong wind blew and rain came. They came
back to the island. Winds and rain will cause children to tremble with cold. Instead, two
boys went to the end of island to spread a fishnet, and got sufficient fish for the lunch of
both their households.
Tall kor method is done to collect fish for several reasons. Its main purpose is to
collect large numbers of fish for salting and sale or barter. It is also done to obtain fish for
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local subsistence, though more rarely nowadays. It is also done to collect fish for special
purposes, such as when people go to other islands to do barter or visit kin, or to provide
food supplies for special visit. For example, when I was there, the method was done once
for 'community's purpose'. Four students (last grade) of Garogos Primary School were
going to Kataloka for their final exam for several days. With them went their parents and
some kin. To collect fish for their supplies while in Kataloka, the teacher and some other
adults arranged a tall kor in which all students and some adults participated.

3.6. Other Fishing Methods
a. Turning Over Coral
Turning over coral or stones is done to look for abalone. This is done where there
is scattered coral exposed at low tide. Fishermen push the coral and try to turn it over
while their keen eyes seek the movement of abalone, which moves fast or very slowly
when its resting-place is disturbed. Some abalone do not move at all, so that they are
easily collected by hand, but others move very fast into a hole or space in the coral, and
fishermen follow them with equipment to reach them.
To turn coral fishermen use suan [Grm] (a kind of crowbar). Suan are cylindrical
pieces of wood about one metre long, sharp-pointed at one end. Some fishermen bring
suan made

of metal that they buy at shops in Geser or Gorom. With suan as a lever, they

move heavy coral. With suan as a stick, they shatter the coral to reach an abalone which
has hidden in a hole or space of coraL
Collecting abalone is done in the shallow sea area when the tide is extremely low.
Fishermen depart from the beach with canoes when the tide starts to run out. They arrive
at the place on the sea far away from the island, park their canoes, and wait till the tide is
very low. When the tide is out, they start to wade around, looking for stones. They bring
a container to put their abalone in. They will go home when the tide is high enough to sail
the canoe. Because they work until the tide comes up, they bring food supplies.
Generally women and children go in fishing for abalone, although a few men also
do it. Men usually go to catch other sea resources, such as shark; but if there is a strong
wind, they go along to collect abalone. Usually fishermen go in groups, such as an adult
with several children. Children are around 8

-

14 years old. Some children wear old

gloves and old sandals with a thong or old shoes to prevent injury from sharp corals.
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Children go in groups so that they can help each other to turn over big coral that
they find. If they only get one abalone on the coral, it belongs to yang pung batu [Am]
(the owner of the stone): a child who finds the coral first and decides to turn it over. If
there are two abalones, the second one belongs to the second child who comes to help,
and so forth.
Turning over many stones is tiring work. A five months pregnant woman told me
that she did not collect abalone because it was tiring for her, especially for her back.
Actually, Garogos pregnant women generally will not go to the sea for fishing and
gathering from the fourth or fifth month of pregnancy.
Most people go to collect abalone in sailing canoes. Going with motorized canoe
(pok-pok) has some advantages, because they can go further, where there are not so many
competitors in looking for stones. They are also not tired from rowing or controlling the
sail of a canoe, and they arrive faster at their destination at sea and home, without
spending much time in traveL However, they have a disadvantage in fuel by using a
motorized canoe. To cover this expense, passengers in the canoe must pay the owner of
the pok-pok in abalones. Uman asks two abalone from each passenger, and Abdul collects
five abalone each passenger. Two of them have their own group as passengers. The
passengers are mostly children who are Uman's or Abdul's little brother, nephews and
nieces. Usually the passengers ask to go along or are invited by the owners of pok-pok.
The best time to collect abalone is in the west season when the tide is very low in
the daytime '3. But when I was in the island in July 1993, although the west season had not
come, people had already started to collect abalone at low tide in the daytime because of
the large area exposed by the ebb tide. Men also dive to collect abalone in an area which
is not affected by low tide.
The result of a group or individual varies. It is interesting to them, especially
children, to count their catch and compare their day's catches with each other.
When they come back home from collecting abalone, some fishermen bring fish or
octopus for daily household consumption. For example, on one occasion Abu brought
badar (Novaculichthvs taeniourus), sunzu (Balistapus undulatus), and

kiruru

(Sargocentron rubruni). These fish are caught easily between corals at very low tide.
According to fishermen, abalone stay under coral in the daytime, but creep out on the coral at
night. So, fishermen also go to collect them at night, although the way is not familiar to Garogos
fishermen.
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Merah, a 55 year old man., went home with two octopuses, as did Hadina (a 24 year old
woman).
In July which is known as air dingin (cold water) season, activity to catch fish.,
such as the use of the ta/i ktr method is stopped. Thus, fishermen also catch fish and
octopus which can be found at low tide while collecting abalones. For this reason, they
bring derus to stab octopus (see next section), although some fishermen (especially
children) said that they do not like to do that because it will disturb their main purpose of
collecting abalone.

b. Catching Octopus

As stated earlier, Garogos fishermen recognise two kinds of octopus. They are
urit watu which is caught at daytime during low tide, and urit lobe which is caught at
nighttime.
Beside using the solong-solong spear, it is usual to catch urit watu by using a

derus [Grm]. This is made of a sago (suat [Grm]) palm leaf stem which is formed as a
small stick about 60 centimetres long, and is sharpened at one end to stab octopus. The
stem of suat is taken from Gorom Island. Dents is usually used by women and children to
stab and to deactivate octopus'4.

A fisherwoman walks and looks for the octopus under and among rocks. She
usually carries two derus. When she finds one, she moves some rocks that cover the
octopus slowly so that the octopus is not panicked. She spears the octopus with a derus
and lifts it out of the water still stuck on the derus. Then she hits its head with the other

derus to kill it.
The best time to catch urit watu is in the west season. Some people said that the
transition period from east to west seasons is best. Urit lobe is caught in the east season,

but some people said in the transition period from west to east seasons.
Catching urit lobe at nightime is done by hand. It swims on the surface of the
water, and when it is caught its head is speared with a wire connected to a cord. The
catch will be stacked one on the other on the cord. Besides incapacitating the octopus,
this also makes it easy to carty the catch. Urit lobe is caught by men, women and children.
"

A small child must be careful when stabbing octopus, because it will pull strongly on the derus.
It is dangerous if the water is not shallow enough; the octopus is strong enough to pull the child with
its tentacles and drown the child.
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A man said, they believe that if somebody is bitten by an urit lobe and he does not
scream, he will not be hurt. But if he screams once, he will have a wound and the pain will
last for one rnoti (15 days), if he screams twice, the pain will last for two motE.

3.7. Goggles
Every Garogos household has goggles that they call senter. Senter are worn for
diving, such as to collect trochus shell, sea cucumber, abalone, and to catch fish.
Senter have a wood frame. They glue the glass eyepieces to the frames with latex
from the stem of the bintanggor (Callophviuni soelatri), a tree that grows on the beach,
which is mixed with lime for chewing with betel leaves. It also can be glued with the
contents of a used battery. They make senter by themselves or buy them from Maar and
Karang people (villages in Seram Laut Island). Sometimes Maar people come to (larogos
to sell them, especially in niolo lola (dive for trochus shell) time in the west season. In that
time, senter are needed by everybody who can dive: men as well as women and children.
They cost Rp 1500 each, but sometimes the cost rises to Rp 2000 in molo lola season.
Nobody in the island has modern goggles.

3.8. Amount of Catch
With same or different methods of fishing, fishermen have varied catches in
number and kind which also depend on weather and season. Sometimes they have a good
catch, but sometimes nothing. Some examples are given in the following paragraphs.
Two young men went to spread their small net just close to the island in the day
time on April 1993. After one hour, they came back with about 30 fish, such as tehar,
ngelngeli, maramas, and kon.
A man and his adopted son (ten year old) came back from babobe at 4.30 am in
the same month with 25 fish of various kinds, a few sea cucumbers, two small hawksbill
turtles, two big cuttlefish, a crayfish, a lobster, and a clam. His wife said the fish could
bring about Rp.2000 in salted fish (some fish could not be made salted fish). But some
fish were cut by the man and were brought as baits to go hunting shark at 6.30 am.
Here are some examples of sea cucumber catches from May 1993. Two women
went babobe together for about two hours. They brought back about 60 sea cucumbers
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(about three kilograms) of various kinds in size and te. On two other days they got
about 10 and 15.

A young couple sold their sea cucumbers that they collected by balobe over three
nights. From the sale to two Garogos middlemen, they got R1, 29,000 : from the first
middleman including Rp 16,500 for 5.5 kg of ebi sisiar that at the time sold for Rp
3000/kg; from the second middleman, they got Rp 12,500. Another night, this couple
went with the husband's 13 year old brother by motorized canoe. They came back at
dawn with about 35 sea cucumbers. They also brought back about ten fish.
A 45-year-old woman went barneti alone with a canoe and brought back about 10
sea cucumber that she estimated if sold would bring Rp 4000. Another day, she went at
late afternoon with her husband and her 8 year old daughter. They got only seven sea
cucumbers.
A 55 year old man with his 13 and 8 year old sons got some sea cucumbers from
banieti; they estimated the weight at two kilograms. Another day they brought back about
20 sea cucumbers.
About abalone, a 13 year old girl told me that she got a kilogram of abalone
(about 200 shells) in the last season. It was sold to her brother who is a (larogos
middleman for Rp.25,000.

Table 8. Abalone Collected, July 1993.
Fishermen
Bida(13 year old girl)

Ida (10 year old girl)
Sinar (11 year old boy)
Rauda (24 year old woman)
Hadayat (23 year old woman)
Kori(l3 year old boy)
Kadir (25) and wife, Binroba (24)
Merah (55) and his son, Adam (8)
Kadir (49 year old man)
Abu (59) and his daughter,Hawa (8)
Sadit (2 1 ) and his sister, Aisah ( 16)
Kowak (41) and her son, Karim (13)
Safhr(26 year old woman)

Number Collected
1st day

2nd day

20

49

14

24

23
22

22
20
40
34
80
?

40
80
26

43
72
54

-

20
?
48
62

3rd_day

-

-

107
47
50
40
52
25
42

?
49
20
30
103
28
44
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In July 1993, when people started to collect abalone, a family sold I ons (100
grams), about 20 abalones, from one day of collecting to a middleman for Rp 2500.
Another family sold 400 grams (4 ons) of abalone (about 100 shells) that were collected
by a mother and her 13 year old son in several days. They got paid Rp 10,000. Variations
in the number of abalone collected in July 1993 are shown in Table 8.
4. Sea Transportation
4.1. Lepa-Lepa
Lepa-lepa [Grm] is a dugout canoe without outriggers which is used in fishing and
as transport to other islands. It is made from varied trees, such as kenari (Canariuni sp.),
palaka (Octonielos moelucensis), bintanggor (Callophyluni soelatri), lenggua, or nzangimangE (mangrove). The size and length is varied.

People go by lepa-lepa to other islands, for example, to buy daily necessities or
material for fishing gear (hook and he, rope, net, metal for harpoon, etc), to barter or sell
sea products, to visit their kin and acquaintances, to collect materials for fishing gear
(ropes for ta/i kor, bamboo, wood, etc), to collect house building materials, or firewood,
or to send children to school. The voyages to other islands are undertaken by men.
Women are only passengers. Women can sail a canoe without men only if they go to the
closest island, Koon which is across shallow sea.
Lepa-lepa can be used with a sail, depending on the wind, or without it. The
material for sails are bought at shops in Geser or Gorom, and are sewn by men.
Without a sail, they use a doan [Grm] 'pole' while standing. But this can only be
done in shallow sea where the pole can reach the bottom of the sea. The pole is made of
long straight bamboo which is taken from Gorom, Pulau Panjang, or Manawoka Island.
In shallow areas, fishermen prefer to use a pole than a paddle (wosa [Grm]). They said
that it is not so tiring and also is faster with a pole because one push of the pole is
equivalent to several strokes with a paddle. Nevertheless, wosa is still important and every
canoe must bring one, because it is used mostly as a rudder (ulin [Grm]) for direction. It
is held by a person who sits on the stem. if they use a motor in the canoe, they add a piece
of wood by tying it on the end of the canoe. It functions as a rudder. Fishermen make
wosa by themselves or buy from, for example, Wawasa people in Manawoka Island. They
cost Rp 2000 each.
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In flshing, lepa-lepa is used by men as well as women and children, young men
and women as well as old men and old women. Women and children usually use the small
size. Small lepa-lepa usually are used to toktng [Am] (punt) in the motE (shallow sea) or
for trochus shell diving, while big lepa-lepa are used to hunt shark or spread shark nets.
In using a canoe at low tide where fishermen wade, for example, to collect sea cucumber,
the canoe is not ridden, but it is tied with a cord, and fishermen pull it behind them. It is
brought as a container to put the catch in. Some people carty other containers, such as a
sack, instead of towing a canoe.
A lepa-lepa can be operated by one, two or three persons.
Except for two households, every Garogos household has a lepa-lepa. Moreover,
some of them have more than one.
Lepa-lepa are obtained in several ways:
a. Purchase:
Canoes are bought from people in other islands, such as Seram (villages on the
eastern part), Seram Laut, Gorom, Manawoka, or Pulau Panjang. They go to those islands
to buy or sometimes people bring them to Garogos. Garogos people also buy canoes
from other Garogos men.
The costs vary; there is no standard price, which depends on size'5 material
(wood),
age (new or secondhand), or the relationship between the seller and the buyer. Besides,
according to Yusuf a Garogos man, the price of a canoe depends on the market situation.
If in Gorom the price of agricultural products (such as nutmeg and clove) are reduced,
Goromese will offer bargain prices; they sell the canoe cheaper just to get cash for daily
necessities. On the other hand, they will raise the price of canoes when they know that the
price of sea products has increased, or when they know that Garogos people need canoes
because it is the fishing season.
People said that a lepa-lepa costs around Rp 20,000 to Rp 300,000. See Table 9
for examples.
To measure a canoe, it is common in Garogos to use depa, jingkal, andjari as linear measures
(these measures are used to gauge something roughly). These are based on parts of the human body
of an adult. One depa [md] (fathom) is the span of both arms out sideways it is equal to about 1.5
metres. One ,iingkal [Am] is the width of the palm and one jan [md] is the width of one finger. For
a canoe, depa is used to measure its length, .iingkal and/arE to measure the width of its poro [Am]
(belly), the widest part in the middle part of canoe.
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.

(lift:
A canoe may be obtained as a gift from a relative. For instance, Feisal's canoe

was given to him by his uncle Ismael in Garogos and Nurlis has a canoe which was given
by her foster parent in Pulau Panjang. (See Table 9).
c. Repayment for work:
Mohamad Ali gave a small canoe to Umar as repayment for work Umar did for
him carrying one cubic metre of coral from the sea to pile up behind his house to retain
sand. This small canoe belonged to his son-in-law, Ahniad. As a replacement, Mohamad
Ali gave his big canoe to Ahmad.

4. Make by oneself
People sometimes make their own canoes and are usually helped by relatives or
friends. The work can be in Garogos or other islands. For instance, Abdul found a
drifting tree log near Garogos. He chopped it up (cincang [md]) to make a canoe in
Garogos. Usman also had the same story for his medium size lepa-lepa. Nasar had a
different story for his new big canoe (5 depa x 5J1ngkil). His acquaintance in Selagor (a
village in the eastern part of Seram Island) gave him a palaka tree. He with three friends
in Selagor worked there for two months. Then, he brought it to Garogos to finish its body
(make it smooth), where he was helped by his brother. Merah also made his big canoe in
his wife's village, Kilgah (eastern part of Seram).
Made by others on request:
For example, Hasan found a drifting log, and Pulau Panjang people made a canoe
for him. They were his friends, and as 'payment' he brought cigarettes for them when they
were working.
Found drifting:
Canoes are sometimes found drifting in the sea near Garogos. People said that in
the west wind season, when also a north wind blows, many things, especially logs, drift
away from the direction of Seram Island on the wind and current; some of them will run
aground on Garogos' reefs. Usman and Hasan each found a small drifted canoe, while
another Usman found a big one.

Lepa-lepa are owned by a nuclear family as a unit, and also owned individually.
For example, Mohamadiyah (23 year old man) who lives with his brother, Kaerudin
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(married man) has his own lepa-lepa which he bought in Serani Island two years ago.
Janiba (19 year old) and her sister Rauda (24 year old), two girls who live together with
their grandmother, each have their own canoes that they bought from outsiders who
brought them to the island. The same story happens with two unmarried women, Halijah
(29 year old) and her sister Fanda (26 year old) who live together in one house. if they
want to go fishing together, they use one canoe and leave the other. These examples
shows that women can own canoes just as men do, particularly unmarried women who
must do fishing for themselves or for her and her child. A manied woman usually does
not buy or own her own canoe, unless the canoe is a gift. Her husband will look for a
canoe as the family's property.
A young person who still lives with his parents also can have his own canoe. Kori
(13 year old boy) has a small canoe which was bought from a Garogos man, by using
Kori's earnings from diving for trochus shell.
A lepa-lepa which is individually owned can be shared among household
members, and with members of other households. It can be seen in a fishing group which
can consist of members of more than one household. Furthermore, a lepa-lepa which is
owned by a household can be used by other households. For example, Abdul uses his
brother's canoe if his brother is in another island. Although Ali already has his own flimily
and house, he still uses his father's big canoe to hunt shark. Metan only has a small canoe
(usually used by his wife and daughter), while his two sons-in-law, who stay in the same
house with him, each have their own canoe. If Metan also wants to go fishing, he borrows
his neighbour's canoe.
The maintenance of a canoe usually is done by men. They do it on the beach when
they do not go fishing. They clean up the outside body of canoe, especially its bottom.
The main purpose is to clean out weed in order to make the canoe lighter so that it can run
fast and smooth. There are two ways to clean up the weed. Firstly, the canoe is lain
up side down, and fisherman brush it with remains of old net or rough sea plants. This is
done to canoes which are made of kayu lombo [Am] (smooth wood). The second way of
cleaning is done to a canoe which is made of 'hard wood', for example, kenari tree. The
canoe is supported by three stones to make a space between the beach and the bottom of
the canoe. The fisherman burns its bottom by setting fire to coconut leaves and putting
them in the space under the canoe. The purpose is to bum the weed so that it will dry off
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Besides using a sail, a dugout canoe also can be fitted out with a motor which they
call pok-pok. The term for the machine is used in Central Maluku based on the sound of
the motor (in some places in Indonesia, the motor is named katinting). It is a simple
outboard motor set on the stern of the canoe with its propeller set at the surfitce of the
water at the end of a long metal pipe.
One of the reasons that Garogos fishermen were interested in pok-pok when it was
introduced is that its propeller only runs on the surface of the sea. This is important to be
able to run the motor in the shallow Garogos sea without the wony it will strike a rock or
that they must wait for the tide to rise enough. Another reason is that there is no need to
change their canoe's forni A pok-pok can be attached to an ordinary canoe. This is not
the case with another motor called jonson.
Compared to pok-pok, a jonson has some disadvantages. First, the motor needs a
canoe (usually a plank canoe) with a flat stern where the motor is set vertically. This
causes its propeller to go deeper in the water than a pok-pok's propeller. Ajonson uses
kerosene as fuel which is more wasteflul in fuel than a pok-pok which consumes gasoline.
Further, its motor is more complicated to maintain. People told me, for a journey from
Garogos to Geser it needs about 25 litres of kerosene (which at a cost of Rp 450/litre is
Rp 11,250 for the trip), while apok-pok only needs 4 litres of gasoline (at Rp 1100/litre =
Rp 4400 per trip). Finally, ajonson is more expensive than a pok-pok16 . In Garogos, the
young kepala soa used to use two jonson. In 1982 he used a 25 horsepower motor, but it
had broken down in 1988. Then, he bought the other in Geser (15 hp, costing Rp 2.5
million), but then it broke down and remains unrepaired. A derelict plank canoe that was
used for the motor is parked behind his house. Generally, people in Garogos use a 5.2 pk
(paardekracht: horsepower) pok-pok.
About three years ago, Garogos fishermen only used sail canoes for fishing,
especially to hunt shark. Some people said that the young kepala soa was a first person in
Garogos who used a pok-pok. He bought it at Geser in 1990; it cost Rp 750,000. He was
interested in the motor after seeing Bula people (in Seram Island) using it in shark hunting.
In 1991 the iniani, Mohamad All, began selling pok-pok on credit (the system of credit will
be dealt with in the next chapter). He took five pok-pok from a Kataloka trader and
offered them to five fishermen. As middleman, he hoped that with the machine, fishermen
16

However, a

jonson

has advantages: it is faster and can power larger canoes with heavy loads.
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could increase their catch, especially shark after he saw its use in Parang Island, an island
close to Seram. Now in Garogos. there are 12 owners ofpok-pok.
The ownership of pok-pok is through credit. Garogos fishermen do not only buy
from Garogos middlemen, but also direct from Geser or Gorom traders. They cost
around Rp.700,000 to Rp 900,000. Generally a pok-pok is bought individually, but also
by a group. For example, All and his two brothers have one pok-pok. Before Thalib had
trouble with his right arm that prevents him from hunting shark anymore, he owned a pokpok together with Mohamad Aniin, his wife's brother-in-law. Furthermore, like a canoe,
people can use it in a group, such as to go in a group to hunt shark.
Apok-pok is used particularly to hunt shark with toba floats in deep sea. By using
a pok-pok, a fisherman can go further, and does not get as tired if there is no wind, when a
sailing canoe must be paddled. Fishermen can also pursue the shark if from a distance they
see it prey on smaller fish. It is also used to go to spread shark nets and to check the
results. Some people feel happy with their results since using pok-pok. Abdul said that
since using his pok-pok for almost a year he caught 13 shark, while Uman who used it
since 1992 has already caught about 20 shark. They said that their catch is better than
before.

4.2. Kalulis and Bot
Beside canoes. Garogos fishermen recognise two other vessels called kalulis and
bot. They use sails and are bigger than lepa-lepa, and are not dugouts, but plank boats.
Both are used only for transport, not for fishing.

a. Kalulis
A kalulis [Kei, (Irm] is a sailing boat which is variable in size. A kalulis in
Garogos that is owned by Abu is about 6 metres long and 2.5 metres at the widest part
(poro [Am] = belly). People said that the biggest kalulis can reach about 3.5 to 5 depa (1
depa = 1.5 metre) long with its poro about 1.5 depa.
A kalulis has two cangkilan [Grm] which are made of wood and are formed like
big half oars. They function as rudders and steer the kalulis. They are set on each side
near the stem, tied to a wooden support.
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Making a 1w/u/is involves putting a magical formula into its tian (keel). In
Garogos, there are only three men who have the right and skill to perform this magic,
which is inherited from their parents. They are the tanase Ismael, the old kepala soa, and
Masir.
In Garogos, there are only three 1w/u/is now, which belong to the tanase Ismael,
the irnani Mohamad All, and inzam's brother, Abu. All of them were made in Garogos by
their owners, usually with help from their relatives. The materials to build the canoes are
asked from other islands, such Pulau Panjang or Gorom. They can also be bought; timber
costs Rp.3000 piece for a piece 2.5 metres long by 25 centimetres wide and 5 centimetres
thick.
Abu said that to make a 1w/u/is takes up to about 50 pieces of wood. Abu made
his 1w/u/is by himself: in his spare time. He finished it after about one year. He asked the
old kepa/a soa (his wife's brother) to magically "fill" its keel. Abu got the timber from his
relatives in Gorom. His 1w/u/is was made with various kinds of wood. Moreover, he also
used drifiwood that he found.
The inzarn made his 1w/u/is helped by his son, sons-in-law, and other relatives.
Masir "filled" the irnam's 1w/u/is.
The carrying capacity of a 1w/u/is is about one to two tons.
Ka/ulis are used as transport to go to other islands, such as Gorom, Pulau Panjang
and Seram, but not too far away, such as Irian. A voyage to the eastern part of Seram
takes three days.
There are various reasons to use a 1w/u/is; for example to carry sea products to
barter, or to visit relatives. The main purpose is to look for food. Usually if there are
passengers from other households who want to go along, usually relatives, the owner
allows them. They will came back home with bai [Grm] (sago flour wrapped with raun
[Grm] which is made of sago leaves), banana, areca nut, durian fruit, watu suat [Grin]
(baked sago mold), or harem (sago leaves for roof).

b. Bot

A bot is bigger than 1w/u/is. The size varies, but the biggest bot can reach about
seven depa long and three and a half depa wide. The imani's bot is about ten metres long
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and three metres wide, while the tanase's bot is about the same long and four metres wide.
Unlike a kalulis, a bot only has one ulin [Grm] as its rudder.
There are only two bot now in Garogos, owned by the irnani and the tanase,
which still are operated. Both men made their own bot by themselves, helped by relatives.
Before, there were some bot owned by other people, such as the late kepala soa
Rumbawa, the old kepala soa, the young kepala soa's late father, and also Usman whose
bot is broken down. Usman's bot was bought more than ten years ago in Gorom, and cost
Rp 60,000.
The material to make bot is taken from other islands, such as Gorom and Pulau
Panjang. The tanase got timber from Pulau Panjang. He with his relatives went to one of
the villages there where its kepala soa is his acquaintance. With permission from the
kepala soa and with help from local people, they cut trees'7. A man said that it takes two
months to make a bot, provided he has already prepared the materials.
The carryng capacity of a bot is about five to six tons. Moreover, people told me
that three bot that were owned by the late kepala soa which were bought in Seram carried
about ten tons each. The old kepala soa is hired by people in Pulau Panjang to make a
bot, and its canying capacity is also about ten tons. Somebody said that he and people
who helped him to do the job are paid one and a half million rupiah.
Bot are used to do voyages to other islands, such as Seram and Irian. Compared
with 1w/u/is, bot can go further because they are bigger and stronger.
People usually use bot to go to Seram to barter, buy food (especially if there is a
fruit season there), and visit their kin. The irnarn uses his bot to carry his merchandise to
and from Gorom. He also uses it to carry nutmeg, cloves, or copra from Seram to Geser,
Gorom, and even Fak-fàk in Irian. It was used to carry house building material (timber)
for his son-in-law's house, which was bought in Seram (Kilmoi village). Sometimes
people hire it to carry their timber to build a house; they pay Rp 25,000. Before, the late
kepala soa did voyages with his own bot as far as Jawa to carry nutmeg, cloves, and copra
to sell there18. The same thing also was done by the old kepala soa. He carried the

'

His acquaintance also goes to Garogos to fish. He asked "permission" (kasi suara [Am])

from

tanase to do that in Garogos area.
18

In that time, those commodities had good prices. For that reason, people said that he was a rich

man in Garogos. He had three bot that were not cheap to buy.
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commodities from Gorom to Surabaya (in Jawa Island). Now he does not do the job
anymore, and his bot which was made by himse1f is broken down.
The young kepala soa's late father used his bot to cany his sea products (salted
fish) to sell to Taluti in central southern Seram (in the district of Tehoru and Werinania)
and also to Fak-fak. He had two bot which were made by the tanase IsmaeL One of them
broke down and the other was sold to people from Kiligowa (in Kataloka domain).
Usman used his bot to go to Seram to barter and buy bai (sago flour), or went to Gorom
to visit relatives.
Table 9 below shows a list of boat ownership. Table 10 shows the number of
households owning various numbers of vessels. It can be seen that most households own
only one or two canoes.

Table 9 Boat Ownership by Garogos Housthold, 1993
No.of
h.hold
1

Name

No

Tes

Size (m)
[estimated]
3m

How obtained

Cost
(Rp)

Feisal

1

canoe

2

Masir
Abdul
(son, 16)

1
1

canoe
canoe

5m
4.5m

bought from Garogos people
bought from Gorom people

3

Nasir

I

canoe

6m

bought in Kiltufa, Gorom

115,000

4

Jafar

2

canoe
canoe

5.2m
3m

bought in Seram
bought in Kinali, Gorom

50,000
20,000

5

Ahmad

3

canoe
canoe
canoe

5 m
3m
3m

bought from kin in Garogos
bought from kin in Tunas, Gorom
bought from Gorom people

50,000
40,000
10,000

6

Kaerudin

2

Muh.diyah
(brother)

1

canoe
canoe
canoe

5.2m
4m
3m

gift from father-in-law in Manawoka
bought from Manawoka people
bought in Seram

60,000
20,000

7

Saig

1

canoe

6.5m

bought from Gorom people

75,000

8

Merah

2

canoe
canoe

6m
4.5m

made by himself in Seram
bought in Seram

100,000

canoe

4.5m

bought from neighbour iii Garogos

9

Kur

I

gift from mothers brother in Garogos
45,000
75,000

80,000
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10

Lambua

2 canoe
big

4.5m
lOm

bought in Pulau Panjang
found near Pulau Panjang sea
(saril)

"outsider"
boat

70,000

11

Aniir

1 canoe

5.2m

bought from Manawoka

160,000

12

Kadir

2 canoe
canoe

5.2m
4.5m

bought in Gorom
bought in Gorom

130,000
60,000

13

Mahmud

canoe

3.5m

bought in Gorom

75,000

14

Udin
Yayah

canoe
canoe

5.2m
3 in

bought in Gorom
gift from a man in Keffing

150,000

(sister)

15

Abdul

1

canoe

3.5m

made himself of drifting log

16

Abu

2

canoe
kalulis

5.2m
6 in

gift from son-in-law in Kidang
made by himself

17

Talib

I

canoe

4 in

bought in Seram Laut

40,000

18

Usman

3

canoe
canoe
canoe

4m
3 in
3 in

made by himself ofdriftinglog
bought in Gorom
found drifting

25,000

canoe

4.5m

bought in Gorom

50,000

canoe

40,000

1
20

I-Ia1ijah
Farida
(sister)

I

canoe

4 in
4m

gift from kin in Gorom
bought from Gorom people

21

Saraf
Nurlis
(fe)

1
1

canoe
canoe

3m
3 in

bought in Seram
gift from foster parlt in Pulau
Panjang

30,000

22

Ismael

4

canoe

4.5m

canoe

3 in
lOm

35,000
25,000

6 in

bought in Seram
bought in Seram
made by himself
made by himself

4.5m

gift from kin in Manawoka

bot
kalulis

23

Sahit

24

Rauda

canoe

1 canoe 3.5m

bought from Gorom people in
Garogos
bought from Gorom people in
Garogos

35,000
30,000

2 canoe
canoe

bought in Gorom
bought in Gorom

40,000
15,000

Janiba
(sister)
25

Yusuf

3.5m
3 in
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26

27

28

29

30

Nasar

3

canoe

7.5m

canoe

4.5m

made by himself & friends (log is
given byafriaidin Seram
bought from a Chinese trader in Geser

canoe

3m

boughtmSeram
bought in Seram
bought in Manawoka Island

Man
Kadir
(son-inlaw)

1
1

canoe
canoe

3m

Hasan

3

canoe
canoe
canoe

5.2m

canoe

3.5m

Kori
(Merah's
13)
Uman
(Kori's step
brother,24)

1

Moh.A1i

2

bot
kalulis

Aswat
(son, 12)

I

canoe

Usman

3

canoe

2

31

3.5m

4.5m

3m

made by father-in-law in Gorom
bought in Gorom
found drifting 1og made by friend in
Pulau Panjang

paid in
sea
resources
25,000
20,000
35,000

110,000

bought from Garogos people
trochus
shells
125,000

canoe

5.2m

canoe

4.5m

bought in Kilwaru
gift from kin in Gorom

10 m
6m
3m

made by himself
made by himself
bought by father in Parang Island

20,000

5 m
4.5m

3 m

gift from kin in Pulau Panjang
found drifting
bought in Pulau Panjang

10,000

canoe
canoe
Hasan

4

canoe
canoe
canoe
canoe

6m
3.5m
3m
3.5m

bought from a Chinese in Kataloka
bought from a Gorom man in Garogos
bought from Amarsekaru people
found drifting

80,000
15,000
30,000

Husin

I

canoe

5m

bought from a Chinese in Kataloka

60,000

Ahmad

1

canoe

6m

given

Moh.Amin

1

canoe

5.2m

bought in Kiltai

Umar

2

canoe
canoe

3 m
3 .5m

bought in Gorom
given as rayment by Moh. All

25,000

Bakri

2

canoe

4.5m

25,000

can

2.5m

bought in Garogos from Amarsekaru
people
gift from wife's father in Garogos

32

33
34

by father -in-law, Moh.Ali, in
Garogos as exchange to his small
canoe that given to other person

35
36

37

125,000
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Table 10. Number of Household, Owning Boats.
Ownership

Number of Households

Onecanoe

13

Two canoes

12

Three canoes or more
One or more canoes + bot and/or kalulis

4

None

2

8

5. Ecological Problem Related to Fishing Methods
Traditionally. Garogos fishermen practice conservation of their sea resources, such
as sasi for trochus shell. According to the opinion of the majority of Garogos people,
there was no evident reduction in the availability of sea resources.
The demand for sea resources from outside increased, with the incorporation of

fishermen into a wider economic and political order. This was followed by the
introduction of new fishing technology and methods to make fishing easier. As a
consequence, marine resources are flicing overexploitation, especially close to the island.

Fishermen have intensified their efforts in order to get more catch which can be sold to get
money that in turn is needed to buy new fishing gear or other necessities. This situation
is similar to that faced by traditional fishermen in other places in the world, such as
Palauan fishermen (Johannes 1981:68-75) and the Miskito of Nicaragua (Nietschniann
1987).
Some Garogos fishermen realize that the catch is now reduced. For example, an
old man said that in the harvest time of trochus shell recently, the amount of shells
harvested was not as good as before. This is caused by the protection time being shorter

than before; so that the trochus shells do not have enough time to grow. The raja has a
role in creating this problem because he decides the length of the protection time. Other
evidence of overexploitation is provided by a man who uses the wu flshtrap. He said that
there are not many ikang kawang 'fish in large schools' now; so that there are not many
fish coming into his trap. In the opinion of fishermen, the reduction in school-fish numbers
is due to the increase in fishing with nets, but Garogos fishermen cannot do anything to
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solve the problem. The same problem was faced by Gahavalla fishermen in Sri Lanka
(Alexander 1982).
Fishermen also notice that certain other sea animals, such as gagan urchin
diminich although some people associate this with breaking the incest taboo (see chapter 2
under section marriage and kinship).
Related to fishing methods, fishermen still use tua to poison fish in ta/i kor
method. A thirteen year old Garogos girl told me that it does not matter because they still
19 Adult
have a lot of fish. A young boy added, they will not run-out of their fish
.

fishermen said that it is only used to poison fish that are trapped in the net so that it is
easier to catch them. "We do not poison fish anywhere, only inside ta/i kor net", they said.
A woman said, "our fish will not decrease just because we use tua. We do not use born
(dynamite)". According to them, dynamite will kill many fish. Besides, it is not allowed
by Government; if they use it, they will be arrested. However, they are afraid to use fishpoison made from chemicals (some fishermen said that it can bought at city shops). It
must be kept very carefully inside the house, and especially kept away from children.
Fishermen said it can kill a cat, and so also a person. They are also afraid to eat sea
animals which are caught by using the poison.
In collecting abalone, fishermen (mostly women and children) use a wood or metal
crowbar to crush coral to reach the abalone which have hidden in holes or spaces. The
view that I saw in the collecting area is like a ruin; the turned corals were everywhere,
some of them shattered. Fishermen said that they do not have the extra energy and time to
turn back the coral after they get the abalone; each person competes to catch as many as
he can20.
Competition in fishing makes people think about other methods or equipment.
The young kepala soa told me that if he has enough money, he will buy modern diving
equipment to wear in the diving time for collecting trochus shell, so he can dive longer
than other people to collect trochus shell. When I said that it will not be fair to other

19

To add another opinion from outsiders, Kataloka and Geser people commented, "Garogos sea is

on stand-by if people need fish, just come and collect them anytime".
20
One friend told me that fishermen in Luang Island (far southeast of Maluku) usually turn back
the coral to its place after catching abalone.
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fishermen who only wear traditional goggles, his answer was "why?, they can buy the
same equipment that I have if they want"21.
Although trochus shells are protected by sasi, there is a tendency for the
customary law to be less strictly followed as before. For example, during my fieldwork
once a few fishermen were suspected of collecting trochus shells in the protected time. It
shows that some of them are not afraid of adat punishment any more, especially since the
charismatic raja died and is replaced by his son, a young man.
The issue of conservation in Garogos waters is not separate from the role of the
raja. He has authority over Garogos water to control certain forms of exploitation as
described in the previous chapter. Beside the raja, the government also has a share in
Garogos waters. One important 'contribution' from both of them is to give permission to
outside commercial fishing to enter and fish in Garogos waters.
The presence of outside commercial fishing, especially large scale commercial
fishing with their modern equipment and capacity to overexploit sea resources in the
Garogos sea, is a serious threat to local conservation. Therefore, the issue of conservation
of the sea in Garogos is not only the locals' responsibility, but also their raja who lives in
another island, and outsiders, including the Indonesian government which gives letters of
permission to commercial fishing ships.
The official letter of permission issued to commercial fishing operators by the
Fisheries Department of the Province prohibits the use of dynamite, chemical poisons and
fish intoxicants. In fact, there is no guarantee that the fishing firm obeys the regulations.
The problem emerges because there is no effective system of government control over the
operation of the ships. In fact, the control system does not reach the location which is far
from Ambon (capital city of province), such as Gorom Islands, let alone Garogos Island.
The fishery office at subdistrict level (Geser) does not seem to be active, and has no means
of transportation to control the operation of large scale commercial fishing in its
administration area. The lack of control gives opportunities for outside commercial ships
to use chemical poison in order to catch as many fish as they can. Some Garogos
fishermen told me that people from the ships usually use a chemical "spray" to catch
niarnin and karapu fish. it is otherwise difficult to catch large numbers of these fish alive

21

In Kei, village regulations did not allow fishermen to wear modern diving equipment in buka
sasi lola (my fieldwork notes 1991).
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within the several days permission. Some fishing companies are only interested in how to
get a maximal result without concern for the consequence of overfishing for locals and the
ecology.
Garogos fishermen recognise that the problem of conservation of their sea
resources is a combination of their own activities and the activities of large scale
commercial fishing from outside their waters. Some fishermen realise the changes in the
marine ecology. They are faced with the dilemma of restraining their exploitation of the
sea and the need to continue harvesting sea resources to earn money and obtain daily
necessities. They are aware that the careless exploitation is still practiced, and that many
younger fishermen no longer feel an obligation to maintain and protect their marine
environment.
Moreover, Garogos fishermen have little control over the activities of commercial
fishing companies operating in and near their waters. They believe that the decline in some
marine resources is at least partly caused by commercial fishing, but their own dependence
on marine resources for subsistence and cash income means that they must continue to
harvest sea resources even if this leads to overexploitation. Some fishermen feel they are
powerless to solve these problems.
Thus, among Garogos fishermen there is a range of opinion concerning
conservation, between those who wony that overexploitation is occurring, but cannot do
anything about it, and those who do not see any problem at all.

6. Conclusion
There are some important points which come out from this chapter. Firstly, sea
resources which are exploited by Garogos fishermen are varied. Some of them are caught
mostly by men, some by women and children. The community have their own system of
knowledge about their sea resources. The catch is used for local subsistence, barter and
for sale. This issue will be dealt with further in chapter 6.
Secondly, there has been a change over time in the kinds of sea resources that are
exploited. Some sea resources are now more exploited than others, such as shark, some
kinds of fish, sea cucumber, abalone, and trochus shell. This is related to the outside
market demand. The market demand for 'new commodities' has introduced fishermen to
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marine resources which were neglected before, such as abalone, some kinds of sea
cucumber, and kinds of shark. On the other hand, some sea resources such as seaweed,
which were previously in high demand and bringing good prices are less valued now and
are forgotten.
Thirdly, the role of market demand for some sea resources has led to changes in
the technology and methods of fishing. Fishermen reduce or abandon fishing methods that

use more labour, time and energy. In particular, various traditional fishing methods, such
as traps, are now less important, and new forms of fishing, using motorized canoes, nylon

line, and large nets have become more important.
Fishermen compete to get a good catch in order to get more money. For this
reason, they compete for better equipment which is more expensive, and in turn has
involved them in a particular credit system.
Following the situation where local fishing activity for the market increases, the
presence of large scale commercial fishing by Indonesian and foreign fishing companies
has had an impact on locals' income. It is interesting that Garogos has indirectly benefited
from commercial fishing in this area; they are presumably the source of pieces of rope, net
and float that Garogos people find washed away. With lost nets and floats, Garogos

fishermen make their own fishing equipment. The presence of outside commercial fishing
also might provide opportunities for extra income, for example, when fishing companies
commission local fishermen to catch particular kinds of marine resources, or to bake fish

for them.
Fourthly, there has been a decline in fishing in large groups and an increase in
fishing by individuals or small groups for resources with high cash value, such as shark.
However, the ta/i kor method is still a very important method of fishing. It is a collective
method of fishing that can help to maintain cohesion in the community, when individual or

small group fishing for the market are high in competition. Besides, the tall kor method is
still a main alternative in providing fish for both local subsistence and the market where
salted fish is always in demand, so ensuring an income for buying other daily necessities.
Another reason for still practising the method is that it is done by men as well as women
and children. Thus, this is one method which can help fishermen who are not involved in
individual fishing, such as shark hunting, especially when other forms of individual fishing
are not available in season.
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Fifilily, the impact of money economy, the change of technology and methods of
fishing, and the coming of outside large scale commercial fishing is driving the island
community to overfishing. With overexploitation of the sea without a carefii.l conservation
system, it is fhced with a serious ecological problem which may threaten its continued
suMval
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Chapter 5
ORGANIZATION OF LABOUR

1. Economic Concepts: Work and Money
Because of the absence of agricultural resources, Garogos people must exploit the
sea directly for food and to exchange for other foods which they cannot produce, such as
sago. The sea and its resources are common property. Marine resources are also moving
things dependent on seasons and tides. Hence, Garogos people must go to work on the
sea, and the catch of a person is dependent on other people's activity in catching.
Work is an important thing in Garogos people's life. To stay alive, they niencari
hidup [Am], meaning "work to get something for a livelihood", such as money. A woman
told me that their purpose in life is banieti [Am], "to go fishing".
They said they must work hard to get money to buy daily necessities. An old man
told me:
"The most important thing to live in Garogos is hard work. The Garogos sea still
has many resources and they have good prices. So, you must go to catch them. If
you are lazy, you will not get money. Also its marketing is smooth. You just bring
things to the middlemen in Garogos or even stay in your house waiting for buyers
from outside."

Related to the statement above, there are different opinions about life and
livelihood. Some said that life now is easy compared with before. A man said fishing
today is easier, because many sea resources have good prices and high demand, such as
shark fin and tail, sea cucumber, abalone, and fish. He also said that compared with other
communities in Gorom which depend for income on plantations, such as nutmegs that
now are filling in value, Garogos people, as a maritime community, are lucky. On the
other hand, another Garogos man complains that life is difficult for them, because they
depend only on marine resources. In harmony with this opinion, an old woman told me,
mencari today is difficult. Maiiy more people go fishing, so that they must compete with
each other. In the same time, they must get results in fishing in order to get money.
Everything today must be bought in money.
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Moreover, members of a fishing group, for example a group of ta/i kor, sometimes
are not serious, especially young men. They have many things that they want to do and
often change their mind in fishing activity. One moment they want to join with ta/i kor to
catch fish, but another moment they do not like to do it anymore. It causes the whole
group to delay the activity, because there are not enough members. In fct, in the past
with three or four men, it would be done.
Another woman said that life is hard. "We must struggle. It is hard to catch sea
resources. Don't think about an ideal or wish until you get money. No money, no wish.
So, first, we are looking for money, and after we get much money, we will start to think
about ideals."
The characteristics of the sea on which they depend, for example seasons, weather,
currents and wind, and mobile marine resources, means fishermen's income is not regular.
They cannot keep their produce until they get a better price, because they need cash to buy
the daily necessities which they cannot produce.
The priorities of using money are to purchase daily essentials, fishing equipment,
house-building materials, for obligations in social life, recreation and luxuries, and for
health, education and religious purposes. I deal with each of these priorities below.

(a). Purchase of daily necessities. This includes such things as food and clothes. They
spend much money to buy, for instance, sago, sugar, coffee, tea, coconut oil, soap and
kerosene for oil lamps. Beside the main food, they consume much coffee (for men) and
tea (for women). They said that they need them to warm their body from cold and wet
when they go back home after fishing. Also coffee and tea must be bought when they
have guests (kin or acquaintances) from outside who come to visit them or stop overnight
in their voyage to other islands. It is important to keep the relationship between them by
giving hospitality. If the guests stop in the middle of the night, they will go to knock an
owner of a kiosk to buy coffee if they have none in the house.
Money is used too to buy some cutlery for their kitchen. Men also spend much
money on cigarettes and tobacco. They save extra money to prepare for the flisting
month, because in this month they do not always go fishing for the market. Usually using
money is most in this month for food, such as sago and sugar.
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Salt will be sold fast if tall kor fishing is done. They need much salt for making
salted fish.
Clothes are bought in Geser, Gorom and Garogos. A few Garogos people sell
clothes which they buy outside. Sometimes Buton or Bugis men come into the island to
sell clothes. Beside men's and women's clothes, they like to buy sarongs. Everyone of all
ages in Garogos has a sarong. They wear it everyday in the hamlet or when they go to
bed. Adult women wear it also when taking a shower at the well.

(b). Purchase of fishing equipment. To maintain production in fishing it is necessary to

purchase items of equipment and other supplies. For this reason, they collect money to
buy a canoe and to obtain a pok-pok on credit, and also in turn to pay the debt. They also
spend much money to buy kerosene for pressure lanterns and gasoline fuel for the pokpok. They need kerosene especially in balobe, the season in which they go fishing at night
with a kerosene lamp. Although it is expensive, every household has a lamp. They are
bought in Gorom or Geser, for around Rp 35,000 to Rp 40,000 each. In balobe season
when the low tide is extensive at night, they go to collect sea cucumber, octopus and fish.,
so the kerosene is sold fast. It costs in Garogos' kiosks Rp 350 and Rp 450 each bottle.
A lantern needs one and a half bottles for one night balobe.
The owners ofapok-pok also need gasoline especially in the shark-hunting season.
Related to this, a woman said that she does not agree with her husband to obtain a pokpok on credit, although some Garogos people do. She said, "using a credit pok-pok means
debt. Consequently, we niencari, go fishing, only to pay debt. The creditor will not care
whether our fishing result is good or not, he still wants us to pay the debt. It causes us to
be over our heads in debt". However, a man who obtained a pok-pok on credit and had
already paid for it, told me, "if we work hard, we can settle the debt (if you really want to
pay it, because some people pretend to forget their debt) in a year or at least less than two
years." Now (in 1993), a pok-pok cost around Rp 900,000 on credit. They can be
obtained from traders in Geser or Gorom. Its fuel is bought in these places, too. Some
people have the opinion that there is no difference in fishing results between those who
have a pok-pok and those who do not. It depends on 'fortune'. For instance, Yusuf has
caught many sharks only by canoe, because he is a diligent fisherman. The owner of a
pok-pok must prepare extra money to buy the fuel. However, some people's opinion is
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that a pok-pok gives advantages, such as speed to chase shark in deep sea. Besides, a pokpok does not tire and can go far out to the deep sea without much human energy.

Purchase of house-building materials. One of Garogos people's wishes is to build
better houses. A house which is made of sago leaves will quickly need restoration because
of wind, rain, and sun. Thus, they must keep extra money for this. A house which is made
of cement is stronger against the weather. Besides, having a cement house gives prestige
in the community. A cement house is usually not finished at once; so they also save money
to buy more materials to complete the house, such as cement for the floor. In fct, a
house is a primary necessity for the people. For example, Yusuf collects money from
fishing to build his house in Samboru, Gorom. He does not want to be a permanent
resident in Garogos. His house in Garogos is owned by his father-in-law who moved out
to Gorom. Yusuf said that it is better if he has his own house, and he wants his house in
Gorom, to be near to the centre of Kataloka. "Maybe one day Gorom will become a
subdistrict area, separated from Geser; so it will be good to have a house in the subdistrict
area and not be isolated", he said.

Discharging obligations in social life. In this case, they keep money for orangpung
kerja [Am](literally, "somebody's job"). This means a celebration or accident or doing
something for other people in the village, such as on the occasion of circumcision,
marriage, death or building a house. Usually, they give a contribution in money to their
kin, neighbors or people in the village who have such "work". People come to a
circumcision, marriage or death and give some money to the hosts. When a member of a
kin group marries, all members should help him by preparing accommodation and meals
for guests from outside. When a member of a household in the village dies, his kin,
neighbours, even all the households in the village, give a contribution in money and
foodstu.fi such as sugar, tea, rice, coconut and butter to make food and cake or bread to
serve people who come to recite prayers on the series of tahlil which they do for a death.
A household will spend more money when they have their own "work". Garogos
people said for these occasions they expend much money, and they must have extra money
for this. It is important for social life in the community. They also need money to give a
contribution to somebody who has been building his house, from building the foundations
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until putting on the roof Usually they contribute in food or money, to help the owner of
the house serve people who help to build the house. Certainly, the owner of the house
expends more money for this job.

(e). Recreation and luxuries. Money is needed to go on journeys, such as to Fak-fhk or
Ambon. It is also used to buy non-necessities, such as gold jewehy, a radio or tape
recorder or sewing machine. They buy these in Geser or Gorom. Women like to wear
gold jewehy, such as a necklace and bracelet, at a party or a celebration. It is also for
prestige; indicating that they have money to buy it. Usually they buy these things from
Chinese people in Gorom and Geser, or order them via Chinese traders there who will buy
them in Ambon Ujung Pandang or Surabaya. They pay cash for the jewehy.

(1). Cost of health, education and pilgrimage. Although generally Garogos people cannot
save their money because they must buy daily necessities, a few of them can save money if
they have good catches with good prices in one season. Some of them, especially women
save their money by buying gold jewehy. They save in gold to avoid them using money to
buy something else. Thus, gold is both jewehy which indicates the wearer has money to
buy it, and savings. Women said that it is important to have savings to insure against an
urgent necessity. In case a family member has a serious illness and they have no cash in
that time, the gold jewehy can be sold or pawned to pay for a healer or hospital and
medicine. A man told me that gold jewehy is a "bank".
A few Garogos people save their money for education. For example, the irnani in
Garogos wants his Sons to be well-educated in order to find better jobs than as fishermen.
A thirteen-year-old boy, Kori, saved his money, which he got from fishing, for
continuing to Junior High School in Kataloka after he postponed his schooling for one
year because of no money. Unfortunately, after his money was collected, his mother did
not allow him to go to schooL Her reason is that Kon must help his father, who is old, in
fishing, because his other two brothers are too young to replace him. Besides, Kori is a
clever young fisherman in Garogos.
A Garogos couple with a foster daughter bought a tract of land by the sea in Geser
from a Geser Chinese by paying in installments. They built a simple house on it, and a son
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of the husband's brother stays there. He is in Geser for school financed by the couple.
The wife said that the land is for old age savings. It can be sold if they have difficulties.
Beside those above, the irnanz in Garogos collects his money to go on the
pilgrimage. There are no pilgrims (haji) in Garogos.

The majority of Garogos people are impoverished fishermen with low incomes.
Only a few have better incomes, such as Mohamad All and Nasar who have kiosks in
Garogos. In other Garogos people's opinion., these two persons have more money than
others, because they have extra money to buy goods for selling in their kiosks. The late
kepala soa was also a rich man by Garogos standards. He traded goods as far as Jawa in
his boats.
Garogos people obtain goods locally for both cash and credit. Indeed, the credit
system is popular. They take goods from middlemen or traders and pay in installments in
money or in sea resources. Credit overcomes the irregular income which interrupts
savings. The credit system results in people falling into permanent debt to the middlemen.
On the other hand, Garogos middlemen also take goods on credit from traders in Gorom
and Geser. The credit system will be dealt with further in the next chapter.
People stress the need to produce for the market. They need money to purchase
goods and services, and also to repay their debts. More members of household work
increasingly longer hours to catch marine resources for the market.

2. Division of Labour in the Household
The activities of making a living are shared among a household's members,
especially the adult members.
Men mostly do fishing for exchange, although they also catch fish for household
consumption. Generally a fishing trip is combined for these two activities. Men bring sea
resources for sale to traders and Chinese shops in Geser and Kataloka. They come back
home with money, food, fishing equipment, and other household necessities wiuich they
buy at the shops in these places. Men go to Seram to barter fish, dried octopus and clam
for food and other goods. (See next chapter for detail). However, they also sell sea
products in the island to Garogos middlemen or buyers from outside.
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Other men's tasks related to fishing are making fishing gear, repairing nets, and
cleaning canoes and pok-pok. Some men go to Koon and Pulau Panjang Island to get
firewood, and then cut it in small pieces to be used for cooking.
Beside also fishing for exchange, it is mainly women and children who do
subsistence work, such as catching fish and other sea resources for household
consumption. They also do domestic jobs, for instance collecting firewood in Garogos or
Koon, plaiting mats, cooking and looking after children.
My data show that women over 60 year old stop fishing and do only activities
around houses, but men continue to be active producers. A man over 70 year old still
goes fishing, although in fact his activities in the sea are reduced because of his age.
Women will stop fishing temporarily when pregnant -usually from about five
months- until their babies are one year old. The time of absence will be longer if there is
nobody else to replace them in looking after the babies, such as old women or bigger
children.
There is a distribution of tasks in fishing among household members that is related
to looking after young children of the household. Women with babies reduce their fishing
activity, especially at night. When a father goes with Sons at night to balobe, a mother
stays at home to look after her children who cannot yet go fishing. Some couples with
young children will look after their children by turns. For example, Feisal and Ihar have
two children aged two and three years old, and take it in turns to go fishing while the other
cares for the children. if there are several producer-adults with more than one child, the
adults also will stay at home by turns. An old woman as non-productive member in fishing
in a household (usually the mother of the husband or wife) will take over the job of child
minding. She will look after her grandchildren, so that their parents or other adults in the
household can go fishing whenever they want. A grandmother is a first place that a
mother goes to entrust her babies. So, although the grandmother may live in another
house, a mother who wants to go fishing in day time as well as at night brings her babies to
the old woman's house and picks them up when she comes back home. Besides an adult,
sometimes a daughter can look after her younger siblings. For instance, Kuwait, an eight
year old girl, looks after her three year old brother when her parents go fishing.
Firewood is collected in the eastern part of Garogos or Koon, and also Pulau
Panjang. Women and children can do that in (larogos and Koon, but men have to go to
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Pulau Panjang, because of the distance. Usually women and children go by small dugout
canoe, using a sail or pole. A woman said, "we have trouble geuing firewood, especially
in the wet season. Now in Koon Island, not much firewood can be collected because
many people have gardens on the island. They cut many trees. Besides, firewood from
Koon is not good in quality". Sometimes, people buy firewood from Pulau Panjang where
they can get good firewood. They need much firewood especially in the 'sea cucumber
season'.
Women plait mats in their spare time, such as at high tide and in the rough season
when they just stay at home. They also plait at night at low tide while they are staying at
home to look after their babies and waiting for husbands and Sons to come home from
fishing. Mats are plaited also by old women while looking after their grandchildren whose
parents go fishing. Pandanus leaves for plaiting mats are cut from (larogos and Koon
Island'.
Women also fill their spare time tending small gardens near their house or in Koon
Island. They plant panggala [Grm] (cassava), batatas (sweet potato), muda (citms fruit,
usually is used for cooking ), huduwol (papaya), labun (pumpkin) and tumin
(watermelon).
Household members who are not productive in fishing are children under four year
old. My field data indicate that even a four year old boy can get a fish for his household
consumption as a passive participant in tall lwr fishing. As producers children are certainly
limited to certain occasions and methods. Young boys and girls have more chances as
producers in some fishing methods by going fishing with adult people. Children can go
participate in certain group activities, such as collecting abalone.
Children's income --especially young children-- from collecting sea resources for
the market is controlled by their mother. Usually a mother sells the sea resources for her
children, and the money thought of as belonging to the family as a whole for buying fitmily
necessities. But as a reward, the mother gives the children some small amount of the
money to buy whatever they like, such as candies or toys. If the income is good, the
children are bought new clothes, shoes, or other things.
A mat made of small and short pandanus leaves is called iar[Grm], and one made of the wide
leaves is called althan[Grm]. Because hodan (pandanus) leaves which grow in Koon and Garogos
only can produce Ear mats, people buy a/than mats from Seram and Manawoka Island. They cost
around Rp.1500 to Rp.5000 each. They also barter them for sea resources, such as salted fish or
octopus, with Serarn people.
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Actually, different families have different ways of controthng money. In most
families, a wife controls the family's income (her husband's, children's and her own cash
income) for buying supplies for the fhmily as a whole. For example, Bakri asked money
from his wife for cigarettes. But usually a wife lets her husband buy fishing equipment for
the family, based on the assumption that men are more expert in this than women. Men
also decide the final price of sea commodities in bargaining with a trader, particularhi a
visiting middlemen, because men usually have contact with outside market, not women.
The wife has freedom to use her ovii income to buy whatever she pleases with the
money. In other families, a husband controls his own income. He spends his money to
buy fishing gear, gives his wife some money for daily consumption, and sometimes --if he
gets good result-- buys gold jewelry for his wife.

Garogos women.

Garogos as a community is dependent for its production

merely on the sea, and its women have no other alternative to fishing, for example, for
agricukure.
it is common to see little girls playing together with little boys with canoes in the
sea. It also is common to see a little girl help her father who comes back home from
fishing. A seven-year-old girl ran far in the dry low tide to welcome her father and helped
him to push the canoe to the beach. Since little girls, they are already wading and fishing
with their mothers in moti area or even with some friends they go far to the sea to collect
abalones2. We can find bare breasted --it is also something common along the beach-little girls join tall kor fishing3. (larogos females dive to collect trochus in harvesting time,
while in other fishing communities in Ma1uku it is male's skill4. As a result, some girls
grow up as "strong" women. Because men are often absent from the island, it is important
for women to be strong fishermen also.

2

One day I followed two boys and two girls in their canoe back to the island from abalone fishing.
An eleven-year-old boy was standing in the bow to look at the direction and shouted the orders to
another eleven-year-old boy who sat on the stern with his oar as a rudder and to a thirteen-year-old
girl who held the rope's sail and tried to manage the sail follow the wind, while a ten-year-old girl
bailed water out. They chit-chatted, laughed and enjoyed the trip going back home.
Beside in fishing, I was surprised to see a tive-year-old girl who wore skirt climb a coconut tree while
holding a chopping knife. A ten-year-old girl "broke" the coconut by hitting it on a stone.
Compare, for example. Kei women (Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991) in trochus diving time, men
dive for women.
'
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People gave comments of two women in the island for their "unfeminine": "They
act like men" (dongsarna la/cl-laid sa). "They fish as well as men". They are the only two
women who always dive together with men in tall kor fishing (even one of these women
held the end of the rope to drive the fish), while other women only stab fish from canoes.
Especially for one of the women, Farida, another comment was added: "There is no man
brave enough to marry her; men are afraid to ask her for that. She is a strong woman".
Farida is about twenty six years old, with very dark skin because of the sun, 'firm' built,
and has her own canoe5. She is a diligent fisherwoman. One day I saw how she removed
scales and cut ebi tuun, (a big fish) alone, while usually this work is done by men.
Since her father remanied and preferred to live with his new wife in another house,
Fanda stays with her unmarried sister with two daughters of this sister (four and one-yearold) and a nine-year-old niece. They support their own living by fishing.
A few women do a "fill time job" in fishing, while some combine it with other
domestic work. Some wives from outside the island (Gorom, Manawoka, or Jawa) it is
said are not good fisherwomen; a few of them chose to stay more often at home to rear
their children. Generally, their husbands do not complain of that; by the smile, they just
said, for example, "she is a Gorom woman, not used to fish. She cannot use to/cong. pole"
(because they come from villages which mainly do agriculture activity). On the other
hand, Gorom women in Kataloka were describing Garogos women as "island-people"
who are strong, courageous, and rather aggressive6.
Although these two women mentioned above are said to be able to fish as well as
men, they never do all "men's portion", such as hunting for shark or rayfish. All Garogos
people agree that these kinds of fishing are only for men. Women cannot do that, while on
the contrary, men can do women's job successfIilly7, such as collecting shellfish or
catching octopus. Men also can stay at home to do his wife's job to look after children
while his wife goes fishing. But it is only men's job to make canoes, sails and sew nets, or

As a comparison, see Healey (1994) who has described Mak Su, a Malay woman who fished with
her late husband and then worked for a fishtrader after her husband died. Mak Su has been described
as an unfeminine woman, independent, and acting like men in the context of modernity, identity and
construction of Malay womanhood.
6
Compare to Schoembucher (1988:228) who wrote, women of fishing castes in south India are

described as "boisterous and even aggressive".
An interesting question has been asked by Dahlberg (1981:13), "Is this simply the result of boys

learning their mothers work while under their care?", and not because females have less skill than
men?.
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other fishing equipment. Beyond fishing, it is men who predominantly build houses and
hold political role in the communit 8.

3. Fishing Strategies
Fishermen adopt certain strategies of production in order to improve their catch
and therefore their income. These strategies involve the following: choice of membership
of fishing groups, investing in equipment and choice of fishing location.

3.1. Membership of Fishing Groups
The number of members in a fishing group varies dependent on the kinds of fishing
method which is used (see the previous chapter). The smallest group consists of two
persons, such as a shark hunting group, and the largest one can reach more than 20
people, that is a tall /wr group.
A fishing group can be based on kinship, friendship, or faction. But recruitment is
also based on personal skill. The leader of a fishing group is usually the decision maker. A
leader is a person who has skill and experience in fishing, such as

tanase,

or owns

equipment, such as an outboard motor, net, boat, or other fishing gear. A leader might
have both skill and equipment.
Because of the capital of a leader in skill and equipment, members are dependent
on the leader. Sometimes a leader has supernatural power, such as tanase of tall kor.
Membership of a group is generally not fixed. A leader can choose a new
member, a person can leave for another group without sanction from his old group, and a
person can become a member of more than one group. Furthermore, a group can have
flexible replacement among the members without losing membership. For example, if a
member of a group of two persons cannot go fishing one day, he will be substituted by
another person temporarily until he can. In the following paragraphs, there are some
examples of fishing group membership.

8

As comparison, see Carrier and Carrier (1989:55-57) in which women in Manus do not take
political roles, nor build houses, or make canoes, sails, and men's nets, but who fish, and are
"claimed to work harder than men" (p56). Also each sex can do other's jobs in order to maintain a
household.

A group of two persons shark hunting can be a man and his son or brother, or two
men from different households. The membership of a group is not fixed. In other words,
a man can choose somebody to accompany him, a man can change his partner if he wants,
or he can have more than one partner who goes with him at different times.
Members of a shark netting group can consist of two or three persons, for
example, a father and a son or sons, a man with his brother, or two friends. For instance,
Abdulrahman sometimes goes with his father, but sometimes with his brother-in-law,
Seng. Seng also sometimes goes with his brothers, Muhamadiyah or Kaemdin.
The membership of participants of ta/i kor is not bound. It can change in
personnel every time. The number ofparticipants also varies. (See chapter 4 for detail).
As stated in chapter 4 there are three groups of ta/i kor in Garogos: two from
kanzpung ata.s and one belongs from kampung bawah.

Membership is based on

relationships between a member and the leader or among members. For this reason, one
member or one household can become a member of more than one group. For example,
Umar joins the irnarn's and Udin's groups; Abu and his daughter, Aisah, go with Udin's
group, while his wife, Safila, and his son, Sadit, join with the tanase 's group. Safila said
that this decision is taken to show their consideration to both groups to which they have
kinship links. Moreover, it gives an advantage in ensuring a successflul catch. A person
can also change his group membership.
There is another kind of fishing group where the members --as a principle-- work
individually. It is an abalone collecting group. Fishermen usually go in a group, such as a
woman or man with children. Children individually collect abalone, but when they come
to turn a big lump of coral, they help each other. This is reflected in the distribution of the
catch if they find more than one abalone (see chapter 4).

Distribution of Catch. The distribution of results of a fishing group is related to
the composition of the group and the input of labour and capital (both equipment and
skill). In the following paragraphs, there are descriptions of the sharing system which is
practiced in Garogos.
The system of distribution of results of shark fishing between group members, if
they are not members of the same nuclear family, is similar in concept to other methods for
other group fishing activities, such as if catching shark with a net or doing ta/i kor (see

nu

below). The distribution is as follows: 1/3 of the result goes to the owner of the
equipment; the rest is shared among the members. So, if the owner of the equipment is
also part of the group, he will get two shares: equipment share and member share. For
example, Kori goes with Abdul using Abdul's pok-pok, so after they sell the catch, they
share into three equal portions: 1/3 as the pok-pok share (baglan pok-pok, [md] = 'share'
[to the owner] of the pok-pok), Abdul's share, and Kori's share. In the other word, if one
of the persons in the group owns the pok-pok, he gets one more share. Thus, if it were a
group of 3 people it would be 1/3 for pok-pok, + 3 more, but smaller shares of what was
left to each fisherman. So, Abdul would get 1 small share for himself + 1/3 share for pokpok.
Actually, the distribution can be varied through group agreement. There are
groups sharing their catch into equal portions for pok-pok and members. Thus, a group of
3 people share their catch into 4 equal portions for pok-pok and each fisherman. A
fisherman said sometimes a group of two people divide their result into four: one share
each to the two persons, a pok-pok share (to the owner of the pok-pok), and the fourth for
the roba and canoe share (to the owner of both equipment). But this system is not
common now because usually the owner of a pok-pok is also the owner of fishing
equipment. It will happen if the equipment (especially toba, because it is not common for
a canoe to get a special share) is owned by another man who is not part of the group.
A similar system of distribution is found among members of a shark netting group.
The catch is shared between the members of the group and the owner of the equipment
(net). The owner gets 1/3 of the catch as bagian jaring [hid] (baglan = share; jaring =
net). For example, Kaerudin went with his brother-in-law, Thalib, using his net. After
selling the result, the money was divided into three shares: to Kaerudin, Thalib, and the
baglan jaring to Kaerudin, the net owner. Mohamadiyah goes with his brother, Saraf
They use Sarafs net (five pieces) to which is added their stepbrother, Udin's net (three
pieces). When sharing is done, they divide into three: Saraf Mohamadiyah, and net share.
The net share is divided into two: to Saraf and Udin.
In a tall kor group, the sharing is done by the tanase (or the leader of the tall kor
for those groups which have no tanase as their leader). Firstly, the group catch is moved
from canoe to beach, and is counted. Tall kor and net get the 'tall kor share', which is
also called 'net share' that is 1/3 of the catch (the net belongs to the tanase or the leader).
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The rest are shared among the members and participants, including the leader. Usually
children get about a half of an adult share. For instance, if adult men get five fish, children
get two fish; if adults get three, children get one. lithe result is not enough per person, the
priority is given to members who work on ropes and net; they get a share per person. The
rest is sharing per canoe; for example, each canoe (the number of people in the canoe is
ignored) gets three fish.
The share system of tall kor includes a share to a 'passive participant' (little
children) who usually gets only one fish (see this issue on tall kor section in chapter 4).
Sharing is related to membership maintenance. An 'active member', meaning a member
who nearly always goes with a group and seldom changes group membership, is
guaranteed a share if he is absent because of some reasons, such as he is in other islands or
sick. However, his share is less than if he joins the group; usually the same as the share of
a 'passive participant'.

3.2. Investing in Equipment
The presence of fishing equipment is taken into account for membership of fishing
groups as described above.
Fishermen take pok-pok on credit in order to use the advantages of the machine in
hunting or collecting sea animals. Besides, the oer of the pok-pok gets a share of the
results as 'pok-pok share', such as in hunting shark or from passengers who go along in
collecting abalone. This was discussed in the previous chapter. However, I have already
discussed the disadvantages of taking pok-pok on credit in the first section of this chapter.
In fact, acquiring a motor is not an influence only on fishing activity, but also on
other business, for example, the frequency of visiting other islands, such as Geser and
Goroni In turn, it influences the direction of selling sea products. This becomes more
widely spread because of ease of movement, and expands the frequency of a direct
relationship between fishermen and Geser and Gorom traders. It might expand the
dependence of fishermen on not only Garogos middlemen, but also to outside traders.

3.3. Choice of Fishing Location
Some Garogos fishermen go to stay in the nearby small uninhabitant islands of
Nukus and Neden. Some said that they can concentrate on fishing in those islands without
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being diverted by other activities. Some fishermen also go to more distant islands, such as
Gorom and Seram. Usually they go to their wife's villages, both to do fishing, and other
activities, such as agriculture or looking for sago to bring back to Garogos.
Fishermen who choose Garogos for their fishing area, go to the sea area which
they know by experience has more sea resources that they want to catch. Generally, this
knowledge is shared among them.

4.

Diversification of Sources of income
Competition in marketing of sea products in order to get subsistence food and

surplus, makes some fishermen choose other alternative jobs beside fishing. They look for
other sources of income.
For example, Hasan who is also a Garogos middleman, goes to other islands to
buy agricultural products, such as copra and nutmeg as discussed in an earlier section.
Another example is of two Garogos fishermen who went to Parang Island to buy coconuts
(not copra) to carry to Fak-fak. They cost Rp 75 each in Parang, and at Fak-fik they sold
for Rp 250 each. They carried the coconuts in the iniarn's bot. The earnings (from final
profit) were shared equally between the two fishermen and the irnani who received the
boat share.
The old kepala soa visited his wife's village in Gorom Island. While there he did
fishing, and he planted subsistence foods, such as cassava, sweet potato, and vegetables.
He also made a bot for Pulau Panjang people and got payment for that.
Two families are running a small kiosk in their houses.
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Chapter 6
SUBSLSTENCE AND PRODUCTION FOR THE MARKET

With limited land for agriculture, Garogos people exploit their sea resources to
earn their living. Sea resources are used in various ways: for household consumption
(hanga [Grm = eat]), for barter (tu 'ar [Grm]), and for salle (tanak [Grm]) to earn money to
buy other necessities. These activities involve all members of the island. The kinds of sea
resources, the ways they are used, and who collects them can be seen in Appendix 2.

Method of Production

1. Household Consumption
Collecting sea resources for daily household consumption is done by women and
children as well as men. Most of women's activities are close to houses and children.
Women go to catch urit watu octopus, to collect surwaki and gagan urchin and
also to collect some shellfish, such as halanguru, nzadi'i and lelesut. Usually they go with
their children. Urit lobe octopus is collected by women, children, and also men. Urit wa/u
and urit lobe are eaten fresh or as dried meat. They are cooked with spices. Surwaki and
gagan are baked. Madi'i and lelesut are first boiled so the meat can be removed which is
then cooked with spices. They are eaten especially when there are no other main sea
resources for consumption, although some Garogos households do not like to consume
them. Sometimes, people bring them as supplies when they go to other islands. For
example, Abu --an old man-- collected a sack of rnadi'i and lelesut in the east season as
supplies and also as gifts when he went with his wife and daughter to Kilgah in Seram
Island to ask for a girl in marriage for his son. These shellfish are boiled and the meat
removed.
Besides men, boys also go to spread fish nets and do subelat to look for daily
food. Children involved in tail kor fishing bring back fish for their family.
Fish for daily household consumption are got using the tall kor, spread fish net, or
subelat and jarutu methods. Usually households consume fish which cannot be salted
because the meat is too smooth, the skin too thick, or the size too small, for instance, li/ia
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(Balistoides viridescens), tirutun (Diodon liturosus), and boibol (Lactorea cornuta and
Ostracion cubicus). People bake, cook, or fly such fish. Garogos people prefer fresh fish
to salted fish; they do not like to consume salted fish which they say makes them get a
cough.
When men are busy catching shark for sale, or male members are going to other
islands, women buy fish for household consumption from men who do not go shark
hunting but go to spread fish nets near the island. For example, one day in May 1993
Yayah and Sauila bought fish from Nasar; Nasar gave them each six fish about 20 cm long
for Rp 600. Some households also bought fish from tall kor groups when their own group
is not operating. For instance, if only the tanase's group from the atas fliction in the
village do ta/l kor, people from the bawah faction can buy fish from the group.
Other sea animals which are caught for household consumption are, for example,
cuttlefish (uraga and her-her), bid (a kind of lobster), and rang-rang (shellfish). [See
Table 2 in Appendix 1].

2. Barter (tu 'ar)
Barter is principally related to household subsistence. This activity continues to be
practised, although its frequency is reduced. It occurs mostly with villages in eastern
Seram, such as Kilgah, Selagor, Kilabat, Angar, and with Pulau Panjang, Gorom and
Manawoka. Sometimes people from other places stop over in Garogos to barter, for
instance, people from Banda offer taro and cassava, and Butoneses offer salt.
Garogos people prefer to barter with their friends to strangers. Although the value
of goods exchanged in barter with friends is not always equal or both of them give more
goods, they do not mind, as this helps maintain a partnership and friendship. If they barter
with a person for the first time and both sides are satisfied, Garogos people will come back
to the person next time. They will maintain the relationship, and the person becomes their
new friend or partner in barter.
Sometimes, Garogos people visit their partners in Seram for barter, but sometimes
they are visited. A relative number of contacts is important to establish a regular
partnership with a good partner, so that barter can be done anytime, especially when they
really need sago.
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Usually, barter with indigenous people in Seram, Gorom, Pulau Panjang and
Manawoka Islands is done in a friendly and non-competitive way. But with dealings with
people from outside East Seram, people from Banda or Buton, usually the outsiders lead
the bargaining of the exchange rates to their advantage.
Garogos people only offer sea resources in barter. The sea resources which are
used in barter are meat of shark, rayflsh., other fish (salted or baked), octopus (dried),
sursvaki (roast) and clam (dried). Sometimes if by chance they find uas (dolphin), the
dried meat is also bartered.
The most important item obtained in barter for sea resources is sago flour, bal,
which is the staple food of Garogos households. The sago flour is wrapped in woven sago
leaves, raun. Other sago products are also obtained by barter. These include: baked sago
mold oven, watu suat, sago leaflets, barem, used for roofing', and sago leaf midribs,
alaba, used to make house walls, although these are usually obtained by gift from kin or
acquaintances in Seram or Goroni
Besides sago products, other foods and household objects are also obtained by
barter. They can be seen in Table 11.

lame II. Items Ut)tamecl t)v liarter.
Food: sago
bananas (hudi)
cassava (panggala)
cassava baked "sago" (suatpanggala)
taros (etu)
coconuts (niu woE)
sweet potatos (batatas)
durian (duran)
kanan
Narcotics: betel leaves (rnarua)
areca nut (bua')
Household Objects: baked sago mold oven
sago leaflets
sago leaf midribs
alihan mats
bamboos (karawatu)
1

Sago leaves in the form of leaflets for roofing, called barem, are bartered, but plaited sago leaves for
roofing (atap [md]), which is called bangkalan, is sold.
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Garogos people usually go to Scram, Gorom, and Pulau Panjang to barter, but
sometimes people from Pulau Panjang, Manawoka, and Seram come to Garogos to barter.
Usually it is men who go on journeys for barter. They use lepa-lepa boats (with sail or
pok-pok), kalulis, or bot. The members of a barter expedition consist of a family or
members of a household, other kin, neighbours, or friends. When they arrive at their
destination, they go to the house of their kin or an acquaintance. Because usually they
bring some more goods, the owner of the house looks for other people who also want to
barter. Usually he looks for people who he knows well and who will be 'fair' in the barter;
that is, people who readily reach agreement about the value of goods to be bartered.
Usually, if barter is between kinsmen2 or good friends there is less insistence on the
equivalent values of goods exchanged. Each party says "how much of the goods you give
is up to you; just give". But the effect is that each party in barter tends to be generous.
The calculation of the value of goods in barter is now done by estimating the
monetary value of the goods. For example, twelve salted tehar fish about 20 centimetres
long each are bartered for two bat, consistent with cash values: one tehar fish costs Rp
200, while one bai costs Rp 1200.
Sometimes, depending on the goods involved, the calculation of values in barter is
less certain. For example, around June 1993 Abu brought his family and some neighbours
to Kilgah, a village in eastern Scram, in his 1w/u/is to barter salted fish for bat, suat, and
durian which was in season. The voyage took almost three days. When they arrived
Kilgah, people had not made bat, because they were busy in the forest collecting durian.
Because Garogos people like durian very much, they did not mind bartering their fish for
the fruit. In exchange for ten salted fish the Scram people gave them around 20 to 30
durian. They gave many fruit because the harvest was good. If the fruit is less plentifi1
the exchange rate in fish goes up. This group therefore brought back many durians to
Garogos. They gave some to their kin as gifis, and also sold some in Garogos. In the
annual durian season, many Garogos people come back to the island with durian. A few
Scram people also bring durian to the island and barter the fruit for salted fish or dried
octopus.
According to Garogos fishermen barter activity is reduced now. They said that it
is not often they do voyages to barter, because people, especially men, are busy now in
2

One person said that they can not barter vAth their kin, but most said that they can barter vA th anyone.
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catching sea resources for sale. Besides, some fishermen said, there is no differences
between barter and sale, because the calculation of the value of goods in barter
transactions with some people is now done by estimating the monetary value of the goods.
Nonetheless, some fishermen prefer to barter for sago in Seram Island because this
is the main place which produce sago; it is cheaper there, so that usually they get a good
result in barter. A woman said, if the market for salted fish is dull, it is a good time to
barter in Seram. It is quicker to get sago through barter than to go to Geser and offer
their salted fish from shop to shop for getting cash to buy sago.
Another reason for decline in barter is that very often outside people come and ask
to buy their sea products. Fishermen need cash to buy daily necessities. Therefore, it is
beneficial to fishermen to catch sea resources which can be both sold and bartered rather
than catching only those sea resources which are bartered, such as rayfish. For this reason,
fishermen have lost interest in hunting hart (rayflsh) which is usually good for barter but
less value in sale; Garogos people seldom eat this fish. If they plan to barter within the
next three days, they go to hunt the fish. Usually they get two to three hart. Each fish is
cut into about 23 pieces which are dried in the sun. The fish is not salted because the meat
will be bitter. lfthey want to go to barter straight away, the fish is baked instead.
Shark meat is also used for barter. Like hart, shark meat is dried, but if it is to be
bartered at once, it is baked. People do the same thing to other fish, especially if they want
to go only to Pulau Panjang which takes only about three hours by sailing canoe.
Because bartering is now less common, when shark is caught, fishermen
sometimes throw the shark's body into the sea after removing its tail and fin for sale.
Beside being used for barter, the meat of hart and shark is usually also brought to other
islands as a present for relatives.
Another item that is bartered is the meat of surwaki urchin. Women take out meat
from its shell, wrap it in young coconut leaf boil it, and then roast it. Ten to fifteen
surwaki usually make one pack called kour.
Table 12 below shows examples of common rates of exchange in barter which I
recorded in Garogos between 1992 and 1994. Most of the sago was obtained from
Seram.
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Table 12. Examples of Exchange Rates in Barter.
Goods obtained

Sea resources givi in exchange

1 bai (sago flour)

5 large fish (about 40 cm long)
10 medium fish (about 20 cm)
1 big piece rayfish
2 big urit watu octopus
3 small urit wa/u octopus
10 urit lobe octopus
10 giant clams
10 packs of surwaki sea urchin
6 fish

2ba1

l2fish

I small pack of bai

I waya of neba fish (20 fish)

5 small lakar of baked sago
(1 lakar =20 pieces)

I wcft'a of neba fish

4 small lakar of baked sago

5 fish

I wa/u suat (sago mold)

5 large fish

I bundle of barem (sago leaves)

2 large fish
5-10 small fish

I bundle of alaba (sago midnbs)

5 fish

I bundle of bamboo

I large fish

2 bananas

1 small fish

I bunch of bananas

15 small fish

1 bunch of betel leaves and 10 areca nuts

2-5 small fish

20-30dunans

10 fish

The table shows that exchange rates vary for the same object. People said., there is no
difference in the exchange rates in different places where they did barter. Rates depende

d

on the relationship between the people engaged in barter. However, because there

is a

greater supply of sago in Seram it can be obtained there for cheaper rates than in Goroni
Although people said that barter is declining now, in reality sometimes fishermen
find that there is no cash market for salted fish at a particular time. In this situation when

pI.

fishermen have many salted fish they cannot sell, and have no cash, they need to barter in
order to obtain sago for daily consumption. For this reason, barter persists, but is
dependent on the market and cash economy3.
3. Sale (tanak)

The need for money to buy necessities induces fishermen to exchange their sea
products for money (tanak). The sale of sea products is increasing at the expense of
barter. Priority is given to those activities yielding marine resources which can be sold for
cash. All people, men, women and children, are involved in this cash-earning activity. In
the view of most fishermen standards of success are based on the amount of valuable sea
animals that is caught.
Actually, "sale" here is often a transaction involving credit. Very often no money
changes hands, but sea resources are delivered to a middleman or trader in return for
goods received on credit. These goods are not paid for in cash, but in local products
which are calculated by using cash equivalent. The credit system in Garogos will be
discussion later in this chapter.
Some sea products in particular are a source of money as is shown in Table 13.
Table 13. Sea Products for Sale
Most Valuable Products

Less Valuable Products

shark fin
trochus shell

baked barred fish
hawksbill turtle

sea cucumber
abalone
salted fish

green turtle
seaweed
crayfish
octopus and cuttlefish
other shellfish

These marine resources need to be processed before sale, as is described below.

Prices mentioned in the following discussion are those recorded between 1992 and 1993.
Some sea resources have no fixed price.

Another form of barter is done by Garogos middlemen. But it is for commercial purpose, not for
household subsistence. They do a transaction without using money as medium of exchange. They barter
some goods for sea resources. For example, Hasan, a Garogos middleman brought four sarongs to his
brother-in-law in Garogos to barter for one kilogram of abalone during the "abalone season". He also gave
a fisherman 22 sacks of sago flour for one kilogram of abalone. The abalone is sold to a Gorom trader.
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Shark
Shark fin (including tail fin) has now become an important commodity because of
nsing prices. (larogos fishennen became interested in hunting shark in the 1980s when the
price increased. Prices have continued to rise since then. They said that in 1992 the
demand for shark rose again and the prices were very good. Prices vary depending on the
kind of shark and the size of its fin. Prices are based on the weight of shark fin. Buyers
classify fins by size, measuring the length of both left and right fins. There are six classes:
ekor kacang-kacang (less than about 15 cm), ekor kecil (about 15 to 18 cm), ekor sedang
kecil (about 19 to 23 cm), ekor sedang (about 24 to 27 cm), ekor besar (about 28 to 32
cm), and ekor super (about 33 cm and over).
Shark fin is sent to markets outside Maluku, and is exported to other countries. It
is particularly in demand among Chinese who like to eat it as a delicious soup.
Shark fin and tail are processed before sale as follows. They are removed from the
shark. Then covered by ashes from the fireplace so that they thy fiister and do not rot.
They are then are dried in the sun. Another way is to dip the scar where the fin was cut in
hot water. Then rub the fin in salt and ashes before drying the fins in the sun. Some
people process without using ashes. If there is not enough sunlight, the fins are hung
inside the house until the sun comes.
The high value of shark fin encourages fishermen who have appropriate equipment
to hunt shark in preference to catching other marine resources. People say that to catch
one shark su bunyl puluh ribu[Am], that is, "sounds tens of thousands", while other sea
products only "sound thousands". This expression means that if they get one shark and
sell it they receive tens of thousands rupiah because of the prices, but other sea resources
have prices less than that.
A fisherman estimated that if he hunts shark for three days and gets one to two
kilograms of fins and tail from one successful day out of the three, his earnings will be
more than Rp 100,000. If on the other hand, he collects sea cucumber each day for three
days, the result would still not be as great as for shark. The same comparison can be made
between shark hunting and collecting abalone or fish for making salted fish. In the west
season of 1992, a 58 year old man who went with his sailing canoe, told me that he
obtained 1.5 kg of fin and tail from one shark which he sold for Rp 120,000. Besides the
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fins, the meat of shark is also sometimes sold. It is cut in pieces and dried. It costs Rp 100
each piece.
Shark fin is sold to Geser, Gorom as well as to Garogos middlemen. It is men
who journey to sell it. Shark fin is sent on to Ambon or Surabaya by traders.

Trochus Shell
Trochus shells are harvested only when the sasi is lifted. Lola wawina (Trochus
niloticus) is particularly sought because of the good prices it fetches. Fishermen said
trochus shell reached its best price in about 1986, at Rp 18,000 each kilogram. In that
time, trochus shell was exported in raw, unprocessed form.

Probably after the

introduction of a goveniment regulation declaring that the exported shell must be sold as
halcflnished or finished products4, prices given to fishermen for trochus dropped. In 1992
the price was only Rp 7,000 each kilogram. Between three to six trochus shells make up
one kilogram. If the top of the trochus shell cone is broken the value is reduced fluther.
Trochus is sent from Geser and Kataloka to Ambon or Surabaya.
Another kind of trochus shell, lola urana (Tectus pyrarinzis), has a lower price,
around Rp.300 to Rp 500 each kilogram. This is because lola urana shells are not as
good as lola wawina for making buttons. Some fishermen stockpile their lola urana,
waiting for better prices.
Beside falling in cash value, the harvest of trochus shells has also been reduced.
One of the main middlemen in Garogos told me that the harvest that he bought in buka
sasi in 1986 was twelve tons, in 1988 six tons, and in 1990 only about 30 kilograms.
According to a trader in Kataloka who was one of the buyers, in 1988 he received around
seven to ten tons, in 1990 one and a half tons, and in 1992 one ton. Garogos people sell
their harvest of trochus shells to Garogos middlemen who buy it for a Kataloka trader.
But the trader and a few fishermen told me, they are sure that there are a few fishermen
who sell their trochus to Geser traders at Geser secretly. This is done to avoid having to

It followed the regulation from the Ministry of Forestry (3K Menteri Kehutanan No. 12 Tahun
1987) which listed trochus (Trochus niloticus) as one of the sea animals which is protected. In an
article in a local newspaper (Pos Maluku, 4 July 1994), a young Kei man questioned this regulation
based on economic reason for fishermen in southeast Maluku. Trochus was one of their income
sources, beside they have already practised and obeyed their protection system, sasi, for this resource
so that it can only be harvested at a certain time.
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pay a share of their earnings to the

raja

or to sell it to a certain trader with whom they

have a certain agreement.

Sea Cucumber
The demand for sea cucumber has risen since about 1980. There are more than
twelve kinds of sea cucumber which have value. Before 1988, there were only five kinds
of sea cucumber which were taken to the market. In 1992, the products reached record
prices. Like shark, the price of sea cucumber depends on the kind and size. Prices range
from around Rp 2000 to Rp 25,000 per kilogram.
Sea cucumber are sold in dried form. The sequence of processing is as follows:
(1) gut is removed; (2) it is mbbed with salt and let stand one day; (3) it is boiled; (4)
sometimes smoked over the fire so that it dries fast; and (5) dried in sun.
Some people do not use the salt. Some other people half cook it after removing
the gut, then add salt5. It is then cooked again, smoked and dried. In dried form, its
length is one-third of the length of fresh sea cucumber just collected from the sea.
Sea cucumbers are dried by spreading them on a bamboo rack (wadar-wadar
[Grm]) outside the house, or placing them on iron sheeting, on an old sail or an old sack.

In the wet season, they are dried by spreading them on a dahi-dahi [Grm], a bamboo or
wood rack above the stove in the kitchen.
Cooking sea cucumbers before drying them is done by women as well as men, but
mostly by women, especially old women who stay at home and do not go to collect sea
cucumber.
Men as well as women bring their sea cucumber to sell in Garogos, Geser and

Goroni Dried sea cucumber is sent to Ambon and Surabaya by traders.

Abalone
According to a Geser trader, demand for abalone began in about 1983, with a
price of Rp 6000 each kilogram in Geser. In 1992, the demand increased with the price
Salt is used to preserve sea cucumber, but also by using a lot of salt, the sea cucumber is made heavier.
Chinese traders do not like this, because the products will still be wet and cannot be kept long. The traders
must spend extra time to dry it again before sending it on. Another complaint is about the length of
cooking. It must be cooked properly. If not, it shrinks when dry and cannot be kept long. A trader said that
these wrong ways of preparation make their products of loswr quality when sorted at Surabaya for export.
Another trader said that a good way of processing sea cucumber is afler cooking, it must be roasted with the
distance beten sea cucumber and fire about 60 centimetres.
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around Rp.18,000 to Rp 20,000 each kilogram. In 1993 the price rose to around Rp
25,000 to Rp.28,000 each kg. One kilogram of abalone consists of about 100 to 200

shellfish, depending on the sizes. There is no agreement about the size which may be
harvested fishermen collect the small ones too. Rising prices led to increased harvest of
abalone in Garogos.
Processing of abalone before selling is as follows. The meat is removed from the

shell, salted, and left to stand for from haifa day to two days. The meat is then boiled for
about fifteen minutes to one hour. After that, it is dried in the sun. If the sun is bright, it
will dry within two to three days.
Beside its meat, the shell of abalone is also sold if traders order it. The price is
lower, around Rp 300 to Rp 350 each kilogram. A trader told me that the demand for
abalone shell is only as speculation for making buttons. Because the shells are thin, they
are not always suitable to produce buttons without breakage, so they have low value.

Salted Fish
Salted fish has been a market commodity for a long time. Although some other
sea products are now in high demand, salted fish is still an important commodity,
especially in times when it is difficult to get fresh fish because of the season. Moreover,
Garogos fishermen said that the price of salted fish is now very good compared to before.
Some kinds of fish are considered tasty and can keep longer than others if salted. Thus,
there is a higher demand for some kinds of salted fish, such as tehar and ngelngeli. Fish to
be salted for sale are caught using the tall kor method, with net, the subelat or jarutu
methods and with spears (see chapter 4).
Generally, making salted fish is done by women, but men and children may also do
it. Children usually help by removing scales with a clam shell- This is the first step in
processing of salted fish. After removing the scales, the fish is split and washed in the sea.
The next step is to spread salt on the flesh. They are piled up, and covered with sacks
weighted with stones so that cats cannot come to eat the fish. If there are many fish,
usually they are placed on an old small canoe in the kitchen. The salted fish is let stand for
a night. The following day, they are washed in sea water again, and dried in the sun.
Under bright sun, fish will dry well in two to three days. In the wet season, salted fish is
spread on a rack in the kitchen.
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Salted fish is sold to middlemen in the island or to people from Geser, Gororn, or
Fak-fak. Previously, it was sold to Tehoru and Masohi in south-central Seram Island.
They sell in 'retail', as individual pieces and in 'kilogram', in bulk in quantities that weigh
one kilogram which they called 'i/can kilo'. Small fish are sold in retail, while big fish in
kilogram Fishermen like to use much salt on big fish to make them heavier when the fish
is weighed for sale. The price of salted fish in Garogos is around Rp 150 to Rp 200 for a
tehar, and

around Rp. 100 to Rp 150 each for other kinds of fish. These prices are for fish

about 20 centimetre long. I/can kilo costs Rp 1250 per kilogram for tehar, and Rp 1200
for other fish. Higher prices can be obtained when salt fish are sold outside Garogos.
Salt is one of the most important goods in the Garogos system of production; not
only for salted fish, but also for preserving sea cucumber and abalone. Kiosks in the island
must stock a lot of salt, especially at the time when people spread tall kor.
In the past, Garogos people made salt themselves. But now fishermen feel that

this is impractical: a waste of time and energy. Heating salt water in a large wok to make
salt needs much firewood from other islands. In the past, firewood was carried from Pulau
Panjang or Kidang. Sometimes, if there was no salt, some people boiled sea water, and

then fish were soaked in the brine. This made the flesh soft, and in this condition it did not
keep for long. Now, they can buy salt in Garogos kiosks or go to Geser and Gorom.
Sometimes Butoneses come to Garogos with their big plank boats to sell goods, including

salt.
Salted fish continues to be one of the most important products in Garogos which
yields cash income with which a household can buy primary necessities. Unlike other sea
resources fish can be caught throughout the year. Garogos people consider that fish are
still abundant in their waters despite exploitation for the market.

Barred Garfish (neba)

This fish is not caught by Garogos fishermen, but by Kefling fishermen and
sometimes fishermen from Amarsekaru or Gorom. Ifthese visiting fishermen make a large
catch and cannot keep them until they go back to their own island, they offer them to
Garogos people, usually women, to preserve them by baking.

There is an agreement in the distribution between fishermen who catch neba and
Garogos women who bake it. If the catch is large, the Garogos woman will get about one
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third of the amount she takes. For example, if she takes 1000 fish., she will get for herself
300 fish. Another agreement is 'fifty-fifty' shares; if a woman bakes four waya (racks) of
neba (see the explanation of waya below), she will get two waya for herself; and if she
bakes eight bundles of neba, she gets four bundles.
To keep them for a long time, the fish are baked. The fish are placed on a waya
made of gulma (large stem of a coconut leaf) or pandanus root. One waya consists of 20
fish, and ten waya makes one bundle. Firstly, they make a big fire under a low dahi-dahi
rack, until the fish dry. Then, the rack is elevated and the fire allowed to die down. The
fish are baked until properly dry. This takes about one day, and needs much firewood.
Neba are sold to Garogos middlemen and people outside, such as in Gorom and
Pulau Panjang. In Garogos the price for one waya is Rp 300, and Rp 3000 or Rp 4000
each bundle. Beside sale, Garogos people also consume this fish or bring it as a gift to
relatives or to barter.

Hawksbil Turtle
Shell (carapace) of hawksbill turtle is usually sold by men to Geser and Gorom
where there is the only one shop in Gorom (Kataloka) that buys it. One shell must be sold
complete: thirteen scutes. It is purchased by the kilogram; a set of scutes weighs around
200 to 400 grams. The price varies depending on the kind of "bunga" [End], meaning
"flower", pattern of the shell. It ranges from around Rp 5000 per kg to Rp 150,000 per
kg. The most valuable shell is rarely obtained; it comes from turtles that live in the deep
sea area. Garogos middlemen do not like to buy the less valuable turtle shell that is more
often found. Fishermen have also reduced turtle hunting because of the poor price.
It is usually men who remove the shell from the body. They bum dried coconut

leaves and put them on the surface of the hawksbill's back, so that the scutes are more
easily removed. Another way is to pour boiling water over the turtle's back to loosen the
shell plates. They are removed from its body by using a bamboo with sharp end. Usually
after removing the scutes from the living hawksbill it is freed to the sea; sometimes the
turtle has already died.
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Green Turtle
Previously, Butonese boats came to Garogos to look for green turtles and also
hawksbills, but now they rarely come. Garogos fishermen seldom hunt green turtle
because of the filling demand and low prices. Although not many fishermen hunt turtle,
there are still one or two fishermen who do, especially now the price seems to be rising
again.
Because green turtle must be sold alive, they are brought to Kidang Island where
there is a 'pen' built in the sea close to the beach to keep them until the buyer comes to
collect them. At present, Kidang fishermen have a contract with Wancik people of
southeast Sulawesi who buy turtle to cany them by boat to sell for meat in Bali. The price
that Wancik buyers give to fishermen depends on the size (measured across the width of
the shoulders) of the green turtles. Turtles more than 63 centimetres wide bring about Rp
17,000, and less than 63 centimetres about Rp 8,000 to Rp 10,000.
Because the buyer in Kidang has a regular schedule to come to collect green turtle,
Garogos fishermen --to get cash-- also bring green turtle to Geser to offer to Chinese
people there because Chinese like the turtle's meat. In Geser turtle can be sold for around
Rp 5000 to Rp. 10,000 each depending on the size.

Seaweed
Agar. In the past, agar (Eucheunia edule) was an important sea product in the
market; it was in high demand with a good price. Moreover, sari was done to control
harvest of agar. Now, agar is only collected when there is an order from traders via a
Garogos middleman. Unlike other sea resources which can be collected even though there
is no order, Garogos people feel uncomfortable about collecting agar in large amounts (in
its season) when there is no order.
Agar is collected mostly by women and children. Processing of agar in Garogos is
as follows. After it is collected from the sea, it is dried in the sun for one day, then piled
up and covered with coconut leaves for about two days. It is dried again for two days
until the colour becomes red. It is then soaked for one night in salt water. The colour will
change to white after it is washed with sea water. Finally, it is dried for one more day. It
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can be kept for a long time6. The price is about Rp 250, Rp 300, and Rp 500 each
kilogram.
San gu-sangu. Sangu-sangu (Hypnea cervicornis), a kind of seaweed, is sold at
the market in Geser, not to the traders. It is made up into balls, each one costing around
Rp 100 to Rp. 150. After it is collected from the sea, it is soaked with lime and salt water
for one day, then is washed and dried and formed into balls.

Lobster (Guran)
Guran (for example, Panulirus sp) is caught by men if there is an order from a
Chinese trader in Kataloka or Geser. It is must be caught alive, and is put in a 'pen' which
is prepared by the trader. It costs around Rp 1000 Rp 2000 depending on size.
-

Octopus
Besides being used for food and barter, octopus is also sold. After being dried,
octopus are sold to Gorom., Seram or Geser. Sometimes people from nearby islands come
and buy them at Garogos. Urit watu (Octopus 1) costs around Rp 500 to Rp 750 each.
Urit lobe (Octopus 2) costs Rp 100 for about three to six octopus.

Cuttlefish
Uraga (Sepia spp) and her-her (Sepio teuthis sp) are sold in dry forni They are
split, the sepion and the ink are removed. Uraga costs about Rp 1000 to Rp 1500 each.
Garogos people like uraga more than octopus, therefore some of them do not sell if they
have other products to sell. They prefer to bring it as a present to relatives in other islands
or to consume it themselves. If her-her are caught in big numbers --usually in the west
season-- sometimes fishermen sell it for around Rp 100, Rp 150 or Rp 200 each to Geser
and Gorom. Sometimes Chinese come from those places to buy them.

Other Shellfish
Ururuk. Women collect ururuk (Cvpraea tigris) mostly for selling the shells
when there is an order from a trader via a Garogos middleman who tells the villagers. By
[fit is to be eaten straight away, the process is as follows: after collection from the sea, it is washed until
clean. It is boiled with coconut water (or nutmeg peel) to make it solid. After it is smooth, it is filtered and
the dregs are removed. Then, it is boiled until thick, and sugar and cinnamon are added for taste.
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burying ururuk in sand for several days, the meat will decay away. Ururuk are sold to a
Garogos middleman for Rp 350 each kilogram in 1993 (Rp 300 in 1992). The trader
sends them to Surabaya. This shells are made into decorations.
Halan guru. After being dried, giant clam is sold to Geser or Gorom. They offer
it to Chinese shops. It costs around Rp 500 to Rp 2000 each sheaf (there are between 10

-

40 clams in one sheaf). Actually, the most delicious part of clam meat is its tongka [Grm],
that is the white flesh at the 'hinge' which join two shells. If there is an order for the
tongka, fishermen expect higher prices.
Surwaki. This urchin (Tripneustes gratilla) is sold in a wrapping of coconut

leaves which is called kour. It is boiled or baked with its teliwowan [Grin], shell. Usually
women remove the meat from several animals and put them together in one telzwawan,
which can hold up to about fifteen compact animals. One and a half teliwowan is wrapped
in one kour. One kour of sunvaki costs around Rp 150 to Rp 200. It is sold to Gorom.
Madi'i and Lelesut.

Madi'i (Stronthus luhuanus) and lelesut (Strom bus

gibberulus) are usually mixed to be sold. Their meats are boiled to remove them from the
shell and then are dried. They cost Rp 500 each cupa [Am](a measure of volume by use
of a finger bowl). They are sold to Geser or Gorom. If there is an order from a trader,
their shells are also sold for around Rp 100 to Rp 150 each kilogram. There was a Gorom
trader who used to order them.

4. The Integration of Production, Exchange and Consumption
The descriptions above show that methods of production in Garogos are linked to
both household consumption and exchange. Some kinds of products can be used for
home consumption or exchange, such as fish, octopus, and some shellfish. Thus,
production of these goods can serve several purposes. Other goods can be used only for
exchange, such as shark fin, sea cucumber, abalone, turtle, and trochus shell. So, these
activities prevent households from engaging in production for household subsistence. On
the other hand, some kinds of sea products, such as fish and octopus, are used for
exchange (barter) to obtain goods directly for home consumption.
The diagram below shows the relations of production, consumption and exchange
in Garogos.
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Figure 9. The Link of Production, Consumption and Exchange in (larogos.
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5. Contribution by Sex in Subsistence Food and Exchange from Fishing
As in most areas of the world, women's domestic duties and child care
responsibilities mean they tend to concentrate their activities close to the settlement.
Women in fishing communities mainly work close to the land, while men go fishing in the
sea. In some communities, women are also active in fishing by doing shallow-water
gathering and fishing, but in some others women do not directly fish in the sea. Before
they "moved" to become fish-traders, Mandar women stayed at home, sat behind their
back-strap looms, while their men went fishing (Volknian 1994). Similarly, in some
fishing villages, women are involved in trade activities, selling fish that their husbands bring
back home or from other men's catch (see for example, Fraser 1966; Noor 1975:364;
Vercruijsse 1984; Schoembucher 1988). As Volkman (1994:568) has stated, cooperative
labor between men and women in a fishing community is related to the kind of production
(fish) that must be processed as soon as it reaches on the beach. This co-operation is
shown by a wife who waits for her husband's catch, and when the catch arrives she
processes them, or sells them.
"Fishing is commonly thought of as a man's business" (Thompson 1985:3),
nonetheless Thompson also has pointed out that,
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by removing men to the sea, makes them peculiarly dependent on the work of
women ashore. And this dependence gives women not only more responsibility,
but also the possibility of more power, both in the home and in the community
(Thompson 1985:3).
Although often women's issues in fishing have been ignored, in fact it cannot be
denied that the role of women is in some ways important. Thompson et aL (1983:167) has
stated at least three of them: they are "the direct productive contribution of women's
labour", "the special responsibilities which women carry because of the absence of men
away at sea", and the "creating of next generation, both in physical and moral sense".
Furthermore, because mainly subsistence tasks are done by women7, another relevant issue
that is neglected is women's economic activities.
Concerning a fishing community which fishes for both subsistence and the market,
Shoembucher (1988) has shown among Vadabalija people in South India, women have an
important status in fishing economy. "As dealers and market women, they maintain
external contacts and have their income at their own disposal", beside the activity shifting
them from the merely domestic sphere (1988:228). Women are responsible for fish after
its arrival, including its pricing and further processing. Men's job is catching fish, but with
the "secondary task of processing and selling fish women have an equal position" with
men in the process of production (1988:223). It seems that women appear in an
independent economic role, beside among fishing castes, women are described as
"boisterous and even aggressive" (1988:228).
The position of Nukumanu women in eastern Papua New Guinea (Feinberg 1986)
is different. The Nukumanu Atoll is almost similar to Garogos where mostly for people
gain a living from the sea. The changing economy is indicated by the rising demand for
trochus and sea cucumber, which has caused Nukumanu women to be overshadowed by
the cash economy. Men's job is in the sea, looking for cash resources (trochus and sea
cucumber) and also subsistence food (fish and shellfish). They dominate inter-island
voyaging and have contact with outsiders and outside market for cash to buy other daily
necessities. On the other hand, women's job is mostly domestic tasks, such as work in the
taro garden for daily food, plaiting mats, and cooking. Feinberg has argued that by the

See for example, Rohrlich-Leavitt et al. (1975:57 1) in a study of Aboriginal woman, who stated
women contribute most of subsistence food for their family since men's job (hunting) has uncertain
results.
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introduction of commodities and incorporation into a world market economy, Nukumanu
women appear unequal., more dependent on men, and "appear to have lost more than
men" (Feinberg 1986:278).
With these two contrastive examples of women in fishing communities, now we
look at Garogos women who seem to be in between two of them. Unlike Vadabalija
women, Garogos women are not directly in contact with the outside market. Barter to
other islands is done by men., and men still dominate trade with outside traders or buyers
(see next section). It is still men's role to deal with inter-island voyaging and outsiders (in
this case, similar to Nukunianu). But unlike Nukunianu women, the involvement in the
market economy and the change of outside market for certain resources did not lead
Garogos women to be separated from the cash economy. On the contrary, incorporation
in the world economy through the demand for some sea resources put women in the cash
economy sphere. However, they still do domestic work as women's business in their
economy.
There are at least two reasons which seat Garogos women in their 'recent'
position. Firstly, they are unlike Nukunianu women who still have garden for subsistence
food, Garogos women have no other alternative source of food in the island other than
from the sea. This environment creates its females as fisherwomen as well as its male.
Women as well as men have access in the sea for living, both for subsistence and for the
market in order to obtain cash to purchase daily necessities beyond sea products.
Secondly, the changes of market demand for certain sea resources not only
includes men's 'portion', such as shark fin and turtle, but also fortunately includes
women's predominant fishing job, such as for abalone and ururuk cowries, beside other
commodities caught by both sexes, such as sea cucumber and trochus.
In relation to the description of the division of sea area for men and women (and
children) in chapter 3, women emerge as "the second-class fishermen" in fishing ability
("first-class fishermen" are men). Other descriptions show, both sexes fish for exchange as
well as for household consumption, although as has been mentioned men concentrate on
catching high-value commodities for the market.
I have no record of the length of time women work for exchange compared to
work for household consumption. However, it was interesting to find that women put
special concentration in fishing for the market, such as for sea cucumber. One may ask,
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does the market economy shift the length of time of production for household
consumption in order to increase the time for cash-producing resources? Did women
previously concentrate more in fishing for household consumption?
Akhough unable to determine the hours spent or the amount of labor or probable
physical effort in fishing for both sexes, I try to show in the tables below the number of sea
resources that both sexes catch, and the number of those produced for exchange and
household consumption. These tables are intended to give a simple illustration of the
contribution of men and women (and children) in subsistence food, barter and cash-market
from fishing, based on sea resources they catch.
Table 14. Fishing and its Production by Sex.
Vernacular
English
Men
Women
Names
(&Children)
1. ian
fish (in general)
+
+
2.hari
rayfish
+
+
3.oi
shark
+
+
ebi
sea cucumber
+
sikadahi
abalone
lola
trochus shell
+
+
+
urit watu
octopus
+
+
uhf lobe
octopus
henu
+
green turtle
eran
hawksbill turtle
+
+
+
uraga
cuttlefish
12.her-her
cuttlefish
+
+
+
13.guran
lobster
14.loki
lobster
+
+
surwaki
sea urchin
+
gagan
sea urchin
+
halanguru
giant clam
ururuk
shellfish
+
madi 'i &
shellfish
+
lelesut
rang-rang
shellfish
+
+
+
agar
seaweed
+
sangu-sangu
seaweed
Total (22)
(+13)
(+16)
%
59%
72.7%

Sale

Barter

Consume

+

+
+
+

+

Names

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+

+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

+
+
+

+
+
+
-

+
+
(+18)
81.8%

+
-

-

-

-

-

(+7)
31.8%

-

+
+
+
+
(+13)
59%

From Table 14 and Table 15, we see that women as "second-class fishermen"
concentrate on catching more (16 from 22) sea resources than men (13 kinds). Women
also make a more important contribution than men to both household consumption and
exchange in terms of the number of sea resources.
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On the other hand, the number of sea resources for sale (18 from 22) also indicates
the need for cash, although the demand for some sea resources occasionally depends upon
the season or outside orders ( such as trochus, seaweed, ururuk cowries, and lobster).
From Table 14, the next table shows sex ratio in activity of sale, barter and
household consumption of 22 kinds of sea products.
Table 15. Sea Production by Sex Ratio
Activity of Production
No. of Sea Products
Sale
18
Barter
7
H.hold Consumption
13

Men
11 (61%)
4 (57.1%)
6 (46.1%)

Women & Childrei
14 (77.7%)
5 (71.4%)
12 (92.3%)

Refernng to men's concentration on high-value commodities, the following table
tries to make a calculation of the relative money value of men's and women's production.
Table 16. A Calculation of the Contribution of Men and Wom (& Childr) for Cash.
No.
Sea Products
Minimum Prices
Unit
men
Wom€
(1992 1993)
(& Childri)
-

shark fin
sea cucumber
abalone
trochus shell
salted fish
greaiturtle
hawksbill turtle
agarseaweed
sangu-sangu
guran lobster
uritwatuoctopus
urit lobe octopus
uraga cuttlefish
her-her cuttlefish
ururuk shellfish
Giant clam
surwaki sea urchin
madi 'i & lelesut
shellfish
Total

Rp. 100,000
Rp. 2,000
Rp. 25,000
Rp. 7,000
Rp. 1,200
Rp. 8,000
Rp. 1,000
Rp. 250
Rp. 100
Rp. 1,000
Rp. 500
Rp. 100
Rp. 1,000
Rp. 100
Rp. 350
Rp. 500
Rp. 150
Rp. 500
Rp. 148,750

1 fish
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
Iturtle
1 turtle
1kg
1 ball
1 lobster
loctopus
1 sheaf
1 cuttlefish
1 cuttlefish
1 kg
1 sheaf
1 kour
1 cupa

+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
-

+
-

+
+
+
-

-

-

-

[=Rp 121,650]
(81.7%)

-

+
+
+
+
-

-

+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
[= Rp 38,750]
(26%)

This shows that while women make an important contribution to production for
household consumption as well as for exchange, the cash value of men's production for
the market is much greater than women's.
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Garogos Trade

In this section 1 am concerned with the exchange of goods in the context of the
market economy. This mostly involves the sale of goods for money, but occasionally in
exchange for other goods. I refer to these exchanges as "trade".

1. Previous Trading Activities in Garogos
Trade occurs between Garogos people and outsiders, through middlemen or
directly. There is only a little information about the past trading activities of Garogos
people during the Dutch colonial period and up to around thirty to twenty years ago.
In the Dutch period Garogos people said that Chinese traders came to the island to
buy sea products, such as sea cucumber, salted fish, and sea weed. The Chinese traders
lived in Geser or they came to Geser from other places to buy sea products in surrounding
islands near Geser. Garogos fishermen also sailed to Geser to sell their sea products to the
Chinese. In that time, there were no middlemen in the island.
Garogos people could give me no information about trading during the Japanese
occupation of Indonesia in World War H, except a fisherman remembered that in the
Japanese time, his father received an order from an outside trader for salted fish.
After the colonial period until around twenty years ago, Garogos fishermen
continued to have contact with Chinese traders at Geser. They did not go to Kataloka
because in that time there were no Chinese traders who lived in Kataloka domain.
Chinese were first permitted by the Raja of Kataloka to stay in his domain in the
1960s. Their numbers grew after a small wharf was built in Kataloka in 1973.
Before Chinese traders stayed in Kataloka, people in Kataloka traded with
Butoneses who came with their big boats from Surabaya. They bartered agricultural
products, such as nutmegs and cloves, for rice, sugar, kerosene, or kitchenware (plates,
cutlery, etc). Sometimes, Chinese traders stopped over in the Kataloka area to trade.
Usually, people sold mace to them.
From information that I collected in Garogos, until about 1970

-

1980 Garogos

sold their sea resources to Chinese traders in Geser, or took them to Ambon, Masohi,
Tehoru, and Irian. They also went as far as Jawa. For example, the late kepala soa and
also his successor, the present old kepala soa sailed by bot to Surabaya in Jawa. They
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carried both sea products and agricultural products, such as nutmeg, mace, cloves, and
copra. These they obtained from such islands as Gorom and Seram, when they were in
high market demand. One Garogos middleman went to Sorong and Fak-fak in Irian with
sea cucumber, sea weed, and salted fish as well as copra. The late father of the present
young kepala soa voyaged with his bot to Tahiti, Tehoru and to Fak-fak with salted fish to
sell there. Garogos people also went by bot to Ambon and Masohi to sell their salted fish.
When they arrived at the wharf near the marketplace, they looked for a buyer, although
sometimes they already had a customer, and after bargaining, the cargo was unloaded.
Garogos fishermen no longer take their sea products to distant places to look for
buyers. The main reason is they now have direct contact with Chinese traders who have
capital and who stay in Geser and Kataloka, especially now that demand for agricultural
products has fallen, while sea products, which are mainly export commodities, are
replacing them with increasing demand and prices.
There are also some Garogos middlemen in the island who collect sea products.
Besides carrying produce to traders in Gorom and Geser, they also take salted fish to Fakfak in Irian Jaya. Middlemen from Gorom, Geser, and Banda also come to the island to
buy salted fish.
Beside trade activity, Garogos people bartered with villagers in Seram, Gorom,
Pulsu Panjang, and Manawoka islands. As was described in the previous section on
barter, this activity was conducted as it still is today.
Ellen (1984) provided information briefly about Garogos trading --based on data
collected in 1981-- in local, intermediate, regional and long distance levels. It has included
the exchange of sea products for sago, vegetables, timber, thatch, ironwork (local), sago
and timber (intermediate), pottery (regional), cloth, manufactured goods, rice (long
distance), beside for export Garogos people has supplied sea cucumber and fish (Ellen
1984: 196).

2. Extent of the Market
There is no actual market place in Garogos. Among the spread of islands in East
Seram, there is only one marketplace. This is in Geser, the capital town of the district of
East Seram, where, for example, fish, vegetables, spices, and fruits are sold. Most of
the food --except for fresh fish that is supplied by fishermen from Geser and nearby
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islands-- comes from other islands near Geser. In Kataloka, fishermen or thrmers, or their
children, walk the village streets to peddle their catch or harvest. Buyers will call them and
buy the foodstuffs after bargaining.
There are selected directions that Garogos fishermen take to sell their sea products
in the market. Sea products are sold to traders, middlemen, and households. Within the
island, fishermen sell to Garogos middlemen for money or in exchange for goods. In their
turn, the middlemen sell them to traders or carry them to the marketplace for salted fish,
such as in Fak-flik. Fishermen also are visited by buyers, vAiether outside middlemen or
other customers from other islands. Sometimes, middlemen from Banda come to the
island with their boats to barter taro or cassava for salted fish. They may make two to
four visits per year.
Beside selling produce in the island, fishermen also go to sell their sea products to
other islands, such as Geser and Gorom. They sell them to Chinese traders, villagers or
other household buyers.
The extent of marketing depends upon the nature of the commodity. Some sea
products are sold only locally in East Seram, such as octopus and salted fish; others, such
as salted fish go to more distant places beyond East Seram, such as to Fak-flik and
Ambon; yet other sea products more widely, reach places beyond the province, even the
country, such as sea cucumber and shark fin that are carried as flr as Ujung Pandang and
Surabaya, then from there are exported to other countries.
The distribution of sea products from Garogos fishermen is summarized in Figure
10.
In the island, men as well as women sell to the middlemen, but it is generally men
who make voyages to other islands to sell their sea products, and also to barter in Seram,
Gorom, and Pulau Panjang.

3. Garogos Trade: Traders, Middlemen, and Fishermen
Marketable sea products connect fishermen, middlemen and traders as the owners
of capital. These commodities are particularly shark fin, sea cucumber, abalone, trochus
shell and salted fish.

Beside these sea products, there is a trader in Kataloka who

sometimes also deals with Garogos middlemen for supplies of copra from other islands.
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Figure 10. Distribution of Garogos Sea Products

fishermen

middlemen
[Garogos]

traders
bigger traders
[Geser, Kataloka] [eg. Ambon, Ujung
Pandang, Surabaya]

export

marketplace
[eg. Fak-fak, Ambon]

ousehold consumption)
[eg. eastern Seram, Geser, Gorom, Pulau Panjang, Garogos].

Technically, those who I call "middlemen" and "traders" are both traders and
middlemen at the same time. "Traders" may also be middlemen who connect producers
to a wider network of consumption and suppiy beyond the local region.

Similarly,

"middlemen" who connect Garogos to regional "traders" are themselves clearly engaged

in trade. However, there is some value in distinguishing between them, who operate at
different levels in the larger networks of exchange, and have different levels of capital

investment. So, based on these different levels, here I use the term "traders" for those
who have more extensive operations that link Garogos and other similar communities to
the larger inter-regional system of trade. "Middlemen" on the other hand, refers to smallscale traders who mainly connect a single community (like Garogos) to a local centre of
trade (like Kataloka). In this case, we can see that a "middleman" has single-stranded
relations8, while a "trader" has multi-stranded relations. Figure 11 shows the distinction
between them.
Nonetheless, it might happen, that a middleman has relations with more than one trader from
different places (such as one in Kataloka and another in Geser)-, usually without the traders'
knowledge.
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Figure 11. The Traders'-Middlemen's Chain in Trade-Relations
Producers
middlemen—
middlemen
middlemen]

midd1emen

traders
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egional and
inter-regional
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Traders. The owners of capital are Chinese traders in Kataloka and Geser who
have shops. They collect sea products to send to other cities, such as Surabaya, Ujung
Pandang, and Ambon. Some sea products are export commodities, such as sea cucumber.
Other sea products, for example salted fish, are collected for selling in their shops in Geser
or Kataloka. There are a few Chinese traders who have contact with both middlemen and
fishermen in Garogos.
Middlemen. Middlemen in Garogos are Garogos people who both fish and trade,
although their fishing activities are less than others. They collect sea products from
fishermen and cany them to the traders in Geser and Kataloka. Certain sea products are
bought with the trader's capital, such as sea cucumber and shark fin. With the money the
trader gives, a middleman tries to buy at lower prices so that he keeps some of the money
for himself Other goods are bought with middleman's own money. This applies to salted
fish, the price of which is not as expensive as the sea products that are bought with the
traders' money. To operate in this way, each middleman has a close relationship with a
certain trader as the traders' agent in his home community. In Garogos a middleman is
known as anak dagang [md: anak = child; ckigang trade]. Middlemen will be dealt with
further in a separate section below.
Fishermen. All Garogos people are fishermen. They live by fishing, and selling the
sea resources that they catch to traders or middlemen or other customers for cash or
exchange for other daily necessities. Some fishermen reduce their fishing activities to
spend time on other activities, such as trade (as middlemen), political obligations (as the
kepala soa), religious obligations (as the iniani, the mcdiii, the khatib), and teaching (as
teacher in the island).
3.1.

Credit System
The sale of sea products to middlemen or traders is not always for money, but veiy

often for other goods, such as food-stuH, clothes, motors for canoes (pok-pok), house-
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building materials, or other household necessities. Fishermen mostly bring sea products to
middlemen or traders to pay for goods that they have already obtained on credit.
Fishermen have ties with Garogos middlemen or traders in Geser and Gorom
beyond a common relationship between buyer and seller. There are agreements between
fishermen and middlemen, or fishermen and traders, and in turn between middlemen and
traders.
Middlemen who supply goods for sale allow some fishermen to exchange their sea
products for goods, or to take goods from the kiosk (because they have no cash at the
time), such as sugar or tea, which are re-paid later in irregular instalments with sea
products. For instance, a person who takes ten kilograms of sugar will pay later in money
or sea products to the value of the sugar. People also said that "I borrow one kilogram of
abalone from [for example] the inzarn". It means, the person takes goods or borrows
money to the same value as one kilogram of abalone, and he pays later in one kilogram of
abalone.
In turn, the owner of the kiosk (middleman) also takes goods from traders' shops
in advance and pays later by supplying sea products. For example, in the 1993 abalone
season, when many fishermen collected the shellfish, a Garogos middleman supplied bai of
sago and sarongs to fishermen who paid for it with abalone. He offered 22 bai or four
sarongs for one kilogram of abalone.
If they go to Seram Island, middlemen usually bring back many bai of sago to sell
or barter for sea products, especially when certain sea resources are being harvested. The
price of sago is lower in Serani Fishermen can also order fishing equipment from a
middleman who in turn orders the equipment from a trader. For instance, tanase Ismael
ordered his new fish net from the iniarn, who is a middleman, who obtained (on credit) the
net from a trader in Goroni The tanase paid a small amount in advance, and the rest was
to be paid in installments with sea products.
All owners of pok-pok in Garogos have taken their motor on credit from
middlemen or directly from traders. The terms of credit here means the good has already
been used while the payment has not yet been settled. Garogos fishermen obtained a pokpok on credit for the first time when five fishermen were given an engine by a Garogos
middleman who had obtained the machine from a trader in Gorom. The fishermen paid
the middleman between 20% to 40% of the price; the rest has to be paid later by irregular
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installments, mostly in sea products. Afier that, some other fishermen have taken pok-pok
from traders in Geser or Goroni. Usually they use the same system.
Repayment of debt is by irregular installments. A few fishermen can repay quickly
in fill, but most of them cannot. Most debtors take more than one year to pay off their
debt. A middleman may have outstanding credits in the island. Usually the debtor only
pays two-thirds or three-fourths of the debt, and forgets the rest. In fact, it is hard work to
press for payment of the debt, and generally the creditors do not like to bring the debtor to
the 'law' (court). So, the sanction is only that maybe the debtor will not get credit from
the middleman another time; the creditor will think deeply about giving credit to the same
person the next time.
Debtors may be a single person or groups. For example, Au, a married man who
lives with his family, and his two brothers (unmarried men who stay with their father) have
taken a pok-pok from a Geser trader. They had already paid by supplying shark fin which
they got from the shark net that they use together. Recently, they caught a shark, and they
exchanged its fins with the same trader for fuel for the pok-pok, rather than to pay an
installment of the debt. By supplying the fuel, they hoped they would get more shark to
pay the debt.
In fact, giving credit is based on mist. In turn, trust is based on the experience
with the person as a debtor. A middleman will only allow a large amount of credit to a
person who is known as a diligent fisherman, and who he knows from experience can be
trusted to repay the debt. A good fisherman can at least be expected to be able to pay his
debt with his catch.
For Garogos middlemen, the debtors in the island are also their kin. Membership
of the same faction also becomes a concern, especially for a kepala soa as a middleman,
because the debtor is also his political supporter. It is difficult to refuse a request for credit
from kin and faction supporters.
Middlemen are tied to other villagers by social obligations. They cannot be
consistent as traders, because on one hand they wish to follow economic principles to get
profit, but on the other hand they have a social responsibility to lend money or food to
their kin for daily consumption, as well as important events, such as marriage or
circumcision.
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This credit system was used also by the village community as a whole. In 1988,
anticipating fluctuation of the price of trochus shell in the near future, two Chinese traders
from Gorom gave on credit a generator to provide lighting in houses, to each of the
factions in Garogos, the atas group and bawah group. In exchange these traders got
rights to buy the harvest of trochus shell in buka sasi. The agreement between the traders
and the groups, represented by the inzanz as middleman for the atas group, and the young
kepala soa as middleman for bawah group, was that each household in the village would
pay for the generators in trochus shell every harvesting time to these traders. For example,
the bawah group gave 10 kilograms of trochus shell each household the first time (1988),
in 1990 2.5 kilograms, and 2 kilograms in 1992. In addition, the traders were granted a
monopoly to buy the harvest of trochus shell9.
In addition, middlemen also lend cash to fishermen when it is needed for some
important event, such as marriage and circumcision. Loans are repaid later in money or
sea products. Usually middlemen keep an account of the amount of money or the value of
sea products that has been paid off. There is no interest charged for a debt.
The system of credit that operates in Garogos tie fishermen to certain middlemen
or traders. For this reason, the sea products are not offered to other middlemen or
traders'°, because they must pay their debt to the middleman or trader from whom they
took goods. Figure 12 shows the chain of the debt"
Figure 12. The Chain of Debt in Garogos
credit
Garogos
fishermen

I

credit
4

4

Garogos
debt

middlemen

II

debt

Geser/Kataloka
traders

sea
products

sea products and cash

The generator given on credit to the atas group was taken back by the trader in 1994, because
repayment had stopped. The trader said that he made a mistake when anticipating the harvest and price of
trochus shell.
10
In fact, fishermen often "betray" those whom they took goods from in certain circumstances as is
described later in this chapter under section 'marketing strategies'
'
I have no information of the continuing chain from Geser/Kataloka traders to "bigger" traders
outside East Seram (e.g. Ambon, Surabaya, Ujung Pandang), whether they have the same chain of
debt and credit or not.
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3.2. The Role of Garogos Middlemen
The presence of middlemen in Garogos is economically and socially important;
fishermen use their services. There were at least five middlemen in Garogos in 1993.
They are Muhamad Al, the Garogos iniarn who has a kiosk, Udin, the young kepala soa,
Hasan. Muhamad Ali's son who always helps his luther, and the fourth is Nasar who has a
kiosk and usually buy only salted fish from fishermen.
Beside them, there is another young man, Thalib, who just started as a small
middleman by collecting salted fish from fishermen to cany to the marketplace in Fak-fak.
He sells them to owners of kiosks in the market. Sometimes, when he comes back he
carries other things, such as trochus shell that he buys at the coastal villages around Fakfak town. He sells the trochus shell to a trader in Kataloka. He journeys to and from
Kataloka by public boat. He turned to middleman trading after his left arm was paralyzed
about a year ago. He has reduced his fishing activities, although he and his wife still join in
ta/i kor to catch fish to be salted. In the following paragraphs, I describe the first four
Garogos middlemen further.

Middleman 1. Although the 1n7arn, Muhamad Au, never had any formal
schooling, he can run his trading as a middleman. He became imarn in Garogos about
thirteen years ago, and he started to collect sea products in Garogos about ten years
ago by buying the harvest of
trochus shell which at that time had a good price'2. He bought it for a trader in Kataloka.
He still has a relationship with this trader who provides him with money to buy expensive
sea products, such as shark fin, sea cucumber, abalone, and trochus shell Other sea
products, such as salted fish and ururuk shell are bought with his own money.
He collects many more kinds of sea products than other Garogos middlemen.
Certain sea products are bought when there is an order from traders, for example ururuk
shell and agar seaweed. He buys salted fish in large amounts if he plans to go to Fak-fhk
to sell it, especially ikan kilo, a big fish sold by the kilogram.

12

Actually, about 1970 he had already begun to trade when he and his family stayed in nearby Nukus
Island, together with a few Garogos households, to do fishing for a long time. In that time, he traded sea
cucumber, sea weed, and salted fish, also copra and nutmeg. He sailed as far as Sorong and Fak-fak in
Irian. He said, he threw his money around and was bankrupt.
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He carries the goods by his bot or 1w/u/is to Kataloka and goes to Fak-fàk by
public boat. His cousin, who is married to a Fak-fhk man, helps him in marketing. Last
time he went to Fak-fàk he also carried red onions to sell. He bought them for Rp 2000
per kg in Pulau Panjang and re-sold for Rp 7000 per kg. Sometimes, he brings rice from
Gorom to Fak-fak to sell.
Mohamad All also collects salted fish in big amounts if there is an order from a
trader in Geser or Gorom who in turn has got an order, for example, from a firm in Bula
for its labourers' meals. To collect the salted fish from fishermen, he supplies salt and
other goods in his kiosk. He tells fishermen that he needs salted fish. Fishermen can take
the goods and pay with salted fish.
The irnarn's kiosk'3 supplies daily necessities for people in the island, such as
foodstuH (sugar, rice, tea, coffee, spices, biscuit), tobacco, cigarettes, soap, kitchenware,
sarongs and clothes, and kerosene. Besides selling for cash, he gives goods on credit.
The goods in Mohamad All's kiosk are bought mostly from the Kataloka trader to
whom he is connected. Some are paid for immediately in cash, but others are taken on
credit and are paid for later in money or sea products. The iniani also supplies other
goods on credit. These include wood for housebuilding, which he buys in Scram and
carries to Garogos in his bot, fish nets, and outboard motor that he order from trader in
Gorom. He also lends money.
The irnanz said it is hard to run trade. His status as the inzanz hampers him from
collecting debts. With his religious status, he faced a conflict with his job as a middleman.
He cannot force a debtor to pay, particularly if the debtor says that he has no money or sea
products. As an irnani, he must be compassionate and wait until the debtor can pay the
debt.
Now in his 60's, he no longer goes fishing, although he still repairs his ta/i kor net
that is used by his son and his sons-in-law.
The iniarn as a middleman is an important figure in the island for fishermen. He
provides some advantages for fishermen: he buys many kind of sea products. People can
go to him to sell their sea products for cash that they need. Also he gives goods on credit
and lends money for urgent needs. It seems that one reason people like deal with him is
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It is not actually a real kiosk-, all goods are supplied in his house, some small things are put on a
shelf in one of the rooms in the house.
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because his scale of operation is larger than others; so might it make him a more reliable
supplier of goods, beside perhaps his religious role is also an advantage in building trust.

Middleman 2. Udin started his activity in trading before he became a kepala soa.
Some people presume that he was appointed as the kepala soa because he was already a
successful young middleman. He was also prominent in a development movement for the

island. He helped seven Garogos households to build better houses by taking on credit
house-building material, such as cement and roofing iron sheets, from a Kataloka trader.
The recipients have paid their debts to him in irregular instalments of money or sea
products. These were houses built on the bawah (lower) end of the village. These seven
households just moved back to Garogos (also the household of Udin's father including
Udin) from Nukus around 1977-1978 after the killing tragedy of the Garogos kepala soa

in 1977. The raja was impressed by Udin's character, and decided to appoint him as the
young kepala soa for the bawah faction'4, beside the old kepala soa (and then has led the
Was faction) who in that time was beginning to lose his prestige and was not in agreement
with some villagers.
Like the irnani, Udin uses both trader's finance and his own to buy sea products

from fishermen. He buys shark fin, sea cucumber, abalone and trochus shell not only at
Garogos, but also from other islands surrounding, such as, Kidang, Nukus, Kifr, Maar,

and Keffing. He expands the area in which he buys sea products to get a greater amount,
because in Garogos he has limited customers.

Udin is an 'agent' of the same Kataloka trader as Muhamad Ali Previously, he
was connected to another trader in Kataloka from whom he used to take on credit housebuilding materials to help seven Garogos households build better houses. This trader later
moved to Fak-fak.
Now he rarely collects salted fish. Previously; he carried salted fish to Masohi
with his father's bor which has since broken down, and to Fak-fak by public boat from
Kataloka. He now only collects salted fish if there are orders for large amounts.

Udin very rarely goes fishing. He is busy with his business as a middleman and as
the kepala soa.
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Some people thought, it was just because he had good relationships with both traders and the raja, and
could link theni (people did not explain in detail about the relationship).
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Middleman 3. Hasan is Muhamad All's son. Besides fishing, he also buys sea
cucumber, shark fin, and abalone from other fishermen, but does not buy salted fish. He is
connected to the same trader in Kataloka as his father and Udin. He also takes this
trader's finance to buy copra in Parang Island, one of the copra producing islands in East
Seram. He chooses a few Garogos people to go to Parang. The last time his group
consisted of himself and his wife, two adult men and two adult women. The women
joined the group to cook. If they buy cloves, women also sort the cloves. This group
stayed in Parang for about two months. With the trader's capita], meaning the trader gave
the money in advance, they bought about 400 sacks of copra (one sack is about 70
kilograms). They paid the villagers around Rp.300 to Rp 350 each kilogram, and the value
of the copra received by the trader was calculated as Rp 450 per kilogram. The trader's
boat carried them to Kataloka, and to Surabaya in Jawa. One member of the group said
that from the profit sharing, men got Rp. 100.000 each, and women half that amount.
Usually the group goes to Parang with their fishing equipment to hunt shark or collect sea
cucumber when they have spare time.
As another source of income, Hasan once rented a nutmeg garden of 43 trees from
a villager in Kotasiri, the village in Gorom Island where his wife comes from, about three
years ago. When harvest time came, he and his friends picked and sold the nutmegs.
Like other middlemen, such as his father and Nasar, Hasan usually comes back
from Seram and Parang Island with many sago bai that he buys or barters on those islands.
The bai will be sold or bartered for sea products to fishermen.

Middleman 4. Nasar supphes the same kinds of goods in his kiosk as the irnani.
He sells daily necessities to fishermen, and almost never buys sea products from fishermen,
except salted fish if there is an order from a trader in Geser who he is connected with or
from people outside. But usually his demand is limited only to certain kinds of fish, such
as tehar, that is in high demand because many outside people like it. So, he receives this
kind of fish as payment for goods that people take from him. His other salted fish from his
net is sold to Geser, Gorom, or the irnani. To supply goods which he sells, he takes them

15

As with the imam's kiosk, this is not real a kiosk. Some small goods are in several jars which
put on the cement floor in one of the rooms in the house.

are
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from a shop that belongs to the trader in Geser with whom he has trade relations.
Sometimes, if he goes to Seram Island, he comes back canying food, for example bal of
sago and bananas.

The description above shows that Garogos middlemen have relationships with
Gorom (Kataloka) and Geser traders. Three middlemen have connections with only one
trader in Kataloka, while another middleman cooperates with a Geser trader. Thus, it
shows that a trader has relations with more than one middlemen at the same time, but a
middleman has relations with only one trader. A middleman can change relations to a new
trader. For example, after a trader who he was connected with moved to Fak-fak, Udin
decided to build new cooperation with another trader with whom Mohamad Ali and his
son have connections.
The ties between a middleman and a trader are based only on economics. A trader
as the owner of capital and supplier of goods can choose another middleman if there is no
advantage from the present middleman. Similarly, a middleman can end the relationship if
there is another better offer from another trader. For this reason, a trader gives special
flivour to a good middleman, such as a bonus for supplying a large amount of sea
resources or extended credit. This issue is dealt with further in the next section on
marketing strategies.
The description above also shows that middlemen are dependent on traders for
capital as well as for access to markets, especially for sale of some commodities which are
sent on to further places. Traders themselves depend on middlemen as collectors of sea
products from fishermen.
Although middlemen depend upon traders, they are not rich and have only a
slightly better standard of living than ordinaiy fishermen. For fishermen, middlemen are an
important resource in the island, not only in subsistence and trading, but also socially.
Middlemen provide a number of important economic and social services as follows.
They are suppliers of daily necessities in Garogos. Their presence in the island helps
people to meet their daily needs through both cash and credit.
They are mediators between people in the island and outsiders and so connect villagers
to a wider world economy. They connect fishermen with the market economy; they
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connect the island to other markets in other fir places, beyond this province, even beyond
the country.
c. They are important in introducing fishing equipment and certain sea animals as a
commodity for fishermen in the island. For example, Mohamad Ali as middleman saw the
use of pok-pok at Parang Island. He thought that the machine would help fishermen in
hunting shark, and that it could increase the catch. For this reason, he offered pok-pok on
credit to fishermen.
It was middlemen who introduced fishermen to the value of certain sea resources,
for instance abalone. Mohamad All and Udin brought abalone shell that had been shown
to them by traders in (leser and showed it to fishermen, and offered to buy abalone.
Another example is ururuk shells. The iniani invites fishermen to collect them because
there is demand from a trader in Kataloka who in turn has demand for them from outside
East Seram.
Middlemen are also a source of information about the market in sea resources.
For example, they provide information on fluctuation of demand for certain sea products
and the price. They get this information from traders outside the island, although
fishermen can also get the information straight from traders if they go directly to them
without going through the middlemen.
.

They act as an agent for the raja and fishermen. For example, in buka sasi for trochus

shell, middlemen arrange the harvest in order to manage the raja's share by connecting
trader, the raja, and fishermen.
.

They are persons who are involved in social responsibilities. For instance, they lend

money or goods to people for marriage, circumcision, or funeral events.
f They are agents of development in the island. For example, Udin took credit in housebuilding materials to build some better houses. Middlemen have also arranged two
generators to provide lighting for the village.

4. Marketing Strategies
Traders, middlemen, and fishermen are three interdependent elements involved in
system of production and exchange. Each of them has strategies to maintain the
relationship between them, beside strategies for increasing the catch. There is no
monopoly system. Each fisherman can sell his catch to anyone he likes or to who ever
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gives advantages to him. Because of dependence on each other, fishermen, middlemen
and traders offer advantages to each other.
As owners of capital, traders tie both middlemen and fishermen to them as
dependents. They give credit in goods from their shops at Geser and Gorom, or other
goods, such as pok-pok motor that they order in from elsewhere. As exchange,
middlemen and fishermen are tied to pay the debt in sea products that the traders want.
Besides, if they pay their debts, the trader will give credit again when the middlemen and
fishermen next want it.
Actually, traders accept a high risk of suffering losses if the debtors do not flilfill
their obligation. It rarely happens that traders bring the village middlemen and fishermen
to court for failure to pay debt. For this reason, a trader at Geser told me that he is careful
when deciding to give credit, especially for a large amount for expensive goods, such as a
pok-pok to certain persons. The decision is usually based on experience with the person
before: whether he can be trusted or not in paying debts for the goods that he has already
taken or used.
One strategy adopted by traders is choosing villagers as agents or anak dagang
who buy sea products in the islands for traders using the traders' capitaL Generally, the
agents are Garogos middlemen. But sometimes, they are fishermen, such as some
fishermen in Garogos who are used by a trader in Geser. The trader gets an advantage
from this: he can get more customers than if he looks for them by himself especially if the
agent has good relationships with other fishermen. The close kin or friends of the agent
will be persuaded to bring their sea products to him. The trader gives his agents money to
buy the sea products or asks them to collect these products to sell to him. The agent gets
a share of the profit, or a guarantee of credit for purchases from the trader, for instance of
apok-pok or other goods from the trader's shop.
For any purchase in the village over a hundred kilograms, the buyer must pay 10%
of the price for local (village) custom to the kepala soa of the faction where the
transaction is done. This levy, which is called in central Maluku ngase [similarly in md:
retribusi], is for the village (Kataloka and Garogos) for the community's need. Usually,
the ngase which is paid in Garogos, will be divided, half for village of Garogos and half for
Kataloka domain which is given to the raja by the kepala soa. All outside traders in
Garogos obey the regulation. Because of the levy the trader as buyer lowers the price of
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the sea products to reduce the levy payable. As a result, if they go to Geser, fishermen
choose to take large quantities of sea products in order to get the fill price without the
trader deducting the 10% levy as he does in the village. Usually fishermen choose to go to
Geser, because they say that they get a better price there than in Kataloka. At Geser there
are a few traders so that there is competition in bargaining that gives an advantage to the
fishermen, while in Kataloka there is only a big trader who gives the same price in both
Kataloka and Garogos through his middleman for some sea products. In this case, the
trader will give his middleman a profit by calculating the products at a higher price,
especially when he supplies the goods in large amounts. Consequently, if another
middleman offers higher prices to fishermen, they will come to him to sell their sea
products. Other buyers then also give higher prices. For example, in order to get
customers, a Garogos middleman dared offer a higher price than was offered by a trader in
Geser for abalone in the 1993 abalone season. The trader told me this strategy would
bring him only a small profit, and he might even lose because he used a trader's capital
Besides, usually the sea products lose weight after drying in the Sun 16
Garogos sea products go to more than one buyer. There are more or less three
groups of buyers: 1) the irnam and his son as middlemen who are member of the atas
fliction 2) the young kepala soa as middleman who is leader of the bawah faction and 3)
a few fishermen who live in the end of bawah part of the village who try to make a
separated group by running connections with a trader. The third group is a new group
that is tied to a trader in Geser. Usually they bring their sea products directly to the trader.
It seems that the competition among buyers is high. As mentioned above,
Garogos middlemen offer incentives to fishermen in order to maintain a supply of
products. A middleman who has a kiosk is ready everyday to give credit for daily
necessities from his supplies, or credit for fishing equipment or other necessities that he
can order from outside. Other middlemen bring back from their travels foodstuffs,
especially sago that is the main staple in the island. One middleman goes to other islands
nearby to buy sea products, not only in Garogos. He also follows a strategy of offering a
higher price for sea products than other middlemen or traders offer.
16

For example, a trader said, sea cucumbers lose weight about 25% in one kg and abalone about
18% in one kg. Veiy often a middleman or trader has to diy again in the sun sea resources because they
are still vet, because they were not dried properly, or too much salt was used in processing. Some traders
deduct the weight of these sea products when buy them.
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Finally we see the strategy of sellers who are fishermen. Fishermen bring thei sea
products to the buyers to whom they are in debt, or to those who can give advantages,

such as credit when they need it. But they also sell the sea resources to a buyer who offers
a better price. Contrarily, they may have to sell to whoever will buy, at whatever the price,
in order to get food or cash to buy urgently needed daily food. In this last case, they have

little flexibility of subsistence strategies.
A fisherman's choice of middlemen is not always based on factions in the island.
This means a fisherman who is a member of the atas faction can bring his sea products to a

middleman who is a member of the bawah faction, and the other way round. It seems that
fishermen always tiy to maintain relationships with all middlemen in the island who are an
important resource to help fishermen when they are in need. If a middleman is absent from
the island, they can come to another middleman to ask for help. Besides, as a woman said,
these middlemen are their kin. For example, the woman brought her sea cucumber that
was collected with her husband over three nights, to two middlemen: five kilograms to the
middleman in the bawah faction and four kilograms to the middleman in the atas faction.
On the other hand, there is a reason which tempts fishermen to choose a certain
buyer, and that is the price he offers. If there is a buyer who offers a good price, fishermen

will sell to him, although they still have a debt to another middleman. But the money
usually is not used to pay their debt, it is used for other purposes, such as to buy food.
Therefore, some of them try to do this secretly from the middleman to whom they are in
debt.
The need for cash or food straight away makes fishermen also turn away for a
moment from the middleman. This usually occurs only when selling salted fish. They will
sell salted fish to the first outside buyer who comes because they need cash straight away,
or because the buyer brings food for barter.
The choice of buyers also depends on the sea resources that will be sold. For
example, a fisherman sells his shark fin, abalone and sea cucumber to a trader in Geser,

while selling salted fish to Garogos middlemen. Another fisherman brings his shark fin to
traders in both Geser and Gorom and also to Garogos middlemen, while his salted fish are
sold to whoever wants to buy, such as Garogos middlemen or outside people. Another
man said that he sells his sea products to Garogos middlemen only to get daily food; his

surplus sea products are usually sold to Geser and Gorom traders.
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If middlemen have not ordered salted fish, it is brought to (leser or Gorom in small
amounts. Purchases in big amounts happen only if there is an order from outside. Usually
some fishermen entmst theirs to someone who goes with his canoe to sell them.
Fishermen go to sell sea cucumbers to these places in large amounts because
traders always need them. Because it is hard for a fisherman get large quantities of sea
cucumber in a short time, it is usually sold in the island to Garogos middlemen, or to
visiting traders, in small amounts of less than 1 kg 7 in order to get cash for daily
necessities.
Fishermen depend on a regular income to survive. In this situation, they may have
little choice, and might have to sell whatever the price. About the price, fishermen have no
market control for export commodities. The prices of them are determined by traders who
in turn receive a standard price from Surabaya or Ujung Pandang and Ambon.
Another marketing strategy of fishermen is related to the processing of sea
products. Some fishermen put a lot of salt on sea products, such as salted fish, sea
cucumber, abalone, and also shark fin. Using a lot of salt makes the products heavier, and
because they are sold by weight, they get a better price. For this reason, some traders
deduct the weight when they buy the products. One trader said that this strategy is wiong
because it reduces quality. The products, especially as export commodities, will be of
poor quality and therefore their value falls when sorted. But, he added, the fishermen are
stubborn, although he has told them about it.
Furthermore, some traders said that improper preserving of sea resources is still a
problem which reduces the quality. Fishermen like to sell their products before they are
properly dry. Therefore, middlemen and traders must dry them again. Fishermen also
have various problems in processing different goods. For instance, according to a trader,
sea cucumber and abalone should be boiled in fresh water, not in salt water. Certain kinds
of sea cucumber should be boiled straightaway after being collected; if not, the meat will
deteriorate. There are other imperfections in processing that make traders disappointed
with the quality of products, such as the way of processing, the length of boiling time, or
even the distance between fire and the sea products being dried.

For small amounts the weights are usually calculated in ons [1 kg = 10 ons].
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5. The Role of The Raja in Garogos Market
As a consequence of the authority of the raja over Garogos Island with its sea, the
raja is involved in marketing of sea products. He uses his right over certain occasions for
certain sea resources (see chapter 3). The raja's involvement in Garogos market is as
follows.
The raja derives income in the trochus shell harvesting season. He gets a share of
sales of trochus. On this occasion, he can advise or recommend certain trader --who has a
good relationship with him-- to Garogos middlemen for obtaining rights to buy the
harvest. Usually Garogos middlemen take into account his advice. Thus, beside
agreement between middlemen and traders, and between middlemen and fishermen, for
sale of the trochus shell harvest, there is an agreement between the trader and the raja, and
as a consequence between them and the middlemen. Middlemen act as mediators
connecting traders to fishermen in sales, and connect traders to the raja in arranging the
raja's share.
The raja receives a fee from commercial fishermen who fish in the waters within
Kataloka domain. The rights over the Garogos sea gives him rights to make contracts
with commercial fishing firms from outside that come with their ships and equipment to
operated in Garogos sea. Usually they catch certain sea resources, such as certain fish
(marnin and

karapu grouper) for export.

Theoretically, local fishermen can be involved in fishing to catch the preferred
kinds of fish on commission for the firm. But the advantages that are offered by the
presence of commercial fishing ships are seldom available to local fishermen. They have
no modern equipment to catch the fish alive as the firms want.
In fact, the presence of outsiders that have contracts with the raja can be
disadvantageous to fishermen. For instance, the raja used to have a contract agreement
with a person from Ambon to supply a kind of sea cucumber that lives in the deep sea in
Garogos waters. The person sent his divers who stayed outside the village for about a
month. Their presence did not please the villagers. A fisherman said they cut down the
fishermen's share of sea cucumber. Fishermen could not compete with their modern
diving equipment. Besides, there was no guarantee that they would only collect one kind
of sea cucumber as the agreement said.
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6. Conclusion
Garogos fishermen fish for subsistence as well as for exchange. Since people need
not only fish for daily food, the need for cash is something urgent in order to purchase
daily necessities, such as sago, sugar, coffee, tea, and other luxuries, beside for other
necessities, such as fishing equipment, cost of ceremonies, health, and education.
Both sexes, adult and children are involved in activities to look for household
consumption., barter and sale. Barter seems reduced and its persistence is dependent on
the market and cash economy. Activities to produce resources for the commodity market
has increased. To still maintain subsistence food, fishing activities are combined for both
aims (subsistence and exchange) in a single outing.
The variety of sea resources for subsistence and especially for the market,
considering they are encapsulate in a wider outside market, help Garogos people to take
advantage of different alternatives in fishing according to the season. Women (and
children) also make an important contribution to subsistence food as well as for the
market. They are particularly involved in cash-producing resources following the altered
market demand for certain "women's portion" sea resources. Women mainly catch more
variety of sea resources than men for both subsistence food and for exchange.
Garogos trade has persisted outside a market-place18. Fishermen are not
connected directly with any village or town market-place in this region to sell their sea
products.
Since very often no cash is involved in trade, credit and debt form an important
factor in Garogos trade by connecting fishermen (producers), middlemen and outside
traders. Credit is taken by fishermen in order to obtain food, fishing equipment, other
goods, and service. Garogos middlemen emerge as important mediators to connect the
island to the wider world economy. Economically and socially they have roles in the
island.
One can ask whether there is a patron-client system in which fishermen are the
client. Another typical question is, are fishermen exploited by traders and middlemen?

Unlike some discussions of rural small-scale trading activities in Indonesia which include the
marketplace. See for example. Mai and Buchholt (1987) Chandler (1984) Alexander (1987).
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A patron-client system is based on the power to control (ownership of) resources

and means of production, for example, land, resources, labor, and equipment by the
patron. There is a relation of owner and non-owner. Looking at a fishing community like
Garogos, we find that sea --unlike land in an agriculture community-- is controlled by all
members in a community as their common property. Laborers (all fishermen) can go to
the sea to fish even with very simple gear. The successflul amount of catch cannot be
guaranteed by an owner of better equipment (although a harvest from a garden also can

fail by disease). Based on the distinctive economic and social characteristics of a fishing
community, Schoembucher (1988) has argued for a 'maritime mode of production',
different from an agriculture community. As Shoembucher has stated, a maritime fishing
community has some differentiated characteristics based on the sea and its resources, such
as,
absence of ownership of the resources; labor cannot be embodied in the
resources; fishermen do not share the same environment with their prey; the prey
is uncertain, mobile, and difficult to locate; and fish is a perishable product and
requires immediate processing (Shoembucher 1988:2 18).
• . .

A skill in fishing is not a guarantee of success. Using a new technology does not
always mean increasing a standard of life, considering that better equipment (such as an
outboard motor) is obtained by credit and has to be repaid. So, in other words, there are
no rich fishermen. There is no owner of resources who can control laborers. In Garogos,
laborers also are not too dependent on the owner of means of production, since a

successful catch cannot be predicted with better equipment. Stressing the owner-non
owner relationship, we see that Garogos middlemen are not owners of capital considering
they are also tied by debt to traders. Thus, traders are capital-owners in this system., and
all traders live outside Garogos. The question is, do capital owners have control over

fishermen and middlemen?
Credit-given and debt-taken for cash, food, fishing equipment, and other goods
from the givers (traders and middlemen) and sea resources from the takers (fishermen and
middlemen) show that fishermen, middlemen, and traders are dependent on each other. In
this alliance, the position of middleman on the one hand is as a credit-giver (for fishermen),
but on the other hand is as debt-taker (from traders). As a consequence, the relation of
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these three elements gives a flexibility to the system. This is shown by the flexibility for the
parties involved to move from one partner to another; fishermen have the option to
choose the buyers, and traders and middlemen do the same thing in choosing the creditors.
In turn, this leads to emergence of certain strategies among them. One example is the
extension of credit and 'unfinished debt' which seems conditioned to maintain the trade
alliance, especially from the giver's side in order to obtain continued supplies of sea
products. On the other hand, the more credit is given, as Geertz (1963:37) has stated, the
stronger the position of a debtor toward his creditor'9. He indirectly ties the creditor for
controlling him in repayment. If there is a high demand for sea products, it will put
fishermen in a better bargaining position. On the contrary, the village economy is very
dependent on market fluctuations. So, in the context of the Garogos situation, there is no
patron-client system, or it can be stated, there is no chance to develop a position of
'patron'. This situation is also supported by the absence of the capital-owners who live
outside Garogos and politically they have no position in the society.
One characteristic of patronship is that the patron has power in politics so that he
can offer protection to his client. Related to ownership of resources, the raja has power
over Garogos sea. Traditionally, it "belongs" to the raja, Garogos people have the duty to
guard it. So, with his political position, ownership of resources20, also his role in Garogos
market, one question can be asked: could the raja transform into a patron?

19

See Geertz (1963:37-38) who described a credit system involving the strategy of creditor and
debtor to keep the credit balance in the town of Mojokuto in Java
20
It shows, contrary to Shoembucher (1988), that in fact there is "ownership" of resources (sea) in
a fishing community like Garogos. The sea can be, for example, rented to outsiders.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

This chapter brings together the major issues that have emerged in this work. It
deals with the transformative impact of development on a relatively isolated rural economy
with the establishment of a specific mode of production.
Garogos appears to be a rather 'traditional' community, characterized by
traditional institutions. This appears to be the case, for example, in the importance of the
household as unit of production and consumption, the importance of kinship in local social
organisation, or the persistence of barter as a form of exchange. Although Garogos
appears at first sight to be isolated from outside centres of commercial and political power,
in fhct, it is encapsulated by the modem capitalist economy and the institutions of the state.
Garogos is dependent on the wider market and the institutions of state, for example, in the
political and administrative structures and processes of modem Indonesia. The islanders
are fliced with unequal competition with commercial fisheries, problems of uncontrolled
overfishing, the dependence on the outside market, or ties of debt to middlemen and
traders, generating some problems for them.
Fishermen produce sea products for direct consumption as well as for exchange.
In exchange, barter is still practiced although its frequency is decreasing as cash sales
increase. Although more concentrate on trade, largely this activity is for subsistence
needs.
Outside traders in this region through Garogos middlemen connect fishermen to
the wider market. The expansion of trading activities of local middlemen, Geser and
Gorom traders, developed the Garogos economy. In other words, the integration into a
wider economy is created mostly by activity inside the region. Similarly, de Jonge (1989)
has described Madura's economy after this island was "opened". He has stated, there is a
shift of the 'traders' frontier" which increasingly integrated the Madura economy into the

1

The term traders' frontier has been borrowed from Bailey (1957) who described a simple peasant
economy in highland India which was brought into contact with the wider world. When
administration came, the village's economy developed, including import and export, other
occupations for cash were created, besides agriculture. By this, his concept of traders' frontier, meant
there was extension in the economic boundary inside this community.
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wider world (Jonge 1989:279). The increasing of Madura's trading activities was not
because of introduction of plantation production or factories, but because local traders
extended their trading activity to Jawa for both export and import. One important thing
was the extension of money circulation, especially for tobacco, which has increased local
trade groups. Trade alliances have persisted among producers, Madura traders (big and
small traders), and bigger traders (usually Indonesian-Chinese). It is interesting to see that
Madura traders dominate economic relations with the outside world. These trading
alliances in Madura include credit and debt. Jonge (1989:282-283) has argued, the credit

system is guaranteed to maintain a trade alliance by tying these elements in the alliance.
Besides, traders as mediator (middlemen) are needed to connect Madura and Jawa, and
the coastal area with interior 'isolated' villages. This description is similar to Garogos.
The credit system is a common type of exchange in Garogos. The rise of
unfinished debt of fishermen as producers for Garogos middlemen or outside traders and
debt of Garogos middlemen to outside traders actually guarantees the continuation of
trade alliances between fishermen, middlemen and traders. On the other hand, unfinished
debt causes fishermen to lose their economic independence. They also have no control
over the market, so that the village economy is dependent on the fluctuation of outside
markets which are dominated by traders. This shows that traders in this region are middle
men (as well as Garogos middlemen) who connect Garogos with outside markets, such as

through information. In fact, traders have tried to always maintain the distance between
fishermen and wider markets directly and the dependence of fishermen for their own
interest.
Faced with these disadvantages, however, fishermen in fact have access to their
sea. Sea is common property for the community as a whole. Sea is the "subject of

labour" (Meillassoux 1981:14) in which labour can get immediate results without previous
investment of human energy in it. This gives the opportunity to fishermen to also control
their means of production, such as labour (household as a production unit) and equipment
(even simple equipment), and to control their production. In another words, if a fisherman
is not tied by debt, he can also control the distribution of his sea production. However,

fishermen mostly need credit to solve their problem of meeting their subsistence needs.
For both subsistence and the market, Garogos provides a variety of sea resources.
The variety of resources allows an ability to minimi7e risk in sea production, and at the
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same time maximize the exploitation of different resources in different fishing spots and
seasons. The strategy to maintain diversification in sea resources is related to the
characteristics of fishing with uncertain catch.
Garogos fishing economy has always meant they have had to maintain close ties
outside the local community in order to obtain other goods; so, they have never been
isolated. But, as Garogos people are drawn increasingly into the modern market, they
become ever more dependent on external ties at the expense of their local selfsuThciency
(while the market is needed to 1111111 their subsistence).
Connections to the world economy are also a consequence of government policy.
The central government gives permission to large outside commercial fishing companies to
operate in Garogos waters. Indirectly, the operation of large-scale fishing has led to
changes in methods of production for certain sea resources, such as shark fishing.
Fragments of drifted net and cork floats from company boats have been found, and
fishermen use them to improve their ability to catch shark in response to high market
demand. The introduction of pok-pok outboard motors, especially for shark hunting, has
also reduced the incidence of more traditional and communal fishing methods, such as the
tail kor method. This has led to a decline in internal solidarity or integration that adheres
to a tall kor group. People have started to take into consideration economic flhctors in
methods of production in fishing. A similar problem had be found among Malay fishermen
in South Thailand (Fraser 1966:90-94). The introduction of outboard motors and nylon
nets reduced members of fishing groups and in turn loosened the integration in this
community. Fraser (1966:94-97) also has shown, it was followed by reducing catch of the
major fish, kenzbong fish. This was blamed on the operation of large scale fisheries in the
same waters. Fishing companies not only competed in fishing, but fishermen also blamed
the competition in fish price in local market on them. As a consequence, fishermen chose
other alternative income beyond fishing, but decided to still stay in their coastal village.
Another similarity is in the introduction of nets as has been shown by Nietschmann (1987)
among Miskito Indians in Nicaragua. The change to this new technology for catching
turtles came about because of the increasing of outside market demand for the sea
resource. The need for turtles as subsistence food has shifted to the need for cash. This
in turn has shifted the social dimension of turtle meat in the community --which was
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related to the distribution of turtle meat among kin-- toward personal economic gain for
cash.
Of the problem of overexploitation faced by Garogos, there are two causes of
potential overfishing, arising from competition for scarce resources. Firstly, competition
with outside large commercial operators, who are a relatively recent phenomenon.
Secondly, increasing local population of Garogos fishermen and demand for cash from the
market.
Cordell (1977) has argued that the local population pressure, especially in small
scale fishing communities, is not always the primary danger of overfishing, concerning 'the
difficulty of measuring population pressure and resource deterioration"; he offered another
alternative "to inquire how fishermen perceive and talk about the carrying capacity of their
system" (Cordell 1977:1).
At least, there are two opinions of Garogos fishermen of conservation in their
area. One set of people perceive and worry that the resources are decreasing, and it is
occurring following population increase (meaning increasing numbers of fishermen), the
use of certain equipment, such as nets, or the operating of large scale fisheries in their
waters. Another opinion came from those who do not see the problem with the carrying
capacity and the population at all.
Another factor faced by Garogos exploitation of trochus is the manipulation of the
sasi system by shortening the length of protection time. Sasi as a traditional conservation
system practised in Garogos nowadays seems to be under pressure from the market
economy. It is not being applied to conserve the trochus itself; but for economic benefits,
which are not necessarily compatible with long-term conservation of trochus. Thus, as
Bulmer (1982:63) has stated of traditional practices in new Guinea, while a taboo on
exploitation is conservationally sound, conservation is not actually the object. In the
Garogos case, the object is to increase the next harvest of trochus shells to satisf' the
market demand. Besides, when a certain resources is protected, other resources might be
more fished as an alternative sources of cash from the market (Johannes 1982:240), such
as sea cucumber and abalone.
These factors are driving the island to overfishing of the sea without a careful
conservation system. As a consequence, not only is there diminishing availability of sea
resources as commodities for the commercial market by which Garogos people earn
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necessary income, but the availability of resources for immediate subsistence consumption
is also threatened.
From economic pressure which leads to commercial exploitation., the traditional
conservation system is manipulated in practice, although for some communities, the idea
of conservation is different between conservationists and local people (Carrier 1982).
Faced with the dilemma of conserving or exploiting resources, a fisherman can ask
whether he should conserve resources for the future or exploit them to satisfy his urgent
economic needs for survival.
In the past Garogos people may have had some control or management over their
resources in their domain, such that they were able to conserve resources for future
subsistence. Nowadays, however, this is increasingly difficult, largely because of the
increasing dominance of the commercial market.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that Garogos people fail to maintain their system.
Like other traditional small scale fishing communities in Maluku and elsewhere in
Indonesia, Garogos has its own customary system of sea tenure to manage or exploit the
sea; a system which is still practiced. But the problem will emerge if outsiders, especially
large scale commercial fishing, ignore the system. Some of them are only interested in
how to get a maximal catch without concern for the consequences of overfishing for locals
and the ecology. In fact, the government regulations for the operation of large scale
fishing, for example, are intended to eliminate competition and conflict between large scale
and small scale fishing by the classification of fishing area or the size of boat and
equipment. Regulations also include concern for ecology, by the prohibition on the use of
dynamite, chemical poisons and fish intoxicants2. Besides, in the permission letter from the
Maluku fishery office, there are several supplementary options (I read one example which
is produced in 1993). Two of them stated to respect and obey the local adat of the sea,
and prohibited collection of protected sea resources. Therefore, there is no guarantee that
the fishing firms obey the regulations. it is supported by the lack of control system over
the operation of the ships, especially for the waters fur from the centres, such as Garogos.
The situation has shown the potential of overfishing in Garogos sea is not only the
responsibility of local people, but also the role of the raja and government who both give
2

Although not all policies achieve their aims. For example, several years ago, the operation of
trawlers emerged a serious problem in fishing in Indonesia.
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permission for the operating of large scale fisheries in Garogos waters. Besides, the raja
who lives in another island, has authority over Garogos sea in adat. For this reason, he is
also an important figure in ecological issues as well as in economic issues since he is "the
owner" of the sea. Not only locals, but also the raja has rights to interfere in sea tenure of
the 'community' (see chapter 3 and chapter 4).
Although some traditional management practices cannot be carried on in the
modern world, some others at least still have thnctions. I do believe that the traditional
system should serve as a basis for economic development for local people. Their system is
dynamic; it adapts to change and innovation, as Dove has stated, because traditional
culture is connected to, and "directly supports the basic social, economic and ecological
processes" (Dove 1985:xv). Sea tenure which includes territorial use rights are still
relevant in fishing management. The recognition of customary marine tenure with
modification should be taken into account in modem fishery management. The institution
of the rule of the raja may also play a positive role in regulating the system with
consequent social, economic and ecological benefits for the community. As Cordell has
stated, customary marine tenure has "provided a vehicle for transition from subsistence to
commercial fishing", so, "commercial fishing is not incompatible with the continuity of
customary marine tenure" (Cordell 1993: l63).
The overall result of the problems contemporary Garogos people fhce is an
increasing economic dependence on the market, vulnerability to economic and
technological change which they cannot effectively control, and uncontrolled over
exploitation of their resources. Faced with the penetration of capitalism, a 'traditional'
fishing community can still maintain its 'traditionality', such as canoe-fishing in Ghana
which has shown the limits of capitalist penetration (Vercruijsse 1984). Alternatively, the
fishing community may become dependent for its subsistence on the outside economy, as
for the Ponam islanders (Carrier and Carrier 1989). Carrier and Carrier have shown, with
the demise of Ponam specialization in fishing and trade, islanders have been led to
dependence on remittances of migrant workers. Another possibility may be closer to the
example of coastal Miskito Indians (Nietschmann 1987). When their subsistence resource
(turtles) became a commodity for the outside market, they started to lose "their autonomy
Facts show the importance of 'traditional' economy in contributing to national economy, even for

export commodities. See examples for Indonesia, among others, Pelzer 1978 Hoffman 1985; Kahn
1980.
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and their adaptive relationship with their environment" (Nietsckmann 1987:174). When
they fced the overfishing of turtles, the community was threatened by the loss of both
cash and subsistence sources.
In order to attain goals and solve problems of access to cash, adaptation persists
among Garogos people. Local adaptation is persisting as a response to change from both
outside and inside the community. The adaptation to the need for cash, includes not only
production and distribution, but also the socio-cultural system and environment as a
whole. The main problem for fishermen is how to still do fishing to provide daily
necessities for their flimily. Garogos people have tried to 'adapt' to new circumstances,
but it looks as if their efforts will not be to their longer-term advantage if things keep going
as they are. One can ask, with the dependence only on the sea, what will Garogos reach?
Adaptations to satisfy present economic pressures may satisfy needs of subsistence
but lead to depletion of resources. Short-term economic security can be reached, but at
the expense of long-term conservation.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1.
Table 1. List of the Local Fish, Recorded in 1993 and Their Use
(including shark and ravfish)
Vernacular Names
Scitific Names***
-

1. tehar
2. go/rn
3. ku.sikat
4. ilubenihis
5. duan tai woto
6. duan biru
7. duan abu

.8. ngelngeli
ebituun

Lethrinus ornatus
Lethrinus sp.
Lethrinu.s elongatus

27. hurgegal rnemerah
28. milihutan
29. gotana lean
30. tobalelet
31. ngada
32. anjang
33. gaca
34. ti ngara

+
+

++

+

+

++

+
+

++

+
+

++

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

21. kilosa
22.kebisu.sut
23.ulosaahan
24. oan
25. kon
26. hur

+
+

++

20.tiroi

mesan-mesan
tatalelet

++
±+

++

kokolar
18.tigurun
19. kalalang

mm/au
maum

Consumed

Bolbometopon muricatum

Naso unicornis
Naso sp
Naso tuberosus
Naso annulatus
Naso annulatus
Naso lituratus
Parupeneus barberinus
?
?

12.tatarabu.su

Bartered

ScariLsfrenatus
Scarus rabroviolaceus
Scat-us /rkpseloperus
Scat-u.s schiegeli
Scat-u.s ghobban
Scaru.s sp.

duan kepala gong
tatara

Sold

?
Siganus canal icul atus
Siganus puellus
Acanthurus mata
Acanthurus lineatus
Zebrasoma veliferum
Acanthurus olivaceus

++

+

+

++

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-1-1-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

±

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

A cant hut-us spp.

+

+

+

±

+

+

Lu4anusgibbus
Lujanus sp.
Lutjanus sp.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Scomberomorus sp.

+

+

+

35.maramas

Caranxsp.

+

+

+

36. maramas maui mera mulupanjang

Caranx sp.

37.kutu
ugelan

markosi
komu
domu
domu kacang
didihu
44.sarui

,4uxis thazard
Katsuwonu.spelamis
?
?

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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45.bthe.sut
46.durun
47.sokit
una
liaran
50.katula
51. tali-tali
52.domak
53.welem

?
?
Platax orbicularis
Istiophorus oriental is
?

?

54.mamin
55.i'ankuning

56. boinasa

57.sulir
58.wakom
59. ulumar

?
Rastrelliger sp.

60.lasi
ubi

kiliboban
kanasa
64.ilak

Cpsilurus poecilopterus
Chaetodon lineolatus
Vagamugil speigleri

79. tokan-tokan

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

?

-

-

+

-

-

+

?

+

+

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

Ralistoides vir1descen
Ba! istapus undulatus

Diodon liturosus
Lactorea cornata
Ostracion cub icus
Paracanthurus hejxtus
?
Fistularia petimba

80.ei

atula
ubor
badar
krum
kudekil

+

+

69.siwir

78. sai-sail

+

-

?

77. nedin-nedin

+

+

+

muskar
mulu

lii Ia
sumu
73.poguh
74.gaus
75. tirutun
76. boi-boi

+

+

-

?

ulubatar

+

+

+

capareuk

68.11/as

+

Selarsp.
Plotosus canius
Novaculicht/rvs taeniourus
Sa,ocentron nth rum

-

-

+

86.sigih

-

-

+

87.otan

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

+

-

+

-

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

88.puri
89.gam-gam
90. neba

91.uas
92.gulema
garopa [ mulu tikus]
kulheuk
harimanuk
96.haritIrutun
97.haripandera
98. han masin
99.harirahit
100. han kawal

Hemirha mphus far

Cromileptis altivelis
9

?
?

+

-
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101.haribainan

-

+

-

102. han keu

-

+

-

+
+

-

103.hariboti-boti
of domu
olmarkose
ol wosa

-

-

?

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

107.oisarasa

Sphyrna blochil
9

-

+

-

108. oigarogan

Stegostomafasciatum

-

+

-

-

+

-

?

-

+

-

-

+

109.oiwatu
110. oi aragaji
111.oigul:
01 tetewar

oi watanabe
112. waurun

*

*

*

113.oitagas

*

*

*

kawal-kawal

?

boi-boi metan

udeung
kabat(eel)
gulas (eel)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Gvmnothoraxberndti

?

Note: ++ = has priority for.
*

not edible by Garogos people
to idmtify scitific names, I was helped by a friid at
the LIPI Ambon, Dotg Hendriks, and by using some literatures.

=

From 113 edible fish, 64 kinds (56.6%) are used for sale as salted/dried fish, 80 (70.7%) can
be used in barter, and 94 (83.1%) for household consumption.
In idtification, one local name is used to idtify more than one species (see no 5, 6, 26, 76).
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Table 2. List of Other Sea Resources. Caiw.ht and Mentioned by Garoos Peonle
Sea Resource
Vernacular Names
Scientific Names***
Sale
+
Sea Cucumber ebi bas
Holothuria scabra
ebi masin-masin
?
+
ebi hcirai mahuti
Holothuria rigida
+
9
+
ebi harai metan
+
ebi dud uran
The/en ota ananas
+
ebi duduran metan
Stichopus chloromatus
+
ebi sisiar mahuti
Holothuria marmorata
ebi sisiar bintik
?
+
ebi gusi-gusi
?
+
+
ebisarasa
?
+
ebi susurowa
7
+
ebi rarara
7
ebisika
7
+
ebi dawal-dawal
7
+
+
ebi cera metan
Holothuria edulis
+
ebi tarangan
?
+
ebi bora-bora
?
ebi urat (talengkong)
7
+
ebi taikongkong
7
+
+
ebitewer
7
+ [shell]
Trochus
lola wawina
Trochus niloticus
+ [shell]
lola urana
Tectus pyrarimis
Abalone
+
sikadahi
Haliotes asinina
Octopus
urit watu
+
Octopus sp I
+
urit susulu (lobe)
Octopus .sp 2
urit dudua
?
Green Turtle
+
henu
Chelonia rnvdas
Hawksbill T.
+
eran
Eretmochelvs imbricata
Cuttlefish
uraga
Sepia spp
+
Cuttlefish
her-her
Sepio teuthis sp.
+
Lobster
guran
+
e.g. Panulirus .sp.
loki
Oratosquilla sp.
+
Sea Urchin
surwala
Tripneustes gratilla
gagan
Diadema setosum
+
Seawed
agar
Eucheuma edule
+
sangu-sangu
Hypnea cervicornis
Giant Clam
halanguru garai
Hippopus hippopus
+
+
halanguru lurik
Thdacna maxima
+
halanguru bulik watu
Tridacna squamosa
Shellfish
ururuk
Cypraea tigris
+ [shell]
ururuk [polos]
Ovula ovum
+
madi i
Sirombus luhuanus
+
lelesut
Sfrombusgibberulus
rang-rang
Lambis lambis
rang-rang suagi
Lambis chiragra
+
i/ut
Cassis carnuta
+
i/ut ratu
Cypraecassis rufa
[shell]
boinana
Cvmbiola vespertilio
bibia
Conussp.
+ [shell]
bia bor
Terebra oreolata
+ [shell]
bia bor
Rhinoclavis vertagus
koin
Nautilus pompilius
+ [shell]
gapi-gapi
Pinctada margaritfera
guluwivas
Fimbriajimbriala
witurin
Trachicardium subrugosum
-

-

-

Barter

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

+
+

+
+

-

-*

-

-

-

-

-

+
-

-

+
+
+
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Consume

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
-1+
-1+
-

+
+
+
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Sponge
Sea worm

tarata
taremin
bia kapala saki
suweruk

IvIurex ramosus
?

kulat-kulat

?

than
kekas

?
?

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+*

-

+
-

-

-

-

-

-

+*

-

-*

Note: *=forjt
-1+ =rarely eaten.
= in identity scientifis names, I was helped by a friend, D. Hendriks,
at the LIPI Ambon, dan by using some literatures.
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Appendix 2.

Sea

Sea Resources Methoth Fishermea Best Fishinc Time. Forms. and Use.
Best Fishing Time
Fishermen
Methods

Use

Forms

Resources

Fish
[m geaeral]

tali kor

mea, womea,

children

net

mi

daytime, east season, day-tide (not late),
no strong wind (stop in July at 'air dmgrn'
season where fish do not like to come up
to suiface at daytime)

salted

sale,barter

baked

supphes to go to
other far islands

nighttime, high tide, all season
[ngada fish in west season; ubi fish in east

fresh (baked,
flied, cooked,

housthold
consumption

season]

etc)

fresh

bait

sale

small net

womea, children

all season, daytime

subelat
(fish. line)

mm, boys

all season (no wind); in east season,
people like to go at night

jarutu

mm

all season, daytime, deep sea

tonda
(trolling)

mm

all season, in voyage to & from other
islands

solongsolong

mm, womon,

all season, esp. calm season, dark moon

(fish. line)

children

(spear)
mm

daytime, west season (calm season, so
water is clear)

wu (trap)

mm

all season

lutur (trap)

mm, womon

west season

acu & toba

mm

west season (calm, also season of domu
kacang fish), daytime, deep sea

fin and tail

acu

mm

the md of east season (whm south east
and mena fish season); daytime

dried meat

hana i 'an

(speargun)

Shark

shark net

mm

baiter; presont to

kin in other islands;
somimes sale

east season, dark night (no moon light),
gelar area.
the beginning of east season in strong
wind when shark's food (komu fish)
followpuri fish.
-

-

Rayfish

net
acu

mm

east season; nighttime

dried meat

baiter; present to
kin in other islands

Sea

solongsolong

mm, womon,
children

east season; dark night, low tide
(women & children also collect by hand
while wading)

dried

sale

Cucumber
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Abalone

ladung

men

west season (calm); daytime

turn over
coral, use

women, children,
(also men)

west season, extremely low tide, daytime

dive to
collect

men, women,

children

derus stick;
solong-solong

-

-shell

sale
sale

west season (calm), big low tide, daytime
(in buka sasi time)

-shell
-meat

sale
eaten

women, children,
also old men

west season (esp. transitional period from
east to west), extremely low tide, daytime

dried
fresh

eaten. bait

by hand &

men, women,

skewer in
wire & rope

children

east season (esp. transitional period from
west to east), low tide at nighttime

dried
fresh

barter, sale, eaten
eaten

n, acu

men

east season, nighttime in moonlight

fresh meat

sale

ladiing

men

daytime, west season (calm)

solongsolong

men

any time

shell

sale

ladung

men

daytime, west season (calm)
anytime, all season

dried meat

present to kin in
other islands; eaten;
sale

daytime, all season

fresh

eaten

dried

sale; eaten

-dried meat

suan
Trochus

Urit Watu
Octopus

Urit Lobe
Octopus

Green Turtle

Hawksbill
Turtle

barter, sale, eaten

Uraga
Cuttlefish

solong-

men, women,

solong

children

Her-her
Cuttlefish

solongsolong

men, women,

net

men

daytime, all season

by gloved
hand; net

men

daytime, all season

meat (alive)

sale

solong-

men

anytime, all season

fresh

eaten

men

daytime, extremely low tide, all season

fresh

eaten

collected by
hand

women, children

daytime, big low tide, all season

fresh
baked

eaten; barter; sale

Gagan Sea

collected by

women, children

daytime, big low tide, all season

meat

eaten

Urchin

hand
women, children,
men

west season, big low tide (men kei),
daytime

dried

sold; eaten

detns stick
Sangu-sangu

collected by

women, children

west season, big low tide, daytime

dried

eaten; sold

Seaweed

hand

Guran
Lobster

children

solong

Loki Lobster

belo stick &
solongsolong

SurwaJd Sea
Urchin

Agar seaweed

by hand or

eaten
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Giant Clam

solong-

women,

children

solong
Ururuk

Crowies
Madi'i &
Lelesut

west season, big low tide (meti kei),
daytime

dried
shell

collected by
hand

women, children

west season, big low tide, daytime

shell
meat

collected by
hand

women, children

daytime, big low tide, all season

fresh
dried

collected by
hand

women, children

daytime, big low tide, all season

meat
shell

Shellfish
Other
Shellfish
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Appendix 3.

Sketch of Marine Place Names.

There are 24 names in moti, 34 in ge/ar, and 6 in nama metan area in Garogos, Koon, and
Nukus islands, given by Garogos people.

13)

64

h

22
NUkU

2

16

15

14

20

56

12
10

6

Garogo

Koon
21

'9

I
27

In Moth
lo'u.
pasar
luthurdak
derak lean
tuha-lean
loktimumu
ata-wuratak
niu lalabor
goha-lean
bk ma/as
bk-lean
bk tigurun
wawa-usi-wo
karawatu-tuab
watu roti
watu ngada
i/u ota

i/u han
lokbibia
lian-kapab-bean
lian-kapab-ota
arang riri
urit ruma
han lao

In Gelar
bk kalalang
sasagoi
taiwan
watukoka
bas tewi
butur
boda suar
watu rubususun

ar-kai-tuab
watu ba/as
metan-bean
ar-lean
sasagol
tingara-ar
ker-ker
nolar-ar
ahar-ar
bas tewi
bas mata
watu han
sisigaino
46.lo'u
47. nama-lu
48.guti

din-rn akoka
hangkong

ot-rebat
tanat-bean
narna-ota
baloran
watu mancia
ar-lean
57./o'u
watu-lean

In Nama metan
Watugei
kubang-kulang
siaru maabangu
siaru henu
63 watu otan
64. bo 'u
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.

-t

C
C

-

Solmig-.solo,:g
(for IeIriug IiIi, sc

cucuniher, Itirlic,
l)CtOI)(IS, cti(ticljsli, IOI),tCF, gi.itil clani

)
-d

C
C

C

C
I:t

-g

N)
NJ

V

4-

I(i(1U ng

(for harpooning sea cucumber)

7
hadunu

(for harpooning turtle)

.P--,ODt

"—\
(for harpooning fish)
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